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PREFACE 

This volume publishes the texts presented at the colloquium ‘New Greek Texts from Oxy- 

rhynchus’ and related finds. This daytime workshop for 17 scholars from around the world, followed 

by a packed evening public discussion, took place in June 2009, convened by Professor Eric Handley 

(FBA) and Dirk Obbink. The workshop allowed the scholars to examine some of these texts, and then 

to present them to a wider audience in the evening, considering questions of the language, content, 

and reconstruction of the texts (‘Did Euripides write two versions of his play Medea?’), and how mod¬ 

ern methods of imaging work to recover unknown classical texts. A display of papyri, photographs, 

and other relevant material was also on view (see British Academy Review 14 (Nov. 2009) 28-31). 

Included are new texts of Greek drama: one (5075) a dialogue in lyric metre (probably from 

a tragedy); the other (5076) a play of Old Comedy that contrasted a never-never land of good gov¬ 

ernment and prosperous market-places with political denunciations of financial mismanagement. 

5077 heralds a widely circulating collection of letters (known in antiquity to Cicero, Seneca, and the 

Herculaneum Library) by the Athenian philosopher Epicurus, with instructions for the circulation of 

his own writings. 

Another is a previously unknown gospel (5072)—or at any rate one offering new sayings of Je¬ 

sus, together with the story of the casting out of demons at Gadara by Jesus, but omitting the curious 

but essential element of the swine; there is also a jumbo amulet bearing the opening of the Gospel of 

Mark (5073) 5074 offers a presentation-grade copy of Cyril of Alexandria’s Festal Letters that trun¬ 

cates the text. A series of Platonic dialogues (5078-5092) constitute the remains of the first part of 

the Thrasyllan tetralogic division identified so far in the Oxyrhynchus collection. Included are a series 

of calligraphic copies of Meno and Politicus penned by scribes notable for having copied other works of 

classical literature at Oxyrhynchus (5088 5090). In 5093 a rhetorician of the imperial period simi¬ 

larly showcases his knowledge of classical literature and tragic poetics, declaiming on Medea’s killing 

of her children. 5094 charts a discussion of Greek mythology under the pedigree of Apollodorus of 

Athens, citing (among other works) the lost epics Cypria and Naupactia. 5095 shows the emergence of 

the authoritative mediaeval commentary on the Iliad, still travelling in a self-standing codex volume. 

The working party at the British Academy considered a group of important public docu¬ 

ments, among them two that collect prefectural rulings or edicts (5096, 5097). The former harks back 

to Ptolemaic rule and attests the early formation of collections of Roman legal proclamations; on 

its back, an advocate appears to prepare his brief, perhaps for delivery at court (5098). Two private 

letters detail respectively the affairs of a sister’s ill-health (5099), and instructions for transmission of 

a letter to Theon a strategos, through the intermediary of an ‘Ethiopian’ slave as messenger (5100). 

We are grateful to Dr James Brusuelas, who compiled the indexes with customary industry, 

and to Drs Daniela Colomo and W. Benjamin Henry for editorial acumen in the checking and veri¬ 

fication of texts and the proofs. Dr Jeffrey Dean provided copy-editing, typesetting, and invaluable 

advice regarding production, while the Charlesworth Group printed the volume to exacting specifi¬ 

cations notwithstanding delays. As a result of the long-standing support of the Arts and Humanities 

Research Council and the British Academy, the papyri from Oxyrhynchus are made available to an 

ever-widening audience. 

August 2011 
D. OBBINK 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF 

PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The basis of the method is the Leiden system of punctuation; see CE7 (1932) 

262-9. It may be summarized as follows: 

a/3y The letters are doubtful, either because of damage or because they are 

otherwise difficult to read 

Approximately three letters remain unread by the editor 

[afly] The letters are lost, but restored from a parallel or by conjecture 

Approximately three letters are lost 

( ) Round brackets indicate the resolution of an abbreviation or a symbol, 

e.g. (aprafir]) represents the symbol crp(aryy6c) represents the ab¬ 

breviation crpj 

Ja/3yJ The letters are deleted in the papyrus 

'afiy The letters are added above the line 

(a/3y) The letters are added by the editor 

{a/3y} The letters are regarded as mistaken and rejected by the editor 

Bold arabic numerals refer to papyri printed in the volumes of The Oxyrhynchus 

Papyri. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in J. F. Oates et al., 

Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraca (BASP Suppl. no. 9,5200i); for a more 

up-to-date version of the Checklist, see http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/ 
texts/clist.html. 



I. THEOLOGICAL TEXTS 

5072. Uncanonical Gospel? 

29 4B.48/F(i~4)d 7x7 cm End of second / beginning of third century 

Plate II 

Fragment of a papyrus codex containing part of a non-canonical narrative of 

the casting out of a demon by Jesus (->■) and some apparently miscellaneous sayings 

addressed by Jesus to unspecified persons (J). It has become conventional to label 

and treat most such fragments (e.g. Van Haelst 585-91, 1147, 1151, P. Stras. Cop. 5 

and 6, P. Berol. 22220) as ‘unknown’ or ‘uncanonical’ gospels, although it can be 

difficult to tell what is a gospel (cf. the observations by Th. J. Kraus in the introduc¬ 

tion to Th.J. Kraus, M.J. Kruger, T. Nicklas, Gospel Fragments {2009) 1-6). 5072 can 

be regarded as an ‘unknown’ or ‘non-canonical’ gospel to the extent that it presents 

similarities with Synoptic narratives and sayings (and not because it is part of any 

otherwise known non-canonical gospel). It might have been an abridged version, 

combining more than one gospel, or an account of gospel stories and sayings re¬ 

counted from memory. 

The hand is a small semi-cursive, upright, with many ligatures, not particu¬ 

larly elegant; it is noticeably rougher across the fibres. The size of the letters is not 

regular: o and, most of the time, e and c are small, but the rest of the letters can 

be found in various sizes. There is no decoration and no contrast between thin and 

thick strokes. Space between letters is usually regular. The script is bilinear on the 

whole, except for cj) and p, less prominendy 2, and sometimes 1 and y, but the base 

line is not kept regularly even, r and e are always ligatured, e is sometimes written 

in two strokes as a semicircle with the horizontal stroke in the middle, extending to 

the following letter; on other occasions it is written cursively, as a lunate sigma with 

the horizontal dropping from the upper end and ligatured to the next letter, e, T, 

tt, and c are usually linked to the following letter; o is floating, and occasionally 

triangular in shape; flat go is cursively written and hangs from the previous letter. 

t and p sometimes have a right-curving serif at the bottom of the vertical; a less 

prominent serif is also visible at the bottom of 1, y, and the right vertical of tt. The 

vertical of p often begins almost from the bottom centre of the loop, n is cursively 

written with a low saddle in the middle and 2 with a rather long horizontal end. 

k is wide, with the arms extending from the middle of the vertical, although the 

descending arm occasionally starts from the ascending one. n is written in three 

strokes, with the oblique prolonged upwards and the final vertical overlying it. B is 

narrow, with the descending stroke crossing the vertical in the shape of an S. In 

J4 the left vertical of h curves, as a result of the ligature with the previous letter, y 
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is written with a more or less vertical upright touching the left arm at a fairly high 

point; sometimes it is written in one stroke. A is written with the first stroke at a 450 

angle, z and, probably, f are not attested. 

The hand shows some features (h, k, it, hanging go, sometimes y) that could 

suggest a relatively early date in the second century. However, the y in one move¬ 

ment and cursive ligatured e are better paralleled in documentary texts of the late 

second century and the beginning of the third century such as LX 4068 (March- 

April ad 200) or P. Flor. II 278 (Scrivere libri e documenti nel mondo antico, tav. cxix) (ad 

203-4; see a^so L 3536, dated by the editors to the third century). 5072 can be 

placed between V 842 Hellenica Oxyrhynchia (second half of the second cen¬ 

tury) (Roberts, GLH 17b) and P. Ryl. Ill 463, Gospel of Mary (middle of the third 

century) (Roberts 20c). A date in the late second century / beginning of the third 

century thus seems probable for 5072. 

ye for vie occurs in ->3. The nomen sacrum for vloc is first attested at the end of 

the second century / beginning of the third century (P. Bodmer II = J)66). At the 

start of -»g, a horizontal bar over sigma suggests another nomen sacrum, perhaps 

f[c, less likely k\c (for k would have probably left some traces). Another bar is also 

visible after ye in —>3 (see 3 n.). 'IepocoXvp,a (J8) occurs in full, following the usual 

practice of only contracting LepoveaXpp, and never 'IepocoXvp,a (A. H. R. E. Paap, 

Nomina sacra (1959) 106). 

fiaciXela in J9 is abbreviated (ftaXeia). This word is not listed among nomina 

sacra in modern repertoria (cf. K. Aland, Repertorium dergriechischen christlichen Papyri, 

i 420-26) and is very rarely contracted: /3c (for /TxciAeuc) occurs in XVII 2068, 

perhaps a liturgical fragment dated to the fourth century, and fiXevc and fiXeiav at 

John 1151 and 3:3 in the added portion of the Freer Gospels (W) (seventh or eighth 

century); cf. pacXc in a Greek-Coptic bilingual gospel of the sixth century (Aland 

070; Paap 114). However, it is interesting that, besides the familiar compendia, in 

P. Egerton 2, an early unknown gospel from the second century which shares with 

our papyrus some other similarities (see below), we find f3aXev[av for fiaciXevcLv, to¬ 

gether with Juo (= Mujvcrjc), r][cac (= Hcatac), TTpopac (= TTpopprac) and errpopevcev 

(= eTTpoppreveev). Note that /SaAeta (5072) and ^aXev[cLv (P. Egerton 2) follow the 

same pattern of abbreviating the word (through the omission of the second syl¬ 

lable), which differs from the later examples quoted above. This could point to 

a common period and may also favour a date for 5072 in the second century. 

iepocoXvp.a is written with diaeresis (J8). Diaereses are visible over initial v 

and 1 in J5, 6, and 10, the last being inorganic. This sign is not common before 

the second century ad : Z. Aly, L. Koenen, Three Rolls of the Early Septuagint (1980) 7; 

Turner, GMAW2 10 n. 46. 

A small oblique stroke above the line must have been used as punctuation in 

-»7, J4, 5, 7; the ink of these strokes seems different (at least in ->7, F4, 7), which 

suggests that they have been added later by the scribe or by another hand (see 
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Turner, GALAW2 9—10). In 4.4, 5, 7 there seems to be also some space between let¬ 

ters, but, given that the writer is rather clumsy, it is difficult to tell whether here or 

elsewhere (e.g. ->-3) spacing is intended or accidental. 

There are no orthographic mistakes. The use of movable nu is correct (see 

Karepprjccev in —>2 and ineTiparjcev in ->-5, and aveKpa^e in ->3), and iota adscript is 

written where required in —>-5. 

The loss of margins makes it impossible to determine the size of the page and 

the amount of text that is missing at the ends and beginnings of lines. Assuming 

that the restoration suggested in ->5-6 n. and in 4.5-7 n- is correct, we would expect 

an average of 033-4 letters to the line: this would give a written area width of 012 

cm, if the papyrus kept regular margins. Obviously, this should be taken cautiously 

because it depends on a hypothetical restoration. Line divisions, of course, remain 

uncertain. Codices with similar written widths show written heights of anything 

between 15 and 25 cm (cf. Turner, Typology 20-22), i.e. 24 and 40 lines in this script. 

Thus, at best 5072 represents only half a page of a codex. 

It is clear that in ->■ the text recounts an episode of the driving out of a demon 

or unclean spirit. This is proved by the presence of the verb eVer/p^cer (5) in close 

context with the command €^\eXde avo tou avdpoonoy (6), and the expressions 

rjX\dec rrpo xcupov (4) and av€Kpat;e Xeya>v ve (3), which are characteristic of Syn¬ 

optic accounts of healing demoniacs. Although the name of the one who performs 

the miracle is not clearly attested in 5072, it is almost certain that it must be Jesus 

(additionally, we should probably read i]c in ->9). 

The narrative is mostly reported using words that Matthew and Luke employ 

in their accounts, but with no exact parallelism and showing no clear dependence 

upon either, which makes it difficult to restore the text. Some of the expressions 

are also found in Mark, but not exclusively (except perhaps on one occasion: ->3). 

Words such as eKadicev (7) and ev8v [ (10), are reminiscent of the narratives of the 

healing of the demoniac(s) of Gadara/Gerasa (and Gergesa) according to the ver¬ 

sions of Matthew (8:28-34) and Luke (8:26-39). (The name Gadara will be used 

in reference to Matthew’s account and Gerasa in reference to Mark’s and Luke’s, 

following the Nestle-Aland text.) The connection with this episode gains support 

from the expression npo Kcupov (4), which only occurs twice in the New Testament, 

one of them precisely in Matthew’s account of the exorcism at Gadara (8:29). 

However, the narrative of 5072 lacks an essential element of the miracle, the ex¬ 

pulsion and drowning of the swine in the lake, for, if the restored text in lines 5-6 

is correct, there is no room for this to be supplied in lines 6-7. Other expressions, 

such as avcKpa^e Xeycuv (3) and the partially restored eWrip^cer avrcln Ae[ycor and 

ef|eA#e azto tov av9pa>voy (5-6), are similar to those found in the episode at the 

lake, according to Matthew, but have even closer similarities to the description of 

the healing of a man with an unclean spirit at the synagogue of Capharnaum in 

the version of Luke: Kal eTTerlpurjcev avrcp 6 Tr/covc Xeyajv, pLyOdyn Kal e£eXde 
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air’ avTou (4:35 || Mark 1:25). Likewise, the verb iverlp-rjcev and the reference to 

the exit of the demon are also found in the episode of the healing of the lunatic boy 

in the account of the Synoptics, according to Matthew and Mark: Kal 

avru) 6 Irjcovc Kal itjrjXOev air’ avtov to Saiponov (Matt. 17:18); i7T€TLpLr)C€v . . . 

Xiycov . . . iyob iiuracca) cot, e^eXde it; aiirov (Mark 9:25); cf. also Luke 9:42. 

This lack of a direct connection with any single Synoptic episode makes it 

difficult to ascertain what precedes and follows Karipppccev (2). This verb does not 

occur in the New Testament, although in the Gospel of Luke we find Siappijccoi 

in the healing of the demoniac of Gerasa (8:29) and prjcca> in the healing of the 

lunatic boy (9:42); the verb prjccco also occurs in the parallel passage in Mark 

(9:18). All things considered, it seems reasonable to conclude that in -* we are 

dealing with a narrative that was inspired by accounts of exorcism recorded in 

the New Testament, and specifically by the three most developed episodes: the 

possessed man at the synagogue of Capharnaum, the demoniac(s) at the lake of 

Gennesaret, and the healing of the lunatic boy. (Of the three other miracles in the 

Synoptic gospels that tell of the healing of people possessed by an evil spirit, two 

are just brief accounts with no dialogue involved—Matt. 9:32-4 and 12:22 || Luke 

11:14—and the third reports the driving out of the demon done from a distance, in 

response to the intercession of the mother of the possessed girl: Mark 7:24—30 | 

Matt. 15:21-8.) Thus, the text in 5072 appears to be a retelling or summary of the 

exorcisms which Jesus performed, as they are known to us through the Synoptic 

gospels. The supposition that the text of the papyrus contained an independent 

narrative, or even the original story upon which the Synoptic gospels elaborated 

some of their own accounts, would be difficult to prove. The similarities of lan¬ 

guage with the first three canonical gospels point to dependence upon the Synop¬ 

tic story. The damaged state of the papyrus prevents us from knowing whether the 

aftermath of the exorcism is related to any particular passage in the Synoptics or 

tells a different story. 

In i the affinities of phraseology with the canonical gospels suggest that the 

papyrus contained a dialogue of Jesus with someone who wanted to follow him or 

was already a disciple, and sayings that Jesus addresses to various people. In these, 

the Master lays down some demands in relation to his person, perhaps in connec¬ 

tion with the coming of the Kingdom (9). The change of addressees is implied by 

the presence of ce and ecrj in lines 3-4, and the use of ijpuv in line 5, which vaguely 

evokes the end of the encounter of Jesus with the rich young man in Matt. 19:21-3, 

a passage in which there is also a change from second person singular to second 

person plural in close context. However, in the Gospel of Matthew this change 

only occurs after some transitional sentences, whereas in the papyrus these are ab¬ 

sent and the shift of addressees is abrupt. This apparent lack of logical transition 

may suggest that the words of Jesus transmitted here were collected from various 

sayings on related subjects and gathered together out of their original context. 
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Obviously, it cannot be excluded that the papyrus refers to an encounter of Jesus 

with an individual in the presence ol other people. The sayings probably ended in 

lines 11—12, where the narrator seems to resume his account, as pjaffprac ay[ (12) 

suggests. 

At the beginning of the extant text in J, Jesus seems to ask somebody to confess 

him and recognize him, perhaps as teacher (see SJSac/mAov in 3). This is suggested 

by op.oA[ (2) and av[apvr]copLat (3), which are parallel to Matt. 10:32-3 vac ovv octlc 

ofxoXoyrjcci iv ipcol epcvpocdev tcov avdptovoov, opLoXoyrjCa> Kayco iv ainto epcvpocdcv 

tov varpoc p.ov tov iv [tout] ovpavolc octlc S’ av apvrjcrjTaL pee epLvpocdev tcov 

avdpcovcov apvrjcop-aL Kayco avrov, and Luke 12:8—9 vac oc av opcoXoypcr] iv ipcol 

epcvpocdev tcov avdpcovcov, Kal 6 vloc tov avdpcovov opcoXoyrjcec iv avTco i'pivpocdev 

tcov ayyeXcov tov 0eov. 6 Si apvr/capcevoc pic ivcovcov tcov avdpcovcov avapvr]9rjce- 

tgu ivcovcov tcov ayyeXcov tov Qeov. The use of iyco (3) brings the text of 5072 

closer to the Gospel of Matthew, but note that the verb avapviop.ac occurs in Luke. 

Jesus’ demands are underlined by expressing the shame that the person who fails 

to recognize him will experience (e'er] alc[xvv6p.evoc, 4), perhaps forever (ecj^ara, 

5). The verb oucywopia 1 has its parallel in Luke 9:26, a saying of Jesus that states 

negatively, and also by means of a similar contrast, the idea expressed in the say¬ 

ings previously mentioned: oc yap av ivaccywOf] pee Kal tovc ipcovc Xoyovc, tovtov 

6 vloc tov avBpcovov ivaLcyvvOijceTaL. (The parallel saying in Mark 8:38 has iv tt/ 

yevea tovtc] tJ p,oiyaA£Si Kal apcapTcoXco after Aoyouc.) 

The text continues with another saying in which Jesus demands a complete 

detachment from earthly bonds in order to become a worthy disciple of his. This 

is implied by 0 (^[lXcov (5) together with vvip ipci ovk €ct[lv (6) and p.ad]r]Tr)c (7), 

which are reminiscent of Matt. 10:37 ° (f>cXcov varepa rj pt^repa vvip ipci ovk cctlv 

pLOv ol^loc, and Luke 14:26—27 et tlc epycTOL vpoc pee Kal oi) pttcet tov vaTcpa 

iavTOV Kal tt]v pcrjTepa Kal tt]v yvvalKa Kal tcl TCKva Kal tovc aSeXcfoovc Kal tclc 

a8cX<f)ac ctl Te Kal ttjv ifjvyrjv iavTov oi) SwaTai eival pcov pLadrjTrjc (cf. also John 

12:25 6 c^lXcov ttjv ilovyrjv avtov avoXXveL avttjv). 

The expression val Xiyco vpdv (5) occurs once in Matthew (11:9) but three 

times in Luke (7:26, 11:51, 12:5). 

The rest of the lines are too damaged for any clear parallelism to the Synoptic 

gospels or any other known text to emerge. But the words el ovv ypap.p.aTLK[ (7) in 

close context with LepocoXvp.a and el co</>[ (8) point to an extracanonical saying of 

Jesus, unless the author of our papyrus rephrased in a completely new way some 

words later found transmitted in the canonical gospels. In J there are no exclusive 

parallels to the Gospel of Mark. 

All in all, it seems that the language of 5072 is slightly closer to that of Luke 

than to that of any other canonical gospel, although its laconic way of recounting 

the story and formulating the words of Jesus has more in common with the way 

Matthew presents the narratives and transmits the sayings of Jesus than with that 
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of Luke and Mark. The papyrus also contains some expressions that are exclusive 

to Matthew. Additionally the sequence of the Synoptic parallels of 5072 may 

follow the order of the First Gospel (Matt. 8:28-34; 10:32-3, 37—8), which might 

suggest that —>• preceded F. 
5072 is not related to other fragmentary non-canonical gospels preserved on 

papyrus (see the list at the beginning of the introd.), except perhaps to two that 

exhibit a similar mixture of new and familiar elements in relation to the narratives 

and sayings found in the Synoptics: the previously mentioned P. Egerton 2 (LDAB 

4736) and X 1224 (LDAB 5727). 

5072 and a section of P. Egerton 2 share the way of telling a story which also 

has a parallel account in the first three canonical gospels. P. Egerton 2, i->, 11-23 

recounts the healing of a leper as referred to in Matt. 8:2-4, Mark 1:40-44, and 

Luke 5:12—14. However, in P. Egerton 2, apart from the words of Jesus and the 

leper, the story is conveyed differently and its language shows no special depend¬ 

ence upon any one of the Synoptics; besides, some features that are present in all 

three Synoptics (the leper did obeisance to Jesus; Jesus stretched out his hand and 

touched him; Jesus ordered him to tell no-one) are lacking in the papyrus. Some¬ 

thing analogous can be said of the way in which 5072 ->2-7 relates to its Synoptic 

parallels. The core of the narrative in 5072 is a healing of a man possessed by 

a demon in the language of the first three canonical gospels, but there is no clear 

influence of any particular Synoptic account. 5072 also lacks some of the elements 

recorded in the canonical gospels that are central for the story, such as the sending 

of the demon somewhere else or the departure of the demon amid the convul¬ 

sions of the possessed man. Other similarities between the two papyri are the use 

of an uncommon abbreviation (Fg and P. Egerton 2, ii->, 7; see above) and of the 

word hihacKaXoc to refer to Jesus (F3 and P. Egerton 2, i->, 12; ii—4). Nonethe¬ 

less, the comparison cannot be pressed too far: P. Egerton 2 is related to one single 

episode of healing, whereas 5072 might be related to three different ones; besides, 

P. Egerton 2 has strong affinities to the language and theology of the Gospel of 

John, which are not clearly attested in 5072 (although it is also true that P. Egerton 

2 does not present Johannine elements in the account of the healing of the leper). 

5072 also shows some similarities with X 1224, especially at the level of the 

sayings (for a recent study on this text, see Th. J. Kraus, ‘Other Gospel Fragments’, 

in Gospel Fragments 264-80). X 1224, a text that may come from an uncanonical 

gospel, is dated to the beginning of the fourth century. It preserves the remains 

of six mutilated columns in two fragments, which may have belonged either to 

a single-column codex or a double-column book. As in 5072, the poor condition of 

the remains makes it difficult to reach a clear understanding of the passage. Fr. 2 -> 

ii seems to describe an appearance in a vision of Jesus, who responds to a person’s 

behaviour and addresses some words of exhortation to him or her; fr. 2 F ii refers to 

the reaction of Jesus to the offence taken by scribes, Pharisees, and priests at seeing 
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him dealing with sinners. Apparently in this context, Jesus replies to his opponents 

with three sayings (fr. 2 -» i), two that are parallel to Matt. 5:44 and Luke 9:50 

(though both are recorded in their respective gospels in a different context), and 

a third one that is unrecorded: 'He who today is far off, tomorrow will be near to 

you’ (4—5). The tendency towards abridgement in relation to the Synoptic accounts 

and the way of linking and combining recorded and unrecorded sayings of Jesus 

are common to X 1224 and 5072. In addition, according to the editors of 1224, 

the papyrus shows more affinities with the Gospel of Luke than with any other gos¬ 

pel, a feature that (as has been mentioned) also seems to characterize 5072, at least 

as regards the language (but note that in 5072 we find y/oap.p.artyfoc (?), perhaps 

as synonym of ypapyiareuc, and in 1224 fr. 2 i ii, 1 we find the word ypapyiaTetc; 

see J7-9 n.). 

The question of a possible literary dependence of 5072 on other texts known 

to us remains open. But as often in the case of the apocryphal writings, memory 

may have played an important role in the making of our papyrus. P. Egerton 2 

likely represents the recounting of stories from the Gospel of John and the Syn¬ 

optics from memory (T. Nicklas, ‘The “Unknown Gospel” on Papyrus Egerton 2 

[+ Papyrus Cologne 255]’, in Gospel Fragments 9-120, esp. 107 and 113; see alsoj. K. 

Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament (1993) 38; D. Ltihrmann, E. Schlarb, Frag- 

mente apokryph gewordener Evangelien in griechischer und lateinischer Sprache (2000) 142-53). 

Something similar might be said of the text to which X 1224 belongs, which may 

have taken shape from oral traditions common to the Synoptic gospels and from 

some extracanonical material (see Kraus, ‘Other Gospel Fragments’, 278). Thus, if 

5072 was not composed (i.e. more or less directly paraphrased) from the canonical 

gospels themselves, it may have originated from gospel stories orally transmitted 

which were familiar to the author, based on the accounts (i.e. the narratives of 

exorcisms) of Matthew, Luke, and, less obviously, Mark, and perhaps on other non- 

canonical writings or traditions of sayings of Jesus. 

We are indebted to Dr R. A. Coles and Professors AnneMarie Luijendijk and 

J. K. Elliott for their valuable corrections and suggestions. 
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-» 

] vavno [ ] [ ]ou [ 

] aXXaKarepprjccevoca [ 

]yaveKpat;eAeyu)v ve ~[ 

] ecTTpoKaipovr]pi,acTT [ 

5 ^eTreTip-rjcevavTonX \ 

] XOeanoTovavdpcovo [ 

] eXOcoveKaOtcev [ 

] Ttoy-ne, [. ] _ 

]c7T€pL€C [ 

10 ] ovev8v [ 

]eiTi.cavTa)[ 

i 

].[ 
] €t[ ].OVOpLO [ 

] SacKaAoveycoSeceaijl 

]oyp,adrjTr]VK'aL€cr]ai. [ 

5 ] arav'aiAtycovpuvo [ 

] OVV7T€pepLeOVK€CT[ 

rjce' Louvypap,piaTu<[ 

] iepoco\vpiaKaL€LCO(f) [ 

].raSej8aAeta[ 

io ] evvp, _ [ 

] Tcova-ne [ 

]a9rjTac [ 

].[ 

] ivaVTLOV [ ] [ ] OVK [ 

] aAAa Karepprjccev oca [ 

]v aveKpa^e Acytov vc ~[ 

rjX]9cc 77po xaipov rjpi.dc 77 [ 

5 ] CTTCTipL'pccv avrcoL Ae[ytov 

e£]eA#e a 770 tov av9pd)voy [ 

] _ • iA9u>v cKadicev [ 

a]pram rrep[ 

7{rjcov)]c TTcpiec [ 

10 ] ov ev8 v [ 

]ei tic avT(x>\ 

U 

] HfT\ ] ov op.oA[ 

8t]Sac/caAov iydj 8e ce dir\apvrjcop.aL 

p.]ov p.a9rjTrjv /cat cap alc\j(vv6p.cvoc 

5 ecjyara' val Acyoj vp.LV 6 <^>[iAa>v 

av\rov vTTcp ip.e ovk cct[lv 

p.a9]rjTrjc• cl ovv ypap.p.ariK[ 

] 'Iepoc6Avp.a Kai cl co</>[ 

]. TaV ^ j8a(ci)Aeia[ 

10 cp.7Tpo]c9ev vp.cu[v 

cuvjeTcov a77€/c[pai/»e 

pi\a9rjT ac a [ 

j.[ 

1 ] , cross-bar of 6, e [, foot of upright and then another foot with tiny curl to the right 

(similar to the second foot of previous v) and blotted ink between them at line level ] [, visible 

only the back of f fibres, then upper part of circle on the edge, followed by lower part of upright; 

lower part of upright [, curved upright as of k, w 2 [, foot of upright rising from left to 

right as in N, 1, r, K? ; left-hand part of a horizontal trace below the line level belonging probably 

to the following line 3 7[ , left-hand tip of high horizontal bar, almost touching below it the 

upper part of oblique descending from left to right; foot of oblique sloping from left 4 ] , 
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cross-bar on projecting fibre [, oblique hanging to the left from the horizontal of it and over it 

the start of a descending oblique 5 above ]e on the edge, a trace suggesting right-hand edge 

of cross-stroke or ascending oblique [, left-hand corner of rhombus 6 ] , speck linked to 

cross-bar [, left-hand end of high horizontal 7 ]. > curved upright with junction at middle 

top-height [, left-hand side of semicircle made of two strokes (o, c, e?) 8 ] , vertical with 

foot slightly curved to right; right-hand part of horizontal below the line level belonging to nomen 

sacrum in 9 vertical and more ink on displaced fibres; space for one letter; high 

horizontal on edge (tt, t?); speck; space for two or three letters; upper right-hand curve of semicir¬ 

cle; vertical capped by high horizontal and foot of upright serifed to right (it?) 9 second e of 

rrepicc [ written over o [, left-hand part of a horizontal and traces of vertical (t, tt?) 10 J , 

upright with foot curved to right [, left-hand part of semicircle of o, c, e 

I 
1 ] [, foot of oblique rising to right 2 ] _, perhaps right-hand side of w [. . . ] , 

space for three letters; traces at line level of horizontal slightly inclined upwards, bottom of a small 

loop and oblique descending left to right with foot of a vertical; upright; half semicircle or foot of 

vertical serifed to right [, lower part of oblique rising to right 4 [, semicircle as of c or e- 

5 ] , right-hand side of K or x [, foot of a vertical below line level 6 ] , right-hand part 

of a horizontal at upper line level and vertical with hook to the right hanging from it (t, tt?); trema 

over v in lighter ink 7 ] ., horizontal linked to vertical topped by another horizontal (t, r?) 

9 ] , traces of ends of curves at upper and lower line level (c ?) [ ] , two semicircles overlap¬ 

ping each other; upper part of vertical joining an oblique descending to right; specks; space for one 

or two letters; vertical 10 ] _, semicircle ligatured with a loop to the cross-bar of following 

letter _ [, loop at upper line level 11 ] , semicircle linked to following letter (e, c ?) [, 

traces of vertical 12 [, upper part of rather thick oblique rising from left to right, capped 

by descending oblique, then tip of oblique parallel to it 13 ]. [, horizontal at upper line level, 

perhaps from a nomen sacrum 

1 ] ivavTLOv ovk [. After ] vovtio , where the papyrus breaks off, only the bottom 

traces of the line remain. The context of an exorcism suggests that the possessed man comes to meet 

Jesus or is brought in front of him: see for example Luke 8:27—8 virrfvrricev avrjp tic .. . IScuv Se tov 

’Itjcovv avaxpa^ac TTpocenecev avrqj] Matt. 8:28 VTrrjVTrjcav aural Svo 8aip.ovi£op,evoi (Mark 5:6 reads 

Kai, I8d>v tov ’Irjcovv aito ptaxpodev eSpapLev xal Trpocexvvrjcev aural). Cf. also the healing of the lunatic 

boy in Mark 9:20 teal r/veyxav axnov 7rpoc a vtov (in Matthew and Luke’s parallel accounts, it is Jesus 

who asks the father to bring the boy before him) and Luke 5:19 xaOrjxav aurov cvv -raj kXcviSloj etc to 

piccov epL-npocdcv tov ’Irjcov. Tentatively, we could think of evavTiov [rjpu [. 

After ou there is a curve similar to the beginning of n in 4, but k cannot be ruled out. ovk might 

be supported by the presence of aXXa in 2 (cf. Blass-Debrunner §448.1). 

2-3 KdTepp-qccev oca [. o is somewhat separated from the previous and following letter. If the 

restoration in 5-6 n. is correct and we assume a more or less regular margin, the missing text cannot 

be very long. We have space for about fourteen letters, which makes it difficult to supply a comple¬ 

ment for Karepprjccev and an appropriate beginning for the next sentence. 

The verb xaTappr)cca> does not occur in the New Testament. The later use of xarapp-pccu) 

for KaTapprpyvvpu is little attested (although the use of pr/cccv for prpyvvp.i is common; see Bauer s.v. 

TTpocp^cco), and Blass-Debrunner § 101.72). The normal meaning of xaTapprjywp.1. in active and mid¬ 

dle voice is ‘break down’, ‘tear in pieces’. Its use is related to destruction of things (cf. LSJ s.v. 1). This 

might find its parallel in the episode of the healing of the demoniac in the territory of the Gerasenes, in 
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which, according to Mark and Luke, the possessed man broke any fastening with which he was tied up. 

Specifically, Luke 8:29 says that the demoniac was bound with chains and fetters, which he broke: /cat 

eSecfxevero aXvceciv /cat ne8aic (f>iiXaccofievoc, /cat Siapprjccojv ra Secpta (cf. Mark 5:4 /cat Stec7rac0at 

in’ avrov rac aAuceic /cat rac weSac cwrerpic/rdai). This would be the closest parallel for our text, 

suggesting for example oca S[ecp.a e’Secp-euov avrai. This supplement, however, is probably too long. 

The reference to evSu [ in 10 might suggest the idea of the demoniac tearing his garments: 

aXXa Kareppqccev oca /[puTta eveSvcaro. Luke mentions that the possessed man was not wearing 

clothes: ovk eveSvcaro lfxa.Ti.ov (8:27; this is also implied by Mark and Matthew when they report that 

the man was properly dressed after being healed, as Luke also does). In this case ovk [eyojv ev8vp.a 

could also be an appropriate supplement in the previous line (cf. Matt. 3:4, 22:12, and Or. Horn, i-gg 

in Lc. 23.142 tic Se ecnv 6 fxrj(8e ev) ev8vp.a eyoov nepl rov xpaira). Again, this is speculative, and the 

supplemented text might be too long. 

Another restoration, which in this case suits the requirements of space, would be oca Qcyve. 

The use of Icxvoj as ‘be able’ is common (cf. Bauer s.v. 2.a; Lampe s.v.): Ps.-Just. Conjut. 145.c.6 ovk 

a pa notei 6 deoc oca fiovXeraL, aAA’ oca t'c^vet; Thdt. Com. in Is. 12.217 “navra” yap (jjrfciv “oca 

■ffdcXrjccv 6 Kvpioc eno'vqcev”, oi>x oca icxvcev aAA’ oca rjdcXrjccv. The use of oca in absolute sense 

(‘as many’, ‘as much’) is also well attested in the New Testament (cf. Bauer s.v. ococ 2; see for example 

Matt. 17:12 aAAa cTToirfcav ev aural oca rfdeXrfcav). Note that the verb Icxvoj occurs in the episode 

of the demoniac(s) of Gadara/Gerasa according to Matthew and Mark, used in the sense of ‘being 

able : ojcre fxq t’c^uetv nva TrapeXdeiv 81a rr/c 6806 eKelvrjc (Matt. 8:28); ovSelc i'cxvev avrov Sapacat 

(Mark 5:4). Acts 19:16 uses the verb Icxvoj to express the power of the demons to control other people: 

KaraKvpievcac afx<f>orepojv ’icxvcev /car’ aurciiv aicre yvfxvoiic Kal rerpavfxarLCfievovc CKcjjvyeiv e/c tov 

oikov ckc'lvov. In any case, the proposal still remains very speculative. 

Taking into account the synthetic way in which 5072 seems to recount a story that is also con¬ 

tained in the Synoptic gospels, I have also considered the possibility of understanding Karapp-qccoj as 

intransitive, with the meaning ‘fall to the ground’, close to the meaning of prjyvvfXL (‘break forth’, cf. 

LSJ s.v. c) or of Karappaccoj (‘to fall down’), which might be easily confused with Karapprjccvj (cf. LSJ 

s.v. Karappaccoj). The verb p-pccei occurs in the healing of the lunatic boy according to Mark 9:18 in 

the sense of ‘throwing to the ground’: /cat onov eav avTOv /caraAdjS^ p-pccet avrov, /cat a</>pt£et /cat 

rp'Aa rove oSovrac Kal £r/palverai. The parallel passage of Luke 9:39 has cnapaccci in the sense of 

‘throwinginto convulsions’: /cat l8oi) nvevfxa Xafxfiavei avrov Kal e^alcfrvrfc /cpa£ei /cat cnapaccei avrov 

p.era a<f>pov (D and a Latin MS (e) read prfcca. Kal crrapaccci). But further down, when Jesus meets 

the boy, Luke uses pr/cca>: ert Se npocepyop-evov avrov epprj^ev avrov to Satfxoviov Kal evveerrapa^ev 

(Lk. 9:42). Here Mark’s parallel passage shows certain variation: /cat 18ojv avrov to rrvevfxa evdvc 

cvvecnapaTv avrov, Kal necajv errl rrfc yrjc ckvXUto a^pi^iov (Mk. 9:20). Matthew’s narrative (17:15) 

is more synthetic and departs from Mark and Luke. The boy’s convulsions are mentioned by the 

pleading father: /cupte, iXeycov fxov tov vlov, on ceX-pvta^eraL /cat /ca/cdic Tracyci■ ttoXXclklc yap ttI-utci 

etc to rrvp Kal ttoXXolkcc elc to v8a>p. 

Finally it must be said that the traces of ink exclude o Caravac (and most likely o Ca/xapeir-qc) 

and that the transitive use of Karapprjccoj and spacing do not suggest reading 6cclk[lc iav avrov 

KaraXafi-rf, as a parallel to the passage of the healing of the lunatic boy according to Mark 9:18: /cat 

onov eav avrov KaraXafirj prjccei avrov. 

3 Before ave/epa^e Xeywv we expect something like 18ojv Se avro]v or ISojv Se rov t]y. We find 

a similar expression at the exorcism at Gerasa in Luke 8:28: t’Sdjv Se tov Irfcovv dva/cpd^ac npocenecev 

avrqj Kal (jjojvfj fxeyaXj] elnev (cf. also Mark 9:20: /cat t’Scov avrov to nveifia evdiic cvvecnapatjev 

avrov). Space favours t’Sd/v Se tov t]y, but the expected traces of the horizontal bar of the nomen sacrum 

are not visible. 

The verb dva/cpd£a> occurs in the episode of the exorcism at the synagogue of Capharnaum— 
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the only case in which Mark offers the best parallel: /cat ev9vc pv ev Tp cvvayooyfj avTtov av9pconoc ev 

nvevpaTi aKaOapTW /cat aveKpagev Xeycov (Mark 1123—4). In the same account Luke says, pv av9pa>noc 

eyatv 7rvevpa Saipoviov aKadaprov /cat ave/cpa^ev (f>a>vp peyaXp (Luke 4:33). In the exorcism of Ger- 

asa, Luke reports that the possessed man avaKpatjac npocenecev avrw (Luke 8:28; cf. 23:18 aveKpayov 

■ . . Aeyorrec). The parallel passage of Matthew (8:29) reads /cat ISov eKpa^av XeyovTec. This com¬ 

bination of /cpd£oj with Aeyaj is more frequent in the First Gospel (cf. 14:30, 15:22, 20:30, 20:31, 21:9, 

and 27:23), but it also occurs in Mark 3:11, John 7:37, and Acts 16:17 and 19:28. 

3—4 TJ? J. Some faint stains before the papyrus breaks might be remains of blotted ink. In the 

exorcism at the lake the versions of Mark (5:7) and Luke (8:28) say, rt epol /cat cot, ’Ipcov, vie tov 

9eov tov vi/jicTov; op/a£a/ ce tov 9eov (Luke: 8eopai cov), pp pie fiacavicpc. The parallel passage of 

Matthew (8:29) reads rt ppiv /cat cot, vie tov 9eov; pX9ec (LSe npo Kaipov /Sacavtcat ppac. At the syna¬ 

gogue of Capharnaum the possessed man shouts, rt pp.lv /cat cot, ’Ipcov Na^appve; pX9ec anoXecai 

ppac (Luke 4:34 // Mark 1:24). The closeness of the text to the two episodes of driving out demons 

suggests the restoration ve [ , rt ipol /cat cot, pX]9ec, since it occurs in both contexts, at the lake and 

at the synagogue of Capharnaum. 

ve occurs abbreviated in this form in Didym. Caec. In £’achariam 2.205 (Van Haelst 647) with 

overline and in Actajuliani (Mem. Miss. arch. fr. IX 1892/3, 333 and 146, 68.1; Van Haelst 707; Pa- 

nopolis, 5th/6th century) in profane use without being overlined. As a nomen sacrum me is attested in 

P. Chester Beatty I (J)45). Cronert, Mem. graec. here. 123 n. 5, notes inter alia ve in cod. Alexandrinus in 

LXX, ’Qhai 14.13. 

The traces are difficult to match with any expected reading. The blotted ink might belong to 

a deleted word, which could explain the wider space between ve ~[ and the following nomen sacrum. 

The papyrus might have just read ve 9[v, which is the closest parallel to the Synoptic texts (without ar¬ 

ticle in Eus. in Ps. 67 [TG 23.684], Or. in Matt. [GCS 16.13]), but the traces are difficult to match with e. 

I have also tried u[ for ve v[i/jictov, because vie tov viJiIctov is the reading of D E,/' 892 1424 

2542 pc 1 vgms in Luke 8:28 (see also Luke 1:32 vioc vpicTov KXp9pceTai and Sir. 4:10; Protev. 24) but the 

traces are not very encouraging. Besides, wJilctoc is not attested as nomen sacrum elsewhere (to suggest 

that the scribe abbreviated it, as he did with /iaciAela in J9, is too speculative). The reading ve S[aS 

for vie AaviS (cf. Matt. 9:27, 15:22, 20:30, and parallels in Mark 10:47, 48) does not seem to match 

the traces either. v[ may match the traces, but, again, a nomen sacrum beginning with v is not attested. 

The reading tj\_ cannot be completely excluded, which would suggest y[pc. However, we would have 

to assume that Jesus is addressed with a rather surprising title in a gospel story. ‘Son of the Father’ 

is obviously a common early title for Christ, mosdy with article, but it is not found with this wording 

in the New Testament. With no article it is occasionally attested in Christian writers (e.g. Ign. Rom. 1 

acTra^opcu ev ovopaTi'Ipcov XpicTov, viov rraTpoc). 

4 rjX]6ec 77-po Kaipov. The words are similar to the exorcism at the lake according to Matthew: 

rjX9ec wSe -npo Kaipov fiacavicai ppac (Matt. 8:29). Matthew is also the only one of the Synoptic 

gospels to use the expression npo Kaipov (which occurs once more in the New Testament, in 1 Gor. 

4:5). A similar complaint of the demoniacs about Jesus but widi no temporal reference occurs in the 

exorcism at the synagogue of Capharnaum narrated by Mark and Luke: rjX9ec anoXecai ppac (Mark 

1:24 // Luke 4:34). 

7T [. After the clear it the remains suit a. We would expect a synonym of jiacavicai (cf Matt. 

8:29) or anoXecai (cf. Mark 1:24, Luke 4:34). A good option would be to restore 77a[pa7roAecai. The 

verb napanoXXvpi, which also has the meaning ‘destroy’, does not occur in the New Testament or in 

the Septuagint, but it is not uncommon in documentary papyri from the second/third century (IV 

705 73; XXXIV 2709 20; BGU II 388 n 10; see also Bauer s.v.). It is, however, mosdy used in the 

middle or passive voice, and rarely in the active (Eus. d.e. 4.13; [Cyr.] coll. IT [PG 77.1289]). 

5-6 Out of the fourteen occasions in which enerippeev occurs in the Synoptics, eight are in 
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episodes of exorcisms or healings (including the calming of the storm at the lake and the healing of 

Peter’s mother-in-law). The closest parallel to 5072 would be the words of the exorcism at the syna¬ 

gogue of Capharnaum: Kal eneriprjcev avrcp 6 ’Irjcovc Xeyaiv, (j)Lpd}9rjrc /cat et;eX9e an' avrov (Luke 

4:35 and Mark 1:25; cf. also the exorcism of the lunatic boy in Matt. 17:18 /cat eneriprjcev avrcp 6 

’Irjcovc Kal e£rjX9ev an’ avrov to 8acpovcov). The language is also characteristic of ancient rituals of 

exorcism (for instance, PGM IV 1243—4 etjeX9e, Satjiov, . . . Kal dnocrrjOc ano rov Selva: see also IV 

3013, V 125-6,129-31,158, and G. H. Twelftree, Jesus the Exorcist: A Contribution to the Study of the Histori¬ 

cal Jesus (1993) 38—9). Thus, the papyrus might have read 6 Se tc] eneriprjcev aiircoc Ae[yo/v cf>cpd>9rjri 

/cat c£]eA#e ano rov av9pcx>nov. 

7 ] • eX9wv eKa.9i.cev. At the beginning of the line, the traces suggest y rather than 1, which is 

normally more vertical. 

At this point we do not have parallels for a good restoration. Between dv9ptunov (6) and eX9dov, 

we should expect a description of the demon leaving his victim amid convulsions and shouting as 

in other New Testament exorcisms (Mark 1:26, 9:26, Luke 4:35), but punctuation and the expected 

spacing allow for only a few words. We might restore [o 8e anr)X9ev \ e^rjX9ev an’ avro]v (cf. Matt. 

8:32, the exorcism at the lake: oi [rr. Saqxovec] Se i£eX9ovrec dnrjX9ov elc rove yoipovc, Matt. 17:18, 

the healing of the lunatic boy: Kal i£r/X9ev an’ avrov to 8acpdvcov\ and Luke 5:13 (|| Mark 1:42): /cat 

ev9ewc rj Xenpa anrjXdev an' avrov). A restoration based on the parallels of the healing of the lunatic 

boy, such as [/cat ovroc e9epanev&]rj (cf. Matt. 17:18) or [/cat o tc lacaro avro\v (cf. Luke 9:42), does 

not seem very promising and is difficult to match with spacing and traces. 

For the wording of eX9d>v in combination with e/cafftcev, see Chrys. Horn. 1—53 in Ac. 3 (PG 

60.354) Spa, ev9etoe eX9div eKa.9i.cev ini rov firjparoc. 

Although biblical Greek does not follow fixed rules in the use of the movable v, and MSS al¬ 

most invariably write it (Blass-Debrunner § 20), its presence in eKa.9i.cev suggest that the traces follow¬ 

ing it might belong to O rather dran c, for Karepprjccev and eneriprjcev in 2 and 5 and aveKpa^e in 3 

show that the scribe is consistent in following the classical norm. Thus, a supplement beginning with c 

seems unlikely, although a word such as c[a>0pova>v would not be inappropriate, bearing in mind that 

a reference to the healing is needed and the passages of Mark and Luke on the exorcism at Gerasa 

recount how the people of the town came to see what the herdsmen had told them and found the man 

from whom the demons had gone sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed and in his right mind: Kal evpov 

Ka9rjpevov rov dv9pconov acf>’ ov rd 8aipovia e£rjX9ev ip.ancp.evov Kal cuxppovovvra napa rove no8ac 

rov Irjcov (Luke 8:35! cf- Mark 5:15 9ea>povccv rov daipovfopevov Ka9rjpevov ip.aricp.evov Kal canjrpo- 

vovvra). Punctuation and, probably, the need of a subject might favour restoring just 6 [dvdpwnoc. 

8 a~\vriov. There are several possibilities of restoration, ev pecai a\vr<l)v would suit the context 

(cf. Luke 2:46 Ka9el>opevov ev pecw rcbv SiSacKaXcov; Jer 46:14 /cat e/ca0icei/ ev peccp rov Xaov; Ev. 

Barth. 3.1 /cat anrjX9ev per’ avrwv etc to opoc Kal eKa.9i.cev ev peccp aiiraiv). This would be favoured 

by the expression etc to pecov in the exorcism at the synagogue in Luke 4:35. But per’ a]vra>y would 

be equally possible, and perhaps more appropriate for the space, if a subject is needed after e’/cafhcev 

(cf.Judges (A) 19:4 /cat e/ca0icev per’ avrov). 

irep[ ] At this point the papyrus is much damaged. The exorcism of Gerasa accord¬ 

ing to Luke refers to the healed man seated at the feet of Jesus: /cat evpov Ka9rjpevov rov avdpwnov 

. . . napa rove n68ac rov ’Irjcov (Luke 8:35; cf. Mark 5:15). This might favour restoring 7rejo[i]- 

nr[vca]c to[iic no8ac Tv, which would suit the traces (the reading 7re/3[t]yr[u^a]c 7r[oSac Tv cannot 

be ruled out), nepcnrvccw does not occur in the New Testament or the Septuagint, but it is attested 

with the meaning of embracing somebody’s feet. See Chr. pat. 1225 cpptv^e 8’ ev9vc Kal nepcmvccec 

no8ac\ Mich. Psell. Theo. 73 at 8e 8vo rove no8ac nepcenrvccovro; P. Berk Sarisch. 17,3—4 (7th cent.) 

nepcnrvccopac rove noSac rov 9eo<fiv[Xa.KTOV pov] Secnorov 81a rov perplov pov ypapparoc. Spac¬ 

ing would also suggest the omission of the article before ’Irjcov in the restored line (in Luke 8:35 the 
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article before ’IVcov is omitted by SJ>75 and B; see also Or. Ft. 1-112 in Lc. [GCS 9.113]; Schol. in Lc. 8,39 

[PG 17.336]; Jo. D. Parall. 10.1 \PG 96.56]). However, 77-ep[i]-n-T[u£a]c may not make sense, if the healed 

man was already seated; besides, the use of the participle is more common before the verb. So per¬ 

haps we should relate Trep[ ] [ ] [ to 77-ep1.ec [ in the following line. 

9 For 7(rjcovc) see introd. 

77-epiec [. Where the papyrus breaks, the traces are closer to ctr in 4 than ct in 46. If we read 

77-epiec-yf, this could lead to restoring Trepieenjace or 77-epiee-nJdcaTO. The verb -rrepicnauj occurs in the 

passive in the Gospel of Luke in the sense of ‘being distracted or busy’ (Luke 10:40). In the active it 

can mean ‘to strip off (cf. LSJ s.v. 1.1; D.S. 19.9 /cat raSra Ae-ycur to per yAapdStov avrov nepAcnace, 

to S’ tpartov peraAa/Sd/r atrgei; see also Plu. JVic. 8.6 nepLcvacac to lp,a.Tiov), which allows for a cer¬ 

tain relation to ev8v [ in the following line and a connection with the exorcism at the lake. But in 

Luke’s narrative of the exorcism in Gerasa, at the beginning of the episode, the possessed man is 

presented as wearing no clothes: ovk eveSocaro tpartor (Luke 8:27; similarly, Mark 5:15 recounts 

towards the end of the episode that the villagers found the man sitting there clothed). The reading 

Trepiecn[ace would be possible if we assume that the possessed man was wearing old clothes, which 

Jesus removes before covering him with new ones. The use of the verb nepLciraio with this meaning 

might also be favoured by the use of hiaciraw in Mark 514, in which we are told what die possessed 

man did with the chains he had on him, for the papyrus seems to like using words of similar root to 

those of the Synoptic narratives (see the use of KaTapprjccw above). But there is no close Synoptic text 

that might offer a parallel for a good restoration. 

77€ptec7r[dcaro in the middle sense could also be understood as ‘removing oneself’ from some¬ 

one or something, so that one could posit that according to 5072 Jesus did not want the man to touch 

him (a reminiscence perhaps of pi) pou cltttov in John 20:17, where the embracing of Jesus’ feet might 

be implied; see also Matt. 28:9). Thus, we might expect something like 7reptec7T[acaro a-77’ avTov and 

assume that Jesus would then order him to be covered with some clothes or something similar. 

A reading of r instead of tt would suggest TrepiecT[ei\ev. The use of irepicTeAAco is not attested 

in the New Testament, though its use in the Old Testament and early Christian literature with the 

meaning of wrapping something in either a literal or a metaphorical sense is common (Bauer s.v.). 

The presence of evSv [ in the following line would suggest a relation between the two words. But 

irepicTeXAw can also mean ‘to take care’, ‘to defend’, ‘to protect’ (cf. LSJ s.v. TrepicTeAAaj, 111.2), which 

multiplies the number of possible senses of the text. 

10 ] or evSv [. Before the break, both c and o suit the traces. So ASuc[at or another infinitive 

as well as a participle such as ev8vo\jievov are possible. In any case, this recalls the story of the exor¬ 

cism at the lake according to Luke 8:35 and Mark 5:15, in which the people of the town who went 

to see what had happened to the man who had been possessed by the devil found him sitting down 

and ipancpevor. 

Very speculatively, it might be possible to posit an order of Jesus with the verb kcAcvou (e.g. Matt. 

8:18, Luke 18:40): 6 be ffc 77eptecr[eiAev avTov Kal tpar] tor AS Ac [at cKeXevcev (cf. Acts of Paul and 

Thecla, 38 Kal raura aieovcac 6 Tjyepair e’/ceAeacev eVey^rai tparia Kal elirev evhvcai ra tpana). 

But there is nothing in the text to support it. 

11 ]ei tic avTai[. Although the first two letters are damaged, ei seems quite likely. The text 

admits several supplements, but none of them has a good gospel parallel. 

2-5 For parallels to these lines we refer to the following sayings of Jesus in the Synoptic gospels: 

evanru 

o ViOC 
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A(2) Matt. 10:32—3. 77etc ovv octlc opoXoyrjceL eV e/cot epnpocdev tlL>v avdpwnwv, opoAoy-qcw 

Kayos ev avTpi epnpocdev tov narpoc pov tov ev [rote] ovpavolc- octlc 8 av apV7)cr]Ta.L pe 

epnpocdev twv avdpwnwv dpvrjcopaL Kaydi avtov epnpocdev tov naTpoc pov tov ev [rate] ovpavolc. 

B(i) Luke 9:26. oc yap av enaLCxvvdfj pe /cat tovc epovc Aoyovc, tovtov o vloc tov avdpwnov 

enaLCxwdriceTaL, OTav cAdy ev tt) 86£17 ovtov /cat rot) -rraTpoc /cat twv aylwv ayyeXwv. 

B(2) Mark 8:38. oc yap eav enaLcxvvSfi pe /cat tovc epovc Xoyovc ev tt) yevea TavTj] tt} poL- 

^aAtSt /cat apapTcuXu), /cat 6 vloc tov avdpwnov enaLcywOipceTaL avTOV, OTav eXdr] ev tt) 8o£r) tov 

naTpoc avToii pera twv ayyeXwv twv aylwv. 

2-3 ] er[ ] ov 6poX[. The first traces may belong to ka. After er[ ] the remains suit 

A or kk, linked to the bottom of another letter, perhaps A (as in St]Sac/caAor in the following line or 

ypappaTLK[oc in ^7); k is also possible but less likely. After that, there is the foot of a vertical and 

a curve. ] lcov is perhaps the most likely reading, but ] nov cannot be completely ruled out. After 

opo there is a small oblique suitable for either a or w. 

If opoX[ is correct, the presence of ce in the following line suggests that Jesus is here telling 

somebody (or uttering a general statement but addressed to a single person) that if he(?) does not 

confess him as master, Jesus will not recognize him as his disciple. This would be reminiscent of Luke 

12:8—9 (cf- Matt. 10:32—3; see also John 13:13 vpelc <f>wveire pe 6 StSac/caAoc). But it is difficult to guess 

what the papyrus read before this, although we would expect some negative conditional statement. 

This context also suggests the restoration of an[apvrjcopaL in 3 (cf. Luke 12:9 dnapvrjd-pceTaL 

quoted above). I have not found parallels for the verb anapveopaL expressing the rejection of some¬ 

body as disciple, but an[apv-pcopaL elval p]ov padrjTrjv would not be impossible; see also Luke 22:34 

TpLC pe anapvrjcr] elSevaL. 

4 atc[. a is almost certain. alc[xvv6pevoc fits the context of the previous lines: Jesus would be 

telling his addressee that if he does not recognize him as master, Jesus will not accept him as disciple, 

and he will be ashamed. This is parallel to Luke 9:26 and Mark 8:38, quoted above. The warding ec77 

alcywopevoc is found in [Chrys.] Fug. Spec. (PG 48.1074) /catpoc ore to npocwnelov tovto pupae 

yvpvoc eSpedr/crj, /cai totc ecr) alcywopevoc OLpdijvaL tw npocwnw tov ©eov. 

5 JyaTa. At the beginning of the line there is a trace of an oblique ascending from left to right 

beyond the normal height of the letters, which does not fit the upper oblique of k. We can think of x, 

but there is not another visible x in the text to confirm how the scribe wrote it. 

If we allow for x, we could restore etc to ecj^ara, perhaps as a way of expressing that the 

shame that the disciple will have to endure for not recognizing Jesus will last forever. Jesus’s words 

in the texts of Luke 9:26 and 12:8—9 quoted above are in fact said in an eschatological context and 

also suit this restoration. As referring to time, etc to ecyaTov in absolute sense is common (see LSJ 

s.v. 1.4 and Bauer s.v. 3); the plural is unusual but occurs in LXX 2 Sam. 2:26 ovk ofSac on m/epa 

ecrai etc to eeyato; see also Didym. Trin. (PG 39.920) 6 tovc ecopevovc etc ra ecyara ipevSonpocp-pTac 

npocrjpavac. 

At the end of the line, only the foot of a vertical that seems to extend below the line is visible. 

What follows in the next line makes it likely that we should read cf>, as in 8. 

5—7 For a possible restoration of the text, the following parallels from the Synoptic gospels and 

the Gospel of Thomas are relevant: 

Matt. 10:37—8. o PlXwv naTepa rj prjTepa vnep epe ovk cctlv pov a£ioc /cai o c^lXcov v'lov f) 

9vyaTepa vnep epe ovk Sctlv pov a^Loc 

pov, OVK eCTLV pov a^LOC. 

1 /cat oc oil Aapfiavei tov CTavpov avTov Kal aKoXovdel 

Luke 14:26—7. el tlc epxeTai npoc pe /cat ov pttcet tov naTepa eavTov Kal tt/v prjTepa Kal tt]v 

yvvaiKa Kal ra re/eva /cat tovc aSeXrpovc Kal tclc aSeXcpac ctl tc /cat ttjv eavTov, ov SvvaTai 
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eivai pov padprrjc. 

pov padprr/c. 

ov fiacra^ei rov cravpov eavrov Kal epyerai orr'icco pov, ov Svvarai eivai 

Luke 14:33. ovnuc ovv nac e£ vpcvv oc ovk arroraccerai rraciv role eavrov vrrapxovciv ov 

Svvarai. elval pov padrjrrjc. 

Gospel of Thomas 55. neTiMecTe neqeiu)T an mn TeqMiiy qNicypMieHTHC iN 

Niei Aytu nc)M6CT6 NeqcNHy mn NeqccDNe Nqqei Mneqc't'oc nta£6 qNAajame 
an eqo NA5ioc nagi 

Gospel of Thomas 101. neTAMecTe neqe[eicuT a]n mn TeqMAAy NTAje qNAcqpM[A- 

bhth]c [na]gi an Aya) neTAMppe ne[qeicur an mn TjeqMAAy nta£6 qnAtypm[a- 

0HTHC NAjei AN 

9 <p[iXebv — av]rov vrrep epe ovk ecr[iv — pa9]yrr)c. The lacunae can be restored according 

to the line of reasoning expressed in the texts quoted above, but space probably allows for only one 

word as the object of piXwv. It does not seem very likely that 5072 read Wpa -rj jlpa, abbreviated as 

nomina sacra, as sometimes occurs in profane use (see Paap 103-4,113). Perhaps the text read 0 <£[iAo>r 

rrjv ifivyr/v aujrou (cf. Luke 14:26, above, and perhaps John 12:25 6 piXdov rr/v ipvxrjv avrov arroXXvei 

avrr/v). 

In 6—7 we could restore ovk eojiv p,ov a^toc etvai p-aPJ^rJc from the Synoptic parallels. The 

supplemented text is a combination of ovk ecnv p.ov at;ioc of Matt. 10:38 and ov Svvarai eivai p.ov 

p-adr/TT/c in Luke 14:27 (see also Luke 14:33, above). For the restored wording, see Or. Jo. 32.32.398 

die Sr/Xoi to oc av p.r) ap-p rov cravpov avrov Kal a.KoXov0r/cei ott'icw p,ov, ovk ecnv pov a^toc eivai 

padprr/c. Dr Henry observes that this resotration exceeds the corresponding area of writing on ->5-6 

(assuming the supplements proposed are correct), but that ovk ecr[iv epov a£ioc pad^prpc would fit. 

7—9 I cannot find any parallels for these lines. Sentences beginning with el ovv are found 

among the sayings of Jesus in Matthew and Luke (Matt. 6:23, 7:11 || Luke 11:13, Matt. 22:45, Luke 

11:36, 12:26, 16:11; see also John 13:14, 18:8). The text suggests a certain parallelism between the 

sentence continuing with ypapparu<[ and that continuing with cocf>[. 

The word ypappariKoc does not occur in the New Testament; however, it does occur in the 

Septuagint, in Isaiah 33:18 (rrov elciv 01 ypappariKol4, MS 86 reads o ypapparevc), a text that is 

quoted by Paul in 1 Corinthians 1:20 with some variants, and in Daniel 1 :q (veavickovc . . . ypap- 

pariKovc Kal cvverovc Kal copovc). In the first case ypappariKol translates the word "IDO (sofer), in the 

singular in the Masoretic Text, to refer to those who do the counting or to learned men in general; in 

the second ypappanKovc translates rm ’ST (yode'y da‘at) with the meaning of ‘people well informed’, 

‘endowed with knowledge’ (Theodotion’s version reads yiyvtocKovrac yvcociv instead of ypappan- 

kovc). The sofer, the Jewish interpreter of the Law, who was a grammarian and editor of the Bible, 

had a similar function to that of the ypappariKoc, the Greek literary critic and grammarian (see S. 

Lieberman, ‘Rabinic Interpretation of the Scripture’, in Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (1962) 38-46; 

for ypappariKoc, as teacher of grammar, see R. Cribiore, Gymnastics of the Mind (2001) 53-5; Writing, 

Teachers, and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt (1996) 167-9). ^ut sofer normally translated into Greek as 

ypapparevc, ‘scribe’, a term that came to be used for a wide range of occupations (interpreters of the 

Law, teachers, secretaries, local officials, bailiffs, etc.: see R. Schwartz, “‘Scribes and Pharisees, Hypo¬ 

crites”: Who are the “Scribes” in the New Testament?’, in Studies in the Jewish Background of Christianity 

(1992) 89-101; C. Schams, Jewish Scribes in the Second-Temple Period (1998) esp. 274-327). Therefore, it is 

possible that ypapparevc and ypappariKoc were sometimes confused, since both could be employed 

to indicate a similar function (see also M. Goodman, ‘Texts, Scribes and Power in Roman Judaea’, in 

A. K. Bowman and G. Woolf, Literacy and Power in the Ancient World (1994) 103). 

In our papyrus, the connections with the canonical gospels and the reference to Jerusalem in the 
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next line might suggest identifying ypapparixoc with ypapparcvc. Matthew mentions some scribes 

coming to talk with Jesus from the Holy City (15:1; cf. Mark 3:22, 7:1, 11:27) and tells how Jesus an¬ 

nounced his sufferings in Jerusalem at the hands of the elders and scribes (Matt. 16:21, 20:18 || Mark 

10:33). The identification could also be supported by Paul’s use of ypapipiarevc instead of ypappanxol 

when quoting Is. 33:18 (LXX) in 1 Cor. 1:20 (ttov co<j)6c; ttov ypapparcvc; 7tov cv^rjTrjTpc rov aldivoc 

tovtov;) and by the presence of co(f>[ in the following line, for ypappareic and copovc occur together 

in Matt. 23:34: cydj a-nocreXXo) npoc vpac TTpo<f>rjTac Kal co<povc xal ypappareic (but see below). 

The writer of the text of our papyrus might have used the unusual ypappanxoc(-ol) instead 

of the habitual New Testament term ypapparevc(-elc) to refer to a Jewish scribe because he was not 

well informed concerning the specific historical details reported by the Synoptic gospels, or because 

he was aware of the difference between the two words and wanted to use ypappanxoc accurately to 

designate the experts in the Law in Jesus’ time. Note also that P. Egerton 2, if, 2 uses the term voplxoi 

instead of ypappareic. As an explanation, it has been suggested that its author lacked interest in the 

concrete historical circumstances of the Palestinian background to Jesus’ life or did not have adequate 

knowledge of them (cf. Nicklas, ‘The “Unknown Gospel’” 26, 112). In any case, the writer of 5072 

might have used ypapparucoc to refer in a loose sense to learned and wise Jewish people (see the com¬ 

mentary on co<j>\ below). 

cocf>[. The natural association between ‘grammarians’ and ‘masters of rhetoric’ would suggest 

supplying here co^Jicrat rather than co<p[ol'. see Plu. Aem. 6.9 ov yap povov ypappanxol xal co(f)Lcral 

xai prjropcc', Clemen. 51.21 [Horn. 4.17) <-Lv nvcc ypappanxol xal co(f>Lcral aftovvrcc clvaL rac TOLavrac 

Trpa^cLc [dewv] af lac clvaL fiefiaLovcLv. The word cocfiLcrpc, like ypappanxoc, does not occur in the 

New Testament. It occurs, however, in the Greek Old Testament, once in the book of Exodus (Ex 

7:11) and eight times in the book of Daniel (1:20, 2:14, 2:18, 2:24 (twice), 2:48, 4:18, 4:37), mainly to 

refer to sages of a non-Israelite background (T. Muraoka, A Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint, s.v.). 

Like ypappanxoc, copLcrrjc might have also been used in a loose sense to designate ‘wise men’, and 

not with its technical meaning of ‘teachers of rhetoric’ (for this use, Cribiore, Gymnastics of the Mind 

56-9; Writing, Teachers, and Students 169-70). But it also might have been used with the negative mean¬ 

ing of ‘quibblers’ or ‘charlatans’ (see e.g. J. Ap. 2.236; for the use of co^tcral in Josephus’ writings and 

its unlikely identification with scribes, cf. Scharns, Jewish Scribes 252-7; see also H. G. Snyder, Teachers 

and Texts in the Ancient World (2000) 184-5). 

Nevertheless, the supplement co^[dc(-oi') cannot be excluded. On the one hand, cocf>6c might 

be used as a synonym of ypappanxoc, and the two appear together in Dan 1 \\. On the other hand, 

as has been said, ypapparixoc may have been used in the sense of ypapparcvc, which would connect 

the text of the papyrus with the texts of Matt. 23:34 and 1 Cor. 1:20 quoted above, where copovc and 

ypappareic occur together. 

The reference to Jerusalem, the remains in lines 9-12 and some passages from the canonical 

gospels might suggest seeing ypappanxoc and copicrr/c/copoc as designating people who are unable 

to recognize the presence of the Kingdom (see lines 9-12). In the canonical gospels not only do the 

‘scribes’ belong to the group of people who oppose Jesus (with few exceptions: Matt. 8:19, 13:52, 

Mark 12:32), but also the‘wise’are among those who do not accept his revelation (Matt. 11:25 II Luke 

10:21; see below 11-12 n.; the ‘wise’ also refers in the New Testament to those who have a wisdom 

that does not come from God: cf. Rom. 1:22, 1 Cor. 1:19, 3:20, etc.; see Bauer s.v. 2). Consequendy, 

the text invites to interpret ypappanxoc and co(fncrrjc/copoc as stereotypes of the Jewish and Greek 

worlds of wisdom (see Thdt. 1 Cor. 1.20: xaXel pev co<f>ov rov rfj 'EXXrjvLxfj crwpvXla xocpovpcvov 

ypapparea 8e, rov r tov ’lovSalcuv SlS acxaXov), representing those who refused to believe in Jesus’ mes¬ 

sage, in opposition to the ‘little children’, the humble and simple people who accept it (Matt. 11:25 11 

Luke 10:21). 

] 'IepocbXvpa. Of the 37 times that the word occurs in the New Testament, 35 are in combina- 
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tion with etc, which seems to be the natural supplement for the text (in the other two instances 7e- 

pocoXvpra is the subject of the clause: Matt. 2:3 and 3:5). On 15 occasions etc 'IepocoXvp.a is combined 

with avafiaivu) (two in Matthew, two in Mark, one in Luke, three in John). On all other occasions the 

clause occurs with arrepyopai, eyyfar, elcepyop-ar, epyop.ai, cvvavafiaivco, avayco, rropelav rroiecu. (In 

Acts and Galatians it occurs combined with virocrperpo), rropevop-ai, yevecdai, emfiaivoo, avepyopraib) 

We would therefore expect here a verb for the conditional clause and a verb of motion before 

etc] 'IepocoXvp.a. Again, if the restored text in the preceding lines is correct, we would only have room 

for about fifteen or sixteen letters. The previous lines might suggest that Jesus continues his direct 

speech. Thus, we could consider el ovv ypaptptart«:[oc et, followed by a verb of movement such as 

avaflaivio, rropevopai, Array ro, or the like. What it is not clear is if we should understand it as a nega¬ 

tive or positive command: i.e. avafiarve etc] 'IepocoXvp.a or per/ avaficuve etc] 'IepocoXvp.a. In the im¬ 

perative, rropevov elc occurs in Matt. 2:20, Luke 5:24, 7:50, and Acts 22:10, and in several passages of 

the Septuagint; vrraye elc in Matt. 9:6, Mark 2:11, 5:19, 5:34, John 7:3, 9:11; avafiyOi elc only in the 

Septuagint (Gen. 35:1, Num. 27:12, etc.) 

]. TCt ....[.]■ At this point the traces on the edge of the papyrus are scanty. After the clear ta, 

the scribe may have written first e and then wrote most likely c (although o cannot be excluded) over 

the e. 

The connection between ypap.p.aru<[ and ’IepocoXvpca points to a certain parallelism between 

cocf>[ and ] Ta [ ]. Thus, if we read co</>[tcrJc, we may be invited to restore ei]c rac 

preceded by a verb of motion in the imperative (rropevov, vrraye, etc.). (I owe this suggestion to J. 

Kerkhecker.) Assuming this reading, Jesus would be saying that the sophist must (or must not) go to 

Athens—the place naturally associated with a sophist or a wise man from the Greek world—to seek 

wisdom, as the scribe must (or must not) go to Jerusalem. However, the restoration can only be tenta¬ 

tive, for, although the traces do not rule it out, it must be admitted that the space for the missing ac 

is probably too narrow. 

A restoration that also suits the traces would be et]c rac at5A[ac], although, again, there is not 

much room for the missing ac, and I have not found a good example of a relationship between co- 

(fHCTal or corjrol and avXal. In the New Testament avXr] is found to refer to a courtyard or to the court 

of a house, palace, or temple (Bauer s.v.); in the Septuagint it also refers to die abodes of God; in Ps 

95:8 we find elcrropevecde elc rac avXac avrov. 

The reading ci]c rac oAoi)[c] would not be impossible according to the traces. oSoc with fepx°- 

p.ai occurs in Luke 14:23: egeAde elc rac above. On the supposition that the text is stressing the pres¬ 

ence of the Kingdom wherever Jesus is (see 10 below), 5072 would be saying that, if the scribe should 

not go to Jerusalem, the wise man should not go out to the ‘ways’: p.17 etjeAdyc cijc rac o§9v[c] (as in 

the previous case, this could also be stated in a positive sense, e^eXOe el\c rac oSoy[c], but it makes 

the text even more difficult to understand). Even though the phrase ‘ways of wisdom’ (6801 cocplac) is 

not unknown in the Bible (Bar 3:20, 23; Prov 4.11), the saying does not seem to make much sense and 

renders the reading suspicious. To assume a reference to itinerant teachers, who would exercise their 

profession on their way from town to town, is too speculative. 

I have also tried restoring et]c ra oi/ceija]. The expression ra ot/cela is used to mean one s own 

affairs’ (Lampe, S.V., 5). elc ra olxela is well attested (e.g.,J. AJ 8.260 /cal touto rrofeae avecrpeipev elc 

ra ot/ceia; [Luc.] Asin. 20 /cal rrpo rrjc ecrrepac r]X9op.ev elc ra olxela] cf.John 19:27 eAafiev o p.adrjrr]c 

avrrjv elc ra i'S/a; see Bauer, s.v., 1). The exhortation to go back to one’s own affairs would be a way 

of underlining the opposition of human wisdom (cf. LXX Sir. 37:22 ecnv co<j>oc rfj I8la 1fivyjl) to the 

wisdom of God. But, once again, the traces present several difficulties to support this reading. 

g-10 For the abbreviation jiaAeia, see introd. The use of this uncommon abbreviation, as in 

P Egerton 2, might be explained because the limits of the nomina sacra system were not yet clearly 

established, though the most basic words were (see C. H. Roberts, Manuscript, Society and Belief in 
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Early Christian Egypt (1979) 39), but also because the scribe might have just wanted to emphasize some 

particular words by using the supralinear bar and some form of abbreviation (see Nicklas, ‘The “Un¬ 

known Gospel’” 16-19, w>th recent bibliography on nomina sacra; see also M. Choat, Belief and Cult in 

Fourth-Century Papyri (2006) 119-25). 

]c9ev. After the break the traces allow for c or e. The following letter is written in a way that 

is not attested elsewhere in the fragment, but it is most likely that we should read e. It seems that the 

scribe first ligated the final stroke of the previous letter with the lower left-hand arc and die cross-bar 

of e in one single movement and then added the right-hand side. This way of writing 9 is close to the 

one in p\a9r]Tac in 12. 

ep-npo\c9ev vpw[v makes sense. This expression may again be parallelled in several Synoptic 

texts. A relationship between ^aciXela and ep-npoc9ev is found in Matt. 23:13, but in a context that 

is not strictly linked to the text of our papyrus (though it is an invective against scribes): oval Se 

vp.lv, ypappaTelc Kal tpapicaioL imoKpL-ral, on kAclctc ttjv fiaccXeiav t<Z>v ovpavwv ep-npoc9ev twv 

avdpwnwv. The adverb epnpocOev is often used in Matthew; it is less common in Luke and does not 

occur at all in Mark. Governing a personal pronoun, eprrpocOev occurs in Matt. 11:26 || Luke 10:21 

ort ovtwc evSoKLa iyevero epTrpoc9ev cov (see also Matt. 18:14 epTrpoc9ev tov rrarpoc vpwv), a text that 

is not conceptually linked to our papyrus but could be in the background of lines 10—11. 

Given the parallel of Luke 17:21, the restoration evro]c9ev vpw[v is not very promising, since 

evrocdev seems to occur only in earlier poetry and in rather literary prose of the Roman period (cf. 

LSJ s.v.). 

The style of the text points to a short sentence of the type of Luke 17:21 ISov yap 77 fiaciAela tov 

9eov evrbc vpwv ecnv, but the fragmentary condition of the papyrus allows for several possible res¬ 

torations. One would be 77 Se fiaAeia [tov 9v (twv ovpavwv) Ictlv epjrpo]c9ev vpw[v. (Spacing might 

favour [twv ovpavwv instead of [tov 9v: the term ovpavwv could have been written in full, for it is not 

attested as a nomen sacrum, ovvwv, before c.ad 220 and is rare before the fifth century: see LXV 4446 

Li-2 n.) Another possible reading would be 77 Se fiaAeia [tov 9v (twv ovpavwv) cct^kcv epnpo]cdev 

vp.w[v, which could be understood as a reminiscence of Luke 11:20 || Matt. 12:28 el . . . eKpaXXw 

tcl SatpovLa, apa e<p9acev e<f>’ vpac 77 fiaciAela tov 9eov (cf. Acts 4:10 TrapecTrjKev evw-mov vpwv, and 

Matt. 27:11 6 Se ’Ir/covc ecTa9rj epnpocdev tov rjyepovoc). 

If the text identified the presence of the Kingdom with the presence of the person of Jesus, 

and bearing in mind the assumed verbs of motion in the previous lines, it would also be possible to 

restore 17 Se /3aAeia [tov 9v -iropeveTai ep-npo]c9ev vpw[v. This evokes Luke 19:28 Kal elnwv ravra 

enopeveTO ep-rrpocOev avajialvwv etc 'IepocoAvpa. For eprrpocdev with the verbs a7rocTeAAa> and rropevo- 

pai, see Bauer s.v. e, and Matt. 11:10 and Luke 7:27 ISov arrocTeAXw tov ayyeAov pov -npb npocwnov 

cov, oc KaTacKevacei ttjv oSov cov ep-npoc9ev cov (cf. Ex. 23:20; see also Ex. 32:34 6 ayyeXoc pov 

TrpovopeveTai npo npocwTrov pov). 

A remote possibility would be to read 77 Se /HaAeia [eVroc vpwv Ictlv Kal eprrpofdev vpw[v. This 

would find its parallel in Gospel of Thomas 3, a saying of Jesus that reads tm NTepcu CMtieTNjoyN 

Aycu CMneTN baa (‘The kingdom is within you and outside you’), and is partially preserved in 

Greek: 77 /?ac[iAeta . . .] eVoc vpwv [e’Jcrtfr (IV 654 15-16). The rest of the Greek saying might have 

just said, Kal cktoc vpwv cctlv, but the sense conveyed by cmttgtn baa is not too distant from the 

meaning of epnpocOev. See for instance Gospel of Thomas 5 coycuNneTMnMTO MneK.20 gboa 

Aycu neenn epoK qNi6o)An ©boa nak mnaaay rAp eq2HTT eciNAoycuN2 ©boa an, 

which has also been preserved in Greek: [. . . epirpoc]6ev T-rjc oiftewc cov Kal [to KeKpvppevov] anto 

cov airoKaXvcj)(9)rfceT[aL col. ov yap ec]tlv Kpvmov o ov cf>ave[pov yevrjceTaL (IV 654 27—30; cf. Matt. 

10:26, Mark 4:22, Luke 12:2, and for the Greek text of the Gospel of Thomas, see H. W. Attridge, ‘The 

Greek Fragments’, in B. Layton (ed.), Nag Hammadi Codex II, 2-7, i. 112-18). But again the restoration 

is very speculative (and probably too long) and does not help to make the sense of the text clearer. 
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11-12 Jeroiv arrey[. The way in which the scribe ligates e- with t or r shows that we should 

read era) and not eya> (as in 4.3 or 5). At the line-end k is damaged but recognizable. The closeness of 

]eTU)v to ayeff recalls as parallel the text of Luke 10:21 || Matt. 11:25-26 i^opLoXoyovpLai col, rrarep, 

Kvpie rov ovpavov Kai rrjc yrjc, otl aTTCKpoifiac (Matt. eKpvifiac) ravra aito cocj>a)v Kal cvvercbv Kal 

aTTCKaXyi/jac avra vrjirioLc. val 6 rrarrjp, otl ovtcoc evSoKia iyevero epLrrpocdev cov. The restoration of 

the lacunae can again only be tentative: there is no space for the whole sentence of Luke/Matthew, 

and the style of the saying calls for a subject of olttokpvtttoj in the first or third person. Judged from 

Synoptic parallels, the expected reading would have the Father as die subject: o 7Tp fiov arro co(f>d>v 

Kal cvv]eraiv anei<[pvifje ravra. But the first part of the supplement may be short for the space, and 

we do not know whether in this text Jesus may have been the subject of the verb, so that he himself 

is the one who has hidden the Kingdom from prudent and wise men. On the revelation of hidden 

things in the Gospel of Thomas 5, see 11-12 n. above. In any case, the restoration in the following line 

suggests a short sentence (see 12 n.). 

On the occurrence of cvverovc with ypap/aariKovc and cocjsovc in Dan 1q, see 9 n. above. 

12 pL]adrjrac a [. At line-end, the traces suggest ay or 8y. The words p^aO-qrac ay[rov occur 

several times in the Synoptics with reference to the disciples of Jesus. We should probably assume 

a change in the subject of the discourse and read perhaps something like elrrev Se -npoc rove pljadyrac 

ay[rov (cf. Luke 5:30, 9:14, 9:43, 12:1, 12:22, 16:1, 17:1). 

J. CHAPA 

5073. Mark I 1-2: Amulet 

25 3B.58/E(c) 25.2 x 4.5 cm Late third / fourth century 

Plate I 

The text of 5073 is written against the fibers on a strip of papyrus, which 

currently measures 25.2 x 4.5 cm but originally extended to about 26 cm. A small 

fragment of the right edge remains, though it cannot be placed with absolute 

confidence. The strip narrows noticeably as it moves from left to right; the vertical 

measurement of the left side is about 0.5 cm greater than that of the right side, 

suggesting that this strip of papyrus was either recycled from a pile of scraps or cut 

without strict aesthetics in mind. Unlike lines 2-5, the indentation of line 1 is unu¬ 

sual. Line 1 begins 6.2 cm from the left edge, whereas a more conventional margin 

of about 1 cm offsets lines 2-5. Though odd, the effect is clear: line 1, the impera¬ 

tive urging one to ‘Read the beginning of the gospel. . .’, is visually set apart from 

the quoted gospel text as a sort of heading. For other examples of biblical amulets 

in a narrow format, see LXXIII 4932 introd. 

Given its format and content, 5073 fits well among the host of known biblical 

amulets. The absence of crease marks and the presence of five regularly spaced 

insect holes on the top edge suggest that 5073 was not folded, but rolled up from 

left to right, and worn on a cord around the neck. Rolled amulets were often placed 

in capsules. For an image of such a container, see W. M. Flinders Petrie, Amulets 

(1914, repr. 1972), plate xix no. 133. In addition to the Psalms and the Lord’s Prayer, 
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incipits from the gospels were frequently made into amulets. See for example PSI 

VI 719, which includes, among other biblical excerpts, the opening lines of each 

of the four gospels. PSI VI 719 also makes explicit what is implicit in 5073. At the 

close of two of its citations, Psalm 90:1 (LXX Ps 91:1) and Matthew 6:9 (the begin¬ 

ning of the Pater noster), PSI VI 719 stops short of quoting the entire passage and 

adds ‘and the rest’ (/cat ra i£rjc) as a stand-in for the remainder. It may be that the 

same ‘and so on and so forth’ is implied after the four gospel incipits. 

The opening lines of Mark lend themselves to a ‘magical’ reading. Consider 

the quotation from the prophets in verse 2: ‘Behold, I will send my angel before 

you . . .’—this phrase serves as a guarantee of angelic protection, an assurance 

worth keeping close to the body. Ancient Christians often sought assistance from 

beneficent angels. A similar text preserved in the Christian magical papyri asks 

Jesus Christ to ‘send down’ his ‘holy arch-angels,’ so that they might dwell ‘in his 

presence’ for protection (PGM vol. II, Christliches 21). See also PGM VII.278-9 

and P. Koln VIII 340 for similar parallels. Consider also the final phrase ‘who will 

prepare . . .’: preparation also frequently appears in the magical papyri. See for 

example PGM III.291, VII.866, XII.15, XII.210, and XIII.1027. It often describes 

a prescribed set of actions—setting up of materials, inscription or recitation of 

magic formulae, etc.—which stand as a precondition of divine or angelic action. 

Without the preparation, the charm is ineffective. The angel in Mark 112 will han¬ 

dle all this himself, if not actually, then figuratively, greatly lessening the burden on 

the supplicant, who might otherwise need to collect obscure and often expensive 

materials as part of the preparation. 

In addition to the exaggerated margin of line 1, certain characteristics of 

the hand in this opening line distinguish it from lines 2-5. In general the hand of 

line 1 stands about 5 degrees more upright. Letter strokes are also slightly thicker, 

so that they suggest a different pen. Other noteworthy differences include the 00, 

which has a higher middle bar in line 1 than other examples in lines 2-5. The re 

combination also may vary. In line 1 the top stroke of the r loops around and be¬ 

comes the top bar of the e. In lines 2, 3 and possibly 4, the top bar of the r drops at 

a right angle and forms the back bar of the e. The dieresis also differs slightly from 

line 1 to line 3. These features might suggest that the hand of line 1 is not the hand 

responsible for lines 2-5. However, the degree of variation in letter forms in lines 

2—5 alone (see for example h and o) indicates that our scribe was inconsistent and, 

given the chance to copy more text, would eventually reintroduce the letter forms 

peculiar to line 1. Still, the differences in margin, letter angle, and stroke thickness 

suggest that a single scribe copied this text in two stages, perhaps with a stylus 

change in between. It is not impossible that line 1 is a later addition. 

On the i side about 13 cm from the left edge, one can see a stroke emerge 

from the bottom edge at about a 450 angle. Another ink trace, this one a triangle¬ 

shaped blotch, is visible on top edge of the -> side about 3 cm from the right side. 
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Similar but less conspicuous marks are visible on the i side, one on the top edge o.6 

cm off of the damaged end, and another on the left edge 0.5 cm from the bottom. 

These marks could indicate that the areas immediately surrounding 5073 were 

already inscribed at the time our strip was cut. We know of at least one instance in 

which a scribe copied multiple magical texts prior to cutting them. XVI 1926 and 

P. Rendel Harris 54, Christian oracular responses stated in the affirmative and the 

negative respectively, were first inscribed on one sheet and then cut. It became the 

task of modern editors to reunite them. See H. Youtie, ‘Questions to a Christian 

Oracle’, %PE 18 (1975) 253-7. On the other hand, these marks could be little more 

than ink smears and splatters. 

The hand of 5073 is roughly bilinear. The mixture of broad/narrow and 

angular/curved letter forms places this hand within Turner’s Formal Mixed cat¬ 

egory and, in particular, alongside a cluster of hands within this class that slope 

right without losing the roundness of their narrow letters (Turner, GMAW2 22). VII 

1015, an anonymous encomium on Theon (Turner, GMAW2, plate 50; later hi) 

and P. Herm. Rees 4, the Letter to Theophanes (Turner, GMAW2, plate 70; c.325), pro¬ 

vide datable parallels to 5073. Note the following parallels: a is often formed with 

a rounded or wedge-shaped loop and a long arched tail. 1, p, y, and cf> frequently 

extend below the bottom line. Two-stroke y, formed by attaching a small stroke 

descending left to right to a long forward slash, high-bar h, and co with a ripple in 

place of a middle bar are paralleled only in VII 1015. Thus, a date from the late 

third to the fourth century is appropriate. 

An apostrophe is used to separate doubled consonants three times in 5073 
(evay’yeXLOv twice and ay’yeXov once), a feature consonant with our assigned date 

(Turner, GMAW2 19). Diaeresis appears twice in 5073, inorganic in line 1, L'Se, and 

organic in line 3, gca'ia. 5073 does not contain iota adscripts, irjcov and ypccTov 

in line 2 are written as nomina sacra. In both instances three-letter abbreviations are 

used, and the supralinear stroke sits atop the second and third letters. 

5073 should be regarded as an auspicious addition to the manuscript tradi¬ 

tion of Mark for at least three reasons. First, thus far only five other Greek papyri 

preserve portions of Mark’s gospel: PSI VI 79b ^ Vindob. inv. G. 348 (= R. W. 

Daniel, Vigiliae Christianae 37 (1983) 400-404; Rahlfs Fraenkel 2173, p. 392), Greg- 

ory-Aland $45 (P. Chest. B. Pap. g. 31974), SP84 (P. A. M. Kh. Mird 4, 11), and #>88 

(CU, Milan inv. 69.24). Among these, the first two preserve Mark’s openings lines, 

although they do so within a string of biblical quotations. Second, 5073 is roughly 

contemporaneous with, if not earlier than, Sinaiticus (X) and Vaticanus (B), until 

now the earliest witnesses to Mark’s first two verses, finally, 5073 is the first ma¬ 

nuscript of Mark found at Oxyrhynchus. (The reference to ‘beloved son’ in VIII 

1162 is too general to be considered an allusion to Mark: see E. Epp, Perspectives on 

New Testament Criticism 1^62 2004 (2005) 768 n. 96). 

The notes below present a collation following the manuscript abbreviations 
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used in the 27th edition of Nestle-Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece (hereafter 

NA27)—abbreviations that are explained in the introduction to that edition. 1 he 

text of NA27 is also inlcuded in the collation in parentheses and in final position, ab¬ 

breviated as follows: (NA27). For o/c and ottoctcXco we have consulted New Testament 

Manuscripts: Alark, ed. R. Swanson, which is more accurate in these two instances. 

5073 differs from the printed text of NA27 in each of the four known variation 

units. Also noteworthy is the agreement in three of the four variation units, exclud¬ 

ing the singular reading 177(00)v tov x/d(icto)u, between 5073 and Codex Koridethi 

(0), a ninth-century manuscript of the gospels, which in Mark resembles the type 

of text used by Eusebius and Origen in Caesarea. See B. Metzger and B. Ehrman, 

The Text of the New Testament (2005) 83. 

i 
avayvojTi rrjv apypv tov evay’yeXeov xai 

apxfj tov evay’yeXiov ctJv tov ypv 

cue yeypcnTTcu ev rjca'ia too TTpoppTrj 

l8ov avocTcXcu tov ay’yeXov p-ov 

5 77/70 77/7000777017 COV OC KCLTaCKCVdCCl 

‘Read the beginning of the gospel, and see: 

“The beginning of the gospel of Jesus the Christ. 

As it is written in Isaiah the prophet: 

‘Behold, I will send my angel 

before you, who will prepare . . 

1 avayvtoTi: read avayvmOi. For other examples of interchange between 9 and t in the papyri, 

see Gignac, Grammar i 92. 

Trjv apxnv tov evay’yeXiov: In addition to Mark 1:1 and Philippians 4:15, where Paul employs 

it to refer to his early preaching in Philippi (for a similar usage, see 1 Clement 47:2), this expression 

is found in PSIIX 1041, a Christian letter from Oxyrhynchus dated to the third/fourth centuries, in 

which a certain Leon is called ‘a catechumen in the begining of the gospel’ (Aecova Ka9r)xovp.evov 

ev apxfj tov evayyeXiov). M. Naldini, II Cristianesimo in Egitto (1968) 155, suggests that the expression 

denotes a catechumen in the first stage of preparation for baptism. Noting the parallel expression in 

Mark 1:1, others have found in this designation evidence for the reading of Mark and perhaps other 

gospels in catechetical programs. See Macquarie University’s Papyri from the Rise of Christianity project 

at www.anchist.mq.edu.au/doccentre/PCE67.pdf. More in keeping with the sense here, however, are 

the many instances in which this expression is used to introduce a quote from the beginning of a gos¬ 

pel (see e.g. Eusebius, Against Marcellus 2.2.11; Ecc. Theology 1.18.1, 1.20.48, 2.11.3, 2.25.1; Athanasius, 

Oration IVAgainst the Arians 19.4; Marcellus, On the Incarnation and Against the Arians 1005.34; Origen, 

Commentary on John 1.3.17; John Chrysostom, Commentary on Matthew 58.631.57). 

/cat t'Se: This second imperative accords with the Marcan style (rather than ISov in parallel 

passages in the other synoptics), and might suggest that the scribe of 5073 knew the gospel text well. 

Mark regularly uses t'Se to draw attention to something (Mk 2:24, 11:21, 13:1, 13:21, 16:6), even at the 

expense of its fundamental meaning (15:4). In 5073, the imperative introduces the biblical quotation 

in dramatic fashion. 

Mk I. 1 

2 
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2 l7)(co)v TOV X/o(tCro)u: LTJCOV XP<-CTOV X* © 28. / 2211 pC Sa™ J Or | l. XP■ VLOV deov K’BDLW 

2427 pc (but tov deov in Af'. 13 33 9R) latt sy co; Irljl (NA~7) | 1. xp- viov tov Kvpiov 1241. 

i7](co)v tov xp(ccto)v: The genitive definite article tov is inserted before xp{lcro)v. The article 

transforms ‘Jesus Christ’, a proper name into Jesus, the Christ’, an assertion of messianic identity, 

and better captures the sense of the Hebrew and Aramaic used among the earliest Jesus followers. 

But despite several predicate constructions in which Jesus’ is identified as ‘the Christ’ (John 20:31, 

1 John 2:22, 5:1), Jesus, the Christ’ is never used in the New Testament, though a similar variant ap¬ 

pears in several manuscripts (X7 C D W 3R lat syh sams mae bo) at Matthew 16:20, which reads . . . 

avToc icTLv Irjcovc 6 xpcctoc. Only in the second and third centuries, among writers such as Ignatius, 

Justin Martyr, and Origen, does the article appear. In these sources it serves as a reminder of Jesus’ 

messianic identity, a reminder that functioned both as a contentious claim to Jewish interlocutors who 

remained unconvinced that Jesus was indeed the Christ (e.g. Justin Martyr, 1 Apol. 63; Ignatius, Ep. 

Eph. 18), and as a doctrinal distinction that helped Christianity articulate its ‘complicated’ relationship 

with Judaism to pagan onlookers (e.g. Origen, Contra Celsum 1.26). The title flourishes in the writings 

of Eusebius in the early fourth century, about the time our manuscript was copied (e.g. EH 1.5.2, 

1.10.1). In summary, we should not regard this singular reading as a newly discovered candidate for 

the ‘original’ text of Mark 1:1, but as a rich expression of later Christian nomenclature born out of 

struggles for self-definition. 

3 wc: so A D Gsupp M U W nc 118/13 2 28 579 1424 SR | ko.6u>c all other MSS (NA27). 

ev Tjcaia toi Trpo<f>T]Tr]: so D © f' 700. 1844. 12211 pc; Ir Orpt Epiph j ev to> rjcaia toj TTpotprjTr] 

X B L A 33. 565. 892. 1241. 2427 al syp'hmg co; Orpl (NA27) ] ev tolc upocp-pTaic A W f'3 s))l vgms sy11 

(bomss); Irlat. 

4 aTTOCTeXcj: SO © ] anocTeXXo) B D 28*. 565. 2427. I 2211 pc lat co; Irlat (NA27) I eya> a-nocTeXo) 

X ! eyto anocTeXXcu A Gsupp K L M P U W A II/113 33 SR vgcl syh sams boms; Or Eus. 

5 KaTacKevace 1: The text stops short of the expected phrase, rrjv oSov cov, and the enlarged 

final i indicates that the scribe intended to end his text at this point. This abrupt ending probably 

results from copying the first few lines from Mark, just enough of the ‘beginning of the gospel’ for 

phylacteric purposes, and should not be considered a variation unit. The final phrase also would have 

extended beyond the end of the relatively uniform column formed by lines 2-5. 

G. S. SMITH 

A. E. BERNHARD 

5074. Cyril of Alexandria, Festal Letters 28, PG 77.944C-949A 

uc/q7 22.6 x 14.1 cm Late sixth / early seventh century 

Plate XIII 

A fragment from a papyrus roll with the lower part of two columns and bot¬ 

tom margin. The writing runs along the fibres on the back of an unidentified text, 

also written along the fibres at an angle of 90° to the front. The roll was cut along 

the kollesis, which survives (col. i), to form a sheet for the text on the back. The right 

part of 11 lines from col. i and the left part of 12 lines from col. ii are preserved, with 

an intercolumnium of 2.5 cm and a bottom margin of 3.9 cm. The average line 

length in col. i is 36 letters or 24 cm and in col. ii 34 letters or 22.5 cm. The column 

height cannot be reconstructed, owing to a problem with the continuity of the text, 

possibly suggesting an abbreviated version of the homily. The considerable length 
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of lines points to tall columns (Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes 125). Luxurious rolls 

from this period as large as 45 cm x 5 m survive (GBEBP52a-b and P. Col. VIII192, 

the latter probably exceeding 52.5 cm in height, considering that it is broken at the 

top). If 5074 was of similar dimensions, the column could be up to 55 lines or 49 

cm in height, but was probably less than this. Depending on the column height, the 

roll contained one or two homilies and was 3-4 m long. On the use of a roll rather 

than codex, see ii 1-2 n. 

The text is written in a fully developed sloping majuscule in brown ink. Let¬ 

ters are large, drawn by a competent scribe. A number of features indicate a date 

as late as the sixth/seventh century. There is marked contrast between the thick 

and thinner strokes; the verticals of p and y extend below the base line, a fea¬ 

ture more prominent in col. i; t and r have decorative dots on their horizontals. 

These features are found, for example, in GBEBP 39a, though decoration is not as 

pronounced in 5074. The narrow letters e- e o c are pointed at the bottom left, 

a practice starting in the fifth but typical throughout the sixth and into the seventh 

century (GBEBP 17a, 28a, 45a, 46b). The oversized <(>, breaking bilinearity, is promi¬ 

nent in the seventh century (cf. GBEBP4bb-c). Letters are slanting to the right, but 

col. ii (and probably col. i judging from the right margin) is tilting to the left. 

High point in i 9 and rough breathing in i 11 by the same hand. Diaereses and 

acute accent in i 11 are all due to the same hand as the text proper. Diaereses are 

written over all initial upsilons (ii 9, 10, 11, and 12). Elision occurs but is not marked 

in i 5. The only nomen sacrum is kv in ii 5. Iota adscript is not written in i 3, 5 and 

10. Quotations are marked with a diple in the margin at the beginning of ii 2-5 and 

7—11, and possibly also ii 1, 3. 

Festal Letter 28 is not preserved on any other papyrus. The lack of a modern 

critical edition impedes the task of collation with the medieval manuscripts. The 

text may be compared with Aubert’s 1634 edition (vol. 2 11), reprinted in Migne’s 

Patrologia Graeca. The papyrus disagrees with the printed text in the one instance 

where Aubert reports a variant reading (i 10-11). The testimony of the papyrus is of 

particular value because we are otherwise dependent for the text on A (Ottobianus 

gr. 448, twelfth century), from which all other copies derive. We are most grateful 

to M. Bernard Meunier for making available to us the apparatus criticus prepared 

by the late W. H. Burns for the Sources chretiennes series. For Burns’s account of the 

history of the text, see P. Evieux et ah, Cyrille d’Alexandria. Lettres Festales I-VI (1991) 

119-33. The supplements printed are taken from Burns’s reports of A except where 

noted, and the sigla are his. A minor divergence in this copy at i 6 and a major di¬ 

vergence at ii 1-2 are mentioned in the commentary, together with further possible 

divergences in the lost portions of i 6 and 9. 
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Col. i 

C.25 ] r] pey [yap 944c 

tcov a^vpcov eopry TTpocfsaccv eye]t tojv e[f at 

paroc 177A tt]v XvrpcocLV ore /cat e]v to> 77pa»[r6o 

/ca# efipaLOve prjVL tov apvov i€p]evcavrec etc 

5 tvttov xv /cat at,vpovc aprovc ec0Lo]vTec eir avrco 

TTjc ckollottjtoc Tojv aLyviTTuuv a7reA] ucavro r[o] t,v 

you /cat rpc acvvydovc ^retac] to vLKpov k\at 

Svcolctov aydoc avoTrepi/japevoL] tojv rrepi yyv 

Kai TrXivdeLav avpXXaTTOVTO ttov]cov kcll rypav 

10 vt/CTyc oopoTTjTOC a.TTOTpexovT€]c eXevdepco (f)po 

vrjpaTL deco Xarpeveiv ec7rov8aI,]ov rj 8e ye toj[v 

4—5 At line-end, offsets in blacker ink. 

6 For t[o] , Migne prints tov, and Burns notes no variation in the manuscripts. Of £, a cross¬ 

bar level with the tops of the letters is preserved. The transmitted text of the portion lost at the line¬ 

beginning is given above but seems too long for the space available by about two average letter-widths, 

and one may wonder whether (e.g.) the preverb of aneXocavTo was omitted in this copy. 

9 To judge by the space, the papyrus probably had the correct reading a-rrrjXXaTTovTo, with 

Burns’s b family and modern editors, where A gives a7ryWarro (sic). 

10—11 </>po[iyiaTi: so A. Editors have adopted deXyp-an, the reading of I, in which (fspovr/parL 

is a marginal variant. 

11 The breathing hangs from the upsilon, and the accent appears to grow out of the shank of 

the first rho in the line above. 

Col. ii 

> . A.i 

7ravr[ c. 15 ovkovv kclOcl cf>r]CLV 

> o dec7r[ecL]oc [peXa>8oc av8piloec0e kcll Kparac 

> ovcOco rj [/cjapSta [upcov vavrec ot eXvit^ovrec 

5 > eiTL /cv • TLva 8e r[po770v kcll tovto Karopdcoco 

pev StaSet^et X[eycov o yv padyryc 8lo aval,io 

> capevoL rac oc(j)y[ac ttjc Stavotac vpajv vrj 

> (f>ovTec reXeLtoc eA[7ucaTe e-ni tt]v cfsepope 

> vrjv ijpLV y[aptv ev a7ro]/caA[ut/<ei lv yv 0JC T€ 

10 > kva vTraKor)c[ ] py cvcyyp[aTLl,opevoL rate 

> 7rporepov ev tt) ayvoLa ijp[cov errcdupLaLC 

aXXa Kara tov KaXecavra ti[piac aytov /cat ovtol 

945A(?) 

948d/949a 
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i > /x [: Trace in the left margin compatible with a diple as in the following lines, but not 

certain to be ink. An upright and trace from a connecting horizontal resting on the line, at a 90° angle 

with each other, somewhat pointed, and therefore compatible with e e o c. The right upright of kk 

connects to the left upright of the next letter, which could be e, h, 1, w, n, o, or it. 

1-2 The letters and traces preserved here do not agree with the text preceding 948D in the 

medieval tradition. There is also a problem of space: 140 lines are required between i 11 and ii 3 to fit 

the text between 944c and 948D. Assuming a maximum number of 55 lines per column, 5074 is short 

by 100—120 lines, perhaps transmitting an abbreviated version of the homily or involving a very large 

lacuna. In either case, the missing lines in ii probably contain part or parts of the text known from 

the medieval manuscripts. The possibilities can be narrowed down by eliminating the cases where 

a clause would not have been completed shortly after -navr[ in ii 2. Assuming that ovkow Kada pr/cLv, 

i.e. the beginning of the clause in ii 3, was copied intact in ii 2 and that no alteration took place to 

smooth the transition, 20 letters are needed to complete ii 2. The only suitable text is that of 945A, 

and ii 1-2 can be restored as: 

■naXat Keypt) 

cp.w[8r]p,eva p,eTaKexa>pr)Kev etc aXrjdeiav 

77avr[a yap ev Xw ko.lva4 ovkow Kada ^clv 

(For Kexpricp.wS'pp.eva, A has -xpyp-- (at the end of a page), but I (mg.) and M have the correct spell¬ 

ing, as in Migne.) The causal clause ineiBrj -rrappJxrlK€v V tou vop.ov cklol, kcu to tvttlkwc tolc ndXai 

K€xpy]cp.(p87]p,eva ixeraKexdjprjKev etc aXrjdeiav, rravra yap ev XpLcrco Kacva is then to be taken with 

what precedes and not (as in Migne’s text) as the beginning of a new sentence in asyndeton. In terms 

of meaning, this would represent a suitable breaking point, because it is the last sentence before in¬ 

troducing a new discussion on tvttos. The beginning of ii 1 also marks a new topic, following (in the 

medieval tradition) the discussion on gender. If this conjecture holds and the text runs uninterrupted 

from i 11 to ii 1, then there are 22 lines in between, resulting in a column of 34 lines and a roll 38-40 

cm high and 3.2 m in length, if it contained a single homily. 

There are other possibilities raised by the hypothesis of an abbreviated version: perhaps there 

are several small portions of text omitted rather than a single large chunk, or ii 1-2 (or part thereof) 

is a paraphrase of a portion of text, serving as a transitional phrase connecting the two excerpts and 

therefore not found in the tradition of the full text. Alternatively, ii 1-2 could be transmitting a new 

reading, always within the hypothesis of an abbreviated version. If this is the case, it is not possible 

to reconstruct ii 1-2. 

A hypothesis explaining the discontinuity in the text is that the papyrus has a sizeable lacuna 

due to its scribe or its exemplar, but the text involved is far longer than an accidental omission could 

justify. One may also consider the possibility of a missing folio in the exemplar, since the amount of 

text missing is roughly the equivalent of a large codex folio, or a bifolio from a codex of a smaller 

format. This hypothesis requires a scribe to have copied from a codex onto a roll, and there is no 

evidence for such a practice. However, it would not be surprising if the exemplar was a codex. This 

would have been the norm for a patristic text in the sixth century. Aland-Rosenbaum, Repertorium II 

p. cxvi, report that the only patristic texts that are certain to have been written on papyrus rolls in all 

centuries are Paschal Letters. All other known manuscripts of homilies copied after the fifth century 

are certain to be codices, and only one from the fourth/fifth century is possibly a roll. In all periods, 

the vast majority ol homilies are copied on codices. If the surviving evidence reflects reality at all, 

then it would not be surprising for the scribe to be copying from a codex. Copying from a codex to 

a roll is probably unusual, but a late patristic papyrus roll is a rarity in its own right, regardless of 

the exemplar. Perhaps the Festal Letter of 5074 was not intended for private use but for delivery on 

a special occasion, in this case at Easter. In the period concerned, the roll was possibly used to convey 

a grand, archaizing impression of formality, as in Easter letters typically written on luxurious rolls. 
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3—5 avSpi^ecde . . . K(vpio)v. The quotation from Psalm 30:25 agrees with the majority of the 

Septuagint manuscripts against S, which has tov kv. 

3 The trace in the margin may be offset rather than part of a diple. 

6—12 Sio . . . v[p,ac. For this quotation from I Peter 1:13-16 the papyrus text corresponds to 

that of A. However, there are variants in the New Testament tradition at 1:14 in our text at 11 ev r-p 

ayvoia vp,[cjv: 81 and 1243PC omit the article, 1241 the whole phrase, and s])72 has only ayvoLa vp,wv. 

10 The letter-space before p.rj may have held a mark of punctuation, as at i 9, 11. 

M. KONSTANTINIDOU 



II. NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

5075. Lyric Dialogue from Drama 

18 2B.66/F(6)c 6.8 x11.5 cm First/second century 

Plate III 

A single fragment with the ends of eleven lines of verse written across the fi¬ 

bres. On the other side is what E. G. Turner, who first examined the text, described 

as ‘a register of money payments, tiny quick hand, parts of two columns’; the 

verses are in ‘medium sized, round, upright mannered capitals’ which he assigned 

provisionally to the late first or early second century ad. A useful comparison for 

the handwriting is VIII 1083 + XXVII 2453 (Turner-Parsons, GMAW2 no. 28), 

Sophocles, assigned to the second century. There, the contrast between heavy and 

light strokes, the oblique pen angle, and the prominent serifs that are seen in our 

fragment are noticeably accentuated, the rounded curves having developed into 

ovals, with characteristically narrow e e o c. A closer parallel is the tragic frag¬ 

ment first published by Lobel in Essays in Honour of Gilbert Murray (1936), with a plate 

(M-P3 1710), assigned by Lobel to the first century; probably earlier still, and as¬ 

signed by Turner to the first half of the first century, is the main hand of XXXIII 

2654, Menander, Karchedonios, GMAW2 no. 41, with signs of similar calligraphic 

trends. Unlike that hand, and judging by the upright of his p, curved or serifed 

and strictly on line, our copyist affects a bilinear style (there is no (f> or f present), 

though he tends to favour the upper diagonals of a and A, which sometimes pro¬ 

ject slightly. Punctuation is by single high point, written at the stage of copying, 

with dicolon in mid-line and at the end in 4 to mark change of speaker (there are 

no line-beginnings to show paragraphi). Elision in 8 (perhaps in 5) is unmarked. 10 

has a marginal note to show that a reading has been checked. In a space left below 

that line, in a similar small sloping hand, and apparently marked off from the text 

by horizontal lines, is what I take to be the remains of xopoy ucaoc, indicating 

a lyric not preserved with the text. Below this heading, at the right, there is a strip 

of blank papyrus about 2 cm wide x 4 cm, most likely indicating a lavish lower 

margin in keeping with the calligraphic quality of the script. Lines as long as 2, 4, 

6, 8, and 9-11 would be expected to show ends in it of 2-3 letters; either therefore 

a system of shorter lines followed, or what survives represents the foot of a column. 

The signs are of a carefully written professional copy of a fourth-century bc 

play that had survived, or been revived, to be part of the cultural repertory at the 

end of the first century or the early second ad. With the lack (so far as I can find) of 

any external evidence to help us, its nature and identity remain open to conjecture. 

The language is compatible with tragedy, though an elevated mode of comedy 
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is perhaps not ruled out a priori. In line 4, a father says goodbye to his son, who says 

goodbye in return. 1 he part-marking at line-end suggests that the son has no more 

to say, and departs. If so, either the father speaks the remaining lines, or else he too 

departs, possibly going inside, and the lines are spoken by a third party who has 

been witness to the scene. There is no sign of any more elaborate subdivision. The 

reference to ovtoc 6 -naic (9) seems more likely to be said by the father of his son, 

now offstage, than by anyone else. The reference to some kind to death (if it is that) 

in 7 would be consistent with a departure for battle. One looks, in other words, for 

a plot that features the motif of the soldier’s farewell, recalling, however distantly, 

the parting of Hector and Andromache in Iliad 6; but also enough in the mind 

of audiences to be deployed for comic effect by Menander at Sarnia 687 ff. In our 

piece, nothing of the general tone or the detail points positively towards comedy, 

and it is therefore to post-classical tragedy that we should look. That is, for all we 

know, where a lyric dialogue such as the present one would be most likely at home. 

As to metre, the surviving line-ends show an apparently uniform double-short 

pattern (line 3 is much shorter, for whatever reason, than the rest); see the more 

detailed analysis below. 

This heading [xopoy] ucaoc following line 11 (and set off by decorative 

strokes) is of literary interest as a sign that the play is post-classical (hence the 

dating to the fourth century bc above). It also bears on the reconstruction of the 

text. If the heading was centred, as we should expect, the central vertical axis 

of the column should come approximately at ov\ov in 10. That would suggest 

a column of some 8 cm breadth, perhaps more if the words xopoy ucaoc were 

widely spaced apart, and without prejudice to consideration of possible metrical 

patterns—a loss of about ten letters, give or take, before the longer endings that 

survive. 

No overlap with a previously known text has so far been observed. It is per¬ 

haps useful to recall the Hector of the younger Astydamas, which is represented in 

papyrus fragments, for which see TrGF i2 60 F **ih, **ii, **2a, and, it seems, by 

the Hectorprojiciscens of Naevius, which may have been based on it: see further O. 

Touchefeu, in LLMC 4.1 (1988) 482—98. 

The present edition, with certain revisions made since, was presented to the 

Working Party on New Greek Texts from Oxyrhynchus held at the British Acad¬ 

emy on 24 June 2009. 
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].[ 
].[ 1.4..IS.M 
] apacoi• 

] cv.Kaicvvarcp: 

5 ] 'ecocSeAeye 

]oi8evcu<r]Koeyap 

] vaTOvhrjapa 

] piOVTTCLp€p,OV 

]jU,0l0UT0C077atC 

10 ]cf3vTepoc-8cop.aL 

] ovovooipayop-ai- ov 

] _ 

] 

5 

10 

].[ 
].[ ].*[..]$..v[ 

]7rapa cor 

ya'i'p]c cv. (B) teal cv, varep. 

-]y’- ccvc 8c Xcya 

] oiSem CLKTjKoc yap 

-]avarov St) apa 

-] piov vap ’ ip,ov- 

]jjlol ovtoc 6 vale 

vpc]cftvTepoc- 8cop.ai 

] ovov (Li pLayop-aL- ov(tcoc) 

__1]_ 

[.XOPOY] MEAOC 

Metre: At first sight, the metrical pattern might be taken as anapaestic dimeters, as in ii, for 

example, ~ - - - - -]ovov <I> payopai. Against that is the lack of the normal median diaeresis appar¬ 

ent in 4, 6, and io, together with the correption in both 7 and 9, given that correption, ‘so frequent in 

the Homeric hexameter, is more common in dactyls than in any other lyric metre’ (A. M. Dale, Lyric 

Metres of Greek Drama (2ig68) 25-6). In fact, in so far as they are extant or credibly restorable, all the 

line-ends either present, or would fit, the pattern of a dactylic hemiepes; and this time, at any rate 

in 4-11, a word break before that pattern is either present (4, 6, 10) or possible. Accordingly, line 3, 

abnormally short, may conceivably have been a single hemiepes on its own, with the remaining lines 

having a first half of matching metrical as well as physical length. It should be borne in mind that 

a shorter line might be inset (and a longer line than the norm correspondingly outset) by a measure 

of about one or two letters. 

1-11 beginnings: I have not found parallels in surviving drama that would determine what the 

first half of these lines was, and the use of them stichically for a lyric dialogue may therefore be the 

author’s own innovation. Continuous elegiac pentameters, with the first half equivalent to the second, 

would be a challenge to the restorer, in view of the limited space available for supplements (assuming 

our approximation from the presumed xopoy xte-Aoc is valid) as well as from the varying require¬ 

ments of the different endings. It may therefore be (though this suggestion is not without its difficul¬ 

ties) that the composer adopted a shorter metrical unit, such as the dactylic tetrameter catalectic, as 

in A. Eum. 1042 XapnraSi Tcprropicvai xad’ oSov (= 1046) or Ar. Frogs 879, cXOct’ irroifioiievaL Swap,<v, 

and 881 (L. P. E. Parker, Songs of Aristophanes 48-55, makes a survey of dactylic lyrics in tragedy and 

comedy). This might lead to such restorations as 4 rrai, vat, xa‘p]f C!b 7 Svcdavarov 8]avaTov and, 

9—10 vvv S’ anoXcoXe] p.01 ovtoc 6 irate / [odpoc o irpe]cfivTepoc. Here, however, we enter the realm 

of what Denys Page, in Greek Literary Papyri (1950) viii, well describes as private poetry. 

2 A dot of ink above in 3 may be from a descender, (f> or 'p, in 2. At the end, -civ, perhaps 

e[7ri]Setv, can be thought of. 

4 /rat a; responding to xatpe, as at Menander, Dis Ex. 104: see ad loc. in LXIV 4407; but here, 

near the end of an episode, xa'lP€ isa word of farewell, as for instance at Eur. llipp. 1453, not a greeting. 

5 ] , traces of a vertical and of a high horizontal (? r, p). After the stop, apparently e (like that 
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of 8e) rather than c. At the end, traces of a vertical on twisted fibres, presumably i; probably not 

enough ink for N, to verify 8’ e'Aeyer. 

7 Upper part of down-sloping diagonal suggests A, as for davarov, or a derivative: atlavarov, 

with its regular long first syllable; or 8vcdavarov, evSdvarov. 

8rj a pa with correption, as possibly in Homeric 8J eWira, for example at II. 15.163, Od. 17.185; 

but in the collocation 8?) a pa in Homer, as at Od. 7.18 and elsewhere, the long quantity of 8J is main¬ 

tained, just as it appears in the metrical variant SJ pa. 

9 ]u, not c or 1, is given by a descender with curving foot; whence juoi or with correption. 

11 ] _, trace of a high ink: (?)r or j (but does not join o); possibly tt; hardly w. The marginal 

note, equivalent to sic, indicates that a doubtful reading has been checked against a master copy or 

a commentary and found to conform: see Turner-Parsons GA1AW215 and n. 78; for more, and more 

elaborate, examples of collation, see William A. Johnson, ‘The Ancient Book’, in R. S. Bagnall (ed.), 

The Oxford Handbook of Papyrology (2009) 256-81 at 274—5. 

After 11, with its high stop at the end, another line of text may possibly have followed (a short 

one, if so). I assume, rather, a blank space; then, in a hand smaller and less formal than the text hand, 

there appear letters representing /xeAoc, with a line above (and, very likely, from parallels, another line 

below, where the papyrus is broken away), xopoy ucaoc, as restored here, is a heading for choral 

perfomance not recorded as part of the text, as in P. Hib. II 174.10 (? Astydamas, Hector): see the edi¬ 

tor’s note, and with it Handley, ‘XOPOY in the Plutus’, CQpi.s. 3 (1953) 58 n. 3 (since that note was 

written, many more examples of the simple xopoy of Comedy are available from papyri of Dyskolos, 

Alisoumenos, Sikyonios, and other rediscovered Menander). 

E. W. HANDLEY 

5076. Old Comedy 

10 iB.i69/F(d-e) fr. 1 6.5 x 7 cm Second/third century 

Plate III 

Fragment 1 is a scrap from the foot of a column, with a preserved lower mar¬ 

gin of 2.5 cm. It has the beginnings of lines of verse; frr. 2 and 4 have a few letters 

from mid-line; fr. 3 gives more beginnings, one with a paragraphus to indicate 

change of speaker in or after the line; nowhere do there seem to be possible joins. 

In all, 25 verses are represented (9 + 5 + 2 + 9), written in a medium-sized Biblical 

Majuscule, very like that of the fragments of New Comedy published together as 

LXII 4302. As there, a minor variation can be seen in the breadth of stroke, frr. 

2, 3, and 4 being written with a slightly finer pen than fr. 1: the difference seems 

hardly enough to suggest that the group does not belong together. See further on 

this style G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica (1967) and P. Orsini, Manoscritti in 

maiuscola biblica (2005). Punctuation by a single high point is present in fr. 4.3; elision 

is marked by diastole in fr. 1.4 and 9 and fr. 4.8; fr. 3 has a paragraphus for change 

of speaker, and another lectional aid to be noted there. 

The text is identified as Comedy by the appearance of two slave names, Sosias 

and Parmenon (the latter incomplete) in fr. 1.8. The mixture of metrical patterns 

points to a lyric passage of Old Comedy, rather than to Later Comedy ; and though 
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Sosias and Parmenon might seem most at home in the age ol Menander, they are 

present in Aristophanes too: see Wasps 78 and 136, and Eccl. 868. Ir. 4 is in a single¬ 

short metre, iambic trimeter or possibly trochaic tetrameter; nothing certain can 

be said about the metre of the two smaller scraps. In fr. 1, double-short patterns are 

present in lines 2, 5, and 9—clearest in 9, with evroc ItcJjv 8’ oAi'y[cav; in spite of 

more damage, 5 appears to correspond, less certainly 2. Single-short is guaranteed 

by 8, CoDclav, ktA., and, given an element of conjecture, is recognizable elsewhere, 

as in 6, where \xa [tov] 9eov tov [ looks unarguable. In 3, there is blank papyrus at 

the end of a line that is shorter than its neighbours. All this suggests what might be 

described as a comic version of dactylo-epitrites, written out in short units in such 

a way that the surviving lines may not be far from complete. A sketch for a restora¬ 

tion can be proposed on that basis. With more detailed comments to follow below, 

I refer here to the choral odes in Aristophanes, Wasps 273 ff., and other passages 

considered by L. P. E. Parker, The Songs of Aristophanes (1997) 85-90, and in her fol¬ 

lowing detailed analyses. 

The chorus (for such it should be) is here singing of a spacious place, [e]p[p]i3- 

Xopov, fr. 1.1—2, possibly (though there are other ways to restore) ‘a great city’, tt[oXlv 

. . . fxeya[Xrjv. The place is in some sense connected with prosperity, unless -oAj8- in 

3 can be explained away; and the speakers themselves are involved, as witness 

r//jicd[v in 4, where a recognizable future infinitive accompanied by 7ror(e) shows 

that they are referring to something that will happen one day, and not to the here 

and now. Going on, the essence appears to be that the chorus swears not to convey 

X there (X being ‘the Akamantid’ of 5) but Sosias, son of Parmenon; ‘and within 

a few years . . .’. This is, then, a chorus expressing its power to favour a friend and 

disfavour an enemy, as fifth-century choruses commonly do; and the favour will 

consist of a passage to an ideally prosperous place with a future to it. That would 

put the play in the class of Ideal World comedies, as represented in different forms 

by Aristophanes’ Birds and by a number of lost plays, of which there is recent 

discussion and helpful bibliography in two successive papers in David Harvey and 

John Wilkins (edd.), The Rivals of Aristophanes (2000), namely Paola Ceccarelli, ‘Life 

among the Savages and Escape from the City in Old Comedy’ at 453-71, and Ian 

Ruffell, ‘The World Turned Upside Down: Utopia and Utopianism in the Frag¬ 

ments of Old Comedy’ at 473-506; see also M. Farioli, Mundus alter: Utopie e distopie 

nella commedia antica (Milan 2001), reviewed by Wilkins in CR 58 (2008) 28-9. It is for 

consideration whether scrutiny of the detail will allow one to go that far or any way 

further in classifying this new text. The vocabulary of fr. 4, so far as it can be made 

out, is that of a political denunciation. Line 6 refers to voting; line 8, probably, to 

the office of strategos; lines 2 and 4 to outrageous and ostentatious behavior; and 

line 8 to theft, the ever-recurrent accusation of financial misdealing. One thinks 

above all of Aristophanes’ portrayal of Cleon in Knights and elsewhere: though 

there is no visible clue to the victim’s identity, he is one of those who must qualify. 
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If the allusion in ‘the AkamanticT is to Pericles, perhaps without rival as the 

outstanding member of that phyle, the play should date from before his death in 

429 bc; and so Cratinus’ Ploutoi comes into question, with its chorus of Satpcovec 

7rAouToSoTat, as we hear of them from Hesiod, Works and Days i2iff. This is a play 

already known from papyrus fragments as well as from quotations; on the basis of 

a reference in Athenaeus (6. 267E, quoted under fr. 176 KA) it is commonly held to 

be the earliest of the ‘Ideal World’ comedies, and is assigned to one of the festivals 

of Winter/Spring 429. The chorus visits Athens to inspect the state of the demo¬ 

cracy (fr. 171.22-6 KA); and there survive, in trochaic tetrameters, the preliminaries 

of an enquiry into Hagnon and Nicias (essentially, fr. 171.60-76 KA). The kinship 

of motif, and perhaps of metre with our fr. 2 is striking. Nonetheless, Cratinus’ 

Ploutoi offers no direct link with the present text; nor (so far as I can discover) do 

the other remains of fifth-century comedy. In any case, the chronology of the end 

of Pericles’ career and the production date of Ploutoi remain debatable. See, in 

general, W. R. Connor, The New Politicians of Fifth-Century Athens (1971), especially 

161-98 and 205, with the recent discussions by M. Wright, ‘The Art of Comedy 

and the Trojan War’, C(f 57 (2007) 412-31 and E. Bakola, Cratinus and the Art of 

Comedy (2010), especially 208-20, with a text of the papyrus fragments of Ploutoi (171 

KA) at Appendix 3. 

A shorter version of this edition was presented at the Archimedes Palimpsest 

Colloquium in Budapest, 18-22 September 2007; it is published in Acta Antiqua 

Academiae Hungaricae 48 (2008) 49-54. 

Fr. 1 

[.L.x.. [..]..[ 
LM.l vxopov^eya[ 

] oA/3a[ ] Lvtq 

8ap^e[ ] oO’rjfJLCul 

5 tovt[ ]Kap,arrtS[ 5 

jU,a[ ] eovrov[ 

to [^€7rop9pL€vc[ 

caja,avTOV7rapp.e[ 

evTOC€TU>v& ’o\iy [ 

[.]. .X. . M/? tt[o\lv 

[c]v[p]vxopov pLeya[\riv 

[e]uoA/3a [/c]eu>co(i) 

8’ ap£e[i]v -nod’ ripLd)[v mapovTCOv 

TOV t[’ A]KapLaVTl8[oC ov 

pea [tov] deov tov [ivda8l 

rov[§]e TTOpQpi€vc\co ttot’ aAAa 

Ctoclav tov riappLe[va>voc• 

5 \ r 

6vroc erojv o oAcylojv 

1 ] x [> a l°w trace °f ink, then down-sloping diagonal, followed, apparently, by crossing- 

diagonal for X; then trace of a leftward curve and foot of an upright: perhaps therefore Aa^wy ].. [, 

a long descender, p, y, cj), -p; then two verticals with horizontal over, as for tt: (?) [ya]p tt[ or [tto] 

p tt[ 3 [ ] , traces of a vertical, hardly y, possibly [e]y a narrow gap after oA/3, [1] pos¬ 

sible ] , particles of high and low ink would suit tore 4 first, probably A, with a trace of 

a horizontal on the line, not tr ] , first a vertical, then top of a vertical and horizontal as for upper 

corner of tt, the rest of it damaged 
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Fr. 2 Fr. 

]AoSe [ ? aA]Ao 8ei[vov 

wi..[ ? ]i av[a]£i[- 

M.M ? 4la/c]aw[i]/c[- 

] ecorpl ? ] ecu rp[- 

» ]’.[ 3 ]’..[ 

TLC\ 

TdK [- 

Fr. 2 

i [, remains of a vertical 2 alternatively-]iav ey[- 3 alternatively -]a>u ck[- 

5 [, a particle of ink on the line 

Fr. 4 

]eTtcav[ 

]eXyaLva>v[ ac]eAyatVcur[ 

] evoc-8iar[ 

] KOpCOViO. [ ] KOpOJVLa [ 

]ncoycyv [ 5 

]eipoTOvr]\ X]€LpOTOVrj[ 

]uctvSe/ca[ 

] PYP^’°V [ 

]K\e7TTC0v[ ] kAcvtcjov [ 

1 ] [, obscured by encrustation, the second perhaps an upright 3 ] ., the edge of an 

upright 4 ] , an upright [, a speck on the edge level with the tops of the letters 5 [, 

& or 9 7 core 8 ] , the end of a cross-bar level with the tops of the letters [, specks 

on the edge, suggesting an upright 

Fr. 1 

. . broad . . . great. . . prosperous, so to rule one day in our presence. And the man of Aka- 

mantis, by the god present here, I shall never bring there, but Sosias, son of Parmenon. And within 

a few years. . .’ 

Metre: Like the reconstruction itself, the following description must be taken as tentative. 

1 At line-end, the scansion may have been either - - or - — before the double-short unit that 

follows; the latter is presented in 3, and assumed here in 4 and 8. 

2 See above: two dactyls, presumably from a hemiepes with the last element missing, here 

taken as the metrical unit D of dactyloepitrite, as in 9; and also in 5, where the last two elements are 

lost, but the sense appears to continue plausibly into 6. 

3 w - w (?) w e “ -8(e) of d)S(e) is written at the beginning of 4. 
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4 As restored, - e e 

6 As restored, ^ E (= ia. dim). 

7-8 As restored, E - twice (= 2 troch. dim.), 7 ending with short open syllable, 8 with short 

closed syllable; presumably composed as one long unit, with period-end marked by brevis in longo at 

sense pause. 

9 D = dactylic hemiepes. 

1—4 Reconstruction involves guesswork. Missing are nouns for evyopoic, as read in 2, as well 

as for the other adjectives represented by pueya- and by 6Xfiiaia,v, 3; further, a construction is needed 

for the future infinitive ap£av in 4. Just possibly, that construction is provided if we read Aaycov in 1 

(‘bound ... to rule one day’), with the accompanying phrases giving the circumstances, rjp.wv may 

then be absolute, supplemented by rrapovToiv (or perhaps 8i,86vtujv, rrapevTwv). evpvxopoc, pueyac, and 

oA/Eoc are all praise-words of prestigious places (see LSJ sw.); a guess to account for them might be 

[7Ta]p 7r[Aaretatc] | [e]y[p]vxopoic, p,eya[Xaic t’ ayopatc] | [e\y oA/5[i]a[t]c»', ‘amongst wide ways 

and grand, prosperous market-places’. The subject should be Sosias, son of Parmenon (8), or if not, 

another hero. One recalls that Peisetairos, in Aristophanes’ Birds, ended up as ruler of the City of the 

Sky, and husband of Basileia, daughter of Zeus: he is heralded as rvpawoc (1708). 

2 evpiyopoc is, according to LSJ, ‘Prop, with broad dancing places, cf. yopoc; then a conven¬ 

tional epithet, perh. connected by poets with ycApoc’: of cities, e.g. Lacedaimon, and places, e.g. 

Hellas, from Homer onwards: note epecially Pindar, Pyth.. 8.54k d</>t£ercu . . . Afiavroc evpvyopovc 

ayviac. p,eya[Acuc . . . dA^[i]a[t]ctr assumes two adjectives on one noun, as, for instance, Pindar, 01. 

i.iof. ec aipvedv iKopLevovc p-aKaipav 'Iepujvoc icriav. Note also Horn. Epigr. 14.5 rroXXa p,ev elv ayopfj 

ira)\evp.eva, rroXXa 8 ’ ayviaic. The place in question may well be entirely imaginary, but it is possible 

to wonder if it does not in some way allude to Thurii, founded on the site of Sybaris in South Italy 

with strong Athenian sponsorship in 444/3 bc, and with an ambitious town plan by Hippodamus of 

Miletus. 

5 People are sometimes alluded to by the name of their nation, city, or (if Athenian) deme, as 

with Hagnon, son of Nicias, of Steiria, in Cratinus, Ploutoi 171.678 KA tov Creipicvc yap cxikto. tov 

[/3i'ov cKoneiv] / ov KaXovc’ Ayvcova vvv] there is a similar reference to ‘the man from Steiria’ (this time 

someone not named) at Lysias 16.15, quoted by KA. If, as it appears, a man is being designated here 

by the name of his tribe, there may have been a special reason: if so, it is not made clear. Pericles, as 

was remarked in the prefatory note, is outstandingly prominent as a member of the phyle Akamantis, 

and this may have been one of his nicknames, like ‘the Olympian’ (Ar. Ach. 530), or ‘the squill-headed 

Zeus’ (Cratinus, Thrattai 73 KA). If that is so, since the person in question is evidently supposed to be 

alive, the play must have been produced before Pericles’ death in 429 bc. That enhances the possibility 

that the author was Cratinus, since Eupolis had barely begun then, and Aristophanes not yet, while 

the fine copy from which the scrap comes suggests a major dramatist, one of the canonical three. 

One might try to escape from finding a personal allusion by taking ‘the Akamantid’ as a general 

reference to ‘the citizen’, as opposed to Sosias (8) representing ‘the slave’; but if so, it is not obvious 

why membership of a phyle (or this particular phyle) rather than a deme should stand for citizenship, 

nor why a comic chorus such as this should exclude citizens generally, or those of this phyle, from 

the benefits it offers. It is true that ‘world turned upside down’ comedies do fantasize on situations 

in which slaves no longer do their work (Crates, Theria 16 KA; Pherecrates, Agrioi 10 KA); but that is 

another matter. 

6-7 The designation of the god is lost and open to speculation. The supplement given pre¬ 

sumes that the reference is to Dionysus, present at the edge of the orchestra in the person of his 

statue, and so to the chorus, rovhe. This speculation is perhaps more likely than assuming that the 

tov8c refers back to the Akamantid of 5, who would then, by the normal usage of this pronoun in 

drama, be supposed to be physically present rather than vividly present to mind: see Fraenkel on A. 
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Ag. 160-62 and Sandbach on M. Dysk. 125. The presence of Apollo at the house door in the form of 

his altar or emblem is sometimes alluded to in drama, as in the oath vrj tov 'AttoXXo tovtovt, for which 

see M. Dysk. 659 and commentators ad loc.; so, in front of his temple, Pan is ovtoc ... 6 lldv, ibid. 

311. rovSe here, it seems, is more intimate: at Ar. Clouds 319 the chorus swears an oath by tov Aiowcov 

tov eicdpeipavTa p.e. 

7 Tropd/j.evc[a>, first person singular (not in itself unambiguous; it could, if complete, represent 

the noun or, if not, another part of the verb), could be taken as a statement by the chorus in spite of 

first person plural r)p.a>v in 4, for the reference readily shifts, as at Ar. Ach. 312 from . . . npoc ruxac to 

clt’ eyd) cov rfielcopat; 

8 Restoring the genitive provides the slave with a mock patronymic. Both -tovoc and -ovtoc 

forms are attested, flappevovfa) at Men. Sam. 281. For the patronymic, note the slave’s boastful de¬ 

claration in Plautus, Amph. 365, Sosiam uocant Thebani, Dauoprognatumpatre; here it is part of the fantasy 

of the situation that the chorus presents, in a mood more euphoric than satirical. A Sosias son of 

Parmenon is known to a learned scholiast on Aristophanes, Wasps 78, as David Whitehead pointed 

out to me in discussion: see AAAH48 (2008), above. It is open to question whether he was a real per¬ 

son or a prosopographical derivative from the present passage, as I incline to think. The coincidence, 

however interpreted, is remarkable. 

Fr. 2 

Metre: undetermined; fr. 4, like fr. 2, is from mid-line in a single short metre; fr. 3, from a dia¬ 

logue scene, most likely gives the beginnings of iambic trimeters. 

Too few letters are preserved to allow unambiguous reading and articulation, and other pos¬ 

sibilities than those offered are not hard to find. 

Fr. 3 

1 Ttc [, alternatively no [, the last a trace at the edge, mid-line to low-line; over the iota, the 

lower part of a small circle, followed by the lower end of a sloping oblique, taken here as an aid to 

the reader, in the shape of a sign of short quantity and, perhaps, an acute accent: this rather than 9 

as a correction and the tail of a stroke from the line above. Possibly tic c\cd’. 

2 The paragraphus marks a change of speaker at the end of the line, within it, or both. 

Fr. 4 

1 Ambiguous: e.g. eVtcav, -av[r’; -]e ncar[r’; ctlc’ av[: from ‘pay’ (a penalty, a sum of money). 

2 dceXyaiviov, of licentious or other outrageous behavior, only here in Comedy; but Ar. Wasps 

61 has dva.ceXycuv6p.evoc ‘being abused’ (ev- Flermann); aceXyr/c and aceAyoic are recurrent in the 

vocabulary of abuse, as well as the verb -alvco: e.g. Andocides, Against Alcibiades (4).7. 

3 (?) evoc, yevoc, -pevoc, etc. Sia r[ avra seems likely enough after the stop, but if the metre is 

troch. tetr., the long syllable would give a second example within a few lines of the ‘dactylic’ resolu¬ 

tion that is found only in a handful of isolated examples throughout Attic Comedy. In line 6, the 

pattern is inevitable, but can be defended from examples contained within a word or word-group, as 

in nopvl8i.ov, Men. Perik. 150 or ttjv Ke^aXrjv, Ar. Ach. 318; but in 3 the pattern is broken by a stop, and 

would depend for a possible parallel on Men. Sik. 135 (itself disputed) CTpaTo<f>avr], koto. cvpfioXa. 

Restorations that avoid this difficulty are nonetheless available: e.g. Sid t[L or 81 ’ ai-fTylav. See 

further White, Verse of Greek Comedy §205, 250, 264; and Sandbach on Men. Dysk. 774 vrj Ala, ttXovcioc 

y’ avrjp, with further references. 

4 The circumflex accent, no doubt added for clarification, marks the rare verb /coptovido); it is 

unclear whether third person singular or another part was written. It apparently describes exuber¬ 

ant behavior, not unlike avayaiTRcu (LSJ under 1.1) or KepovTLaw (Ar. Ach. 1344); it is used of a lively 
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bronze horse by Lysippus in an epigram by Philip (AP 9.777, 2 = 3059 G.-P.); of human ambition 

(Polybius 27.15.6); and coupled with yavpiiovTa Dio Chrysostomos 78.33. Lhiless it is to be found at 

Hesiod Sc. 289 or Semonides 18 W. (both doubtful), this is the earliest recorded instance. 

5 One can think of ov]ttco or ov?><e}ttoj, according to metrical position, followed by a suitable 

part of yiyvop.ai. 

6 Part of yetporoveo), inevitably: but what part? Possibly aorist or perfect participle passive, of 

election to office rather than appointment by lot, as in yeiporor-^0eic rj Xaycuv (Plato, Politicus 300A, 

quoted with Aeschines 1.106 by LSJ). As elsewhere in this fragment, there is more than one metrical 

possibility; for the resolution, if troch. tetr. and not ia. trim., see on 3 above. 

7 Perhaps, in iambics, vep]v<:iv Se /cot[t vvv - - (vvv re xal irepvciv, Xen. HG 3.2,7), but the 

quantity of v is undetermined, and -civ may rather be -eiv. Otherwise, at line-end, the same letters 

admit various possibilities, among them (with long v or diphthong) -uciv Sexa or Sc «a[i, (with short 

v) -uciv Seica[/cic or Sc/cafroc with w — to follow. 

8 ecTpa]Tr)y7]c’, of being or becoming a crparriyoc. is attractive, giving a welcome third person 

and sense suitable to the apparent context of political attack. 

9 KXenTCJv, hardly a compound. MacDowell on Ar. Wasps 758-9 notes that ‘the present tense 

of k\€tttu), as of aSixeco, can have a perfect sense: “being guilty of theft’”. The verb, and its related 

nouns kXo7ttj and xXev-Trjc, are used of financial misdemeanours of various kinds by holders of public 

offices, and an action for xXoirq could be brought against them. See, for instance, Ar. Knights 1224-6, 

1252, and passim, of Cleon; Lys. 490, of Peisandros. 

E. W. HANDLEY 

5077. Epicurus (et al.), Epistulae ad familiares 

100/117(a) fr. 1 5.4 x 13.5 cm Late first / early second century 

7 iB.3/J(e) fr. 2 13.5 x 16.4 cm Plates IV-V 

38 3B.8i/C(i-3)d fr. 3 3.1 x 10.5 cm 

Two ensembles and a single fragment, together preserving parts of 4-5 col¬ 

umns written along the fibres of a papyrus roll. On the back of fr. 1 and across 

the fibres, the same way up, are accounts of building materials in a documentary 

cursive of roughly contemporary date, scheduled for publication in a later volume. 

The back of frr. 2 and 3 is blank. There is a single trace of a line-end of a column 

preceding fr. 1 col. i (upper right arm of k, y, x?) at the level ol line 4. Location 

of detached pieces in frr. 1-2 has been determined though the identification of 

continuities of writing, fibres, and surface quality on both fronts and backs. (Where 

single rows of dots appear separating detached pieces in the transcript of fr. 1 col. 

i, vertical alignment is assured, but their exact level is a matter of conjecture.) That 

frr. 1-3 belong to one and the same papyrus roll depends on the identity of hand¬ 

writing, format, layout, size of letters, interlinear space, line-lengths, and shared 

graphic traits (see below). The colour and surface quality of the far right side of fr. 

1 is visibly closer to that of fr. 2 than elsewhere in fr. 1. Extant intercolumnar space 

between the columns in frr. 1-3 is identical (c.1.8 cm). Placement of fr. 3 relative to 

the other two is uncertain. Line-beginnings in fr. 1 col. ii and in fr. 3 and the line- 

ends of fr. 2 col. i may, but need not, be from one and the same column. 
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The script is a medium-large, confident, fluid capital of the formal Round 

type known from the end of the first and beginning of the second century. Its main 

feature is an upright, bilinear rotundity in which o, e, and e are built on the same 

perfectly round shape (only (f) is slightly compressed vertically into an oval shape, 

normally not quite closed at top), w and go are similarly rounded, though wider. H, 

n, and it, although not rounded, occupy an almost square space, with only slight 

vertical extension. Although the script is relatively undecorated, slight finials some¬ 

times appear on the tops and bottoms of uprights. The handwriting bears some 

resemblance to II 246 (Roberts, GLH ioc, Return of Sheep a.d. 66), although more 

confident and stylized and somewhat later: the mid-stroke of e- is often attached 

to the inside of the bowl, but is occasionally detached and almost never extends 

beyond it (cf. fr. 2 ii n). 

Lectional signs are in part to be attributed to the original scribe: circumflex 

accent (fr. i i io), apostrophe (9), punctuation by low stop (2) and by paragraphus 

(fr. 1 i 1, 7, 18, 25; ii 2; fr. 2 ii 24). The high stops (fr. 1 i 7, 9) and the inorganic di¬ 

aeresis on initial 1 (fr. 1 i 3, 6) were written using a darker hue of ink and may well 

have been added by a second hand or pen. Frr. 1 and 3 show a coronis (at the level 

of 12-13). There is one correction (fr. 1 i 25). The writer inconsistendy elides final 

vowels before vowel-initial words (once marked by apostrophe: fr. 1 i 9), sometimes 

writing scriptio plena. Iota adscript is sometimes written, sometimes omitted (in fr. 2; 

no certain opportunity to observe in fr. 1); crasis, apparently, at least twice (fr. 1 i 3, 

14). An even right-hand edge is aimed for by the elision (marked by apostrophe: fr. 

1 i 9) or diminution, suspension, and crowding of the final letters at end of the line 

(fr. 1 i 2, 7, 8; fr. 2 ii 27, 29, 32), or by the omission of final nu signalled by a stroke 

above the preceding vowel at line-end (fr. 1 i 5, 6; fr. 2 ii 17). Maas’s law may be 

observed in both fragments. 

The manner of address (direct address in fr. 1; first person plural in both frr.) 

is epistolary. In the context of a bookhand and bookroll this would normally imply 

a collection of letters. The marginal coronides after fr. 3.12 and fr. 1 ii 10 presum¬ 

ably marked the end of one letter and the beginning of the next (unless the latter 

was the last letter in the collection, in which case it also marked the end of the 

roll). Neither writer nor addressee is named, except perhaps in fr. 3; the writer in 

fr. 1 hails from Athens or Attica (see on i 8). However, mention of other known 

persons (including Epicurus: fr. 3.13), places, and books, together with a strikingly 

stylized phrase (at fr. 1 i 10-12) and the philosophical content of fr. 2, identify 5077 

as belonging to the widely circulating collection of the letters of Epicurus and 

his earliest followers, dating from the first quarter or so of the third century bc 

(Epic. frr. 40-133 Arrighetti2). The collection was known from the second century 

bc (Philodemus, Bloc 0lXojvl8ov (P. Here. 1044) fr. 14,3-10 Gallo ttctto^kcv \ 8k 

vcolc apyolc dx^cXlpiovc kcll | [t]o.c CTTLTopuac t[o>j/] | cttlctoXcov) through to late 

antiquity. Philodemus, Cicero, Seneca, Porphyry, Marcus Aurelius, Dionysius the 
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Areopagite, and Didymus the Blind all refer to these letters and quote from them; 

formally, they could be cited by addressee in the form npoc + accusative (for the ad¬ 

dressee), together with the year of the Athenian archon in which they were written 

(or copied), and which provided a chronological framework for the ordering of the 

letters in the collection: so Seneca, Epist. 18.9 in his epistolis ait, quas scripsit Charino 

magistratu ad Polyaenum. 5077 shows no overlap with any quotation from previously- 

known Epicurean letters. But the concern voiced over the time of safe sea travel 

(fr. 1 i 8-10) alludes to a well-known event recounted in one of them, viz. the oft- 

mentioned shipwreck Epicurus suffered while traveling from Athens to Asia Minor 

to visit his friends (see fr. 1 i 9 n.). The incident, together with concerns over safety 

in traveling by sea and resulting reflections on the self-sufficiency of happiness, 

became a familiar topos in Epicurean writing and commentary on it. 

Like Cicero’s letters ad familiares, Epicurus’ collection also contained some 

of the addressees’ corresponding letters to Epicurus, together with others from 

the recipients of his. By far the greater number, however, will have been authored 

by Epicurus himself. So while it is possible that the letter or letters preserved in 

5077 could be by an Epicurean other than Epicurus, the number of candidates is 

diminished for fr. 1 by the mention of associates of Epicurus for whom letters are 

attested but who are here named: these include Leonteus (fr. 1 i 3) and perhaps 

also Mithres (fr. 1 i 21, ii 2). This leaves Idomeneus, Polyaenus, Metrodorus, and 

Pythocles as possible authors (the last famously lamented as having died perhaps 

too young to have left many letters; however, the evidence for his early death has 

been challenged by D. Sedley, CErc 6 (1976), while the opening of Epicurus’ Letter to 

Pythocles actually mentions a letter from him). (Similarly, a new fragment of P. Here. 

1589 quotes from an archon-dated letter mentioning Themista and addressed to 

Leonteus: G. del Mastro, CErc 38 (2008) 225.) The confident address and assertive 

tone of the instructions in fr. 1 and the distinctively stylized formula of well-wishing 

(i n-12), together with the subject matter and satirical language in fr. 2, may be 

added to the argument from statistical probability for the authorship of Epicurus 

himself. Fr. 3.13 is the beginning of a letter that can be seen from its epistolary 

opening formula to be by Epicurus. 

For Epicurus’ later reputation (on the basis of the circulating collection) as an 

avid letter writer, and for the range of his addressees and the contents and tone 

of his letters, see Plut. De lat. viv. 1128F-1129A (Epic. fr. 98 [Arrighetti2]) /cat p,pv 

€i ye role xprjCT°lc \av6aveiv Kal ayvoeicQai Trapaivelc . . . kcll ceavrch rrptoTOV, 

'ETTiKovpe- pip ypdpe tolc ev Acla piXoic, pu]8e roue cut' Alyvirrov ^evoXoye 1, p,r]8e 

tovc AapufjaKTjVcov epT^fiovc 8opvpopei, pn~j8e 8iaTrep.Tre fiifiAovc Traci Kai Tracaic, 

C7Ti8eiKvvp,evoc Tpv coplav, pnq8e 8iaraccov vepl rappe, ‘It it is to good men that 

you aim this advice to go unnoticed and unknown, then you are telling Epaminon- 

das not to be a general, Lycurgus not to frame laws, Thrasybulus to slay no tyrants, 

Pythagoras not to teach, Socrates not to converse, and yourself to begin with, 
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Epicurus, not to write to your friends in Asia, not to enlist recruits from Egypt, 

not to cultivate the youths of Lampsacus, not to circulate books to every man and 

every woman in which you advertise your wisdom, and not to leave instructions for 

your funeral.’ (Cf. the remarks of G. Roskam, Live Unnoticed (Aade fouoas): On the 

Vicissitudes of an Epicurean Doctrine (2007) 101-28). Apart from cultivating </>iAia, the 

letters’ primary purpose was to give support and guidance to pupils and followers, 

thus encouraging and synchronizing philosophical efforts (see M. Erler, ‘Epikur’ in 

H. Flashar (ed.), Die Philosophie derAntike iv.i (1994) 48-51). Most prominent were the 

‘didactic’ letters to Herodotus, Pythocles, and Menoeceus quoted at length (in the 

form of treatises in a flimsy epistolary frame) by D. L. 10.35—83, 84—116, 122—35. 

Other letters are known to have contained more personal, programmatic, propa- 

gandistic, or even trivial material (P. Here. 176 fr. 5 col. 23 Angeli, for example, gives 

the text of a letter to an unknown child, perhaps by Batis sister of Metrodorus = 

Epic. fr. 261 Arrighetti2 = Hermarchus fr. 2 Longo Auricchio). See F. Javier Campos 

Daroca and M. de la Paz Lopez Martinez, ‘Communaute epicurienne et com¬ 

munication epistolaire: Lettres de femmes selon le PHerc. 176; la correspondance 

de Batis’, and A. Tepedino Guerra, ‘Le lettere private del KJ-n-oc: Metrodoro, i 

maestri e gli amici epicurei (PHerc. 176 e PHerc. 1418)’ in A. Antoni, G. Arrighetti 

et al. (eds.), Miscellanea papyrologica herculanensia /(2010) 21-36 and 37-62 respectively. 

5077 seems to fall into the latter category, as it augments the modest but grow¬ 

ing number of Epicurean texts to surface on papyri from Egypt: P. Getty Mus. 

acc. 76.A1.27 (CPF I* 5; cf. E. Puglia, fPE 117 (1997) 42-4); LI 3643 (CPF I* 50 2 

T); P. Berol. inv. 16369 (CPF 51 4 T; 70 1 T; 70 2 T); P. Berol. inv. 21312 + P. Schu- 

bart 27, fr. a.2-6 (CPF I* 51 5 T); P. Grenf. II 7a (CPF 51 10?); II 215 (CPF 51 11); 

XLVII 3318 (CPF 58 2 T); PSI VII 851b (= M-P3 2599, letter of Epicurus? cf. M. 

Gronewald, fPE 36 (1979) 53-4); P. Heid. inv. 1740 (= M-P3 2577); cf. LV 3724). 

But it is so far the first identifiably from a corpus that achieved something like ca¬ 

nonical status, both inside and outside the Epicurean school. The second-century 

bc Epicurean Philonides composed an epitome of the letters by Epicurus and his 

earliest authoritative followers, the Kad^ye/xovec, and other letters, following the 

order Kara yevoc. The anonymous author of P. Here. 176 and Philodemus in vari¬ 

ous treatises had one or even several collections of letters by the early Epicureans 

at their disposal (cf. A. Angeli, CErc 23 (1993) 11-12). Seneca can cite letters by Epi¬ 

curus (Ep. 18.8; 22.5; 79.15; 7.11; 25.6, 9.1) and Metrodorus (Ep. 79.16; 98.9; 99.25), 

while Cicero cites a letter by Epicurus (De fin. 2.30,96) that is elsewhere attributed 

to Hermarchus. Diotimus the Stoic mentioned 50 letters allegedly written by Epi¬ 

curus that showed him in a dubious moral light (D. L. 10.3). All of this points to the 

emergence of an authoritative collection of letters attributed to Epicurus and his 

early associates, genuine and spurious alike. It is a reasonable probability that 5077 
was part of this collection. 
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_£14 ]. at c.13 

c6e .a-nocTc [ ^TexaLvpo 

Aeovreai’va [ ] /cetvoc 

anoypaijjrjTa /catToav 

TLypafiovxeXcvecu/£ 1 

tva/caioiAoi7roteya>jLt? 

_p\ ]. “[ c.13 

cde, aTTOCTei[Xa]T€ xai -npoc 

Aeovrea iva /c[a]/ceivoc 

aTToypai{jr]TaL. xai to av- 

tlypacf>ov xcXevc cootiet(v) 

iva xai ot XolttoI e^ajjae(v) 

Xpr]cdcu'€Ti8eyLva)CKe Xprjcdar eVt 8e yivoocxe 

oriTOveXacfirifioXuovoc OTL TOO EXa^p^oXidiVOC 

apooptevStav'pccovco r’ apovpuev Sta vrjccov cocr’ 

10 a-navTaveTTLcapLOVKa 10 anavrav ivi Cap-ov xa- 

Acuc/cavpSecuc/caipta/ca Acuc /cat r)8e<jjc /cat pta/ca- 

pLOOCVTTapXeiCOlKCUTTaV picoc vnapyeL col xai nav- 

TIT pOVVTLT tl ran eu/caipot/VTt rcov 

ptevcuvapt [ Tapt[a Sejyoptevcov apta 

15 Sta [ . ]v 1 ]xacra 15 Sta$[eco]p[o!3]vTa [ej/cacra 

tuv[ yye coxa. cuv [eyco ajTrayyeXXco xai 

] rjXovcoccv [ aar[otc aJS^Aov cue cvX- 

Ao [ ]e7rtcro Aoy[t£er]at. ac [S’] cttlcto- 

Aa [ ] _ TCTTpOC [ _ Aac [e’Aa/3]eTe 7Tp6c[9e]'c, [rrjv 

20 Te.[. . ]aXpi€V [ 20 re a[7recT]aAjttevi7[v irapa 

.] Poca[ ip[ov 7r]poc M[Ldprjv, tv’ 1- 

]Sa;[ Scu[ctv] /cat €[77-1 rac at- 

]naca [. . .] .*7>oc[ rtac a[c /ca]t 77-poc [ NN 

]ypaijj [ ]ict/>tAoi [ ypcu/jco [ro]tc </uAotc [ere- 

25 pOV COt [ ] 1077X0 [ 25 pov 'cot f ] ia7rco[ 

]ro .[.].[.].tv.[ TO /3tj3[AlOV .] [ J tv [ 

] vatSoc[ ]vatSoc[ 

] €TOVT [ ] e TOUT [ 

] /cat[ ] /cai[ 

30 ].[ 30 ].[ 

].[ 
]airac[ 

]/cace[ 

].[ 
a»rac[ 

/cace[ 
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35 35 ] at[ 

Fr. i col. ii 

c*.[ «.[ 

/ju9[ MiQ[p 

08 [ 68 [ 

7T0[ 770 [ 

P°[ 5 A°[ 

€CT [ €C7* [ 

VTTa[ U77CI [ 

aAA [ aAA [ 
€77 [ €77[ 

, [.].[ 10 , □.[ 
4-1 4-t 

T [ T [ 
[ [ 

Col. i 

i ] , short horizontal finial as from the foot of an upright, spaced sufficiently far to the left of 

a for t, r more likely 9 , top of a round letter as of 6, c 15 [, left side of round letter 

with horizontal protruding from the middle: e or e ] [, descender , upright centred under high 

horizontal (clearly visible at left), followed by two traces at the level of the line 19 ' ' supralinear 

correction, perhaps o or c 22-6 although no surface survives to the left, these letters seem to 

align themselves as line-beginnings (as confirmed by the paragraphus after 25) 25 , ostensibly 

c or perhaps e, but inked over in a blunter pen, and there is also ink spread over the interlinear space 

above, as though an interlinear correction had been inked out 26 , small high circlet with 

descender on left, top of upright, small high circlet with descender on left, as of pip or bib 

Col. ii 

3 [, foot of diagonal rising from left to right at line of writing as of A or A, not e 6 [, 

foot of diagonal rising from left to right at line of writing as of A or A, not 1 8 [, upper left 

quadrant of round letter 
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CI2 ]/cacro [ 

CII ]vaa/eooto 

CI3 ] errjv 

c8 ].VaP. LKS 

CIO ]Sevt [ 

CII ] aval/ra 

CII ou 

C4 ]77po[. ]/cat77 etc 

c-4 ]. [ c.g 

C-4 ]voovv ]at/rco 

CI4 ]o77or[ 

]...[ 

Fr. 2 col. ii 

CII e'J/cacro [ 

CII ]va a/coueo 

CI2 ajpeTT/v 

c8 ] c yap [ ]etS< 

CIO ]Sevt eA[ 

CII ] vavat/ra 

Cl I ov 

C4 ]77po[ ]/cat77 etc 

c-4 ]... . .1 c.g 

io C.2 dy]voovvj[€C /c]at /Ato- 

pol on ]o7tot[ 

]...[ 

TTCpxl CA4 

raro [ C.13 

Sikcuocvv7][ c. g 

TOCTTITOJVC [ C.IO 

5 y.v. wc7Tf[ eg 

r.4]voocx.[ c-5 

Jn/cacpTO [ ] _ [ C4 

/cataAA[ ] ctlcx'P ara [ 

avrr] [ Jcopoc 0ta77o[ C2 

10 povKaraevv deiavr\ C2 

cjxjjvr] avrrj ar/rev [ 

nr]TLCTOTe [ eg 

uariccoL [ eg 

..M.’i'.IJ c.11 

15 t[c.3]AAo[.] TOC [ 

c.4 ]yeo[ 05 ]SeAeo/co 

c.4 ]p [ C.6 ] 177co/re 

Cl1 ]y7//raT 

CI7 ]ro 

20 /r[ C.7 ]a[ c8 ].u 

T°[C-3].T°[ c-6 ]c/eoc 

20 

77epx[ C.14 

va.ro [ C13 

SiKaiocvvr)[ c.g 

TO €7Tl T60V Cyt/P/T-aTCOr €Vap- 

yrjP-Cl, C0C77e[p C77t TOV T€- 

Tpaycx)]vov cxi?[iu'aT0C 

e’c]rq /cat 7) rou [3t]/c[aiou 

/cat aAA[a] eert cyT/p-ara T^pt 

avTrp [/r]eopoco<^>ia(i), 77o[tc- 

por Kara cvvrjdelav r[rjc 

(f>a)vrjc avrrjc. av /rev et- 

7717(1) rtc to T€Tp[dycovov cyT/- 

/ra 77 ceo/ra [ eg 

. .M.t.i.t c.ii 

tf a]AAo[u cx77/r]aroc t[c- 

Tpay]yco[vou C2]Se Xcvko 

C4 ]p [ c6 ] S ’ et77co/re(v) 

CIO cjx'PP-CtTt 

C17 ]ro 

/r[ C7 ]a[ c8 ] a 

ro[c3] to[ C4 Ae]o/coc 
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Tr[c.^\Sa a.A[ c. 1 ]to 

8 [c.3] ova Xovoyuio 

jU,[ C.6 ]yrco\eyov 

25 tco[ c.5 ]Aeu/covaAAa 

cw[ c.5 ]... oX[ ]yeivaX 

yov[c.2]T'ycT'qc8iaXeKTOV 

C. 12 Ja/coAou 

#[ C.IO \r€Tpayio- 

CO 
<0 ]cXVAaTi 

]o>[ C.IO ] ovrec 

.].[ c.10 ]ePKairo 

C. 12 jaeivat 

C.14 ] an 

C.l6 ’].[ 

C.15 ]/rat 

C.15 ]..[ 

7r[c.3]Sci aAA[ C.~j Jro 

Si[c.3]tou aAAo vofu^o- 

p.[ c.5 o\vt(jj \eyov-ro[c 

25 tco [ C.5 ] XevKov aXXa 

cvv[ c.5 ] o A[e]yetv aA- 

you[f.2jr7^c ttjc SiaXcKrov 

C.1‘2 ] CLK0X0V- 

0[ C.IO ] T€Tpaya>- 

v]ov [ c.8 1 cXWaT‘ 

>[ c-7 Xe]yovrec 

.].[ c.IO ]ev /cat to 

C.12 ]a etVat 

c. II cxv]naTi 

C.16 ].[ 

c.15 ]/cat 

c.15 ]..[ 

Col. i 

1 ., upright, as of 1 3 , top arc of a tiny bowl, as of p 4 ] , upper right-hand arc 

of circle 8 , before 8 upright, after 8 lower left-hand arc of circle 5 , lower left-hand arc 

of circle, then oblique rising from the line to the right 6 ] , upright with finial at top, as of N 

7 ., lower left-hand arc of circle, bottom of upright, tops and bottoms of three round letters, the 

middle one with horizontal ink at mid-level, perhaps e 8 , top of upright, followed by upright 

9 ., bottoms of two uprights, indistinct traces 10 _ [, horizontal at letter-height extending 

left, suggesting t 12 indistinct traces letter-top height 

Col. ii 

2 , lower left arc of circle, eeocw 5 y, high horizontal with no centred upright , 

three successive apexes 7 _, bottom of upright ] [, upright 8 ] , curved cap as of 

e, c , saddle and curved right-hand part of e.g. m [, left-hand half of horizontal at letter-top 

height 9 [, upright right-hand half of circle 10 upright with faint horizontal 

protruding right at mid-level 11 first _, prima facie c, but with slight diagonal stroke in centre 

not attached to the inside of the bowl, connection stroke rather than mid-stroke of e ? second , 

middle-part of left-hand arc of circle . ., arc of back and top of round letter as e or c, followed 

by gently rising diagonal connection stroke to top of upright 12 , left-hand half of hori¬ 

zontal letter-top intersecting with top of upright as t, then diagonal rising from bottom-line as a, a 

13 .... > upright and two apexes followed by indistinct traces of two letters 14 indistinct traces 

15 .[, left-hand end of horizontal letter-top 16 bottom of round letter 21 , left-hand 

part of horizontal letter-top intersecting with top of upright 22 0 , trace at line-level followed 

by top of upright 31 [, horizontal at letter-top level 
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Fr. 3 

5 

10 

15 

.]...[ 

. .].v[ 

,ff.[ 

«./?[ 
.[.].[ 

Ka[ ]°LM 
< oreeyp[ 

-f- (vac.) 

’ €7TLKo[ 

XaL.[ 

roy [ 15 

.]...[ 

.ff.f 

S?/?[ 

.[.].[ 

i ore eyp[aijj 

(vac.) 

’ ElTLKo[v]p[oC 

]. . Xat'/?[etv 
roy 

i—2 indistinct traces 3 indistinct trace followed by upright 4 [, left-hand half of 

horizontal at letter-top level intersecting with top of upright as t 5 . . [> indistinct trace, left- 

hand half of horizontal at letter-top level, possibly followed by trace of foot of upright 7 _ [, 

indistinct traces 8 [, upright 9 [, upper right-hand arc of round letter, too proximate 

to S to be go, o suggested p[, lower left-hand arc of tiny bowl high in the letter-space 11 [ ], 

space for narrow letter, e.g. 1 13 ]. [, descending upright as of tail of p 14 see note; _ [, 

trace close in to t at bottom-line, compatible with p 15 .., indistinct traces at letter-top level 

Fr. 1 col. i 

‘(For when you have made yourself a copy ?), send it to Leonteus in turn, in order that he too 

may make a copy for himself. Tell him to conserve it, in order that the rest of us may use it too. Further¬ 

more, know that we shall depart during the month of Elaphebolium travelling via the islands. There¬ 

fore it is possible for you and everyone sparing the time who is following my teachings to meet each 

other on Samos, “virtuously, pleasandy, and blessedly”, to contemplate together each of the things 

that I instruct and that it is unclear to them how they are understood (or collected?). Send the letters 

that you have received, and the one that was sent from me to Mithres, in order that they know, and 

for the reasons that I will write also to NN for the friends and a different one for you ... the book . . 

1-2 The paragraphus implies that a sentence ended somewhere in this line, so a minimum of 

several letters is needed for this at the beginning of the line. On the other hand, the low point indi¬ 

cating weak pause after 2 ]cde indicates that line 1 must have also contained the protasis or opening 

clause of the following sentence. Thus perhaps to (or rac?)] ya[p ore a7reypai/ia]|c0e, ktX. Presum¬ 

ably this was a text (or texts) of some importance, whose identity, title, and perhaps content were 

made clear in the preceding column: thus a treatise or letter(s) (to warrant copying and conserving by 

the addressee)? If of a treatise (i.e. a book, cf. fr. 1 i 26 to 0tj3[Atov), it might well have been part of 
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Epicurus’ magnum opus Tlepi psvcewc, whose 36 books were produced serially between 306 bc and Epi¬ 

curus’ death, here seen being distributed in Asia Minor for reproduction there by faithful followers. 

For copies of Epicurus’ books circulating at Athens in the third century bc, see G. Cavallo, Scrittura 

et civilta 8 (1984) 5-12, and, according to D. Clay, in the Athenian Metroon (‘Epicurus in the .Archives 

of Athens’, Studies . . . presented to Eugene Vanderpool (1982) 17-26 [= Paradosis and Survival (1998) chap. 3, 

40—54]). If the copy is of another letter, this new letter in 5077 could be foundational and aetiological 

for the formation of the corpus of Epicurus’ letters, instructing as it does to make and conserve copies 

and facilitate copying by other Epicureans, and as such it might be expected to have stood in a promi¬ 

nent position in the collection of letters itself, e.g. as a kind of preface (this was suggested by Professor 

Most; parallels with the activities of St Paul and early Christian groups spring to mind). A private 

document seems less likely, though not perhaps impossible (for example Epicurus’ will transmitted at 

D. L. 10.16—21, or papers relating to ownership of the Kepos?). 

2 aTTocTei[\a]Te. Whatever the significance of the aorist, the verb at least implies that the ad¬ 

dressee and Leonteus and the sender are not in the same place at the time of writing (the same goes 

for the sender), though of course they may be together in the future. Presuming that the Leonteus 

is in Lampsacus (see below), and the sender in Athens, the recipient(s) could belong to an Epicurean 

community in some city or other in Asia Minor (e.g. Mytilene), to whom Epicurus wrote letters. For 

a-rroereXAeiv used of shipments of books, cf. Basilius Ep. 9.2 and 135.1 Courtonne. 

3 Aeovrea. Of plausible candidates, this could be Leonteus of Taras (Iambi. Vit. Pyth. 36, no. 

267 in a catalogue of Pythagoreans; Pythagoras himself was a native of Samos, and fr. 2 ii iff. shows 

possible interest in Pythagorean mathematics, but 5077 has no Doric, as is characteristic of Pythago¬ 

rean writings) or the disciple of the Academic philosopher Lacydes mentioned by Philod. Ind. Acad. 

col. M,n Dorandi, Suda II 1707,26 s.v. /JAarraiv, or he might be unknown. But the first-generation 

Epicurean scholarch (Strab. 13.1,19; D. L.10.25, 26; H. Usener, Epicurea (Leipzig 1887) 4106 s.v.; T. 

Dorandi in CPF I*, 54 s.v.) is by far the most prominent individual by this name, and most likely here: 

Epicurus is known to have sent letters to him several times: P. Here. 176 fr. 5 col. 24,12-16 Vogliano 

(Epic. fr. 67 = Polyaenus fr. 15 Tepedino Guerra); Philod. Pragm. (P. Here. 1418) col. 15 Militello; cf. A. 

Angeli, ‘Leonteo’ p. 66; Philod. Ad [—] (P Here. 1005) fr. 38,9-16 Angeli; Philod. De lib. die. (P. Here. 

1471) fr. 6,5-13 Olivieri (Epic. fr. 69); Philod. Pragm. (P. Here. 1418) col. 32,15-16 Militello. Cf. the 

quotadon of an archon-dated letter to Leonteus mentioning Themista, recently identified in P. Here. 

1589: G. del Mastro, CErc 38 (2008) 225. For obvious reasons the present text cannot be a letter to 

Leonteus (he is referred to by name). But he is also referred to by name in letters sent by Epicurus to 

others: P. Here. 176 fr. 5 col. 9,13 Angeli (Epic. fr. 70); Philod. Pragm. (P. Here. 1418) col. 7,7 Militello. 

He spent his life at Lampsacus, where he served as head of the Epicurean school there after Epicurus’ 

departure for Athens in 306, and seems to have visited Epicurus in Athens at least once: P. Here. 176 

fr. 5 col. 12,10-13 Angeli; fr. 5 col. 9,1-14 Angeli (Polyaenus fr. 56 Tepedino Guerra). For P. Here. 176, 

see A. Angeli, CErc 18 (1968) 27—51 and A. Vogliano, Epicuri et Epicureorum Scripta (1928) 23-75; and 

Philodemus’ Elpay^arela in C. Militello, Filodemo: Memorie epicuree (PHerc. 1418 e 310) (1997). On Le¬ 

onteus see further A. Angeli, ‘Verso un’ edizione dei frammenti di Leonteo di Lampsaco’, in M. Ca- 

passo (ed.), Miscellaneapapirologica in occasione del bicentenario dell’ edizione della Charta Borgiana (1990) 59-69. 

/<[d]/ceiVoc: sc. Leonteus, in addition to the addressee; both are expected to make a copy of the 

avriypapov. 

4-5 to avriypaipov (cf. i dTroy]pa[<f>ov?). Whether a book, letter, or some other document, is this 

the original, the recipient’s own copy, or Leonteus’ copy? The primary meaning is of course ‘copy’ 

as opposed to ‘the original’; later it came to refer to an authoritative copy of a literary work, i.e. an 

edition or master example / exemplar. For avrlypacpov in this sense in this period, see XXIV 2387 

(Aleman Parthen. 2) (a) fr. 1, top marginal note, with Parsons’s n. 25 to GMAW2 p. 42. Even without 

meaning that here, it could still signify the ‘manuscript’ sent to the addressee. Leonteus was instructed 
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to make a copy and take good care of the original he received (i.e. his model-manuscript). It is this 

book the sender wants to be returned into his copy (‘in order that we, the others, may use it, too’). 

Although the return is not explicitly mentioned, it seems to be implied by ‘the rest of us’, and in any 

case the written work in question has been referred to in the preceding lines, so that the addressee 

must know well what work is referred to and to whom it belongs. The terminology has some bearing 

on the correct textual constitution of the colophon to Epicurus, TJepl <f>vce<x>c book 28 subscriptio, fr. 

13 XIII Sedley, CErc 3 (1973): 

’En\iK\ovpov 

IJepl pvcecoc 

KT) 

A] tcuv apxatcuv [avnypapcov (?) 

ey[p]a</>7? ini Nik'lov tov fx[€T]a 

[i.e. 296/5 Be] 

Whereas Clay (op. cit.) had restored [e«r] tcvv apyalcuv [avToypcuptov, D. Sedley maintained [nepl] 

tu)v apxa'u>jv, ‘concerning his early works’ (‘Philosophical Allegiance in the Greco-Roman World’ in 

M. Griffin and J. Barnes (eds.), Philosophia Togata (1989) 107; cf. id., Lucretius and the Transformation of 

Greek Wisdom (1998) 128-9). According to G. Cavallo, the oldest of the Herculaneum papyri (books 

of Epicurus’ Tlepl pvceooc dating back to the second and even the third century bc) were acquired 

in Athens and later imported into Italy, and these copies were derived directly from the manuscripts 

kept as ‘official model manuscripts’ in Epicurus’ school in Athens (S&C8 (1984) 5-12). Given that the 

sender of the letter in 5077 fr. 1 was in Athens at the time of writing (see 8 n.), and the likely didactic 

purpose for which the book was sent away, it cannot be ruled out that the work in question belonged 

to these ‘model manuscripts’ kept at Athens. 

5 KeAei>e: The change of numbers in the imperatives is paralleled in Epicurus’ farewell letter 

to Idomeneus and his letter to Themista (fr. 5 Arrighetti2). Presumably here a group of like-minded 

followers addressed as ‘you’ is supposed to copy the book and pass it on; the recipient of the letter, 

however, is told to issue the order that the copy be kept. 

cd)£ei(v): commonly in the passive of works of literature that have been ‘preserved’ over time 

i.e. transmitted: cf. Galen De ven. sect. 1.5 (p. 221 Kuhn); Athen. 15.698AB. Here there are more literal 

and practical considerations, i.e. to ‘conserve’ or ‘keep a close eye on the copy, so that it may not be 

destroyed. The express instruction to see to the conservation of the copy implies a certain value of 

the work in question (whether for study, further copying, or other purposes). 

6 Kal ol Xoinol: so also in the letter to the child, P. Here. 176 fr. 5 col. 23 Angeli (= Epic. fr. 261 

Arrighetti2) 12-13 iyio Kal o[t] Xoinol navrec ce piiya <piXovp.ev. 

8 ’EXac/srifioXicovoc (about March) is typical of the Attic calendar. Outside Attica, usage is at¬ 

tested for Apollonia on Chalcidice (Athen. 8.334E) and Iasus in Caria (CIG 2675) only; cf. A. E. 

Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology (1972) 57 f., 86, 114. Hence the writer is probably in Athens or At¬ 

tica at the time of writing. In classical antiquity the sailing season typically lasted from 27 May to 14 

September. Under normal circumstances no ship left port between 10 November and 10 March (cf. 

Vegetius, De re mil. 4.39); cf. L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (1971) 270-73. We may 

conclude that the author is planning to undertake his sea voyage as soon as weather conditions allow. 

9 Slcl vrjciov (without the article), a technical term referring to an ‘island-hopping’ course from 

the Greek mainland to Asia Minor. Thus the vrjcoi are the Sporades or the Cyclades (cf. Herod. 6.95.2 

aXX’ Ik Capiov 6pp.dop.evoi napa re "Arapov Kal Sia vr/ccov tov nXoov inoievvTO (sc. Datis and Arta- 

phernes on their way to Euboea); id. 8.108; 9-3*1* Mardonius intended to signal capture of Athens 

to the King in Sardis by a chain of beacons Sia vrjetov (Xen. Hell. 4.8.7; Diod. 20.37.1; 100.5; In*3> 

Hippol. Chron. 537; Aesch. Agam. 281-316). 
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The author had reason to be concerned about the first time in the year when one could be 

relatively confident about safe passage across the Aegean by sea: Epicurus recounted his own experi¬ 

ence of shipwreck in a letter, the content of which is closely paraphrased by Diog. Oen. fr. 72 Smith 

and Pint. Non posse suav. 1090E, on which account, and its reminiscences of the Odyssey (5.411-12; 

12.235-8), see D. Clay, ‘Sailing to Lampsacus: Diogenes of Oenoanda, New Fragment 7’, GRBS 14 

(1973) 49-59 [= Paradosis mid Survival (1998) chap. 11, 189-210]. Epicurus escaped within an inch of 

his life, holding onto ‘rocks from which the sea could no longer draw him down and dash him back 

again. He was lacerated, as you might expect, and he took down a great mouthful of sea water. He 

was badly skinned when he crashed onto the sea-eaten rocks. But then he managed to swim gradually 

out to open water. And it was at this moment that he was carried along by the waves to the plank that 

saved him. He barely reached safety, and flayed almost to an inch, he barely escaped with his life. 

Now he spent the next day in this state upon a high promontory and the following night and the next 

day until nightfall, exhausted by hunger and his injuries. We now understand that events which lay 

beyond our control are benefits despite appearances—the very doctrine he commends to you as rea¬ 

sonable. For your herald who brought you to safety has died; for afterwards chance . . .’ (Diog. Oen. 

fr. 72 Smith). Plutarch at Non posse suav. iioib makes it clear that Diogenes’ description comes from 

a letter of Epicurus, and that E. referred to it more than once in his letters. The topos recurs at Non 

posse suav. iioib, and often (Epic. Ad Pyth. ap. Diog. Laert. 10.6 (fr. 89); Vergil, Catalepton 8-10; Philod. 

Epigr. 27.5-6 Sider). According to Plut. Non posse suav. 1091B the moral of the story was: to yap -rroiovv, 

prjc'iv, awTrep^Xr/Tov yrjdoc to Trap’ auro Trcrjsvypevov peya kokov. ‘For what produces unsurpassed 

jubilation is the contrast with the evil escaped’, as is expressed by the expectant xa|Aa>c /cat rjSecoc Kal 

p.aKa\piwc (10—12, where see note). 

10 err I Capov. Epicurus was traveling to Lampascus (Non posse suav. 1090E) when he was ship¬ 

wrecked, whereas 5077 predicts a voyage to Samos; of course, the author may have intended to 

continue on to Lampsacus. After founding his school at Athens in 307/6, Epicurus travelled to Asia 

Minor ‘two or three times’ (D. L. 10.10). According to Diog. Laert. 10.10 Kal yaXerrcoto.tiov Se Kaipwv 

KaTacyovTwv TTjviKaSc tt]v EXXaSa avTodi KaTafliojvai, Sic tj rptc etc tovc 7rcpl ttjv ’Icovlav tottovc 

Trpoc tovc plXovc Sia8pap.ovTa, ‘[Epicurus] spent his whole life in Greece, in spite of the calamities 

it suffered in those days; when he did once or twice happen to take a trip to Ionia, it was to visit 

friends there.’ Apart from a stay on Samos indicated for Epicurus by Philod. Pragm. (P Here. 1418) 

col. 25.8—9 Militello = Epic. Fr. 119 Arrighetti2, that the letter 7r[cpt] rd>v a[c]yo[A]toiv was sent ck 

(C)apov (Cronert: capov apogr.), Epicurus had grown up on the island, before the Attic kleruchs were 

expelled during the Lamian War, and Epicurus may well have had acquaintances there (apart from its 

significance as a cultural, scientific, and religious centre). 

10—12 /ca|Aa)c Kal r/Sewc Kal p.aKa\plcoc. A rising tricolon in a rhetorical flourish. For the ju¬ 

bilation, see below on 8—9, and cf. VS 52 rj rfnXla Trepixopevei ttjv oiKovpevrjv KrjpVTTOvea Sr) 77aciv 

VNV eyelpecdai ini tov pa/capicpov, ‘Friendship dances round the whole civilized world, in very truth 

heralding to all of us to awake and call each other blessed.’ Similar jubilation and makarismos by 

Epicurus in a letter from his deathbed: Epic. Ad Idomenea ap. Diog. Laert. 10.22 (fr. 52). 

12-13 irav|rt: cf. Plut. De lat. viv. 1128F-1129A (Epic. fr. 98 Arrighetti2) SnreirepTTe jSt'jSAouc rrdci 

Kal iracalc. 

!3 T(I>L. eyicaipovvTi: ‘who have the time for it’; see fr. 1 ii 2 n. for the significance of this phrase 

for the location. 

•4 rw[4 SejxypWa>v was suggested by Professor D’Alessio, noting that TaA[Aa seems too wide 

for the available space. 

15 Sia0[ea>]/r[ei]v or 8ia9[ea)]p[ov]vTa was suggested by Professor Hammerstaedt. For the ac¬ 

cusative after the datives, see I hue. 4.20 c^cctiv vp.lv <f>iXovc ycvecQai. 

16 The supplement is due to Professor Handley. 
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17—18 ajS-pAov wc cuA|Aoy[i£eT]ai (‘how they should understand or collect’ them) was suggested 

by Professor W. Furlcy. 

19 TTpoc[ .]'/[: Trpoc [Ae]'o\yrea would fill the space nicely here, and is not incompatible with 

the scanty traces after -npoc (note that the third letter here has a supralinear correction over it). If so, 

then there is a distinction between orders to send the letters to Leonteus here, and orders to send him 

the work to be copied in 1—5, which would make it clear that a treatise was referred to there (see on 

1—2). But would Leonteus’ name bear restating here, when it has been mentioned already in 3? In this 

case, reading 7rpoc [cu5]t[ov, referring anaphorically to Leonteus, might also be possible (though less 

good for the supralinear correction over the third letter-space). 

20 a[TT€cr\aXfLevr)[v npoc NN was suggested simultaneously by Professors D’Alessio and Par¬ 

sons (‘perhaps a list of names i.e. titles?’). 

21 7r]poc M[i,dpr}v: see on fr. 1 ii 2. 

23—4 e]\ypaipe was suggested by Professor Carey, which might seem to require Epicurus as 

subject, with the implication that the present must have been written by someone else. But in this 

case we might have expected avroc (‘the Master’) to have been expressed here as subject. Therefore 

we might look instead to one of the other early Epicureans who wrote extensively as the subject of 

e]\ypai/je. Professor W. Furley, however, suggests ypai/iw of Epicurus himself; the trace, the left side of 

a round letter, would suit either e or go. (Alternatively, we could have the imperative, parallel to the 

commands in 2—5). 

Fr. 1 col. ii 

1 ck [. The first preserved line of this column, at the level of line 2 of col. i. Thus at least one 

line has been lost before this line (at the level of line 1 of col. i). 

2 Mi9[p-. Mithres, the Syrian-born Epicurean, hiopK-pT-rjc of Lysimachus, whom Epicurus 

exhorted in numerous letters (frr. 72-84 Arrighetti2) to resign from politics, which he finally did after 

the battle of Curopedium (281): see further C. Militello (ed.), Memorie Epicuree (PHerc 1418 ejio) (1997) 

250-54; P. Scholz, Der Philosoph und die Politik (1998) 298-301; Philod. Pragm. (P. Here. 1418) col. 32a Mi¬ 

litello, with ead. CErc 20 (1990) 75 and 82; C. Habicht, Athens from Alexander to Antony (1997) 125. Men¬ 

tion of Mithres would date the present letter in 5077 to somewhere between 290 and 270. Philode- 

mus’ Pragmateia (P. Here. 1418) makes it clear that Epicurus’ letter 77[epi] twv a[c]xoA]uov, sent from 

Samos, was to or about Mithres (col. 25.7-9 XP°-“> 8(e) ran avS[pi] | rrpoc ov 77 Tr[epi] twv a[c]xoA]iwv 

€K I (C)dp.ov eTTLCToXri eypa<^). The letter dealt with ‘things that prevent one from studying philoso¬ 

phy’ and discussed persons who could not devote their life to philosophy because of engagement in 

other affairs such as politics, and Mithres served as an example of this kind of person. A parallel may 

be observed between 12-13 above, where rravrl ran evKaLpovvrt, ‘everyone sparing the time’ appears 

to distinguish between those who have time for such philosophical activities as the planned excursion 

to Samos in 5077 fr. 1. This may be the same as that period on Samos referred to in the letter Trfepi] 

twv a[c]xoA]iwv and in which Epicurus likewise discussed Mithres. 

Fr. 2 col. i 

3 djpeTijv was suggested by Professor W. Clarysse. 

10 ‘. . . virtue . . . ignorant and foolish people 

Fr. 2 col. ii 
‘How could there be a shape of justice owing to the vividness in the figures, just as there is in 

the figure of a square—and that of the just and the rest of the figures is through this same ridiculous 

“wisdom”. Whether through the habit of voicing it, one could say that the square was a figure or 

a body . . .’. 
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This column could contain a critique (presumably from an Epicurean perspective) of math¬ 

ematical teachings or the assignment of certain figures to virtue (3 SiKaLocvvrj, repeated occurrence of 

the term cy-i^a, and terms for geometrical shapes)—all polemically characterized as [p.]u>poco(f)La (9) 

i.e. ridiculous pseudo-wisdom (rather than, say, half-wisdom or intuitive wisdom). Although Epicurus 

wrote certain treatises about mathematics, it is uncertain whether there was a genuine Epicurean 

mathematics as a basis of the theory of minimal parts (i.e. atoms), against other mathematicians who 

proclaimed the division of numbers, lines, and other geometrical shapes ad infinitum. The Pythago¬ 

reans had identified the tetrad ‘four’, as the perfect number, with justice (cf. similar relations claimed 

to exist between numbers and abstract virtues in Plato’s Timaeus). Saying so does not make it so: ‘one 

could say that the square was a figure or a body’, although in reality there are no perfect squares. It 

is further possible that the mathematical terms occur only to demonstrate principles of Epicurean 

‘Canonic’ (which might be more appropriate to the general reading context of a letter than to a tech¬ 

nical discussion of mathematics): i.e. language (or voice) is not appropriate to express sensory percep¬ 

tion and reality; the voice uses the term ‘square’, although there are not any perfect squares in the real 

world. Our senses can comprehend and see the world, but the voice or the repertoire of language is 

unable to describe it in an appropriate way, and therefore we should trust more to the senses than to 

words and ‘dialectic’. (We are grateful to Kilian Fleischer for this suggestion.) 

1 nePX[: Either ?5]Izrep y[ or o\\ttepx[op.-, the latter perhaps in the sense ‘deviating’, ‘departing 

from’; cf. fr. 2 i 10—11 p,d)|[pot and 9 [pjwpococ/ia below. 

4-5 ivdpjyrj/aa: suggested by Professor Hammerstaedt. 

9 \p.\ojpoco<i>La(i): apparendy a lexicis addendum, although the adjectival form is attested, sug¬ 

gesting a term from popular discourse suitable to a philosophical letter; cf. Lucian, Alexander 40 

yeropevyc -rrore ^rijceoic Svo tlcI tcuv p.ojpoc6<j>u>v vrrep avrov, etre TJvdayopov tt)v ifjvyrjv eyoi Sta 

tov xpvyovv 1mr)p6v, Schol. Aristoph. Nub. ipfldq rove cwKpariKovc p.adr]Tac hiarraRcav Kal to tcov 

vecov p,ajpoco<f>ov ovtwc elprjKei. 

13 cd>fj.a: This reading was suggested by Professor D’Alessio, who compares Elias in Ar. Cat. 

235-4 rpiyajvov yap Xeyerai. Kal to ax'fjp.a Kal to coipa eyov to Tplycovov op.olwc Kal to TSTpayovov. 

16, 21, 25 \evKo-. The reference to the colour term is not clear, or why they should be associ¬ 

ated with mathematical figures (for the discussion of the latter continues throughout the fragment). It 

is difficult to connect with the tradition that Pythagoras used to wear white clothes. However, Aristotle 

De sensu 3 discusses harmony between colours and numbers. Perhaps the point was that the shapes 

associated with mathematical figures do not inhere in objects as qualities or accidents, as in the case 

of colours like ‘white’. 

27 TTjc ZnaXcKTov. Presumably a reference to the use of language by other philosophers to 

describe mathematical entities. 

Fr. 3 

This fragment was identified as the same hand and belonging to the same roll as fix 1-2 on the 

basis of graphic features and content by Dr W. B. Henry. It is written along a kollesis, with an inter- 

columnium of 1.8 cm. as in frr. 1-2. A bottom margin is visible, to a depth of at least 1.7 cm. There 

are traces of two letters from a preceding column suit on or con at the level of 1. 14, and a coronis 

following 1. 12, with blank space of almost a line before the start of the next letter (for a centred title 

or oration date?). 

I3~I4 Presumably the standard epistolary opening: 'EmKo[v]p[oc to NN (and NN or son/ 

daughter of NN?),] | yatp[ €L V. 

D. OBBINK 

S. SCHORN 
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5078. Plato, Alcibiades 1105 c-d 

35 4B.ioi/G(i—3)b 4 x 7.8 cm Later second / early third century 

Seventeen lines from the central part of a column of a papyrus roll written 

along the fibres. No margins are preserved. The back is blank. 

For a recent discussion and defence of the dialogue’s authenticity, against 

most modern consensus since Schleiermacher p. 15, see N. Denyer, Plato: Alcibiades 

(2001) 14-26; also A. Carlini, Platone: Alcibiade; Alcibiade secondo; Ipparco; Rivali (1964) 

47-56. The dialogue was never considered spurious in antiquity (unlike Alcibiades 

IP). It was frequently read (see also Carlini, ‘Congiunzione e separazione di fram- 

menti di tradizione diretta (su papiro) e di tradizione indiretta’, in Paideia Cristiana: 

Studi in onore di Mario Naldini (1994) 213-15) and cited as the work of Plato (cf. Index 

testimoniorum in Carlini 401-3) and suggested as a compendium and propaedeutic 

reading for Platonic philosophy. The text was the subject of study, hence giving 

birth to numerous commentaries (cf. for instance CPF III 5, from the end of the 

second century). Proclus’ and Olympiodorus’ are the only commentaries preserved 

to a considerable extent. On the medieval glosses to the Platonic texts, see D. Cu- 

falo, ‘Note sulla tradizione degli scoli platonici’, Studi classici e orientali 47/3 (2001 

[pub. 2004]) 529-68 (esp. 544-51 for Alcibiades I). It was ultimately transmitted as 

a Platonic text by the medieval manuscript tradition, which developed from the 

organization of the dialogues established in the ninth century, but going back to 

an archetype stemming from the fourth to the sixth century (see Carlini 7-46 and, 

for the Platonic manuscript tradition in general, J. Irigoin, Tradition et critique des 

textes grecs (1997) 151-67, who also suggests an archetype from the second century). 

On the later medieval manuscripts and on the use and (discontinuous) study of 

Platonic texts in Byzantine times, cf. I. Perez Martin, ‘Estetica e ideologia nei ma- 

noscritti bizantini di Platone’, in RSBN n.s. 42 (2005) 113-35 (with bibliography for 

studies on Platonic codices vetustiores). 

The text is written in a neat, rather small, upright example of the ‘Formal 

Mixed’ style. A good parallel is GLH 19b (first half of the third century) which 

could be contemporary or slightly posterior to 5078, which can therefore be as¬ 

signed to the late second or more probably to the early third century. The strokes 

are generally thin, and there is no particular attempt to contrast. No reading marks 

or punctuation occur. 

Considering that each line should probably contain an average of 20 letters 

(for a column width of c.7 cm) and that there are r.3,240 letters in the Alcibiades I be¬ 

fore the present passage, and supposing that each column is composed of c.30-34 
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lines for an estimated column height of c.20 cm (cf. Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes in 

Oxyrhynchus 189—91 and 284), the text preserved by 5078 could be the middle or 

second half of col. v of the roll. 

Alcibiades I is preserved by two other papyri apart from this one and 5079: 

P. Harr. 12 and LII 3666 (= CPF I.i*** Plato 1 and 2 respectively), initially thought 

to be part of the same roll, but probably by the same scribe but from different rolls 

(see LII 3666 introd., Johnson, Bookrolls 284; Carlini, ‘Congiunzione e separazione 

di frammenti’ 209-12, argued against a common scribe). 

The papyrus transmits a new reading in 1. 11. In 1. 10 the word order agrees 

with the BCD reading. 

The text was collated with the OCT and Carlini. The line division is exempli 

gratia. 

Coj]/cpa[rec tout ccti col (105 c) 

7tpoc Aoyojr on e(f)r][c9a cpav 

Slo epo]u ovk a.Tr[aAAaT 

TTj eyco 8e c]ot ye epco [ai (fnAe D 

5 770U KAeLVi]oV KCLl A[ 

]c tovtojv [yap cot a 

TravT^cov tco[v Stavo^jtxa 

tcov t]cAoc eTTLT[e9r]vaL 

avev e]/xou aSvv[arov tocav 

10 T^n] eyco Sunapjin otptat 

eyei]n em to. ca Tj[paypLaTa 

kcll ei]c ce 8lo 8rj kol [rraAat oto 

pat p,]e t[o]u 9eov ovk [car 8ta 

Aey]cc#at col or eya> [7rcpt 

15 epcjror onrjvLKa [cacct 

aic7T]ep yap cv eA-rtSoJc 

eye]tc er [tt^ rroAeL 

1 ttpoc Aoyojr: npoc tor Aoyov Ven. Marc. gr. 186 after correction (from which Ven. Marc, 

gr. 184). The line is already longer than the average, and spacing does not allow the insertion of the 

article. 

2 ov with MSS: oc conjectured by C. G. Cobet, ‘Platonica: Ad Platonis qui fertur Alcibiadem 

priorem’, Mnemosyne n.s. 2 (1874) 375, where he corrected the text based on B and linking oc with the 

previous col and translating as tibi, qui te dicturum aiebas quamobrem a me non discederes. He argues that 

ov was due to a misunderstanding of the scribe, who therefore thought that npbc \6yov was to be 

explained with a subsequent relative clause. The reading oc was accepted by M. Schanz in his edition. 
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2—4 ov ecf)r)[c0a epeiv | Sto e^oju ovk an[a\Xar\rri deleted by Burnet as interpolation. The 

sentence has the appearance of an explanatory note, but Carlini prints it in his text (supported by 

Denyer, Plato: Alcibiades 97) and, in fact, it seems somehow necessary. 

3 [Sto] restored from the OCT with BT Procl. and Olymp.: St’oV in die margin of Par. gr. 1808. 

4 §e BCD: hrj PT Procl. and Olymp. 

5—6 A[ | ]c. AeLvo/j.axr]c DTW and Olymp.: AeLvop-qv-pc BC.PT2W2 and Procl. There is no 

evidence as to which of the two readings the papyrus hacl. 

8 eni.T[e9r]vcu widi BGDPTW: imOeivai Procl. 

9 ahw[arov. Olympiodorus attests dSwa-rov ecrtv against all MSS. There is no space in the 

lacuna for the unnecessary icrlv. 

10 eyoj Svva/x[iv ocp.aL with BCD: iya1 of/rat hvvap.LV PTW Procl. 

11 €771: etc MSS. The use of ini avoids the unnecessary repetition of etc and produces a vari- 

atio in the passage. The expression ini ra (Setroc) npayp.ara occurs five times in Plato (Cra. 41585, 

42464, 433a8; Grg. 5i5b8; R. 494bg), whereas etc ra (Sctvoc) npaypuara is only found in Grg. 4gibi and 

491C7, and in both cases it is dependent on the adjective (f>p6vip,oc (no variants are recorded by the 

manuscript tradition for those passages). Conversely, in the Greek authors etc (ra) npaypara is far 

commoner than ini (ra) npa.yp.ara—moreover, in documentary papyri ini (ra) npa.yp.ara is never 

found. A passage similar to the Platonic one is found in Andocides De mysteriis 50 (written in 400/399 

bg, before Alcibiades 7), although the orator does not repeat the preposition: npo9vp.oraroc etc ce /cat 

ra ca npaypara elpL. 

M. C. D. PAGANINI 

5079. Plato, Alcibiades 1109 a-b, 109 b 

38 3B.8o/K(i-2)a 9.5 x 8.5 cm Mid-late second century 

A fragment of a roll (the back is blank) containing parts of two columns from 

Plato’s Alcibiades I. Both columns are quite narrow, 9-11 letters across (5.5-6 cm), 

with 3 mm between each line, while the intercolumnium measures a little more 

than 2.5 cm. Because i 5 to ii 8 comprises c.232 letters, the original column height is 

estimated at 23 lines (c.17 cm). It can be calculated that 11 lines are missing between 

col. i and col. ii. For such a format, cf. P. Gen. 264-7 or XI 1364 (all of Antiphon). 

The script is formal round capital, with serifs, consistently executed. The Ha- 

wara Homer = GAiAW2 13, assigned to the later half of the second century, where 

dating is also discussed, is an excellent parallel. No $ or "p are preserved, but other¬ 

wise strict bilinearity is maintained. The letters are large, upright, and symmetrical, 

and except for 1, written in a 5-mm square. Shading contrasts are visible between 

downward and horizontal strokes, or again between left-to-right downward strokes, 

versus those down and to the left; cf. k and A. a always touches the bottom, and 

the horizontal stroke in e and e always touches the bowl, rarely crossing over it. 

Punctuation is by middle stop at i 6 to mark a weak break. In the same line, 

a change of interlocutor is marked by a blank letter space. The elision of the final 

alpha in epyopeda at i 2 is effected but not marked. There is no opportunity to 
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determine the scribe’s practice regarding iota adscript. Col. ii observes Maas’s law, 

leaning slightly to the right. A line-filler at i 7 is rather cursively drawn. 

The text has been collated with Carlini’s edition (1964)- The two other pub¬ 

lished papyrus fragments of this dialogue, P. Harr. 1 12 (=CPF I.i*** Plato 1) and 

LII 3666 (=CPF I.i*** Plato 2) do not overlap with the papyrus. XIII 1609, a pub¬ 

lished commentary on Alcibiades I, does not involve the portion of the dialogue 

surviving here. The papyrus does not offer any new readings. 

Col. i Col. ii 

77a] Or] fi [a epx (109 a) a[uro tovto aX 

o]/xe#etc to ijo Aa [p-r]v tovto 

AJeptew KCLi OTL ye [Sta^/epet 0 

a] pro ovo/jca Ao[v re /cat vav 

Qovrec epyo 5 tl ov [v adr]vaL 

jU,e]0a eycoye- B OLC c[lt 77pOC 770 

otl ye e£a]7ra> Tepo[vc cvpi 

TCO[X€VOl] 

10 

/3ouA[euceic 

77oA[ejuetv tovc 

a8iKo[vvTac 

7] To[t/C 

Col. i 

7 [ye]. Spacing cannot determine whether the papyrus agrees with PTW against BCD omit¬ 

ting the word. If ye is written, the line is average in length. If it is omitted, then 7 will be the shortest 

line in the column by one letter, for which the space-filler compensates. 

Col ii 

4—5 oAo[v re ko» nav]\Ti with MSS: oAojl Kal navri in Proclus’ paraphrase. 

S. TREPANIER 

5080. [Plato], Alcibiades II146 b-c 

72.7(e) 5.1 x 3.6 cm Early third century 

Ten fragmentary lines from a column of a papyrus roll; left and right part 

missing. They probably come from the top of the column, since there are 4 mm 

of papyrus without letter trace (surface not damaged) above the top surviving line, 

slightly larger than the 3 mm interlinear space. The average line length is 23 letters 

(06.7 cm). No left or right margins are preserved. The back is blank. 
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The pseudo-Platonic Alcibiades II was regularly included in Plato’s corpus, 

both in the medieval tradition (although it is omitted from the important ma¬ 

nuscript W, which contains all the other dialogues from tetralogies i-vii) and by 

modern editors. Although the work was included in Thrasyllus’ tetralogies, it was 

already suspected in antiquity as spurious; Athenaeus reports that it was attributed 

to Xenophon (Athen. xi.i 14.17-21). The dialogue was considered authentic by 

Diogenes Laertius (D. L. 3.51). 

The script is in the ‘Severe Style’, sloping slightly to the right. The writing 

looks fluid and experienced and is very tiny (the average height of the letters being 

only 2 mm), and the strokes are very thin, e e o c are noticeably small-sized, while 

there is a slight tendency to broaden other letters (not always to the same extent). 

Good examples are: h (3), k (4), n (at 2 and 3 it is nearly as broad as u), and tt (8). 

Very restrained ornamentation may be recognized in the forms of A and A, show¬ 

ing a curved foot in their right end in most of the cases. The spacing between the 

letters is very regular; in the lower part of the column, however, the letters seem to 

be closer together. 

The writing shows some similarities with LXII 4311 and XVII 2098 = GLH 

19b, for which the mid third century is a terminus ante quem from the text on the back, 

but 5080 seems slightly earlier. Note u, with its low belly, which however does not 

reach the bottom completely, as well as co, whose middle upright seems to come 

up to a remarkable height, in contrast to the more flattened forms generally seen 

in the third century. 

Change of speaker is marked by dicolon in 5, where the line-beginning is 

missing and the presence of a paragraphus cannot be verified. In 3, a horizontal 

line above t? is probably a grave accent, and a circumflex occurs at 7. Scriptio plena 

seems not to have been the rule, as 2 clearly indicates: thus elision may be pos¬ 

tulated, but definitely not marked, also for 9. Iota adscript is written in the only 

instance where it is required (10). 

The textual basis for the supplement of the column is Burnet’s OCT (1901). 

In 5 the papyrus agrees with B (with wrong accent and breathing, corrected by its 

more recent hand, b) against T. The papyrus offers a new reading in 7, for which 

the text transmitted by the medieval manuscripts has been rejected by the editors, 

but the reading of 5080 is not an improvement. The only other papyrus from 

Alcibiades //published so far is LII 3667 (CPF I.i*** Plato 3), assigned to the third 

century, with which the papyrus does not overlap. 

rj\p.ac eiSferai 4 too (146 b) 

ovtl etSJerai r[o]u# o av 77p[oyeipa>c 

p,eAA] cop-ev rj TTparrew [r] Ae 

yew eSjoKei: ovkovv Kay [p,er 

npaTTiqi a rt]c oiSev rj a SoJVei eihe 5 
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vat TTa]p€TrrjTai 8e to a><^>[eAijU,a/c 

/cat AucjireAouvra/c i7p.fv[ e£eiv 

/cat T7]t ]7ToAei /cat at>T[ov avTon C 

ttqjc yap ov ]eav Se y o[tjaat r ava 

10 vrta tovtojv ovre r]r)i 7ro[Aet 

5 7] a with i> (rj a): rj a B (obviously erroneous): rj T. Due to the absence of breathings and 

accents in the papyrus, it is impossible to determine to which of the two hands of B our reading cor¬ 

responds. It is reasonable to assume that B’s reading is a simple mistake, due either to its own scribe 

or to one of its ancestors’ during the process of transcription into minuscule. 

7 77p.1v: 77/xdc MSS. Assuming that the word e£etv followed, the papyrus texts confirms the doubts 

raised by Dobree and Ast against r/ixac (Ast deleted it). The juncture AvcircAouvrojc e|etv is a hapax 

here, but comparison with eyco + adverb in other cases shows that it must have the meaning ‘to be 

useful’. 77p.dc cannot be linked directly with this construction, so it lacks a verb indicating judgement. 

Things do not become better, however, with the papyrus’ reading 77p.1v, for it alters the balance of the 

whole sentence. It is not taken up later in 10 (= 146 C3) which clearly shows the duality of rfj iroXei 

— avrw. So there are two possibilities: (a) in the papyrus 77/u.iv was not followed by <Teiv but another 

verb (expressing ‘to act’?), or (b) rjpac is an old corruption (a marginal note dropped into the text?) 

that turns up in the medieval manuscript tradition. The papyrus could imply that ypdc existed earlier. 

A mark over v—tempting as it is to be seen as a critical sign introducing a variant reading or 

deleting an unsuitable one in such a troubling passage—is most probably a circumflex, the descend¬ 

ing part of which is missing and mistakenly placed over v instead of 1. 

9—10 The text transmitted in the medieval tradition is slightly too long to fit in the available 

space. 

A. SCHATZMAN 

5081. Plato, Charmides 166 c, 167 a 

314B.i6/K(i-2)a 7.9 x5.6 cm Second/third century 

Fragment of a papyrus roll containing remains of two columns; the back is 

blank. The first column contains the ends of 13 lines, the second beginnings of 9 

lines. The width of a column can be estimated as 6 cm; it ranges from 17 to 22 

letters a line. The reconstructed column height is 54 lines in 23.8 cm. The interco- 

lumnium is 1.5 cm; no margins are preserved. Col. ii is sloping approximately 50 to 

the left. The lines look ascending. The whole dialogue as preserved by the medieval 

tradition would have covered 35 columns, of which our fragment gives parts of 

cols, xx and xxi, with 45 lines between the two preserved pieces. 

The text is written along the fibres in the ‘Severe Style’, sloping to the right, y 

once projects under the line (i 4), p never. There are two forms of the narrow e, the 

lunated version in two strokes (i 12, ii 13) and the angular one (e.g. i 10), both with 

short middle stroke. Close parallels are XXII 2320 and XXIII 2361. 
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The diacritical signs used are rough breathings of form i in GMAW2 n (i 7 

and 12), accents (acute at i 3, 4 and circumflex together with a rough breathing at i 

12), apostrophe to separate words at i 5, high stop (i 3, 6) and low stop (i 10), para¬ 

graph! (ii 12, 13) indicating change of speaker, and line-filler (i 6). For the preserved 

part the division at line-ends is syllabic, and reconstruction suggests that it was also 

the case in col. ii. The spacing in ii 13 leads to the assumption that, in addition to 

the paragraphi, a blank of two letters was used to indicate change of speaker in the 

line. In i 13 this would also be possible. The scribe elides tacitly (ii 13 and maybe in 

ii 14), but scriptio plena also occurs (i 4 and i 5, perhaps also in i 13). No opportunity 

occurs to determine the presence of iota adscript. 

The text is collated with images of B, T, and W, and supplemented from 

Burnet’s OCT (1903). In the preserved parts there are only spelling variants, in the 

second column, however, there are two instances where spacing suggests that the 

papyrus had a shorter reading (ii 10, 11). 

Col. i Col. ii 

avTTjc r]atc [aAAaic to 8 166 C 

ovk ecriv] ovtcoc a[AA at ptev 

aAAai 77]acat' aAA[ou etctv e 

7rtCT7j|a] at eavrcov 8e ov rj 

5 Se ixovrj\ tcov re aAAa/v’ e 

7TiCTi7|it]u>v €7TLc[r]r]ijiri' e> 

crt] teat avrr] avrrjc /cat 

ravra] ce -noAAov Set XeXpde 

vat aA]Aa yap 01/xai o apn 

10 ovk ep>]ecda 770ieiv. tovto 

77-oieic e]p.e yap e7riyeipeic 

eAeyyetv] eacac nepL ov o Ao 

yoc ecriv] otoy rjv 8 €yto itol 

[etc 

5 /<[ai oieTai et-rep otSev /cat (167 a) 

r[t avroc oieTat p,ev eiSevai 

oi[8ev 8 ov tcov 8 aAAa/v 

ou§[eic /cat ecriv 8r] tovto to 

ca><^[poveiv re /cat ccoppocv 

10 vrj /c[at to eavTov ytyva/ 

c/cetv[ to etSevat a re otSev 

apa Ta[ura ecnv a Aeyetc 

eyary e^[r/ -naXiv tolvvv 

r/v Se e[ya» 

Col. i 

1 r]atc. The traces surviving could correspond either to rate or aAAaic. Spacing suggests that 

rate stood in this place of the line. 

4 Be. An acute accent would not be expected here, unless there was punctuation after Be. The 

mark, over S rather than over e, could be a correction in the form of an apostrophe marking that eli¬ 

sion should be effected between Se and ovk. 

10 e<l>]ec9a: eppeda MSS. The upper part of e is clearly visible. An interchange between e and 

4 is common (see Gignac, Grammar i. 242-4). 
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Col. ii 

6 r[i avroc: Spacing seems to exclude the possibility that the papyrus could have read Bekker’s 

conjecture av, but av tic (Buttmann) or avroc of BTW would fit the line. 

10 There is not enough space for the transmitted text; iavTov or avrov instead of iavrov avrov 

would fit the line. 

11 cKeiy[. There is not enough space for the OCT text to elSevai a re oiSev xat a pij otSev. 

The first part of the clause, to elSevat. a re otSev, would fit the line. Omission by homoioteleuton 

conveniently explains the discrepancy in the papyrus: after having written the first olSev, the scribe 

then mistook it for the second one and continued with apa ravra, omitting teal a per) otSev. 

14 Se e[ya>. Only part of an upper horizontal is preserved before the papyrus breaks off. It 

looks slightly curved and should therefore rather be e than r. 

H.ESSLER 

5082. Plato, Charmides 172 c-d, 173 a-b 

58/6(72) part 4.3 x 7.5 cm Third century 

A fragment of a papyrus roll containing parts of two consecutive columns of 

Charmides, with an intercolumnium of c.1.5 cm. The back is blank. The line length 

is 17-23 letters (5.8-6 cm), with 050 lines per column (c.20 cm). The text lost before 

the first column would occupy c.31 columns, and the whole dialogue would need 

c.40 columns occupying 2.8-3 metres. There was then room for 5086 [Laches) in the 

same roll, which according to calculations would be contained in c.54 columns of 

approximately 4 metres, constituting thus a composite roll. 

The hand is a flowing, medium-sized, undecorated specimen of the ‘Formal 

Mixed’ style, of the general type commonly referred to as the sloping oval. The 

contrast between broad and narrow letters is not particularly marked, although k, 

u, n, and co are always wide, o is variable in size and spacing; ka has a curve that 

goes halfway down the line of writing, and the base of co is almost flat. XXVII 

2458, assigned to the third century, is similar but more rapidly written. II 223 = 

GLH 21 a of the early part of that century is also similar but considerably sloppier 

and more angular. 

There are no breathings, accents, or punctuation except a misplaced forked 

paragraphus below ii 3. Correction in i 14 has been made by the main scribe. Some 

critical scrutiny has been accorded the text. There are critical signs in the margin 

of what would have been lines 12-13 in col. ii and an ancora mark, perhaps serv¬ 

ing as a directional symbol to the misplaced forked paragraphus in the new section 

(col. ii 3-4). 

The text has been collated with and supplemented from the edition of Bur¬ 

net’s OCT. This is the second papyrus of the Charmides to come to light. In so far as 

one can judge from so small a text, the papyrus sides twice with the united evidence 

of the direct tradition (BTW) as against that of the indirect tradition, mainly 
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Stobaeus (ii 6, 9-10) and once with Stobaeus as against the reading of the direct 

tradition (ii 1-2). Spacing considerations suggest that the reading elbevai at 172 c8 (i 

4—5), which many editors from Heusde on have deleted against the testimony of all 

manuscripts, was already present in antiquity. The papyrus also confirms a modern 

conjecture at 173 B5 (ii 11). 

Col. i Col. ii 

t]S[co (172 c) 

picv yap a fiovAei cvyy\copr] 

] 
].. 

5 apx\Vc 
CTiOepicda cu)(f)pocv]vr]v 

aval to aScvai a re otJSev 

]. 

]. D 

10 ] 

] 
ov^rjcei. 

tolovtov ov a yap vvv]Sr] 

cAcyopcev a>c picya av a 

15 yadov rj ccocjrpocvvr] a r]ot 

OVTOV eCTLV tS 

] 
K\pi 

[rta 

Kara ra[c emcTippLac irav 173 B 

ra 77par[TOtTO Kai ovtc tic 

Kvficpv[r]Tr]c (f)acKU)v etvat 

d cov 8e o[v d;a-naTan av r^pcac 

5 OVTC LaTpo[c OVTC CTpaTT/yOC 

ovtc aAAoc o[uSeic vpocTroL 

ovfievoc [ti etSevat o pLTj 01 

Sev Aav\9avoi av ck Sr] tov 

toov ov[tcoc cxovtojv aA 

10 Ao av Ti cvpcfiaivoi 

7] vyiec[iv 

O [ 

f [ 

Col. i 
14 Nu appears to have been cancelled by a diagonal stroke, the upper right end of which is 

visible to the right of the alpha. 

Col. ii 
1-2 Trar]|ra with Stobaeus: av BT: navra av conjectured by Burnet. 
3-4 Perhaps the scribe was copying from an exemplar with longer lines and mistook the loca¬ 

tion of the paragraph ending. Approximately 2 mm to the left of the forked paragraphus there is 

a small ancora sign pointing upwards, which was intended to help the reader to relate a note to its 

correct point of reference. But it is impossible to specify either the note (which will have been lost 

with the top or bottom margin) or the point of reference (since the text preserved offers no clue as to 

the meaning of the ancora to be discerned), unless perhaps it has something to do with the misplaced 
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forked paragraphus. For the use of the ancora mark, see K. McNamee, Marginalia and Commentaries 

(1977) 121-4. 

4 i^anaTai av T: e^arrardv B: tuv Se oil, i^a-rrarco av rjiJ.dc was omitted in Stobaeus. 

6 fft/Seic with BTW: tic oiiSelc Stobaeus. 

9—10 aA]|Ao av Tjffitv rt ciyx/Saivot] with BTWQ_: aAAo ri av rjjiiv cv/j^aivoi Stobaeus. 

11 rj aytec[iv with Heindorf (conjectured): jirj vyieciv Stobaeus: vyicciv BTWQ. 

12-13 There are two signs opposite what would have been 11. 12-13, if the lines had not been 

lost. The first looks like tops of three verticals, as of 00; the second looks like a cursive forward-falling 

c with a horizontal line drawn beneath it. If the critical signs put in the margin are stichometrical, 

they are meant to indicate a number or they may alternatively suggest that something in the lines now 

lost has received (or requires) attention or marginal comment. 

M. SALEMENOU 

5083. Plato, Crattlus 423 e 

38 3B.7g/H(i)a 5.1 x 1.9 cm Third / early fourth century 

One fragment from a papyrus roll, written along the fibres and blank on the 

back, together with a detached fragment with an undistinguishable trace. With an 

average of 9 letters per line or 3.5 cm, the column is very narrow but not unparal¬ 

leled (Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus 101-8). A relatively broad inter- 

columnium of 1.6 cm survives, probably slightly wider in full length, amounting to 

half the coumn width. The column height is uncertain. 

The hand is of the informal mixed type, upright and fair-sized. There is 

marked contrast between broad letters such as n, k, and x and the narrow c and 

p, typical of the ‘Severe Style’. The go with flat bottom is also characteristic. The 

script is similar to XI 1358 (= GBHBP ib), dated in the early fourth century on the 

basis of third-century official accounts on its back. 

There are no breathings or accents and no evidence of punctuation and 

lectional marks. Iota adscript is written in the only instance where it is required 

(line 1). The papyrus offers no new readings and does not involve passages of tex¬ 

tual disagreement in the medieval tradition. It is only the second fragment of the 

Cratylus from Oxyrhynchus. XXXIII 2663 preserves Cratylus 405c, clearly from 

a different copy and not overlapping with 5083. The text has been collated with 

the OCT (1995). 

HkWf c[ot eivat e (423 e) 

KdCTOn OJC77[ep 

/cat ^pa)|rj[p,a 

/cat a vvv[Srj 
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3 The last surviving letter in the line seems to have been crossed out with a cancellation stroke 

almost reaching to the upper line. The cancelled letter seems to be a n or kk (no other m survives), 

with its left vertical stroke and a clearly visibly diagonal descending not very sharply. The crossed-out 

letter may have been cancelled because it was wrong (if it is a v), or perhaps it was mistakenly written 

twice (if a p,). 

Two traces of ink between w and the cancelled letter look like dots, perhaps a dicolon, but it 

is not possible to explain its presence in the middle of a word. Possibly, it is accidental spilling of ink. 

J. BARTON 

5084. Plato, Crito 43 b, 45 b-e, 45 E-46 a, 46 c-d 

88/287 part Fr. 2 5.1 x 21.8 cm Second century 

Plate I 

Four fragments from a roll written along the fibres with blank back. Fr. 1 must 

have belonged to the first column of the dialogue. Frr. 2 and 3 + 4 represent parts of 

two consecutive columns no more than three columns (100—no lines) further along 

than fr. 1. Fr. 2 is the most extensive and consists of the greater part of a column 

with lower margin (2.6 cm). Fr. 3 contains the beginning of the column immedi¬ 

ately following fr. 2 with an upper margin (1.2 cm), and fr. 4 probably comes from 

near the bottom of that same column (about 27 lines down) or the beginning of the 

following column. Because the top of the column of fr. 2 has not been preserved, 

it is impossible to state the column’s height, but in width it must have contained 

an average of 30 letters and measured about 8 cm; this is slightly longer than the 

typical range of widths of prose texts written on papyrus (cf. Johnson, Bookrolls and 

Scribes in Oxyrhynchus 101-15). The roll, or the section thereof containing Crito, must 

have included a minimum of 20 columns. 

The text is written in a medium-to-small upright hand of the informal type 

identical to that of 4935; see 4935 introd. for a description. The only lectional 

signs in the papyrus are two diaereses over 1 and u respectively (fr. 2.5, 29) and also 

a high punctuation stop (fr. 2.25). The change of speaker from Crito to Socrates 

in 43 bio does not occur within the preserved text of fr. 1, so it is impossible to say 

whether and how this was indicated. The scribe often wrote iota adscript, but not 

always (fr. 2.4, 31, both endings of the second person subjunctive active). 

This is the first published papyrus of Crito, according to the on-line catalogue 

of Mertens-Pack3. The text has been collated and partly supplemented with the 

new OCT (1995). The portions of Plato’s text preserved do not diverge from the 

medieval transmission. Because no line-beginnings or endings are in evidence in 

any of the fragments and line divisions are therefore not known, I have preferred 

not to restore fully the articulated transcript. A letter count between successive lines 

does not suggest that anything of significance has been omitted from or added to 

the paradosis. 
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c]e /cat TrpoTe[pov (43 b) 

rjvSoupijov^Ljca rov rpo^vov 

t]tjl vvv 7rape[cT(jocr] 

pat]Sta/c avTTjv /c[at 

] K[p]ltoov Tr[\r)p,pLeAec 

SiK'acT?]p]t[a)t (45 B) 

] fXotc ^^[X9cov 

voX]Xaxov p,€v y[ap 

cut>u<]r] aya.7r7]cov[ct, C 

©erjraAtai' te[vat 

] ce Trepc 7toA[Aoo 

ac^aAJetav col uapcl^ovTCu 

] Au7ret[v 

] Ca)K/D[arec 

e]7rt^eipe[ty 

e]|W ccp[9rjvai 

C77euSei]c 77ept [ 

ex]^pot [co]y [ 

Sta]</>#eipa[i 

] K&t1 

] TTpoSiSovcu [ D 

€K9p€l/ja]L KCLL €KTTCu8[€VC0LI 

] /cat to cov p.e[poc 

7rp]a|[o]yc[t]y [ 

tol]ovt[ojv ot]ap'e[p 

] op</>ay[i]ai[c 

°]V X[PV 

cw§taTaAa]t7rcopeti/ /cat r[pe^>oj/ra 

7ratS]euofTa ca 8e p-ot 8[o/cetc 

pat^uj/xorara atpetc^at' xpfp? 

] aya9oc kcll avSpeLOC [ 

atpet]c0ai (fxxcKovra y[e 
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77ajvroc tov fiiov e7r[ip,eAeic#ai 

ey]a>ye kcu vrrep co[v 

30 too\v cam eviTr]8[euov E 

So] £17 array to npa[ypLa 
avav]8praL tlvl tt]i Typifcrepat 

] Kai rj eicoSoc [rj-pfc 

8iKacTT]]pLov ojc eicr][A9ev 

35 ] /cat avToc o a[ycov 
] kou to reAeora[tov' 

KaTayjeAajc ripe 77p[a^ea»c 

Fr. 3 

avav]SpiGu r[r]L 

Tj\fiac 8[0K€LV 

o]uSe [ 

] T[l 
5 ] raur[a 

] kcl[ku>i 

Fr. 4 

46 A 

c]u Ae[yeic 

/caA]a»c e[Aeyero 46 D 

] Set toj\v 

S]e ou [ 

5 /c]aA[a>c 

[ " 1 
eAe]ye[To 

Fr. 1 

3 wv with fi T and editors: vvv'i WSV 

Fr. 2 

12 C7reoSet]c with MSS and editors. Stephanus conjectured cirevSetv supposedly to maintain 

parallelism with the preceding infinitive (imxet-pew) dependent on Soxelc: otlSe Sixcuov p.01 Soxeic 

eTTixeipeiv rrpdyp.0., cavrov npoSovvai, egov ccuOrjvai, xal rotaura cnevSeic -nepi cwtov yevecdcu arrep 

ar xal oi eySpoi cov c-nevcaAv re xai ecirevcav. This intervention does not seem necessary, however, 

and is not commended by the papyrus. 

13-14 Letter-count suggests that the papyrus had ecrrevcav (with the majority of MSS) in the 
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unpreserved portion of the lines rather than icnovSacav (SV). The former is undoubtedly the correct 

reading, since the verb is coordinated with c-nevcaLev (see previous note). 

A. BENAISSA 

5085. Plato, Euthydemus 286 d, 286 e 

3836.79/4(1-3)4 part 8.5 x10.1cm Third century 

Three fragments showing parts of two columns from a papyrus roll. The 

text is written along the fibres and the back is blank. Assuming no major textual 

discrepancy in the lost parts of cols, i and ii, the column height can be calculated 

at c. 17 cm, occupied by c.25 lines; column width will have been 5.8-6 cm with an 

average of 16 letters to the line; intercolumnium of approx. 2 cm survives. It can 

be estimated that the whole work would have occupied c.130 cols., requiring a roll 

of approx. 10 m in length. 

The script is in a fair-sized formal rounded style. It is dated by comparison 

with XVII 2075 = GMAW211 (assigned to the third century) and P. Ryl. I.16 = GLH 

22b, on the verso of which is a letter dated ad 255/6. The script generally main¬ 

tains bilinearity, broken by p, t, y, <j), and "p. Some letters show slight flourishes, 

such as y. Upper end of uprights of kk and n present tiny leftward hooks. Letters 

of interest include u, written in four strokes; the loop of cj) is diamond-shaped; full, 

rounded co. There is some contrast between thick and thin pen strokes. The left 

margin of column ii shifts to the left (Maas’s law). 

Space-fillers are found at the ends of i 3, 7. Punctuation marks are used by 

the original scribe, yet erratically, often seeming to do no more than occasionally 

mark word division: there is a middle point at ii 9, a low point at ii 4. A possibly 

misplaced dicolon at ii 14 does not coincide with the change of speaker, but another 

one at i 1 does (with no line-beginning preserved), as does the paragraphos in ii 10 

(with no dicolon where it is expected). Thus, there is no evidence of their combined 

use. In col. ii there is a series of dots at the beginning of lines that presumably 

marked the alignment of the column; on alignment dots, see Johnson, Bookrolls and 

Scribes in Oxyrhynchus 91-9. At ii 13 there is a trace of a marginal siglum, a forward 

slash, which may have indicated a textual comment (probably on this roll, rather 

than in a separate commentary), perhaps noting the variant rayeojc for 7Tayecoc or 

vice versa, or marking an error in the missing portion of the line; for more uses 

of the siglum see McNamee, Sigla and Select Alarginalia in Greek Literary Papyri (1992) 

17-18. Elision effected but not marked at i 4 and ii 4, but not in ii 5. 

The papyrus offers two new readings in ii 5 and 12. It agrees with MS T 

against BW in three cases (i 5-6, ii 9, and 9-10), but gives support to B’s reading 

against T in ii 6. 
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The text has been collated with Burnet’s OCT (1903) and Meridier’s Bude 
(1949) and supplemented exempli gratia from the OCT 

Col. i 

to napanav ovk €<f>r]}: (286 d) 

ov8 apa a]/u,a[0i] 

a ov8 ap,a0]eic av< 

BptOTTOl 7] o]v TOUT CLV 

5 €07 ap-atha ei]7rep et 

r] to pev8ec9ai\ tol>v< 
vpaypLaTcuv -n\avv ye- 

e<f>7] aAAa touto]ouk 

].’’’ 

Col. ii 

Ao]|yo[r e^eXey^ac pn]8e (286 e) 

VOC l(jev8[opL€VOV OV 

k] ecTtv ep\rj o ev9v8rj 

p,o]c. ov8 ap[a eieeXev 

5 ev] epee ep\iqv eyoo 

vv\v8t] Zhor[uco§a>poc 

e£]eAey£ai [to yap purj 

. ov TTLpc av t[ic KeXev 

. caL cp- Ev9v8r)[p,e rjv 8 e 

10 . ya) Ta co[p]a [ravTa Kai 

. Ta ev eyovTa ov -navv tl 

KaT[api]av9a[vtv aX 

/ Xa [T-Jayetoc 7r[cvc evvoco 

ictoc pcev o]ur: <pop[TLK(x>Te 

15 pov tl ep]7]copia[L aAAa 

Col. i 

5-6 ei\-nep ei 77 with T: el napel-r] BW (W1 corrects e interlinearly above a). 

Col. ii 
2—3 ou/c] ecTLv. The division of ovk between two lines would have been odd. However, the 

whole word ovk would not fit in 3 before «™, since there is only space for one or two letters (although 
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with an upsilon as narrow as in ev at ii n, it is not impossible). Even if ovk is all written in 3 or in the 

case of a total omission of the word, the problem is not solved, as 2 would be left untenably short. The 

restoration of k at the beginning of 3 is therefore very doubtful. 

4—5 e/ceAeuev] ep.e e(f>[rjv\ eKeXevov e<p~q BT: e’/ceXevev eprjv conjectured by Hermann and 

adopted by most other editors: TeXeve <f>r)p’ Badham. This passage is clearly ambiguous in meaning, 

resulting in the ungrammatical and nonsensical eKeXevov found in all medieval manuscripts. There 

is no way to confirm whether the papyrus attests this reading or confirms Hermann’s conjecture 

eKeXevov, but the presence of ep,e indicates that eKeXevev was written and epe serves as its object, prob¬ 

ably to clarify the meaning. The insertion of epe is in scriptio plena contrary to the scribe’s practice in 

the rest of the surviving text. 

6 Aiov[vco8wpoc with B: o dtovvcdSaipoc TW. 

7 e£]eAey£cu with MSS: e£eXey£ov Badham. 

8— 9 KeXevcaL with T: KeXevcai ovSe KeXevecc otl BW: KeXevcai cv 8e KeXeveic on W ypapercu. 

BW also mark a change of speaker after KeXevcai,. 

9- 10 or Ev9v8r)[p.e rjv S e]|yoj with T: rjv 8' eyw, <1 EvdvSrjpe BW. 

11 The line is restored from the OCT as ov naw tl with TW against B, which omits ov. Specu¬ 

lative restoration allows room for ov. 

12 KaT[ap,]avda[va>: pavdavw MSS with all editors, kat is clearly visible at the beginning of 

the line, a and u are missing, but what follows is certainly in accordance with pav9avcv, attested by 

all manuscripts. 

13 The papyrus could be restored to either the Trayeojc with W or rayeojc with BT. Trayecoc is 

printed following Burnet’s text. 

J. BARTON 

5086. Plato, Laches 179 c-d, 180 a-b 

58/B(72)b (part) 6.8 x 9.5 cm Third century 

Two fragments from the same roll as 5082 (Charmides) preserving a total of 

37 lines from Laches. Between the two fragments approximately 10 lines must have 

intervened, bringing the total number of lines to 47, which can be still accom¬ 

modated in a single column according to calculations for 5082. There is no way 

to determine whether the two fragments are from the same or two consecutive 

columns, but the way they are broken, both preserving the right part of lines with 

a portion of the right margin, might suggest that they are the upper and lower part 

of the same column. 

A high stop is written in fr. 1.4 to denote a short pause and possibly another 

one in fr. 2.6. Iota adscript is written in fr. 1.6. There are no other opportunities to 

observe its use in the manuscript. 

There is slight overlapping with LII 3671 (M-P3 1407.4) at fr.1.1. The papyrus 

offers no new readings. Five other papyri of Laches survive, including 5087 (M-P3 

1407.4, 1408-10). Burnet’s OCT (1903) has been used for the collation of the text. 

The line division is arbitrary. 
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Fr. i 

15 

20 

e/carepoc 77cpt ro]p ?9tVT?V 

irarpoc 77oA]Aa /cat /caAa 

epya eyct AJcyetv irpoc rove 

veayic]/coi/c‘ /cat oca ey 

77oAep.au TjJpyacayro 

/cat oca ey etjp'rp'ip 8tot 

Kovvrec ra re TO/y] cupp[a] 

ya/y /cat ra r^cSc] t[tj]c 779 

Aecoc 

] 
imatcywa/pc] 

0]a re rovebe /ea[t atTta/] 

pe0a]rove 77arc[pac rypcov] 

on T7pa]c pey et[co]y Tpv(f>a[v] 

e-neibrj] pet [pa]/eta eyeypfpc] 

0a 7a Sc] ™[v a]AAa/y 77p[ay] 

para c77par]Toy /cat to[ic] 

be toic feavtc]/cotc aura 

ran7a ey§et/cy]upc0a 

Aeyovrec oti ot p]cy ap[e] 

Xr/covcLV eavrcov] /cat 

pir/ Treicovrai rjpuv] a 

/cAcetc 

(tuo lines missing) 

Fr. 2 

p]a077p[a 

roc etre 80/cet xl/?T7vat /x<?[v 

Oaveiv etre p?]] /cat 77ep[t 

ra/y aXXa>v et r]t eyeic e 

5 77atvec]at pa07/pa yea/[t 

avbpi Tj c77]tr7]Sei/pa [/c]at 

77ept TTjC /cotycojvtac Aeyet[y 

]...’ 

(179 c) 

D 

(180 a) 
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10 

15 

Fr. i 

5—6 TToXe/utn 7]]pyacavTo\[i«iL oca ev with BWt: omitted in T. 

6 The iota adscript seems squeezed between the 77 and the 8. It was possibly added 

later. 

12 rovcSe with BWQj tolcBc T. 

22 [p.77] with BTW but omitted in Q. The line is already short. Although the scribe is not par¬ 

ticularly careful about his line length, it is improbable that fir) is missing. 

Fr.2 

2 x\f?Vva 1 with TW: xprjvaL 17 B. 

6 eTr]LTrl^evlJLa- A trace from a stroke at the top right side of a seems to be an acute accent, but 

it is not required there. The space between A (from einr^Seu/ra) and the other A (from /cat) is wider 

than required for the k. Perhaps a high stop is written to mark the short pause, as in fr. 1.4. 

8-10 The surface of the papyrus is much damaged here, and only traces survive from an 

inestimable number of letters. The traces are undistinguishable except for the lower right bottom 

extremity of a diagonal and the lower part of an upright in 1. 9. 

M. SALEMENOU 

]...[ C.10 

].[]...[ C-1 
ttjv SJiavoiar /cat /cot 

vu)vei]y €TOLfx,oc ol/jlcu 

Se /cat Aa]xVTa T9V ^[e] 9^V B 

drj yap oiei] a> Nlklol [cue o] ye 

eXeyev o Avcipbayoc aprt 7re]pi 

5087. Plato, Laches 180 e, 182 b-c (more of LII 3671) 

51 46.18/0(1-3)0 Fr. 2 3.0 x 2.7 cm Late second century 

Two fragments from a papyrus roll written along the fibres; the back is blank. 

The largest, fr. 2, preserves 11 lines of the left-hand portion of a single column. 

Surface fibres appear to be worn off from large portions of its lower half; the depth 

of the lower margin is consequently uncertain. Fr. 1 preserves parts of 4 lines from 

the middle of a column from 182 b-c. Traces in fr. 2 correspond to 180 e, although 

reconstruction is not certain. Close similarities in hand, format, and size suggest 

that fir. 1-2 came from the same roll as LII 3671, another papyrus of the Laches 

(179 B-C). 

The reconstruction of the roll is problematic, due to the fact that no full 

column or two consecutive ones survive. It is therefore impossible to calculate the 

exact number of lines per column. However, Carlini {CPF I.i*** Plato 21) notes 

that the text preserved in 3671 is very close to the beginning of the dialogue and 
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therefore calculates the column to contain 52-3 lines (assuming that the dialogue 

begins at the top of a column, even if another dialogue precedes the Laches; cf. 

5082 + 5086). If this is the case, then fr. 1 comes from col. v and fr. 2 from col. vi or 

vii of the Laches. Although Carlini’s argument about a 52-line column on account 

of close interlinear spacing is valid, it is also possible that 3671 preserves col. iii of 

a shorter roll with 026 lines per column. In this case 5087 shows cols, viii (fr. 1) and 

ix or x (fr. 2). 

The lines preserved on the fragments have a length of 17-23 letters. The hand 

is of the ‘Severe Style’, sloping to the right with wide letters (u tt h n) contrasting 

with narrower ones (e o p c). o and c ride high above the notional baseline, while 

the vertical stroke of t and sometimes that of y extend below the baseline. The 

horizontal stroke of t tilts sometimes slightly downward (fr. 2.4, 6). The horizontal 

stroke of tt sometimes extends through the left-hand vertical stroke. Letters occa¬ 

sionally connect (e.g. t and go 1.2, 2.6; e and n 2.3). The script is rather uniform, 

but all letters that can be verified are written in the same way as in 3671 and are 

of the same size. In addition, both papyri have an average of 20 letters per line, 

and line-spacing is 4 mm. Due to the small amount of text preserved, 5087 offers 

no opportunity to compare the scribe’s practice regarding lectional marks with 

that of 3671 (where punctuation, breathings, and a diaeresis are observed). 3671 
is assigned to the end of the second century. There is no opportunity to deter¬ 

mine whether iota adscript was written. A correction in fr. 2.10 seems to be itself 

a mistake. 

Fr. 2 supports T against BWQ^at 7-8 and BTQ_ against W at 4. Four other 

papyri of the Laches survive in addition to LII 3671 + 5087 and 5086; see M-P3 

1407.4, 1408-10. The text was collated with, and supplemented exempli gratia from, 

Burnet’s OCT (1903). Badham’s edition (London 1865) was also consulted. 

Fr. 1 

5 

Xovc 

]... 
Aejyorrcor 

C.I2 TTp]oc a.\\rj 

c-io ]...[ 
]..[ 

Fr. 2 

77€/3[l TCLC TfX^eiC KdL TCIVTOL 

Aa/3[tor kcu pLXoTifirjQzic 

ev aurot[c eiu ttclv av to ve 

(180 e) 

(182 b) 
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pL rac cTpaj[r]yLac opp.r]C€Le 

5 kcu r]8rj 8t]Xov[otl ra tov C 

tcov eyop,ena[/<:ai pcaOr] 

p.ara vavra [kcu eTTiTr/ 

8ev/uaTa kcu «:[aAa kcli 

ttoXXou a£ia av8[pL p-adeiv 

10 [[T|e KaL cop 

Ka9r]yrj\c\aiT av tovto 

Fr. i 

I The two larger traces of the three, a vertical and a cross stroke, admit several possibilities (it 

or t). 

2—3 Reconstruction from 180 e is strained but possible, given that vtco of line 2 are positioned 

directly over AA of line 3 and assuming an average count in frr. 1-2 of approximately 19-20 letters 

per line. If the right margin follows aAArj in line 3, then the space before np] oc would be too short to 

accommodate ra yap p,ei,paKia raSe (codd.), and the text at this point is therefore uncertain. 

Fr. 2 

4 [opp.r]cete] supplemented with Burnet and BTQ; appcocete W. 

4-5 If the missing part of the line transmitting the medieval text is intact, then the scribe wrote 

23 letters on line 4, more than he did on average (19-20), perhaps producing an uneven right margin. 

Lines 11—15 of 3671 indicate that the scribe did not always maintain evenness at the end of the lines. 

5 KaL rjSr) SrjXov with MSS: dp/xi)ceie' S-fjAov S’Badham. 

7—8 e7UT?7]Sei!(u.aTa with T: lirLTrjSevpaTa rravra BWQ 

10 |r]e. t appears to have been mistakenly crossed out with a diagonal stroke. These lines ap¬ 

pear to have been written in a finer and lighter stroke than the preceding lines. 

II Kadrjyr]]c[aiT. This curved trace might be the upper stroke of o, c, or e, but the horizontal 

position of this trace within the line, which would allow for approximately 5—6 letters preceding, sug¬ 

gests c. 

B. H. WEAVER 

5088. Plato, Me.no 72 e, 73 a-b 

49 56.96/0(5—6)b 6.9 x 8.9 cm Second century' 

Plate XII 

The upper part of two consecutive incomplete columns from a roll preserving 

Plato’s Meno. The writing is along the fibres, and the back is blank. Only a few let¬ 

ters and traces survive from the right end of col. i. Parts of ten lines from col. ii are 

preserved, and the surface at their right end is much damaged. A top margin of 4.9 

cm and an intercolumnium of 1.7 cm are preserved. The average number of let¬ 

ters per line is 16, producing a column of approximately 5.5-6 cm wide; evidence 

from col. i suggests that letters are squeezed at the end of the lines (i 1). The first 
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column should have contained 27 lines, its height being around 15 cm. Seven or 

eight columns would have preceded col. i in the roll, and the total dialogue would 

have required around 130 columns (9-10 m) and occupied the whole roll, if not two 

shorter ones. 

The hand is an upright, medium-sized, formal round one. It is comparable to 

that of V 844 (Johnson's scribe Ai), generally assigned to the second century, but 

a slightly earlier date has also been proposed (see 5089 introd.). The script is also 

similar to XXVII 2468 + 5089 (Politicus) and possibly the same scribe as 5090, also 

of Politicus (see 5090 introd.). The writing is strictly bilinear apart from J>. There 

is obvious shading, and letters are decorated with blobs, occasionally dragged and 

looking like serifs, k is made in two strokes, with the upper diagonal sometimes 

almost horizontal (note both instances in ii 1, especially the first one, where it looks 

like a r). The cross bar of e connects with the upper part as in 5089 and 5090; h 

has a high cross bar, and y is V-shaped as in 5090 but different from 5089. The 

beginnings of the lines in col. ii move to the left as the column proceeds. Although 

very few line-ends are preserved in col. i, the right margin is relatively uneven, but 

the scribe seems to have taken pains to maintain the width of the column (by com¬ 

pressing the letters in i 1 and writing a tiny c). 

The change of speaker is marked by two dots (ii 3 and 7) and paragraphus in 

ii 3 (but this is impossible to determine for ii 7, since the bottom of its first letters is 

missing). Iota adscript is probably written in one place (ii 6), judging from the avail¬ 

able space, but there is inconclusive evidence for other instances (ii 5). There is no 

case of possible elision. 

The papyrus does not offer new readings. There is no overlap between this 

papyrus and XXXIII 2662 (= CPFI.i*** Plato 34), also preserving Meno. The text 

was collated with Bluck’s edition (1961) and A. Croiset and Bodin’s Bude (1949), 

and supplemented from Bluck’s edition. 

Col. i 

kcu fxeyedoc /cat tjcyuc (72 e) 

eavvep icyvpa yjyfyj'p 

71 toj avTco etSet /ra]t 

tt]l avTrp tcyut tcyjy 

5 pa c. 13 ]. 

1. 

Col. ii 

Ka 1 8t/rat[a>c Slolkovv 

ra: ov hrjTa: ovk[ovv 73 B 

avvep 8t/raia>c[ /rat cco 

(Jspovcoc 8loik[coclp 

St/ratociypi [/rat ca» 

(j>pocvvrj\^i\ 8io[iK7^COV 

cite ar[ay/r]^: [rcov 

av]rco[v apa ap^orepot 

Se]orr[at eivep jaeAAou 

civ] aya[0ot rival 10 
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Col. i 

4 The iotas adscript are restored in accordance with the scribe’s practice in ii 6. 

5 The only trace surviving seems like the top of right arm of y. Restoring the line as tcy\v\pa 

ecrai to yap tt/l a]u also agrees with the average number of letters per line. However, this restoration 

is uncertain, as the trace is minimal. 

Col. ii 

2 The dicola both in this line and in 1. 7 are not very clear, but there is little chance that any¬ 

thing else would have been written there, as there is no variation in the tradition. In both cases the 

traces are compatible with dicola, and they coincide with the changes of speaker. 

3—4 8iK-aiaic[K’cu ca)(f)p6vujc with most MSS: cunfapovcoc Kai hiKaicuc YF. 

5 SiKaLocvvrji [. The last trace is the lower half of an upright. Iota is restored rather than kappa 

on the basis of line 6, where the size of the lacuna presupposes the presence of iota adscript. 

M. KONSTANTINIDOU 

5089. Plato, Politicus 257 b-c, 257 D-258 a (more of XXVII 2468) 

85/81^) 17.5x13.4 cm Second century 

Plate X 

Parts of two consecutive columns in one fragment, preserving the beginning 

of Plato’s Politicus. The bottom of the roll’s first column and the middle part of the 

second are preserved. A lower margin of 5.4 cm and a large intercolumnium of 2.6 

cm survive. It is probably the beginning of the roll, with a left margin of 5.1 cm. 

Three full-length lines from the first column are 5.8-6 cm long, and the average 

number of letters per line is 17. The number of lines per column is 34; this would 

produce a column of around 19-20 cm high. With this format the Politicus would 

fit in a roll 10 m long, perhaps divided into two volumes. Col. i is shifting to the 

left (Maas’s law), and an even right margin is maintained, occasionally wdth space- 

fillers (i 7,10). The writing runs parallel with the fibres, and the back is blank. 

5089 is the same manuscript as XXVII 2468. Fr. 2 from 2468 physically con¬ 

nects to the upper part of 5089, preserving parts of the lines missing from col. i 

(re-edited here in bold letters). The rest of 2468 is from cols, xii and xiii. 

The hand is an upright formal round with decorations and minimal shading. 

The script is carefully executed with a sharp pen. The script becomes evidendy 

faster as the text progresses (frr. 1 and 3 of 2468). cf> is the only letter to break 

bilinearity. Letters of interest are the typical two-stroke A with a loop at the bot¬ 

tom left, and the e with a higher middle stroke closing to the right with the upper 

crescent to form a loop. Decorative serifs mainly at the top and bottom of vertical 

strokes. 5089 is in a similar hand to that of 5088 and 5090. They are all compa¬ 

rable to V 844 (Johnson’s scribe Ai, assigned to the second century, but see CPF 

1.1** Isocrates 84, correcting the date to first/second century), despite their more 

prominent decorations. Due to 844’s three-stroke A and its y and 2, 5089 cannot 
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be identified with Ai. 5088 and 5090 on the other hand are much closer, with 

all letter shapes in common, but slightly more formal. G. Cavallo, ’Osservazioni 

paleografiche sul canone e la cronologia della cosidetta “onciale romana”’, in II 

calamo e il papiro: La scrittura Greca dalV eta Ellenistica ai primi secoli di Bisanzio (2005) 

153-4 (originally published in ASJVPn, 36 (1967) 209-20), and G. Menci, ‘Scritture 

Greche Librarie’, S&C 3 (1979) 23-53, place 2468 in the late first century, which 

is likely, but its original editor’s view of the second century is equally plausible. M. 

Tulli (CPFl.i*** Plato 57) dates it in the first/second century. 

There are no accents and breathings, but lectional marks and punctuation 

are present. Two dots indicate the change of speaker in the dialogue. High point, 

paragraphus, and a x in the left margin of the last line of the first column of the 

roll (i 14). Two line-fillers in i 7, 10. Elision occurs but is not marked (i 10, 13, ii 6). 

Iota adscript is written in the only case where it is required (i 12). The correction 

in i 10 is probably by the same scribe. 5089 does not overlap with the other papyri 

of Politicus. It offers no new readings. The papyrus was collated against the text of 

the OCT (1995). 

v/Aer] fpa[c TeXv]rjc: (257 b) 

ev ye vrj] tov 7ipceyepov 

9eo]v 'co' CcoKparec tov 

5 aptptcorja /cat St/caia>c' 

/cat vavv] pcev ovv pcvrj 

ptjovi/ccoc 677677 At^ac 

{IOC TO TT€pC TOVC AoyC> 

cpiovc ap.apTT)p.a' /cat ce 

10 pc]ev avTi tovtcov etc av 

[tJ '9'cc jU.ere[tjat] cv 8 T]puv> 

co £ev[e pcrj]8apccoc airo 

Kap,r)ic XapLt,op,evoc' 

aAA e^rjc eiTe tov ttoAi 

15 x tlkov a.[v§]/oa, vpOTepov' C 

Col. ii 

co £[eve apcpco 7Todev epcoi (257 d) 

epcot [cuyyevetav eXeiv 

Tcva tov ja[er ye ovv v 

jttetc /c[ar]a TTjv [tov npo 

5 CCOITOV (f>VCLV [opiOLOV 

e[ja]o[t pacve[c9aL <paTe 

TOV 8 YJpLLV [4 /cAiyetC O 258 A 

lALoyvpcoc ovca [/cat 4 

Tr]pocpiqcLC [77apeytTai 

10 Ttra] ot/cetforT^ra Set 

8[t] tovc ye cvyyevetc 

4[p.ac aet Trpo9vp,coc 81 

a[ Aoycov 

Col. i 

4—5 to cco/cparejc tov Appcvva with most MSS: tov Tlptpttova to Cto/cparec W. 

15 In XLVII 3326 (Republic) Haslam considers the xia^etv sign as marking a passage of interest 

and referring to a inro^v^pa accompanying the main text (also Turner, Greek Papyri, 112-18, McNa- 

mee, Marginalia and Commentaries in Greek Literary Papyri 104-5). Here it possibly marks the mentioning 

of the subject matter, as in P. Berol. 9780V (BKTTV 536, re-edited in CPFI.i** Hierocles 1; McNamee, 
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Table 2), as it marks the only extant line where the title of the dialogue is repeated (ttoXltlkov av8pa). 

This is also the case in BKTTV 536, where in two instances y marks both the actual tide and its rep¬ 

etition in the main text. The word ttoXltlkov is also found in 2468 (Fr.i i 18), but the line-beginnings 

are not preserved and the presence of y cannot be confirmed. The same y is found three times in 

the similarly-formatted papyrus of Phaedrus XVII 2102, where its function is uncertain (McNamee, 

Marginalia Table 3). 

Col. ii 

11 ye was supplemented exempli gratia following W and the editors (OCT and Dies) against /3 

and T. There is no way to verify whether the papyrus has re or ye, since there is no space difference 

between the two. 

M. KONSTANTINIDOU 

5090. Plato, Politicus 270 d-e 

48 5B.28/L(i-3)a 6.9 x 17.1 cm Second century 

Plate XI 

The upper left part of a single column from a papyrus roll preserving Plato’s 

Politicus. The writing is along the fibres, and the back is blank. A generous upper 

margin of 5.5 cm and a left one of 1.7 cm survive. The average number of letters 

per line is 16. This would produce a column 5 cm wide. 

The papyrus is written in an upright, medium-sized, formal round hand. The 

script is carefully executed with a relatively broad edged pen. <j)’s vertical stroke 

extends beyond the notional upper and lower lines. The obliques of k do not touch 

the upright. In w the meeting point of the left stroke with the middle cup is low, 

sometimes reaching the notional base line, e is closed-cupped like the Latin e, and 

Y is V-shaped. Decoration is by blobs at the edges of most vertical and diagonal 

strokes (but a blob on e in 2 is probably unintentional), and there is minimal shad¬ 

ing. Decoration seems more prominent in the upper lines of the column, perhaps 

due to the damaged surface of the lower part of the fragment. 

The script is of the formal round type, rather large and upright, assigned to 

the second century (see 5089 introd.). The handwriting is comparable with 5089 
+ 2468 (also Politicus) and 5088 (Meno). 5089 is obviously by a different scribe, 

although the two hands are strikingly similar. 5089 is more fluid (an impression re¬ 

inforced by the thinner pen) and with several letters drawn in a different way than 

in 5090 and 5088 (notably h, k, m, o, tt, and y). 5090 and 5088 are much closer, 

perhaps by the same hand: all letters are drawn in the same way (note k, the high 

middle bar of h, and the two different types of tt at 1 and 5 in 5090 and at ii 3 and 

10 in 5088), and the decoration is similar. The letters in 5088 are larger and the 

columns slightly wider, which might contribute to a first impression of dissimilarity 

between the two hands. Letter and line spacing is more liberal in 5090, but the 

ratio of spacing to the size of letters is the same in the two papyri. Although the 
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format of the two manuscripts is different, it is possible that 5090 and 5088 were 

copied by the same scribe. For examples of a single scribe writing in different size 

and format, see Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus 18, on scribe A2. There 

is not enough evidence to compare the use of punctuation and lectional marks 

(there is no change of speaker in the passage preserved in 5090). In both papyri 

the columns are tilting to the right (Maas’s law). 

There are no accents or breathings. Punctuation is by high point in 3 and 8, 

and there is possibly a middle point in 4. Unmarked elision occurs in 11. There is 

no opportunity to determine the scribe’s practice regarding iota adscript. 

The only new reading in the papyrus at 3 is a grammatical variation; the 

papyrus transmits yepaiorepop instead of yepairepop. Where there is disagree¬ 

ment among the medieval manuscripts, 5090 supports the main families (/3 and 8) 

against Y and T2W2 (at 9-10 and 19-20); in the one instance where the two main 

families disagree, 5090 agrees with TW (at 16), but aligns with W against T at 

19-20. There is no overlapping with any other published papyrus of Politicus. The 

text was collated against the OCT (1995) and Dies’s Bude (1935) and supplemented 

exempli gratia from the OCT. 

Kcu c-navcaTO 7t[olv o (270 d) 

COP 7]P dvrjTo[v 677t 

to ycpcuoTcpov' t[§6tv 

TTOpCVOpLCVOV [pLCTCL 

5 f3aXXop Se -naXip [e77t E 

TOwavTLOv ot[or ve 

LOTCpOV KCU a77a[Aa»T6 

p[o]v €<j)VCTO' KCU [rcov 

p.[er 7rpec]/Si;Tepa»[r at 

10 A[e]ayat [Tpjtxec cpJeAat 

v[o]vto rcoy 8 av y[cvei 

covtojv at 7rapeia[i Ae 

aivopccvcu TraXiv [e7rt 

tt)v vapeX9ovc[av a> 

15 pav ckclctov Ka[9i,CTa 

cav t(jop re r]fio[pTcop 

ra ccopLaTa Aeattjop.6 

pa teat cpuKpor\cpa 

Ka9 rjpX\cpap Kai pv[kta 

20 eKacr]r)p yiypo[piepa 
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3 yepatorepov'. yepatrepov MSS. 

9-10 e/A[eAcu]|v[o]vto witli most MSS: eXevKalvovro Y. There is no doubt that the trace of the 

last preserved letter in 10 corresponds to u rather than A. 

16 re with TW and Dies: Se j3W above the line and OCT. Dies and Nicoll (CQ,25 (1975) 43 n. 1) 

also report t transmitting Se. The papyrus reading is erroneous, and Nicoll is right to assume that the 

shared error re is not important evidence for a T-W link. The papyrus proves that the re was present 

in the tradition long before the point when it is assumed that the medieval families broke off. 

vP°[ vtojv: rjPwvTcov MSS. The papyrus clearly transmits a spelling mistake. 

18 cp.t/cpor[epa: cp-i/cporara corrected in T above the line. 

19—20 ka6 7)p.]epai' kcu rp[/cra | e/cacTj^v with most MSS: ko.9’ €KacT7]v ri/j-epav Kal vvktu T: 

Kad’ Tjp-epav eVacTrp’ /cat vvkto. (corrected with transposition marks in T) Y. 

M. KONSTANTINIDOU 

5091. Plato, Politicus, 299 e, 300 a-b, 300 c 

100/135 (a) 14.6 x 14 cm Second/third century 

Parts of three columns from a roll with a blank back. The top of col. iii sur¬ 

vives, preserving a generous upper margin of at least 3 cm. The column height by 

calculation is c.22 cm, occupied by c.35 lines. The rather wide intercolumnium of 

r.2.5 cm contrasts with the narrow columns of 5-6 cm (10-17 letters), showing a rel¬ 

atively uneven right margin. With an average of 13 letters per column, the column 

should have contained 36 lines. The whole dialogue would have fit in a 10-m roll. 

The text is written in the ‘Severe Style’ with slightly slanting, medium-sized 

letters. There is an apparent contrast between thick and thin strokes. There are 

regular ligatures. Col. ii clearly shows that the letters become smaller and more 

condensed at the ends of some lines, evidently to achieve as even a margin as possi¬ 

ble. Sporadic decorations can be distinguished on certain letters at line-beginnings. 

Little vertical serifs decorate the k (top cross stroke) in ii 6, 10, and iii 7, 10, but not 

in ii 8 (possibly present originally, but now faded away). Similar vertical strokes can 

be found on the only z at the beginning of ii 15 and the y ii 9 (second letter of the 

line) but not in other y. For a similar hand, cf. XXVII 2452 = GMAW2 27, assigned 

to the third century (see 149 n. 48), and XVII 2098 = GLH 19b, dated from the 

document on the back to the first half of the third century. 

No punctuation has been observed apart from paragraphus and dicolon com¬ 

bined to mark the change of speaker (ii 2 and iii 6). Space-fillers occur at the ends 

of i 1, ii 2, 4, and 5. There are neither breathings nor accents. Iota adscript appears 

where we would expect it. There is no opportunity to determine the scribe’s prac¬ 

tice regarding elision, but spacing in iii 6 suggests that the scribe wrote in scriptio 

plena. Cols, i and ii exhibit Maas’s law. 

The correction in ii 14 and marginalia in i 11 and ii 19 are written in a thin¬ 

ner pen, apparently by a second hand. Untypically, the marginalia appear in the 
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right rather than in the left margin, where one would expect explanatory and not 

textual comments (see McNamee, Annotations in Greek and Latin Textsfrom Egypt (2007) 

15-16). There is a striking similarity with the hand of XV 1808, also preserving 

Plato (Republic viii) and heavily corrected and annotated by a second hand similar 

to—but not the same as—that of the marginalia in 5091. The format is similar but 

not identical. 1808 is slightly more upright, and there are small differences in the 

drawing of letters: the middle stroke of w in 5091 connects to the middle of the 

upright, and y is different (although in 5091 ii 9 there is an y similar to these of 

1808). The two papyri show a close resemblance (cf. the decorated k and z at the 

beginning of lines), undermined by the thicker pen in 5091. This type of script is 

generally uniform, often lacking distinctive features, and the possibility that the two 

papyri were written by the same scribe cannot be ruled out. 

The papyrus does not overlap with any other Politicus papyrus published so far. 

However, col. ii 3-14 (300 bi—6) coincides with the quotation in P. Berol. inv. 11749 

(M-P3 1937.1), col. i 6-16; see K. Treu, ‘Kleine Klassikerfragmente’, in Festschrift 

zum 1gojdhrigen Bestehen des Berliner Agyptischen Museums (Berlin 1974) 438-40 (= CPF 

III 8) preserving a commentary on Politicus that is dated to the second century and 

thus earlier than 5091. P. Berol. supports the conclusion that the reading deacdcu 

in ii 11 is a scribal error and confirms that the supralinear addition at ii 14 is indeed 

part of the ancient tradition. 

The fragment offers a new reading in the margin of col. ii. 9 ^ovXevovTatv (or 

perhaps cvfx/3ovXev6vTcov) instead of cv/j.^ovXevcavTO)v. The preserved text stands 

in disagreement with TW and in agreement with jS in ii 10. A change in word order 

occurs in ii 15-16. Possibly another new reading is to be seen in the margin of i 11. 

The text has been supplemented exempli gratia from the OCT (1995). 

Col. i 

[ 010 ] cvy> (299E) 

[ypa/ji/xara yjfyro 

[pceva kcu fji]rj xa 

[ra reyi^r] SrjXov 

5 [oti rracac re a]i re 

[yrou navTeX]u)c 

[av a7ToXoLv]ro tj 

[luuv kou ovS e]cc av 

[ £14 1 
[ £14 ] 
[ £14 1 

10 

[rjouro 
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Col. ii 

[yt]y[votro /ca/c]o[v] 

aArjOecrara ye:> 

7rapa ya[p ojtjLtat TOVC 

VOfAOVC TOVC €K> 

5 rrcipac noAArjc> 

K€ipL€VOy[c KCU t]i 

vcov cvp,fiovAa>v 

e/cacra yaptevraic 

cvpifiovAcvcavTcvv fiovAevovrcov 

10 /Cat TTCLCCLVTCOV 

[#]eac#at r[o] rrArjdoc 

[o] irapa ra[ti]ra toA 

picvv &p[av apcap] 

TrjpLaTOc 'a(a[ ]' a[iTcpya] 

15 t^opievoc a[varpe] 

ttol a[v] Tr[acav c.3 ] 

Col. iii 

08 pupcppia] 

ra p-c[v av e/cacraiv] 

rauraf arj rr]c aAij] 

Oeiac [ra jrapa toiv] 

etSoraifv etc Suva] 

5 puv e[tvat yeypa/x] 

Iueva [7701c Sc ou] 

/cat pi[r]v top ye] 

etSora [e</>a|aev] 

rov ovr[oic 7roAtTt] 

10 /cov et |a[e/avT]] 

pccda 77o[t7]CCtv] 

TTji Teyv[^t 770AAa] 

etc TTjv a[urou 77pa] 

f tv rcoy [ypajUjaa 

TO)[v ouSev 

300 B 

(30° c) 

15 
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Col. i 

i The traces at the end of the line seem like part of the r and a small, rounded space-filler 

(very similar to the ones at ii 2 and 5). However, it would come to stand somewhat oddly beneath the 

horizontal stroke of r. 

The lost text at the beginning of the line could have read either Kara cvyypap,p.aTa with /3W 

or Kara ra cuyypap.jU.ara with T. 

5 [re] widr most MSS: omitted in B. Since the number of letters varies considerably from line 

to line, it cannot be determined whether re is actually written on the papyrus. 

8-9 ouS e]tc T: ovSelc B. ouS e]ic is restored following the OCT text, because it is not possible 

to determine which of die two readings was written in the papyrus. There is a hint that the scribe did 

not elide in iii 6 (see relevant note) and if this is the case, and he was consistent in his practice, then 

ovS’ etc would have been written ouSe etc, which would have resulted in a 15-letter line. This is longer 

than the two previous lines (12 letters each), making it the longest surviving line of the column, and 

therefore ovSeic might seem more convenient in terms of spacing. However, line 8 extends slighdy 

into the right margin, allowing space for an extra letter. Moreover, a 15-letter line is not excessively 

long (i 6 for instance has 14 letters). 

II [t]outo ^tjt(siv). The abbreviation could stand either for its common use as a marginal 

note: £yret, ‘look it up’, with a transcript of the text in question (cf. McNamee, Annotations 15, and 

GA1AIV2 p.16), or conceivably, as a variant reading (touto ^retv) for what should have been in i 11, 

tovtov t,7]reiv (299 E7). McNamee notes that the former usage is typical, when the text in the column 

contains an anomaly. 

Col. ii 

I The first remaining trace is best assigned to the second r. There might be a microscopic trace 

of the following letter, probably n. The last, disproportionately thick, trace in this line is written on 

a fibre that is significantly bent to the left, so it should be taken to belong to a letter at the end of the 

line, probably o of kcikov, rather than to a letter that would have stood in the place in which the trace 

is now. If the scribe was consistent in his use of dicolon, we may assume one at the end of the line as 

there is a change of speaker. There also may have been room for a space-filler. 

6 Ka,p.evov[c with MSS: Ka.p.e]vrjc P. Berol. 11749. 

9 The marginal reading fiovXevovTwv must be a variant reading for cvp-flovXevcavTwv written 

in the line. Maybe it indicates only a change of aspect, and we are meant to infer cvp.fiovXevovTa>v. 

Neither /SouAeuovrojv nor cvp./3ovXevovTwv made it into the medieval tradition, which unanimously 

transmits cvfxpovXevcavTtov. The latter is also the reading of P Berol. H749- 

10 TTeLcavToiv with /3: cvpiveicdvraiv TW. 

II [6]eac8ai: decdai MSS and P. Berol. 11749. In Phaedo 84 b Plato uses fledc&u with the meaning 

‘to contemplate’. However, it seems difficult to make much sense of such a meaning here. Similarly, the 

possible meanings ‘to see clearly’ (cf. Protagoras 352 a) and ‘to behold with a sense of wonder’ hardly 

fit into the context of the passage, which makes it likely to be an uncorrected mistake by the scribe. 

14 'aA ]'. There are traces from the word d/xdpri7/xa above the line, but most probably 

voXXavXdaov was also added. The two words, transmitted by all medieval manuscripts and P. Berol. 

11749, obviously were mistakenly left out by the scribe, since the preserved ap.apri^a-roc avepya£o- 

ixevoc is a blatant mistake. In order to fit both words the scribe would possibly have had to write more 

than one line in the margin, in order to avoid entering the next column’s space. 

15-16 a[varpe]|7T0i with most MSS: avarpevet Y. All manuscripts transmit vdcav dv after 

avarpenoii-ei). The traces on the papyrus suggest that there is a change of word order, and avarpevoi 

av vacav was written there. The N from av is missing, but the space is right for a wide letter. A it, 

probably from vacav, clearly follows. 
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Col. iii 

6 The reconstructed line is rather short (although not shorter than iii io), suggesting that Se ov 

was written in full. 

8 If the line preserves the same text as the medieval MSS, then it is the shortest surviving line 

of the papyrus. The numerous p, and v (both wide letters) of this portion of text might have contrib¬ 

uted to a smaller number of letters per line. It is also possible that in this and the previous lines (also 

relatively short) the scribe did not cram the letters at the line-ends. There might have been a space- 

filler at the end of the line. 

O. RANNER 

5092. Plato, Politicus 305 D-306 b (more of PSI XV 1484) 

40 5B.no/H(i-2)b Fr. 2 8.3 x 18 cm Early second century 

Two fragments that are clearly part of the same papyrus roll as PSI XV 1484 

(giving 304 ei2 305 cn) and P. Oslo 2 9 (giving 308 e 10-309 c6); a comparison of 

the handwriting of the three papyri is possible on the basis of plate 254 in CPFYV.2. 

In 5092 fr. 1 gives the lower line-ends of what can be seen to be col. ii of PSI 1484, 

a part of the lower margin measuring 2.2 cm and the right intercolumnium, which 

amounts to 1.5 cm. Fr. 2, the largest, contains the remains of the next two columns, 

which are separated by an intercolumnium also of c.1.5 cm. Both the upper and 

bottom margins have been lost in this fragment. Col. i preserves the lower part of 

the written area and some of the upper line-ends. The 36 line-beginnings in col. 

ii cover the full written height, which amounts to 18 cm. Most lines contain 13-16 

letters and are 4.5-5 cm wide. Fr. 3 remains unplaced. In the joint edition of the 

two papyri (CPFI.i*** Plato 61), Tulli has underestimated the number of missing 

columns between PSI 1468 and P. Oslo 9: between 5092 col. ii and P Oslo 2 9 col. i 

about nine columns can be estimated to be missing. 

This is an informal round hand of small size, generally upright and bilinear 

except for <f>, which projects above and below the line, and p, which reaches below 

the line. Each letter stands independent and for itself, but A u n y are cursively 

made in one sequence, and A e- tend to ligature. Letters worth noting: a has its 

left-hand corner almost rounded; tt has the right leg a little curved; y has lost the 

vertical stem and is sometimes V-shaped. The hand can be assigned to the early 

second century. P. Phil. 1 = GLH 13a, written in ad 125, provides a good parallel 

for many of the individual letters (a, a, tt, y). Its more cursive character is due to 

the fact that it is a document. Also comparable are XVII 2076 and XV 1809 = 

GMAW 2 18 and 19 respectively, both assigned to late first / early second century. 

XI1364 and 1365, adduced as parallels for P. Oslo 2 9 by Eitrem-Amundsen, are 

obviously no parallels, since they represent the Severe Style. 

Dicolon (fr. 2 i 25, 26, ii 26, 31) combined with paragraphus (fr. 2 ii 4, 5) serves 

to mark change of speaker. In fr. 2 ii 12 and 35, where there are two changes of 
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speaker in a single line, a double paragraphus appears (cf. P. Harr. 12). Punctuation 

in the form of a middle stop is used in fr. 1.4 and fr. 2 i 14 and 18 to aid correct 

division of the sense inside a period. A rough breathing (Turner’s form 1) and a cir¬ 

cumflex are placed over 00 of coSe in fr. 2 ii 27. Elision is marked by apostrophe in 

fr. 2 ii 24, 27, but remains unsignalled in fr. 2 i 2, 24 and ii 34. It is not effected at all 

in fr. 2 i 11. The scribe writes a supralinear addition in fr. 2 ii 2 to provide what he 

had left out propter homoioteleuton. In the intercolumnar area, to the left of each of fr. 

2 ii 26 and 27 a diple appears, and against fr. 2 ii 28 there exists the sign I, attested 

also in PSI 1484 ii 10. M. Manfredi, Dai papiri della Societd Italiana (Firenze 1966) 9, 

followed by Tulli (CPFl.i*** Plato 61 p. 307), has suggested that the sign might have 

been used to refer the reader to a variant or a note somewhere in the margins, but 

there are no means to test the validity of this interpretation. 

Other Politicus fragments in the Oxyrhynchus collection are X 1248, XXVII 

2467 + 5089, 5090, and 5091. The text of this papyrus overlaps with no other 

previously published; collated with the OCT (1995) and Dies’s Bude (1935) it ex¬ 

hibits three new variants (fr. 2 i 14, 17, 18), an original addition (fr. 2 ii 3), and, if 

the considerations in fr. 2 ii 30 are correct, an omission attested nowhere in the 

MS tradition. Where the two main medieval families are divided (BD and TW; at 

about 287 T changes source and moves to a position closer to W: see W. Nicoll, CQ, 

25 (1975) 41-7), 5092 offers the correct reading. As there is not a single agreement 

in manifest error between the papyrus and the rest of the tradition (in fr. 2 i 11-12 

airacojv is estimable although rejected by editors), we have no indication of the 

papyrus’ affiliations. 

Fr. 1 

305D 

5 
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Fr. 2 

Col. i 

(6 lines missing) 

8i]e 

XyXv9ap,ev ov\t aX 

XyXoov ovd av^rouv 

apyovcai vepL Se] rt 

5 va lSlclv avTTjc\ ov 

ca 

Kara ttjv tStOT^Jra 

TOJV 7Tpa^€]cp[v To] U 

vOjUa S]i/ca[i]a>c [et 

i° ^]v[cf)]ev t8t]ov: ei^a 305 E 

ct] yovv: tyv 8e a 

7ra]ccov TOUT(jOV ap 

x\oycav /cat twv 

vop.u>]y- /ca[t] £yp, 

15 ttcl[vt]u)v tcov tea 

ra ir[oAi]y [eJirt/xeAou 

p-evyv /cat VaVafTa 

£vyv(f)cuvovcav 

opBorara tov kocv[o]v 

20 TTj leXycet 77e[p]tAa 

fiovT€C T7]V [Swa 

/x[i]y yyTrjC -rjpoca 

yo[pe]yo[i,]p,ev St/cat 

ora]r av toe eouee tto 

25 Xitl]kt]v: 7rav[r]a 

7iact] p,ev ovv: ovko[v]v 

8y k\o.L KCLTd TO TT]C 

v<f)a\yTiKr]c napa 

Setyp,]a fiovXoLp.e 

].[ ]A(te[i]y 

Col. ii 

—ayj[riv vvv ore xai 

Travra 'tcl [yevy ra tea 

ra rrjv [77oAtv 8y 

Act yp-Ly [yeyovev: 

5 /ca[t] c<£oS[pa ye Tyv 306 A 

8rj /3a[c]tX[ueyv cvp 

Ti-XoK[rjv toe eouee 

XeK\r\eoy [7701a re 

eCTl /c[at TIVl TpOTTOO 

10 cvpLTj\XeKovca 7701 

ov yp[lv vcf>aepa 

a77o8t[8atct 8yXov 

7] xa[Ae770i' ev8ei 

£ac#a[t -rrpaypa a 

15 yayie[cuov apa ye 

yoyey[ toe cfxuve 

toll 77[avraic ye py 

prjTeoy [to yap ape 

Tyc p[epoc apeTye 

20 et8ei 8[ia(f)opov et 

Vat Tiy[a TpOTTOV 

totc 77ep[i Xoyovc ap. 

<pLe^yTy'[TLKOLC Kai pa 

X’ eveTnd[eTov 77poc 

25 rac toj[v voXXtov 

> 8o£ae: [ovk epaOov 

> aAAJ d>8e [iraXiv av 

-\ 8pecav y[ap OLpac 

ce rjyei[c9aL pepoe B 

30 e\v apeT[yc eirnt 77a 

vv] ye: /c[at pyv cai 

(f>po[c]vvy[v av8pec 

ac p[ev eTepov ev 

8 ovv [/cat tovto po 

35 piov [ye Kaieecvo vai 

j[ 
30 



Fr. 2 

Col. i 
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6 ] . The first trace has a horizontal line at top level whose left-hand extremity joins with 

vertical stroke now missing, perhaps compatible with both t and 2 (from the word -npaLv expected 

there), but the trace following does not fit with in. The second trace is remains of two uprights (the 

first one with slightly rightward-curving extremities) joined by a horizontal stroke in their upper part, 

compatible with H. Could the scribe have reversed the order of iKacrrj rrpa^w and written e'/cdcr?] 

TTpagiv instead? 

11 There are only minimal traces of the dicolon after yovv, but there is adequate space between 

the words, and there is little doubt that it is written there. 

II—12 a|,7ra]caii' with TVV: nacwv BD. 

14—15 5092 is unique in offering £u/ryafvTjaiv and in 18 £vyv<f>cuvovcav instead of cvpand 

cvv-. £-forms appear also in other Plato papyri and seem to be archaisms, well adapted to an age of 

Atticism. See Bastianini’s note on Protagoras XIII1624 in CPF I.i*** Plato 62 and the literature cited 

there. It should be noted that the scribe uses the £-forms inconsistently; he writes cvpTr[^eK0Vcal in 

ii 10. 

17 VaVavra. The corrected reading ra rravra is not attested in any medieval manuscript. 

1 g This is the longest line, comprising 17 letters. 

25—6 Trav[r]a[7Taci] with BD: navv TW. 

27 k]cu with TW after correction : om. BDW before correction. 

30 The text transmitted in the MSS is too short to fill the lacuna in this line. A textual discrep¬ 

ancy, such as a repetition, or a new variant must have occurred here. 

Col. ii 

1 A thin long line in the margin immediately left to line 1 is of uncertain significance. A para¬ 

graphs is not expected there. 

2 P. Oslo 9 ii 10 provides another instance of the scribe correcting himself (his omission). 

3 The insertion of the article before 7roAiv is a hitherto unrecorded addition. 

9 [tlvl] supplemented from the OCT with TW. |S transmits -no'up instead. 

17 rcu Tr[avTcoc. There is no trace of a dicolon between the two words, although the surface of 

the papyrus is much damaged. Even if the dicolon is faded, there is not enough space between the 

two words; cf. for example 2 ii 26 and 31. Perhaps the scribe missed the change of speaker (there is 

no trace of a paragraphus where expected, but again the surface of the papyrus is damaged), or he 

inserted the dicolon later in the narrow space and the ink is now faded away. Three traces above rai 

could either be a damaged paragraphus (perhaps mistakenly written there instead of below line 17), 

or three deletion dots above the letters, again mistaken. 

21 There is a trace attached to the first n of the line and into the left margin. It is possibly 

a critical sign, like a y, with which the trace is compatible. 

23-4 Spacing suggests that the papyrus originally had ap<fncfirj[TiKOic (with T before correc¬ 

tion, B), not the correct ap<f>ccf}r)TT]Tu<oLc (with T after correction, W). ry was inserted above the line. 

26 The double paragraphus which can be assumed to have existed below S in 8o£ac (cf. 2 ii 12) 

has been lost to abrasion. 

27 aAA ’ d)8e. The lectional signs distinguish from aAAo; §e: an example of their use to clarify 

articulation. 

30 There is not enough space for the received text ev aperrjc rjp.lv dvai. The scribe can be as¬ 

sumed to have left out either aperr/c or rjplv. -qp-lv is the likelier, not being indispensable to the sense. 

G. XENIS 
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5093. Rhetorical Epideixeis 

120/18-19 fr. 1 15.4 x 15.6 cm Second half of first century 

fr. 2 9.2 x 15.5 cm Plates VI-IX 

Two large fragments and 68 smaller pieces from a papyrus roll. On one side, 

written along the fibres, we have the upper parts of four consecutive columns (the 

first represented only by two line-ends); in col. iii the beginnings are on fr. 1, and 

the ends on fr. 2, but continuities of sense show that the two fragments should be 

aligned in this way (the running of the fibres is compatible with this). The recon¬ 

structed portion of the roll is c.30 cm wide. In this edition I will indicate this por¬ 

tion as fr. 1+2. The surviving upper margin measures c.2 cm, the intercolumnium 

00.5-1.0 cm; the margin to the right of col. iv measures 5.5 cm. Column-width is 

c.7.5 cm. Column height survives to 32-4 lines, 013.5 cm; there is no clear indica¬ 

tion how many lines are lost at the foot. According to W. A. Johnson’s investigation 

(.Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus (2004) 122-3) ro^s written in informal and cursive 

scripts like 5093 could reach a column height of 029 cm. On the back the same 

hand has written another column at a point corresponding to cols, ii-iii, and the 

text might have continued to the right; but to the left there is a blank of c.20 cm. 

Thus it seems that this was an opisthograph roll (see M. Manfredi, ‘Opi- 

stografo’, PP 38 (1983) 44-54; G. Messeri, R. Pintaudi, £PE 104 (1994) 233 n. 1; 

CPF 1.2**, no. 65, introd., p. 648; 168 (2009) 107-11, esp. 107 n. 6), but the 

format is odd. I am inclined to assume that the front is the original recto, although 

I cannot be sure, since no kollesis can be seen. In any case, one could assume that 

there was originally a kollesis in the part of col. iii that is now missing: this would 

imply a kollema-width of about 17 cm, which is perhaps relatively narrow, but still 

within the range described by Pliny and found among rolls from Oxyrhynchus (see 

Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes 88-91). The wide margin to the right of col. iv would 

mark the end of the roll, since the right-hand edge looks straight enough to be the 

original edge. The blank space on the back may have been left empty to be filled 

later with writing (cf. LIV 3724). This is perfectly compatible with the character of 

the pieces contained in these fragments, probably representing a sub-literary text 

with practical purposes related to teaching (see below). 

The smaller fragments have not been placed: I assume that they belong to the 

same roll on the basis of the script, but some of them are thematically related to the 

two major fragments (see below). However, the thematic similarities do not mean 

that those smaller fragments belong necessarily to the compositions of fr. 1+2: they 
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may belong to other pieces devoted to similar topics. Moreover, frr. xbis—i'jbis are 

written on both sides. 

I he script also is compatible with the practical purposes of 5093 mentioned 

above. It is an informal handwriting with remarkable cursive tendency and numer¬ 

ous abbreviations, which appears quite similar to the script used for hypomnemata. 

On the one hand, ligatures are numerous (see e.g. fr. 1+2 -> iv 3 tovcct- and 11 

aAAe-; i 3 -cat). On the other hand, some letters are drawn separately and are 

clearly distinct, as in an ordinary bookhand script. For the alternation of these two 

characteristics, see e.g. fr. 1+2 —* iv, at the beginning of 7, where the first four let¬ 

ters are in ligature, while in the following sequence roixorop, letters are distinct; 9, 

where there is a separated letter in the sequence /j.ev—17—c, which belongs to a single 

word; fr. 1+2 —> ii 11, crotyetoir, where the letters are mostly separated. It is worth 

considering the characteristics of individual letters. A presents a sort of narrow 

loop on the top. b presents usually a U-shape, typical for cursive, but in one occur¬ 

rence it has the more bookhand-looking form with two clear-cut lobes (see fr. 5 ii 

18). e presents a cursive shape, h approximates to an S, but there are occurrences 

presenting a more square shape with shorter right-hand upright whose tip joins 

the end of the central stroke (fr. 1+2 i 10, fr. 5 ii 1 and 2, fr. 13.2 and 4). u consists 

of a diagonal departing from below the baseline and a deep central curve, which 

represents the two central diagonals; this shape is rather similar to that found in 

minuscule, t often takes a distinctive shape, with a curving stem through which 

the crossbar cuts; the upper arc of the curve sometimes blends with the left-hand 

half of the crossbar, sometimes joins it to form a closed loop, sometimes projects 

above it. y is V-shaped, -j" consists of a sort of crux. A good parallel for this script 

is represented by P. Lond. Lit. 108 (GAE4W2, no. 60), Arist. Adrjvalcov /7oAirefa, 

assigned to the late first century (on the basis of the documentary text on the recto, 

dated to ad 78—9), first hand (a—cols, i—xii; see Adrjvalajv HoXircla: Facsimile of 

Papyrus CXXXI in the British Museum (London 1891), pll. i-ix) and fourth hand (y 

cols, xxv-xxx; see Facsimile of Papyrus CXXXI pll. xvi-xviii); see also L. Del Corso, 

"L’Athenaion Politeia (P. Lond. Lit. 108) e la sua “biblioteca”: libri e mani nella 

chora egizia’, in D. Bianconi, L. Del Corso (eds.), Oltre la scrittura: Variazioni sul tema 

per Guglielmo Cavallo (Paris 2008) 13-52, esp. 19-20 and 24-8). I am inclined to assign 

5093 to the second half of the first century. 

There are no accents or other diacritics (but see possible dicolon in fr. 1+2 I 17 

and possible punctuation mark in fr. 26.2). Punctuation is marked by means of para¬ 

graphs at the beginning of the line plus blank space within the line. Forked paragra¬ 

phs occurs in fr. 1+2 -> ii, between 9-10, with a blank, to indicate the beginning of 

a new piece, in fr. 4.2-3 and 11—12 (but here blank space is not survived because the 

text breaks off) and in fr. 28.1. In fr. 1+2 -Mv 10 and 11 blank space occurs without 

paragraphs. Fr. 1+2 4. presents two sections in ekthesis, lines 15-25 and 29-32; fr. 4, 

only two lines, 9 and 20. In fr. 5 ii three short sections—3-4, 9— 11, and 18-20—are 
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in eisthesis. In fr. 1+2 -* ii lines 5-6 appear to be slightly in ekthesis, probably ac¬ 

cidentally, as the first line of fr. 1+2 i. Elision occurs in fr. 1+2 -» iii 4, 9, probably 

23, iv 11, 16, 19, 24; i 12, 14; fr. 3.3, fr. 8.2; scriptioplena occurs in fr. 1+2 i 2 ini E[v] 

f>vhLKr)L\ 3 inl dvaycoyrp] 9 ini ApavorjL. Crasis in fr. 1+2 —>64 kclk, iv 16 kolv. Iota 

adscript is generally written correctly throughout. Correction apparently by the 

same hand occurs in fr. 1+2 -* ii 2, 4 20, fr. 3.9, fr. 4.17, fr. 12.8, fr. 17.11, fr. 10bis —>• 

2, possibly in fr. 3.6, fr. 19.9, fr. 20.5, 7bis 4 2. In fr. 24.3 correction or variant may 

be meant. Phonetic spellings occur (fr. 1+2-+ iii 6 pi+ip/priyf, very probably 7 yp. [ = 

ype[tcac, and possibly 12 enei = ini, 4 6 aA wov = aXy(e)Lvov); see Gignac, Grammar 

i 189—90. In fr. 1+2 4 12 the compound cvvcrrjca[c is written without assimilation 

of the nasal, as frequently in papyri of the Roman period (see Gignac, Grammar i 

165-6 and 170). 

Atticized orthography is to be noticed: use of -tt- instead of -cc- (fr. 1+2 -* iii 

5 JuAarrop.at, 24 kitt [, iv II tjttov, fr. 16bis —> cXltt [; fr. 3.3 6aXaT = ddXar{rav)), 

but aLviccojxevov in fr. 1+2 4 5, p,eAi [ = MeAicfo/i] in fr. 1+2 4 8, possibly daXa = 

6aXacicrjc) in fr. 1+2 -> ii 13 (unless daXar is read) and consistent use of cvv- instead 

of gw- (fr. 1+2 iv 28-9, 4 12, 13). 

The writer makes much use of abbreviation. In many cases these are suspen¬ 

sions of the type familiar from documents: ceXV = ceXr]{vr]c) in fr. 1+2 ->• ii 12; = 

£cp(a>v) in fr. 1+2 —> ii 14; T€yva = Teyva(ic') in fr. 1+2 —> ii 14; ypaA = ypap.(pLaTLKrjL) 

in fr. 1+2 -> ii 15; c-roA = cToiy(ela) in fr. 1+2 -> ii 16; ctA = cuA(AajSai) in fr. 1+2 -» 

ii 16; npo\oT = npo\olp,(iov) in fr. 1+2 —> ii 16—17; = 8irjy(T]cic) in fr. 1+2 —> ii 

17; gai\p€c = igal\pec(i,c) in fr. 1+2 —> ii 17—18; crA = cTiy(ouc) in fr. 1+2 —> A3; olko- 

vod- = olKOvopi(lav) in fr. 1+2 —> iv 7; napoid- = napoLpi(lav) in fr. 1+2 -+ iv 24; ]paya> - 

r]payaj(Stav) in fr. 1+2 -+ iv 26, fr. 3.8, fr. 4.17, fr. 45.2, and possibly in fr. 37.2; yv = 

yv(yaiKi) in fr. 1+2 ^ 2, 9; a = aSeX^prjv) in fr. 1+2 P14; eneLpac = inecpdc^avro) in 

fr. 1+2 i 8; eXcopV = iX<l>(f)r][ce) in fr. 1+2 >fl2; €na(f>r)cap.€ - ina<pr]cdp,€(voL) in fr. 1+2 

—> ii 8; ye^ = yiX(co-) in fr. 3.4 and 7; evav = Mevav(8p-) in fr. 4.5; 8lovvc = Aiovvc(o-/ 

an) in fr. 4.14. 

However, he also uses abbreviations of the ‘scholiastic’ system, consisting of 

the abbreviation of syllables: y = y(ap); k = /c(ai); pi = p(iv)\ o+ = or(t) in fr. 1+2 ->• ii 

9, i 6, and fr. 2bis i 6 (cf. also fr. 39.2); ov = ou(tojc) in fr. 1+2 -> iv 22, fr. 4.19; n = 

n(epl); nP = np(oc); v = -v(at), ending of the present infinite, used in etv = av(at) in 

fr. 1+2 —y ii I, iv 12, and fr. 4*17» ,vei-v = evefv(ai) in fr. 1+2 -+ 11 5; cvveiv = cuyefv(at) 

in fr. 1+2 T 13; r«- = yt(yverat) in fr. 4.6; yP = yp(a<f>-) in fr. 3.7, cf. eyP - iyp(acf>-) in fr. 

!5-3; cf)7! - (f>r)(ci) in fr. 4.19, fr. 5 i 17 and possibly in fr. 14.3. 

Such forms may also be used when the same syllable forms part of a longer 

word, e.g. 'av8poc = IJ(epi)av8poc in fr. 1+2 i 8 (and probably 'o 07c = n(epL)ovcrjc 

in fr. 1+2 4- 17)? nponepincopl = nponip.na>p(ev) in fr. 1+2 —► iv 29. Although there is 

no sure evidence from the extant text (as I have been able to restore it), it cannot be 

excluded that pt = p(iv) was used in the middle of words, e.g. yevopioc = yevopL(ev)oc. 
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Ihe scribe also uses a symbol that belongs to the same system: / = (e'en) in fr. 1+2 

-* ii 7. 

Papyri containing similar abbreviations are: VIII 1086, Hypomnema on Homer, 

of the first century bc {GMAW2 no. 58; CPF IV2, pi. 160); the above-mentioned 

P. Lond. Lit. 108; BKT I, Didymus’ Commentary on Demosthenes, assigned to the first 

half of the second century (cf. CPF I.i**, p. 272; images in BKT I, pll. 1-11; Schu- 

bart, PGP no. 20; Seider, Pal. Gr. ii.2, pi. xix.38; CPF IV2, pi. 14); P Lond. Lit. 138, 

Rhetorical Exercises of the first century; XXXI 2536, Hypomnema of Theon on Pindar, 

assigned to the second century (pi. 111; GMAW2 no. 61); BKT IV (P. Berol 9780), 

Hierocles, HOlkt) cToiyeiWic (republished in CPF I.i** no. 60, with images in CPF 

IV2, pll. 15-17), assigned to the later second century; LXXII 4854, [Aelius Aris¬ 

tides], Texvcov 'PrjTopiKcbv a, assigned to the late second/early third century. For 

a general account, see K. McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary Papyri and Ostraca, 

BASP Suppl. 3 (Ann Arbor 1981), in particular pp. xi-xiv; cf. CPF I.i**, pp. 276-81. 

The same abbreviations occur in a draft of a private letter from Lollianos, the 

8rj/ji6cioc ypafjLfjiaTLKoc of Oxyrhynchus (P. Coll. Youtie 66, of 253-60; reprinted as 

XLVII 3366). This tends to confirm the idea, based on the papyri mentioned, that 

this system is characteristic of commentary texts and informal copies of literary 

texts made for private use. 

Note that 5093 does not make full use of the system as it appears e.g. in 

Didymus’ Commentary on Demosthenes (see BKT I, pp. 2-3); thus it writes eiv for elvau, 

not \, and em, not e; the conventional signs for final syllables like -cop (McNamee, 

Abbreviations, 115-17) are not used. This may add to the impression of a private copy 

(see below). Finally it is to be noticed that in fr. 14.3 the sequence apf very probably 

represents the siglum for Ap(icro)(f)(dvrjc). 

The surviving text on fr. 1+2 represents at least four compositions: 

(1) Recto i—ii 9: the title is not preserved; the subject is the difference between 

7ratSia and cnovSr]. The first is argued to be built into us, since tickling will produce 

laughter but no physical stimulation will produce seriousness. 

(2) Recto ii 9 ff. The title is preserved, ra^ecoc iyKcopuoly)', the subject is order in 

the natural world and in human activities (reyrai) like music, writing, and rhetoric. 

(3) Recto iii-iv. The title is not preserved. With regard to the subject, col. iv 

clearly deals with child-murder and, more generally, immoral motifs as constitu¬ 

ents of plots in Tragedy, in opposition to the realistic and more decent themes of 

Comedy. A syncrisis between the two genres seems to be developed, and the author 

expresses his favour for Comedy. The lower part of col. iii seems already to treat 

this subject, and there is no sign of paragraphus in its upper part, a fact that suggests 

that this section began in the lower part of col. ii and occupied more than two full 

columns. 

(4) Verso. The title or heading is preserved and is rather mysterious (see comm, 

ad loc.). The subject is the attempt to recover wives from death by illicit means such 
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as magic, and the subsequent recourse to cocp'ia as real consolation for the death of 

a beloved person. This is exemplified by means of mythical and historical figures. 

These sections are not homogeneous. (3) looks quite fully developed, and ran 

to 80 lines or more of connected prose. The better-preserved portion presents the 

end of a carefully structured speech, addressed to a plural audience, with a climac¬ 

tic movement that quotes a proverb and plays with its wording (iv 22-7), presents 

a personification of Tragedy and Comedy, and concludes by alluding to the typical 

conclusion of Menander’s comedies, the call for a torch to lead the actors off the 

stage (29 ff). Of (1) we have only the end, but that too is presented in full sentences; 

the same is true of (4), so far as it goes. The exception is (2), which presents an 

asyndetic list of topics; if (3) began already in col. ii, this may have been quite short. 

Among the minor fragments, fr. 3 and 4 clearly deal with themes linked to fr. 

1+2 —> iii-iv: in spite of the fragmentary state of preservation, it is possible to dis¬ 

tinguish elements related to laughter and mocking (fr. 3) and a comparison between 

Tragedy and Comedy (fr. 3 and 4), the names of Menander and Ecphantides (fr. 4). 

Fr. 3 and fr. 4, on the basis of the content and the condition of preservation (they 

look slighdy darker than fr. 1+2) could belong to the same section, although direct 

material joining does not seem to be possible. In theory we cannot exclude that 

they were part of the speech of fr. 1+2 iii—iv, in which case we should assume 

a quite long column for a longer articulated treatment of the subject involving also 

Comedy and comic writers (it has to be noted, however, the presence of the forked 

paragraphus in fr. 4.2 and 11, which may indicate different sections as in fr. 1+2 ->• ii 

9; cf. fr. 3.1-10 n. and fr. 4.1—20 n.). Alternatively, we can think that the roll con¬ 

tained another section with a subject similar to that of fr. 1+2 ->• iii-iv. Besides, fr. 

5 i probably contained quotations from comic writers; fix 5 ii, 6, 7, 10, 11, 37, and 

45 present lexical elements thematically compatible with the topics of fr. 1+2 -» 

iii-iv. In particular, frr. 9, 10, and 11 may belong to the same column on the basis of 

lexical elements and material aspects: note that both frr. 9 and 11 partially preserve 

the intercolumnium. 

In assessing the style on the basis of fr. 1+2, we can note the elaborate con¬ 

struction of many sentences, and the use of illustrations from Greek myth, tragedy, 

and biography. At a more detailed level: 

(a) The Attic spelling in -tt- is used (see above), although not consistently. 

However, cuv- (instead of the £w- that we expect in Attic) is consistently used: —>■ 
iv 28-9, i 12, 13). 

(b) Hiatus does occur, but rarely: -> ii 8 ov iTraprjcapL^voi); -> iv 11 iviKrjdr] 

aXX’ (sentence-end); 16 Trjpel e</>’ (clause-end); F 4—5 i7ncTpa\(priv[aL\ cbroruyeiv; 5 

8uo alviccopievoV, (cf. fr. 3.8 ecprj a£iov; fr. 4.4 vocei avrov). 

(c) The vocabulary includes items entirely or largely attested only in prose 

of the Hellenistic and Roman periods: —> ii 2 em/cAivd>c, 13 jSAdc-ny, iii 21-2 jSpe- 

(poKTOvoc, iv 9 reKVOKTOv'ia, 27 dqaeH^aj, F 2 V7T€p7radr]c. 
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[d) Various kind of stylistic felicity: word-play with etymological figures 

(TrapcuTrjcopLevov . . . a.7TapacTrjT(ovc) in (4) 3—4; co(plcpbar[a] rrapr]yoplac ov 

TTapr]yopr]pLaTa in (4) 9-10); elegant word-order (cupapievoi . . . xal diyovrec in (1) 

5—6 where both participles apply to the genitive in the middle); elaborate para¬ 

phrase (ot ra 77-aAcua pivdoXoyovvfec) in (4) 1; play with the overlap of two mean¬ 

ings of a single verb in (3) iv 18. 

These texts seem to represent the writer’s own notes rather than the copy 

made by a professional scribe: the script, the ‘scholiastic’ abbreviations unsystem¬ 

atically applied, and the opisthograph layout with space left empty on the back 

point in this direction. But the fact that there are not frequent corrections suggests 

a sort of ‘clean’ copy. This does not mean that the writer/owner of the roll(s) is 

stricto sensu the author of the pieces: he may have copied or excerpted them from 

other sources or drawn heavily on texts by somebody else in composing his own 

version. In what context 5093 originated, we do not know, but only can guess. 

On the one hand, at least at first glance, (2) suggests the school environment, since 

the encomium represents an important exercise in the series of the progymnasmata 

of the standard rhetorical training (see fr. 1+2 -> ii 9 n.; G. Anderson, The Second 

Sophistic (Leiden/New York 1993) 47-53; T. Morgan, Literate Education in the Hel¬ 

lenistic and Roman Worlds (Cambridge 1998) 190-92). In other words, these notes for 

a ra^ewc ZyKiLpuov appear to be a very rough and concise sketch to be used in the 

actual practice of teaching. On the other hand, however, encomium was also an 

adult epideixis (see G. Anderson, ‘Lucian as Sophist’s Sophist’, YCIS 27 (1982) 61-3, 

for the peculiar treatment of progymnasmata by Lucian). We have also encomiums 

in verse showing a strict similarity with the prose ones in terms of themes and 

rhetorical features, in other words deeply influenced by school training and related 

rhetorical theories (L. Miguelez Cavero, Poems in Context: Greek Poetry in the Egyptian 

Thebaid, 200-600 AD (Berlin/New York 2008) esp. 264-5, 340-70). this respect 

the literary production from Oxyrhynchus is particularly instructive: for example, 

two compositions in verse, L 3537v, Encomium of Hermes and Antinous (3rd/4th c.) 

and LXIII 4352, Hexameter Verses (c.285) are thematically related to the subject 

of an encomium on the flower of Antinoos contained in a collection of sketches 

for progymnasmata from Tebtunis, P. Mil. Vogl. I 20 (see J. A. Fernandez-Delgado, F. 

Pordomingo, fPE 167 (2008) 167-92, and ->69 n.). Three items from Oxyrhyn¬ 

chus deserve particular attention: XVII 2084, a short prose encomium on the fig, 

performed at a festival in honour of Hermes, to whom this fruit was sacred, a piece 

whose paleographical, orthographic, and stylistic characteristics suggest a student’s 

work (3rd c.); VII 1015, Panegyrical Poem on Hermes with the aim of praising Theon 

the Gymnasiarch (3rd c.); P. Oxy. inv. 45 5B.99/D (i8-2i)b (= Eos 56 (1966) 83-6, 

2nd/3rd c.), containing an ‘Encomium on the Word’, which praises the Aoyoc on 

the occasion of a festival in honour of Hermes, the god who invented it and is 

called Father of the Word. It is very likely that these three items were composed to 
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be performed at a festival in honour of Hermes, whose cult in Oxyrhynchus is well 

attested (seej. Whitehorne, ANRW 18.5 II 3070; Miguelez Cavero, Poems in Con¬ 

text 43). Hermes had a particular function as god of gymnasia (1015 9 yvp.vacia>v 

eTricKOTToc), where rhetorical exercises might have been performed. 

(3) might also correspond to one of the progymnasmata, cvyKpia,c, which in the 

handbooks follows directly after iyKajpuov/ipoyoc. However, this elaborate compo¬ 

sition does not seem likely to belong to the sphere of elementary teaching. I have 

not found any direct parallel to such a cvyKpLcic, although we have comparisons be¬ 

tween activities (e.g. vavnMac /cat yeajpyiac, Lib. Prog, x 4, viii 349-53 Foerster) and 

between authors (Plutarch’s cuy/cptctc Apicropavovc /cat MevavSpov). In any case, 

one may take into account that ccy/cptctc was an important part of the encomium 

already at a progymnasmatic level, as prescribed by [Herm.] Prog, vii 10, p. 196.9-11 

Patillon; Aphth. Prog, viii 3, p. 132.10-12 Patillon; Nicol. Prog. p. 59.5-7 Felten. So, 

in theory, it cannot be excluded that our text is in fact an encomium of Comedy. 

(4) , with its elements which recall the rrapap-vdipTiKoc and its fictional exploita¬ 

tion and manipulation/distortion of mythical and historical figures and data (see 

8—14 and 12-14 n.), presents a flavour of popular philosophy, comparable to sev¬ 

eral works by Dio Chrysostom; see in particular xvi llepl Xvvpc, where the myth 

of Jason is exploited as an exemplum (10); xvii llepl nXeove^iac, where there is an 

assemblage of mythical and historical examples exploited in a free and simplistic 

way to illustrate a point; xxiii "On evhaipujov 6 copoc; xxiv llepl evScupLoviac; lxiii 

and lxiv, both entitled llepl rvyr/c. It also recalls several hiaXe^eic of Maximus of 

Pyre (e.g. xv Tic dp,eivcov f3loc, 6 irpaKTLKOc, rj 6 decoprjTueoc• otl 6 npaKTiKOc', 

cf. xvi "On 6 decoprjTLKoe (3loc dp.eivcx>v rov npaKTLKOv; xxix Tl reXoc piXocopiac', 

xxxv /70c av tic TTpoc piXov TrapacKevacouTo; xxxvi El Trporjyovp.evoc 6 tou kvvl- 

kov fiioc), although the philosophical implications of the SiaXeijecc are certainly at 

a much higher level, since they often deal with philosophical authorities. Moreover, 

the freedom of the treatment and rendition of myths recalls the tone of the laliae 

and prolaliae, in the frame of a rather indiscriminate exploitation of mythical and 

historical figures and anecdotes in the construction and articulation of speeches 

(see D. A. Russell, Greek Declamation (Cambridge 1983) 77-9; Anderson, The Second 

Sophistic 53-5), a method also applied by Apuleius in Florida (see e.g. ix, xvi, xviii). 

On the basis of these observations, this piece may be cautiously (and at the same 

time highly hypothetically) considered as an essay or a group of notes for an essay 

on a moral topic, e.g. ‘How one can free oneself from grief for a beloved person’. 

It is very tempting to consider 5093 as the note-book(s) or working copy of 

a rhetor preparing for his everyday activity. If we assume that (2) represents the 

notes for the preparation of a lesson, while (3) represents a fully developed and pol¬ 

ished e-rriheL^Lc to be delivered (or composed with the intention of being delivered) 

in front of an audience, this rhetor appears to be devoted both to the elementary 

teaching of pupils and to lecturing before well-educated audiences. Such a double 
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dimension of teacher and lecturer is typical of the figure of the rhetor in the Second 

Sophistic (see Russell, Declamation 4-5, and Anderson, Second Sophistic 22-4), and the 

style and content of 5093 would allow us to assign it to a Second Sophistic context. 

However, as said above, one cannot exclude that the owner/writer of the roll(s) is 

producing a collection of excerpta without being necessarily the original author of 

the pieces. In any case the different degree of development of individual pieces 

suggests a practical purpose in the assemblage of the roll(s): a use for rhetorical 

training aimed to students at different levels. If so, the most accomplished piece 

(3) could have been used as a rather advanced model for school declamation, even 

if it had originally been composed as a public lecture to be delivered in front of 

a well-educated audience outside classrooms in the Second Sophistic context men¬ 

tioned above. Among rhetorical papyri, there are items preserving different pieces 

of rhetorical compositions: P. Mil. Vogl. I 20 (2nd/3rd c., Tebtunis), containing 

sketchy notes for progymnasmatic compositions labeled with titles (a piece about 

the Phoenix, an ethopoeia on Heracles excluded from the Eleusinian Mysteries, 

a piece on the theme of the exile, an encomium on the flower of Antinoos; see 

Fernandez-Delgado-Pordomingo, £PE 167, 167-92); P. Lond. Lit. 193 (2nd/3rd 

c.), containing the remains of an encomium on alScoc and of another piece on the 

Phoenix; P. Koln VI 250 (ist/2nd c.), containing very short notes for two ethopoeiae 

aTTOTpemiKai on historical themes (one probably concerning Alexander the Great, 

the other Cyrus the Younger before the battle of Cunaxa), a part of an ekphrasis or 

of an encomium on the swan, an ethopoeia Si-n-Af) in the form of a speech of vpocay- 

yeXia by a lover who is going to commit suicide, which assumes the appearance of 

a pbeXerr], in other words an original variatio of a standard progymnasmatic exercise 

(see A. Stramaglia, Amori impossibili: PKoln 250, le raccolte proginnasmatiche e 

la tradizione retorica deH’“amante di un ritratto” [tavole 1-5]’, in B. J. Schroder, 

J.-P. Schroder (eds.), Studium declamatorium: Untersuchungen zu Schuliibungen und Prunk- 

reden von der Antike bis znr Neuzeit (Mtinchen/Leipzig 2003) 213—39). In considering 

these papyri in relation to 5093, we have to take into account the fact that they are 

rather fragmentary, so that it is difficult to analyse them in terms of stylistic level and 

degree of elaboration: however, we can see that P. Koln VI 250 presents interesting 

similarities with 5093 in the fact that it contains compositions at different levels of 

development: some in the form of notes, some as full-scale exercises. In any case, on 

the basis of the available evidence, 5093, because of the variety of pieces and the 

different stage of elaboration of each piece, appears to be unique in its dimension 

of ‘mirror’ of a diversified teaching activity within the rhetorical training. 

5093 remarkably contributes to the illustration of the flourishing of rhetoric 

and related teaching at Oxyrhynchus: from rhetorical handbooks (III 410, 2nd c.; 

LIII 3708. 2nd/3rd c.; LXXII 4855, 3rd c.; PSII 85, 2nd/3rd c.; P. Thomas 15, 

2nd c.) to sketchy notes for a lecture (XVII 2086v, 2nd c.); from progymnasmata (see 

the encomiums mentioned above, and also fr. 1+2, col. ii 9 n.) to declamations (II 
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216, ist c.; XLV 3235, 3236, 3rd c.; LXXI 4810, 3rd c.) to a list containing sub¬ 

jects for declamations (XXIV 2400, 3rd c.); cf.J. Kruger, Oxyrhynchos in der Kaiserzeit 

(Frankfurt a. M. 1990) 345. 

For valuable comments and suggestions I wish to thank Prof. L. Battezzato, Dr 

L. Carrara, Dr R. A. Coles, Dr M. Fassino, Prof. E. W. Handley, Prof. W. Luppe, 

Dr D. Obbink, Prof. P. J. Parsons, Dr M. Perale, Prof. F. Pontani, Dr I. Privitera, 

Dr A. Rodighiero, Dr D. A. Russell, and Dr L. Savignago. 

fr. 1+2 -» 

Col. i 

top 

[1 line missing] 

2 ]. 

]. 

Col. ii 

top 

iK eiVT7]CC7TOV TT]V7Ta fie ktovttP 

rjvfieiTCKXivojcri[[ J'/xaf _ J'C€XeiVKKa>^vo 

fjLevovcvPrjvSe vckoXojcktt [ ] kol 

XovpTKaKToyyeXa)TOcapxa[ Jrivac 

5 _ retFrotcccO|U,a<:ai/(ajueroty vevi 

oovpiepwvK'OiyovTe yeXav-noioupi 

CTrovSrjcbepLrjSepuavovyV pbopiovev 

T]puvoveTra(f)r]capiec7Tov8'rjVKaTa 

CKevaco/2 raf;ea)ceyK(jopu0o+ kv 

10 fiepvaTaOeia [ ] av^ hpXoirjTojvov 

pavLcovTaijy rjCTOiyeicxivdecLC 

tcovo ocap.[ ^L^rjvvKrjpi p^ceXVcf)co 

TicpLcnfiXacT <f>v oov daXa crracpi,0 

kv [ ] ppotci [ c.6 ] vl^e reyya 

15 vpLpLOVCLK[ c.6 ] p, rpa[]evypaP- 

CTOL^CV^ [ C. 8 ].^ro[ ]-7TpO 

oiP-Sipy \ c. 8 ] ,.o[ 03 ] £cu 

pecTO)v [ r.15 ] .. [ C-4 ] . . P-' 

payp,aj[ c. 20 

]yecu 20 
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]dixr]T iK 

] KTLKTj 

] VOfJ.La1' 

25 ] LKOJV 

] C€Vi 

].TPU) 
]€€LKaC 

]/xovt 

30 ] ode v 

]vava 

]yr) 0 

Col. i 

2 ] , diagonal stroke, 1.5 mm long, ascending from left to right in lower part of writing space 

3 ] , stroke approaching horizontal, 3 mm long, which may be projecting top of final c; cf. ii 4, 11, 

iv 4, 18, 26 

Col. ii 

1 t, left-hand arc whose top is in ligature with following 1 v , lower right-hand corner of 

raised triangular letter indicating abbreviation 2 [[_ Jp, deleted letter very likely to be c; u 

written in interlinear space in slightly smaller size [[_ Jc, deleted letter apparently a square one, 

possibly k or n ; c written in interlinear space in slightly smaller size 3 _ v, sighdy blurred di¬ 

agonal descending from left to right [, three traces in slightly diagonal alignment ascending from 

left to right lying on left-hand edge of lacuna and in lower, middle and upper part of writing space 

respectively ] , fibres damaged: remains of triangular letter? 5 v, faded and very tiny trace 

at line-level; above it, at mid-height, almost in vertical alignment, thin diagonal stroke descending 

from left to right and touching following v ol, stroke, 3 mm long, approaching horizontal on t, like 

acute accent or part of circumflex y , remains of left-hand arc v, diagonal stroke ascending 

from left to right in upper part of writing space 6 e , stroke approaching horizontal, 3.5 mm 

long, in upper part of writing space 10 a , diagonal stroke ascending from left to right lying in 

lower part of writing space and reaching mid-height, whose tip touches descender of previous A, and 

seems to be connected with lower extremity of stroke slightly slanting to left and protruding above 

writing space ] , extremely tiny mark at line-level; 0.5 mm further, stroke approaching horizontal, 

I mm long, lies in upper part of writing space and joins left-hand extremity of loop of following A 

II £ , tiny traces in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space 77, horizontal stroke, 3 mm 

long, in upper part of writing space touching following letter 12 o , upright; attached to it, 

traces at mid-height, followed by trace at line-level touching following o, suggest square letter p , 

stroke aproaching horizontal, 2 mm long, in upper part of writing space, touching head of following 

p, whose left-hand extremity joins another stroke (not preserved); below, in vertical alignment with 

left-hand end of this stroke trace lying in lower part of writing space 13 T. > stroke slightly 

slanting to left and departing from right-hand end of crossbar of preceding r v , narrow bottom 

arc very close to horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, touching following o>: t with broken crossbar possible 

a , two tiny traces in upper part of writing space suggests superscript letter: one lies at bottom edge of 

lacuna, the other 1.5 further and 0.5 mm higher, at right-hand edge of lacuna 14 k , central part 
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of stroke indicating abbreviation falls in lacuna v [, faded and tiny mark in upper part of writing 

space p, lower half of upright a [, left-hand part of round letter, c or 6 ] v, extremely scanty 

traces on right-hand edge of lacuna, in upper part of writing space, possibly belonging to right-hand 

arc e , three traces in vertical alignment suggest upright, followed, i mm further, by other upright 

joining to left at mid-height another stroke (not preserved) 15 y, broad curve approaching left- 

hand arc; very close to it, at mid-height, two extremely tiny traces in horizontal alignment and very 

close to each other p', stroke above letter, indicating abbreviation, is damaged: only thick trace on 

tip of right-hand element of p. visible ] , remains of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right 

in upper part of writing space; below, at mid-height, two traces in horizontal alignment to each other 

p , stroke approaching vertical, 1.5 mm long, in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity 

touches left-hand end of crossbar of following t; below, two tiny traces very close to each other at 

line-level 16 [, first, diagonal stroke ascending from left to right lying in lower part of writ¬ 

ing space and joining lower extremity of descendant preceding superscript A; above it, top arc, whose 

left-hand extremity touches lower part of descendant of same preceding superscript A; second, thick 

trace in upper part of writing space touching foot of t of preceding line protruding below line-level; 

third, either y or part of two ligatured letters 77, very small circle lying in upper part of writing 

space 17 [, first, central part of left-hand arc; at opposite edge of lacuna, in upper part of 

writing space, diagonal stroke ascending from left to right joining following letter; second, upright 

whose tip joins diagonal stroke descending from left to right ] , lower part of upright o, two 

traces at line-level, in horizontal alignment, 1 mm apart; the right-hand one consists of 1.5-mm-long 

horizontal stroke touching following letter ] , stroke, 2 mm long, approaching vertical, in upper 

part of writing space, whose lower extremity is ligatured with upper loop of following 2 18 [, 

scanty traces suggest left-hand half of triangular letter ] , remains of at least two letters, consisting 

of two extremely tiny traces protruding above writing space ] , first, short vertical trace in upper 

part of writing space; second, two diagonals, each about 2 mm long, in upper part of writing space, 

which form a sort of fork, whose vertex lies at mid-height 19 p, upper half of two uprights, 1 

mm apart from each other first, diagonal trace descending from left to right in upper part 

of writing space; second, left-hand arc; third, lower part of two uprights, about 1 mm apart; fourth, 

wide loop in lower part of writing-space 21 ] , wide curve approaching left-hand arc below 

line-level 23 ] , horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, at mid-height in ligature with following letter 

24 ]., right-hand arc 25 ] _, trace in upper part of writing space 26 ] , diagonal de¬ 

scending from left to right in ligature with following c, joining to left at mid-height another stroke (not 

preserved) 27 ] , trace at line-level, in vertical alignment with upper extremity of broad curve 

approaching right-hand arc 30 ] , short vertical trace in upper part of writing space, possibly 

part of upright 32 77 , upright protruding above writing space, 0.5 mm distant from diagonal 

ascending from left to right and reaching bottom of following superscritpt o 

Col. ii 

top 

</>u]|cuca>(repai') eiV(ai) tt}c cvov8(rjc) tt)v 7rat8(tav) e/e tov irp{oc) 

fjv p,(ev) eTUKAbvwc rjpbdc e^eiv K(al) kojAvo- 

fxevovc, TTpioc) fjv 8e 8vck6Xojc k(cli) tta[p]a/ca- 

Aovp,e(vovc) k<xk tov yeAovToc ap^a[c] tlvoc 

5 ivetv(a1) role ccopLac(bv)—ai/japievoi, yovv €vi- 

cov piepujv /cat diyovTec yeXav ttolov^cv)— 

crrov8fic 8e p.r]8ep,lav. ov y(ap) (eert) p,op'iov iv 
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10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

rjfxtv ov 6Tra(f)r]cafjLe(yoL) crrovSrjv Kara- 

CKevacopi(ev). ra^eaic eyK(b/uo(v). or(i) kv- 

jSepva ra 9eZa k(oll) [t]ci av#(pcu77eia) hrjXol rj tcov ov- 

paviajv ra^ic, rj croiyettov 9eac, 

Icovo/xoc ap,[o] i/St) vv(kta>v) /c(ai) rjp,€pa>(v), ceXrj{yrjc) (f>w- 

TicpLo'i, /3Aacrrj (f)VTcov, #aAac(cpc) c77acp,o(c) 

k(ou) 7ra[A]ippoia, e[7Ttyo(vi)) t]o»v £cp(cov). ey reyva(tc)- 

iv p.(ev) pLOVCiK(fji) [pv9p,(oL), iueX]ij, p-yrpa, ev ypap.(p,aTiK7p) 

CTOty(eta), cuA(Aa/3at), [ C.5 ev §e] p-pTofptK^t)] npo- 

oqtx(iov), St'py('pctc), ay[rt0(ecic), Auc(ic), e77-]/Ao[y(oc) c.2 ], e£cu- 

pec(ic) rcov a[tricov C.15 ]. . [ c-4 ]. .H/(*v) 

77payp.aT[ c.20 ] eya 

]yeco 

]^tva 

]0p,'pru<( ) 

jct/CTl/C'p 

Jovopiav 

] t/ccov 

Jacevi 

]ci rpco( ) 

]e( ) ei/cac( ) 

]p,ovi 

] o9ev 

Jvava 

>W°( ) 

‘ [We can infer] that play is more natural than seriousness from the fact that to the one we are 

inclined even if prevented, to the other we are reluctant even if exhorted to it, and from the fact that 

in (our) bodies there are some origins of laughter—indeed, by touching and palpating some parts (of 

the body) we produce laughter—but there is no origin of seriousness, since there is no part in us by 

touching which we will produce seriousness. 

‘Encomium of Order. The fact that it governs the divine and the human world, is shown by the 

order of the phenomena of the heaven, the disposition of the elements, the well-balanced alternation 

of nights and days, the phases of the moon, the sprouting of plants, the ebb and flow of the sea, the 

generation of animals. [It is shown] in the arts: in music by [rhythms, tunes,] measures, in grammar 

by letters, syllables,... in rhetoric by the exordium, the narrative, the antithesis (counter-proposition), 

the refutation, the peroration, ?the questioning of the charges 

1-9 Concise description of laughter from the physical standpoint in terms of the effect of 

stimulation of certain parts of the body, as opposed to seriousness, which does not have a comparable 
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physical origin. As far as I know, in extant Greek literature there are no comparable passages that 

analyse the opposition cttovStj/-rratSta in these terms. However, laughter is described from the physi¬ 

cal point of view in the following passages: 

Arist. Pr. 965 a Sia rt avroc axnov oiidelc yapyaXt/,ei; -rj on Kal v-rr’ aXXov tjttov, iav -npoalcd-rj- 

rai, paXXov Se, av p-rj opa; d>c9’ rjKiCTa yapyaXtc8rjceTai, orav pr/ Xav8avrj tovto -rracyivv. Icti S’ o 

yeXcoc TrapaKOTTr/ tic Kal anarr). 816 Kal Tvnropevoi ic rac <f>pevac yeXdtctv ov yap 6 Tvyibv tottoc 

cctiv cp yeXdictv. to Se Xadpaiov a-TraTTjTiKov. Sia tovto Kal ylverat o ycXoic Kal ov y'lveTai v-rr’ aiiTOV. 

Sia tl 7xore ra yetX-rj paXtcra yapyaXit,6pe9a; tj Siotl Set to yapyaXt^opevov prj npoccv tov alc9ijTtK0V 

civat; cctl Se ra yciX-rj rrepi ror tottov tovtov paXtcra. Sia tovto Se yapyaXi^eTac ra ye'tXrj T<Z>v rrepi 

ttjv KeijraXrjv tottcvv, a icTtv evcapKa. evKtvrjToraTa ovv paXtcra icrtv. Sia t'l, iav tic tov -rrepi rac 

pacyaXac tottov kvtjctj, CKyeXdiciv, iav Se tiva aXXov, ov; ktX. 

Id. PA 673 a [subj. ppevec] oti Se 8epp.atvop.evai rayea>c iv'tSrjXov ttolovcl ttjv alcdrjctv, crjpalvet 

Kat to Trepi tovc yeXiorac cvpfiaivov. yapyaXtl,6pevoi re yap rayv yeXwct, Sia to ttjv k'ivtjclv aifn- 

Kvetcdai Tayv rrpoc tov tottov tovtov, deppatvovcav S’ rjpepa, -rroteiv opcvc i-rr'iSrjXov Kal Ktvetv ttjv 

Stavotav rrapa ttjv Tipoatpectv. tov Se yapyaXt£,ecdai povov av9piorrov aitiov tj re XevTOTrjc tov Seppa- 

toc Kat to povov yeXav tiov taiv avdpamov. 6 Se yapyaXtcpoc yeXioc icrl Sia Ktvrjceioc Toiavrrjc 

tov poptov tov Trepi tt/v pacyaXijv. cvpfia'tveiv Se tpact Kal -rrepi rac iv toic -rroXipotc -rrXrjydc etc tov 

tottov tov rrepi rac ppevac yeXatTa Sia ttjv iK ttjc TrXrjyrjc yivopevrjv deppoTr/Ta. 

Cf. Alex. Aphr. Pr. p. 4.12—13 Ideler d-rropot Se £4Trjcetc elclv a l Total Se- t'ivoc eve/eev 01 yapya- 

Xtl,6pevoi payaXac rj TreXpara rj -rrXevpac yeXdictv; 

Plu. De laude ipsius 547b Li to'ivvv toic pev vpoc TOVC yeXiorac evKaraipopoic <pvcei Kal rrpo- 

yeipoic paXtcra rpevyeiv -rrpocrjKei Kal <pvXaTTec9ai tovc yapyaXicpovc Kal rac tfjrjXaiprjceic iv ate ra 

XeiOTaTa tov ciopaTOC oXicdavovTa Kal cvppeovra Kivei Kal cvve^oppa to -rradoc Scot Se irpoc So^av 

ep-rradecTepov eppvrjKactv, tovtolc av tic ovy rjKiCTa -rrapatveceiev a-rreyeedat tov cif>dc aiirovc irratveiv 

orav v-rr ’ aXXojv i-natvcbvTai. 

The cook of Hegesippus, ASeXpoi, fr. 1. 12-16 (K.-A.) describes the wonderful effect of the 

smell coming from his dishes prepared for a funeral banket in terms of a titillation (yapyaXtcpoc) 

producing laughter in people who were just mourning as they were taking part in a wedding (e7rav 

Tayicr eXdcuciv ck ttjc eKipopac, / to. fianTT’ eyovTec, Toinrldrjpa tt/c yvrpac / iupeXd>v irrolyca tovc 

SaKpvovTac yeAar. / toiovtoc evSodev tic ev Tip ccopart / SieSpape yapyaXtcpoc wc ovtcov yapajv). 

Cf. Alex. Aphr. Pr. 2.45, who offers a description of v-rrvov as a consequence of physical stimulation of 

specific parts of the body. One may wonder whether similar features and elements were in the treatise 

Plepl cttovStjc Kal -rraiSidc by the Stoic Athenodoros of Tarsos (FGrHist 746 F 3), mentioned by Athen. 

XII 519b in relation to the exploitation of dwarfs for entertainment. 

Arist. EJ\ X 6.5-7, analyses the relation cttovStj/-rraiSid from the ethical point of view. natSta. 

is presented as a healthy and necessary avd-rravctc from 7roveiv (cf. PI. Phil. 30 e 6—7 avd-navXa yap, 

d> ripunapye, tt)c CTrov8i)c yiVerai ivioTe 77 -naiSia, echoed by Aristaen. I 26.21-2), but clearly sub¬ 

ordinate to cttovStj, in order to reach evSatpov'ta (SoKei S’ evSatpatv j8loc 6 kot’ apeT-rjv Avar ovtoc 

Se peTa crrovS-rjc, dAA ’ ovk iv naiSia). This concept is expressed in a dictum of Anacharsis, -rral^eiv 

OTTIOC CTTOvScL^r). 

The author of 5093, in 7-9, after the analysis of laughter in terms of physical stimulation, 

seems to deny any physical origin of seriousness. In fact, in 3-4 he states that we are by nature disin¬ 

clined to it, TTp(oc) rjv Se SvckoXojc K(al) 77a[p]aKa|Aoape(vouc). 

The treatment stops ex abrupto in the middle of line 9, and a section concerning a completely 

different subject, the rd^oic iyKwptoly), begins. This short text is really difficult to classify. While the 

following portion of the same column—the Encomium on Order—is presented in note-form, the text 

in 1-9 has a coherent syntactical articulation, so that it may be the conclusion of a speech or a final 

corollai y to suppoi t an argument previously developed. In —> iv we have a cvyKptctc between Comedy 
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and Tragedy, where the author clearly expresses his favour for Comedy. Therefore it is not implausible 

to think that these observations on cttovSt] and -naidia are related to the treatment of literary genres 

and the emotions or psychological conditions peculiar to them. The type of comedy that emerges 

from col. iv, characterized as yp-pcri) and fiioXoyoc (see 27—8 n.), may include both cttovSt] and waiSia.. 

In this context, the concise observations in 1-9 may be considered as a further piece of evidence from 

a naturalistic point of view, suitable to support the arguments of an aesthetic treatment: the contrast 

between cttovSt) and naiSia, and especially the formulation in 7-9 suggest an intellectual origin of 

cttovSt). Although in the extant portion of the text there is no hint of a moral evaluation of the psy¬ 

chological conditions c-novhrj/naiSid, it is possible to link this piece to the theme of cols, iii iv, namely 

to the defense of comedy: tragedy is what one would link exclusively with cTrovSy, while comedy by 

its own nature necessarily contains 7raiStd; then, naiSia being based on more natural causes, since 

laughter is determined by physical stimulation, there would be a sort of naturalisdc justification in 

giving the preference to comedy as literary genre. 

1 <j)v]\cLKcj(Tepav) seems to suit the context, that naiSid is closely connected with bodily reac¬ 

tions; the accusative and infinitive construction must depend on a verb, now lost, with the meaning 

‘we can infer’ or the like. The form of abbreviation, with k raised and w raised above that, is strange 

(McNamee, Abbreviations 118, gives a few parallels), but perhaps intended to distinguish this from 

<f>vciKw, which could be understood as (f>vciKU)(v). I have considered also reading «/c(ot)w(c). But in 

that case the abbreviation by contraction is different from the abbreviations by suspension elsewhere 

adopted by the scribe. 

2 For the use of the verb eyoi with the adverb ItlkXlvujc meaning ‘to be inclined’, cf. Philo, 

Legatio ad Gaium 167—8 rore pev ovv ovSepiac eTuygave npovop'iac, oca pepaKuodrj yapLCVTicp-ara 

Tifieplov SiapepicrjKOTOC, eneiSrj irpoc to cepvoTepov re xai avcrrjporcpov cyeSov ex TTpaiTr/c TjXiKiac 

i-mKXivwc eigev. Similar expression is to be found in De fuga et inventione 105-6 dXXd to ye riperepov 

yevoc ypeiov yeyove tovtujv Sia to TrepvKevai xai €ttlkXlvioc eyeir rrpoc Te to. exovcia xai axovcia 

ap.apTrip.aTa', De cherubim 162; De opificio mundi i55' 

9 Forked paragraphs and a blank within the line mark the be,ginning of a new section. The 

two words following the blank, ra^eaic lyxcopiof), are clearly the tide of this new section, which 

is therefore an ey Koopiov. This is a well-known type of progymnasma, which represents the basis foi 

further developments by the later sophists and in particular by Menander Rhetor (see H. Lausberg, 

Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik (Stuttgart 19903) § 1129). The range of the subjects of encomia is quite 

wide both in literary sources and papyrus fragments (see D. A. Russell, ‘The Panegyrists and I heir 

Teachers’, in M. Withby (ed.), The Propaganda of Power: The Role of Panegyric in Late Antiquity (Leiden/ 

Boston/Koln 1998) 23, and F. Pordomingo, ‘Ejercicios preliminares de la composition retorica y 

literaria en papiro: el encomio’, inj. A. Fernandez Delgado, F. Pordomingo, A. Stramaglia (eds.), 

Escuelay literatura en Grecia antigua (Cassino 2007) 405-53): from gods, heroes, historical and mythical 

figures (encomium of Diomedes, Odysseus, Achilles, and Thersites by Libanius (vol. viii, pp. 216—51 

Foerster), the encomium of Dionysus by Lucian, and one on the same subject preserved in P. Koln 

VII 286, of the second/third century, the encomium of Achilles partially preserved in P. Vindob. G 

29789, a collection of rhetorical exercises of the third/fourth century from Soknopaiou Nesos (see H. 

Gerstinger, in Mitteilungen des Vereins Kiassischer Philologen in Wien 4 (1927) 35 47) 5 t^e encomia of Minos, 

Rhadamanthys, and Tydeus in P. Mil. Vogl. Ill 123, of the third century bc; the encomium of Thucy¬ 

dides by Aphthonius (Prog, viii 4, pp. 132-4 Patillon), of Demosthenes by Libanius (vol. viii, pp. 251-7) 

and of Herodotus by Lucian) to dXoya £cpa, fvrd, tottoi, and concrete objects (pvlac eyxwpiov by- 

Lucian, the eyKcopiov /300c cvyypa<f>u<w xapa/cnjpi and eyxwpiov cfroivixoc xal prjXeac by Libanius 

(vol. viii, pp. 267-77); the encomium of the horse 111 LXVII1 4647, of the second/third century, of 

the fig in XVII 2084, of the third century, of Antinoos’ flower in P Mil. Vogl. I 20, col. ii 25-33-col. 

iii 1—25; the xopr/c eyKcopiov by Dio Chrysostom (see Arnim II, Appendix i. 306—7, N. Terzaghi, Synesii 
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Cyrenensis Hymni et Opuscula ii (Roma 1944) 190-232, in particular p. 190 n. 1; M. Billerbeck, C. Zubler, 

Das Lob der Fliege von Lukian bis L. B. Alberti: Gattungsgeschichte, Texte, Ubersetzungen und Kommentar (Bern 

2000) 11), and to towns (which play a remarkable role in sophistic oratory (cf. IfPE 41 (1981) 71-83, esp. 

74~5)- Besides there is a third category, concerning more abstract subjects, the so-called npaypaia, 

including activities, like the yewpyla praised by Libanius (vol. viii, pp. 261-7), and moral virtues, like 

the SiKatocvv-rj praised by Libanius (vol. viii, pp. 257-61; cf. Aphth. Prog viii 2, p. 131.4 Patillon), the 

co(f>la praised by Aphthonius (Prog, viii 10, pp. 134-7 Patillon), and the alSduc (in P. Lond. Lit. 193, fr. 1, 

from the second/third century), or achievements of civilization, like the (already mentioned) Xoyov 

lyKwpiov in R Oxy. inv. 45 5B.99/D (18—2i)b, of the second/third century (Eos 56 (1966) 83-6). To 

this third category should be ascribed the subject of the lyKwpiov in 5093. It should be noted that 

this text presents an extremely simple syntactic structure, in list form. The subject of the first clause is 

to be understood from the tide. Therefore it seems to be a sketch rather than a fully developed exer¬ 

cise. It may be divided into two main sections: the first one (10-14) consists of a list including natural 

phenomena governed by rd£ic; the second (i4ff) consists of a list of human activities, the Teyvai, 

regulated by the same principle. For general theme, compare Arist. Quint. De musica 3.7 (pp. 105.76!.) 

stressing the signs of sympathy between this world and the higher world: . . . rd kol9} Ikclctov Kaipov 

uic enrelv yivopeva, pvrcuv re av^-pceic Kal <f>9lceic, Repair re irXppdiceic /cat Kevcuceic . . . Kal p-pv Kal 

9aXaTTr)c iraXippoiac re /cat viroyaippceic . . . povciK-pv St) Kal avrpv apypv pev eyeiv Ik tcuv oXcuv, 

lucirep Kal to. aXXa, Fme.lv ovk airl9avov ktX. 

9-10 Kv\Pepva ra 9ela »c(ai) [r]d av9(pcuireia). Cf PL Symp. 197b Kvftepvav 9ewv re Kal av9pcu- 

ttujv, referring to Zeus and apparently from an unknown tragedy (see R. G. Bury, The Symposium of 

Plato (Cambridge 1973), comm, ad loc.) 

10 av9(pwneia) (the Attic form according to Moeris; see D. U. Hansen, Das attizistische Lexikon 

des Moeris: Quellenkritische Untersuchung und Edition (Sammlung griechischer und lateinischer Gram- 

matiker, Band 9) (Berlin/New York 1998) p. 74, a 48 = I. Bekker, Harpocration et Moeris (Berlin 1883) 

p. 188.25), or av9(pduniva). 

12 The phrase ap[o]ipri vv(ktlov) k(uI) ppepcuf) can be compared with the following passages: 

Eus. PE 7.10.2.1.4 . . . Xoyw Se Kai vopcu 9elcp vvktoc 1cat rjpepac tov apoifialov avaKVKXeic9ai 

Spopov, Xoycu Se 9eov Kal vopcu Kal aiiTov -pXiov Kal ceXpv-pv Kal T-pv tcuv Xomcuv acrepcov yopelav Iv 

TTperrovTi koc/ioj ttjv irpoc-pKovcav I^avveiv nopelav ktX.; cf ibid. 4.5.8.7; id. De laudibus Constantini 1.5.6 

. . . vvktcov re Kal r/pepebv apoifiaiai Kivpceic ktX.; ibid., 6.4.6 vvktcuv re Kal ppepduv ap.01.Pala 81- 

acTrjpara cvv appovla rfj iracr) KarevaXero ktX.; Soz. h.e. 8.22.1.2 vvKTOup Kal pe9’ ppepav apoifiaSov. 

12-13 ceXrj(vr]c) (j)aj\TLcpoi: the ‘illuminations of the moon’ by the sun, in the phases of the 

moon. For this term cf Emped. fr. B42.8 DK airoXe'meTai to'ivvv to tov ’EpireSoKXeovc, avaKXacei 

tlvl tov -pXiov TTpoc T-pv ceXpvpv yiyvec9ai tov evTav9a cficuTicpov air’ avTrjc', Alex. Aphr. in Metaph. 

547.10 t) Se ceX-pv-p vX-pv eyovea koto, tottov peTafioX-pc eyei Kal tt)c kot’ aXXolcuciv; to yap SeyecSai 

tovc pajTLcpovc Ik tov -pXlov aino tovto aXXolcuclc e’en; ibid. 57.10 (on the mutual influence between 

stars) eireiSp Se Tiva iracyei, cucirep p ceXpvp tovc pa>Tiepove vito tov pXlov Seyopevp, Kal opeue ovk 

CCTI tovto (j)9opa) [Gal.] Phil. Hist. 69.1 {Avat;ipav8poc) ISiov lyeiv avT-pv pure eippKev, apaiOTepov 

Se 7Tcoc. (0aXpc) Se airo tov -pXlov <pun'fec9ai T-pv ceXpvpv; Jo. Philop. In Aristotelis Analytica posteriora 

commentaria, CAG 13.3, P- 168.25—169.2 . . . Kal hr l tcuv tpcuTicpcuv tt/c ceXpvpc- erne yap ToicucSe 

</>a>n£erai wcirep Ipcfiav'feTai, iravTwc Kal cpaipoeiSpc Ictiv, erne ccjiaipoeiSpc Icti, iravTioc Kal 

ToubcSe paiTi^eTat. Ip' u>v ovv avncTpepovci irpoc aXXpXa to amiov Kal to oItiotov, iroXXaKic Sid 

to yvojpipdjTepov eivai tov amiov to oItlotov Ik tov oItiotov KaTacKeva^opev to aiTiov, oiov T-pv 

ceX-pvpv cpaipoeiSrj Seuowrec Ik tcuv pcuricpdbv koItol ovy oi (jxvTicpol tov c^acpoeiS-p eivai alrioi, 

aXX’ iKeivo tovtcuv. AeyeTai ovv ovtoc tov oti cvXXoyicpoc- to yap ccf>aipoei8ec tt)c ceXrjvpc Ik tcuv 

<f>a)Ticpa.TO)v cvXXoy'ferai. Cf Vett. Val. Anthologiarum libri ix 1.12, p. 27 Pingree, who offers a detailed 

description of the pojTicpol tt}c ceX-pv-pc from the astronomical point of view. 
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13 fiXacTy pvrwv. This conjunction occurs at PI. Lg. 765c rravToc <f>vTOv rj npwTrj fiXacTrj, and 

rather commonly in the literary prose of the Roman period (Dio Chrys. Or. 72.14.8; Plu. Bruta animalia 

ratione uti 990c; Ael. VH 13.16.10; Clem. Alex. Strom. 6.2.24.1 and Iamblich. ap. Stob. 2.31.122.3, both 

quoting Plato; later Didym. Caec. In Genesim p. 67.22, Greg. Nyss. De opificio hominis 145.21, Theodoret. 

Affect. 12.56.5, Jo. Philop. De opificio mundi 68.3). 

9aXac(crjc). The last, superscript letter has largely disappeared in a hole. The surviving traces 

are a mark on the lower edge of the hole, and extremely scanty remains of ink on the right-hand 

edge. I have interpreted these as c: the right-hand trace on the hole would correspond to the end of 

its upper curve. However, the same traces might fit t, with the lower mark as the foot of its upright. 

In that case the alternative restoration HaAdiQijc) is possible, and even attractive if we consider that 

the text shows some examples of Atticized orthography (see above, introd.). 

13—14 9aXac(crjc) crracpo(c)\K(al) 7ra[A]ippoia. The context shows that this phrase must refer to 

the regular ebb and flow of the tides. rraXlppora is certainly used of tides by other authors (e.g. Polyb. 

34.9.5, Strab. 1.2.36), though it may also refer to violent currents or surges (e.g. Longus 2.14.1, Heliod. 

5.17.3). Note Aristid. Quint. DeMus. 3.7, p. 105.16!. Winnington-Ingram: . . . OaXarr-rjc rraXippolac re 

Kal vrroywprjceic, at Trjc avrrjc 9eov (the moon) to) 8popw Kal (j)dceci Ka9’ CKacra cvppeTafiaXXovav. 

crracpoc (erracpa) elsewhere describes violent motions of the sea (D. S. 3.44, App. BC5.90, whirlpools; 

Plu. Cic. 32, sudden retreat caused by an earthquake), but I have not found it referring to the regu¬ 

lar ebb. 

14 ejmyofirjj t]cAv l^w^wvj. The space in Lacuna allows about 5 letters. This leads me to assume 

that the word was abbreviated, like some of the nouns in the previous and in the following lines. This 

abbreviation may have been exempli gratia emy0. The same iunctura occurs in Ael. NA 9.48.1 and Porph. 

Abst. 1.12.6. 

14 ff. For the idea of basic elements (crotyeta) in music and writing, comparable with the 

cToiyeia of the physical world, see: Alex. Aphr. In AristotelisMetaphysica commentana, CAG1, p. 368.21-8 

§to Kal e'Sefiev on apyrj <8c yvwcTOV- 81’ o yap rrpWTOV yvwp'fieral n, tovto apyp eKelvov, were 

yvwcewc Kal tov yvwcTov to ev apyrj- evi re yap av9pd)Trw rrpwTwe 01 av9pwrroi yvwp'fiovTai Kai evi 

L7T7TCO Ot ITTTTOl, Kal Kd9’ CKdCTOV yCVOC OIKCLW Tivl TOV yCVOVC CKelvOV. OVTWC €V p€Ael 7] SieClC' TOVTO) 

yap eXaylcrw alc9rjTw 8i.acTrip.aTi 8okci rravTa ra SiacTi)p.aTa ev toic peXeci perpekOai. Kal ev <f>wvfj 

8i to <j>wvrjev rj arpwvov ctoiyelov ev tovtoic yap eXaylcToic rraca eyypapparoc <j>wvrj peTpekai; 

p. 609.13—16 Kal ev povciKrj 4 Slecic- ecri Se rj Siecic o Aiav cpiKporararoc <J)9oyyoc Trjc yopSfjc, ov 

8r) Kal rrpwrov alc9avope9a Kal avalc9rjT01 tov (3payvTepov Kal cpiKporepov eKelvov ecpev, ei rewc 

ecTi cpiKpoTepoc eKelvov. aXXa Kal ev </>a>vrj peTpov to CTOryelov] p. 609.30—33 Kal ai (t>a,vai (Aeyaiv 

ipwvac vvv to. croryela twv rpwvwv, to re aXcpa Kai to firjTa Ka 1 ra Xoma) rrXeiovec eiccv, avto re 

to aXfia Kal to ev npSe tw yapr?7 yeypappevov. on 8e Talc (pwvak twv CTOiyelwv wc apyak Kal 

pEpoic ypwpe9a 8id to eXaylcToic elvac SijXov; p. 835. 4-9 yeAofov Se Kal to. Tpvrr-qpaTa Tob avXob, 

w oi avXrjTal ypwvTai, 8id ra ypappaTa ei/eoci Kal Teccapa rroieiv, r| -rrpocapp6l,et.v to. k8 CTOiyefa 

tJ oXottjtl tov Kocpov. fiopfivKa Se Xeyei to peyrcTOV Kal rrpwTOV ev tw avXw Tpvrrrjpa, aff ov 

Kal 6 peyiCTOc Kal 6 fiapxnaTOC rjyoc arroTeXetTai, otjvTaTrjv Se to eXayrcTOV ecyatov, ovto (f>rjpi to 

k8', aff ov otjvTaTOC a-noTeXekai (j)96yyoc\ Aristid. Quint. De Musica I.20.I ApXV pev ovv Rti tt)c 

peTpiKrjc 6 77epl CTOiyetcov Aoyoc, eW’ o ttepl cvXXafiwv, el9’ 6 rrepl noSwv, et9’ ovtojc o nepl twv 

peTpwv, TeXevTaioc 8e 6 rrepl rrofipaTOC, rrpoc evSefiiv tov ckottov Trjc perpiKrjc rrapanBepevoc, 

Simpl. In Aristotelis Physicorum libros commentaria, G4Gg,p. 227,12 to 8e koto. avaXoylav <f>vXa.TTei ra Tip 

rpvciKW rrpocpkovta perpa Trjc twv cTOiyeiair twv (pvciKWV yvwcewc. wc yap Trjc ypappanKrjc rrepl 

twv e 'lKOCLTeTTapwv ctoixAwv ecnv el8evar to. oXocyepecTepa, tt)v 8e aKpfilj yvwciv avTWV 4 povciK-q 

8i8dc«:ct, ovtwc Kal rrepl twv (pvciKwv CTOiyeiwv o rrpwToc 8i8a£ei rjnXocorpoc. 

The traces before peTpa seem to fit better the upper half of an h. 1 he supplement is based 

on Philo, De specialibus legibus 1.342, where pv9pol. peXrj, and per pa are presented as constituents ol 
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music: Savpaciwrarov Be /cat a/cor) yp-ppa, St’ rjc pcXrj Kal perpa /cat pvOpoi, ctl Se appoviai /cat 

ct/p</>«jvtat /cat Taw yevwv /cat cvcTTjpaTwv at perafioXal /cat navd’ oca Kara povciKr/v iniKplverai 

ktX. Cf. id. Z)f cherub. 105.5 ■ ■ ■ to Be iv rjp.LV appv9pov /cat apcrpov Kal iKpcXcc pvdpw Kal per pep 

Kal peXei 81a poveuerje acrelov Bepanevovca ktX. 

16 _ [. The three uncertain letters represent a paleographical problem. In such a list, we 

expect as the next item a word like cn77, prjpara, ovopara, Xetjeic, Xoyoi, but the traces are not im¬ 

mediately compatible with such restorations. I suggest two possibilities. (1) 9ip[ara, iv Se], ‘roots of 

words’. The space between e and the following traces seems to be too wide to have been occupied by 

the missing curve of the restored e; however, one may compare the long ligature between 9 and e in 

the word Becic at n. An objection may be raised about the interpretation of the traces as ligatured 

ew, since the first diagonal of kk seems to be too curved. 

(2) 0ec[tc avrwv, iv 8e], ‘the combination of them (i.e. letters and syllables)’. For the space 

between e and e see above. An objection may be raised about the interpretation of the traces as 

ligatured ec. Indeed, here it appears slighdy different in comparison with other occurrences; see 

e.g. 11 9cclc, iv 1 noiovvrec, 16 icreefiavovTo, 17 ic[x]eTX'ia[,ev, 26 ayeciv, 30 r]ec, i 11 X[rj]prjcavTec, 14 

aTvxccri[pav. However, taking into consideration the irregularities of this script, this interpretation 

of the traces can be accepted. In any case, the two other traces—the dot above the ligature and the 

trace at the foot of the 1 projecting from the previous line—are perfectly compatible with e: they 

seem to belong to the upper part of the curve of this letter, while its central stroke is represented by 

the short diagonal descending from left to right in ligature with c. Parallel passages to be considered 

for this restoration are the following: Arist. Cat. 14 a 3b rphov 8e Kara riva ra^iv to ttporepov Xeye- 

rai, Kadanep cm twv iniCTTjpwv Kal twv Xoywv. cv re yap rale anoBeiKTiKaic in lcttj paic vnapyci to 

nporepov Kai to verepov rfj Tatjec — ra yap CTOiyela nporepa twv Biaypapparwv rfj tcl^cl — Kal 

cm ypappariK-rjc ra CTOiyeia nporepa twv evXXaflwv — ini tc twv Xoywv opo'iwc — to yap npo- 

olpiov T-rjc Birjy-rjcewc nporepov tt) ra£ei icr'iv, Dexipp. In Aristotelis Categorias commentarium, C4G 4.2, 

p. 22.16—17 evvBeciv yap TLva cvXXafiwv Kal CToiyelwv eyeiv Kal tcl ovopara’, Ammon. In Aristotelis An- 

alyticorum priorum librum I commentarium, CTG4.6, p. 5.10-14 Ka'L Xeyopev on cctlv iv tolc cvXXoyicpoic 

cvv9eac, cctlv Be Kai avaXvcic, wenep Kal napa tolc ypappamKolc cctlv cvvdecic Kal avaXvcic, 

cvvdecic pev KaO rjv ano twv cTotyetaw rj twv cvXXafiwv cwmBeaciv ovopara rj pr/para, avaXvcic 

8e Ka9' rjv tcl cvvTedevra avaXvovciv ini tcl anXa ii; wv cvvctc9tj, etc tolc cvXXaflac Kal tcl CTOiycia; 

Jo. Philop. In Aristotelis Categorias commentarium, CAG 13.1, pp. 192.20-193.16 rphov crjpaivopevov tov 

npoTcpov to tt) ra^ei npoTcpov, wenep cyei, (f>rjciv, cm twv eniCTrjpwv cv tc yap tt) anoBeiKTLKrj 

iniCT-rjprj nporjyovvTai pev at nporaceic enovTai Be tcl cvpnepacpara Kal ini T-rjc yewperpiac tcl 

CTOiyeia, cfyrjcl, nporepa twv Biaypapparwv. CTOiyeia Be KaXovciv oi yewperpai to crjpeiov rr/v 

ypapprjv r-rjv inirf>aveiav Kal tcl roiavra, oca T-rjc twv 9ewprjpaTWv anoBeiijewc npoXapfiavccOai 

ciw9e, Biaypappara 8c avra tcl Bewp-ppara Kai ini twv ypappaTwv Be twv pev Xe£ewv nporepai at 

cvXXaflai, twv 8c cvXXafiwv tcl CTOiyeia. to aiiro Kal ini twv Xoywv ipovpev nporjyovvrai pev yap 

Ta npooipia, clkoXovBcl Be rj npoKaTacTacic, eha -rj Karacraetc, tovtolc Be enovrai tcl SirjyrjpaTa, 

cha 01 aywvcc. ravra Be navTa Tjj tcl^cl povr] to npoTcpov eyovciv, ovtc Be Trj <f>vcei ovtc tw ypovep- 

Bwotov yap Kal tov aTcyvov prjTopa npwTov pev xP^cacdai tolc aywciv cha tolc npooipioic Kal totc 

tw Si-rjyripaTL, Kal tov yewpcTprjv npoTcpov iKdeivai to 9ewprjpa cha tcl CTOtyeta- wctc TavTa tv 

ra^ei povr) to npoTcpov eyooct. nepi pev oiiv twv aXXwv iewe tic av cvyxwp-rjceie povj] Tjj tcl^cl to 

npoTcpov AeyecOai, ini Be twv ypappaTwv ovkctl povr/ Trj Tatjei tcl CTOiyeia Bokcl twv cvXXaflwv rj 

twv ovopaTwv rj twv Xoywv elvai npoorer ktX.\ cf. Elias In Aristotelis Categorias commentarium, CAG 18.1 

PP- i95-3“10 and 252.2-3. 

16-17 iv 8e] pr]To[pLK(Iji). I restore this expression, which fully suits the surviving ink, because 

what follows seems to be a list of the sections of a speech. It seems to be possible to restore in lacuna 

the list of five subdivisions of the speech offered at progymnasmatic level by Nicolaus, Prog. p. 4.6-7 
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Felten (cf. ibid. p. 23.18—ig, 28.10—12, 35.16—18, p. 69.18—70.1—2, 76.3—12), npooipuov, Sirjyrjcic, clvtI- 

deac, Xvclc, and enlXoyoc. In other sources this subdivision is applied to the voXitlkov Xoyov, and 

presented together with variations; see in Syrian. Commentarium in Hermog. ire pi era cecov, p. 12.5-13 tov 

yap ttoXltlkov Xoyov oXov tlvoc ovtoc oi p.ev reccapa <f>aci,v eivai pLeprj, npoolp.Lov Sir/yr/CLV nlcriv fjTOi 

anoSei^ iv iniXoyov, ol Se nevre, npooipuov Sijypctv avrlOeciv Xvclv teal enlXoyov, oi Se Kal nXelova 

tovtlov ovopara pcev Kaivorepa npocemvoovvrec anavrec Se 7rpoc ra nevre pepr] Karavrcuvrec aXX’ oi 

pev avrwv cvcreXXovrec rrjv nocoTTjra oi Se eKrelvovrec; Anon, in Hermog. Rliet. Prolegomena in librum 

nepl craceajv, RG xiv (Prolegomenon Sylloge Rabe), p. 214.4—8 "On nevre pepy rrjc prjTopiKrjc, evpecic, 

OLKOVopla, <f>pacic, inihepLCic Kal Siara^ic tluv evprjpevajv. Kal peprj tov Xoyov reccapa, npoolpcov, 

Sirjyrjcic, nlcnc, enlXoyoc. crjpeiWTeov Se, on roue aydivac nlcreic eicaXecev, ovc aXXoi avrAeceic Kal 

Xiiceic elrrovrec -nevre p.eprj eyciv tov ttoXltikov elpr/Kaci Xoyov, Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini Scholia 

ad Hermog. rrepl cracecvv, RG iv, p. 61.1—3 T0^ ttoXltikov Xoyov oXov ovtoc, oi p,ev eejjacav eivai p-eprj, 

ttpooLpLiov, SirfypcLV, avriOecLv, Xvclv, eniXoyov oi Se Kal nXeia) tovtujv (cf. ibid. p. 194.15—17; cf. 

Syrian. Commentarium in Hermog. nepl cracea>v, p. 45.22—4 Rabe); seej. Martin, Antike Rhetorik: Technik 

und Methode (1974) 52—60, and note that also Quint. 3.9.1 presents a subdivision of the speech into 

five items (proemium, narratio, probatio, refutatio, peroratio) as the most attested (ut plurimis auctoribus placuit). 

However, 5093 seems to include another item after the enlXoyoc, the lZal\p€c(ic) twv a[incur, not 

attested in the other lists mentioned above, but attested as part of the enlXoyoc (see 17—18 n.). We can¬ 

not rule out the possibility that the author here is considering components of the rhetorical practice, 

without aiming to give in a strict sense subdivisions of a speech of a specific type. In any case it is 

worth noticing that a discussion of different traditions of speech subdivisions is attested, although in 

a very fragmentary state, in LIII 3708, a rhetorical treatise of the second or third century (see fr. 1 

-> 14-17). 

17 ay[Tld(ecic). I print this supplement only exempli gratia. The traces fit the required letters: the 

traces corresponding to the first uncertain letter can be interpreted as the remaining of the loop of A, 

and its join with the following letter; the traces corresponding to the second uncertain letter can be 

interpreted as the upper half of the upright of N, and the upper part of its diagonal. Alternatively, it is 

not impossible to read ay[wv(ec), although that is less good in respect of die traces of the second letter. 

Cf. Jo. Philop. inArist. Physicomm libros commentaria, 131, pp. 192-3 (see above, 16-17 n.). Subdivisions of 

speech including the aydov are attested in Anon, in Hermog Rhet. Prolegomena in librum nepl cracewv, 

RG xiv (Prolegomenon Sylloge Rabe), p. 214.4-8 (quoted above, 16-17 n.); note that it is mostly attested 

in the quadripartite list form of subdivisions of speech, consisting of npooipuov, Siriyr/cic, aycov, and 

enlXoyoc (see e.g. Rhet. Anon, nepl rcbv reccdpoov p.eXwv tov reXelov Xoyov, RG iii, p. 570.4—8; Anon. 

in Aristotelis Artem rhetoricam commentarium, p. 226.9-12; Anon. inAphth. Prolegomena in progymnasmata, RG 

xiv (Prolegomenon Sylloge Rabe), p. 75.6-7; cf. the quadripartite lists given by Anon. Seguer. Ars rhetorica 

i, p. 2.1—7 Patillon (npooipuov, Str\yr\CLC, nicric, and enlXoyoc) and Arist. Rh. 1414a—b (npoolp.iov, 
npodecLC, nlcnc, and enlXoyoc). 

en\tAo[y(oc). The traces fit the required letters: the lower half of an upright suits 1; with regard 

to the second uncertain letter, the first trace fits the foot of the left-hand leg of a, while the short 

horizontal stroke at line-level represents the extremity of the right-hand legjoining the following o, 

as in 10 SrjXot. 

17-18 i^al\pec(ic) twv a[trtcDv. I propose this restoration exempli gratia] it is compatible with the 

traces. Since the word e^aijpec(tc) occurs in the section containing the list of the sections of a speech, 

it is plausible that it refers to rhetoric, and therefore I understand et;aipecic in the rhetorical sense 

explained by C. T. Ernesti, Lexicon technologiae Graecorum rhetoricae (1995) s.v. Rhetoribus dicitur exceptio, 

qua quis adversarii rationes et praetextus rejutat, elevat, vel suspectos reddit. Cf. Scholia cetera in Demosth. Contra 

Timocratem (xxiv), probably by Ulpianus, 148b, 344R21-8, 348a, 349; here in 344b it refers to a part of 

the enlXoyoc. In any case it has to be noticed that the lacuna at the end of 17 seems to have contained 
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about 2 more letters after eV]/Ao[y(oc) and before e£cupec(ic). Three alternative explanations may be 

offered, (i) The author has not abbreviated the word hrlXo-yoc by accident. (2) A blank space has ac¬ 

cidentally been left; cf. fr. 1+2 ->• ii 10, where a blank occurs in the middle of a sentence. (3) The part 

of the speech igalpecic toiv atridiv has been singled out with a short explanation. One could supply 

17—18 as follows: ij S’] etjai\pec(ic) toiv afirtcov roti eTn\6y(pv) p.epoc. 

19 ff. The remains are so scanty that they do not allow us to make a hypothesis on the content 

of the missing section of this encomium. However, it is not implausible to imagine that some other 

human activities were taken into consideration: 20 yeo)|[p.erp-; 22 api]dp.-r]TiK( ), 23 TjaKTiK-rj, 24 

acTp]ovop,Lav (or olK]ovop.lw) would be possible restorations. For this sort of motif, see Xen. 1111 viii, 

who stresses the importance of order in household management comparing its role in a chorus, in 

an army, in ships, in the storage of cereals by a farmer (see commentary by S. B. Pomeroy, Xenophon, 

‘Oeconomicus’: A Social and Historical Commentary (1994) 285—91). But of course we cannot be sure where 

the encomium ended and a new subject began. 

Col. iii 

top 

10 

15 

20 

ce[c.2] _ cev/ji'xaXen [ OIO ] _ TCOV 

e7r[o2] cavrjLprjpLev[ OIO ] ocaA 

Aa[02] T€/\.eTCOV€7T€ [ OIO ] wo 

[c.2]vocTrjvevav [ OIO 

[02] vXaTTOfiai OIO ] XL 

l/j ' [c.2]Tr)Vfl€LpLr]Tl [ OIO )u. 

C [C.2]aCKjjLVpU)L)(p [ OIO ] a4,° 

C [02] LOp,edaTr]VT\ OIO JaAei 

ifj [c.l] ecaAAoiaro [ 010 ]LevV 

</>[o2]ic aiptarocaf OIO ) vSeAevK 

c [c.2]avT€cepcoL [ OIO ] 01177011 

eAcuvo e ire [ 0 10 ]p 67761 

X[C-2] LCKpL€Aacic [ OIO ] TTaVTU) 

dp [02] coiSocTcove [ OIO ] V CL(f)€ 

L [?• 2]. K T [ c. 15 ] etca 

[02] cun [ 015 ].. e 

[oijroic [ 015 > 

i/»[oi]aira[ 015 ] c 

a[01] pov 015 tjU,at 

S[02] er rac[ 013 

9 [01] LVTOJV [ 015 ] (f)OKTO 

v[c.2] cp,v9ovc[ 013 J^.TTL9V 

_ [02] _ 77Ae^arm[ 013 ]o/xa^Se 

P eiKLTT [ 013 ]tovtt€v 
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25 6 cocovfi 8 [ c. 12 ] epovc 

(f)[ ]cO/JLTOVc[ C. 13 ] T€ 

k[c. i]ok/> y[ 

a [02] yev [ 

/c'[ ] . e, evra [ 

30 7r[. ]. c ea [ 

a ouKav’aTrf 

9 oce/3eiC77 [ 

..dV.V.[ 

Col. iv 

top 

vavovvT'qvoi/jiVKaXcocye'jTOLOWTec 

oOeveir vopdajcafjLevocTOVTOTOfjLe 

P cevpc77 KTOVCCTi^-€KeLVOVCOJVpi€ 

PlvVtiv€\ ] ayponjjacTTcn8r]TapLr]Tpoc 

5 x€ipa8f [ ] avcTvya)V(f)€yyeicavav 

SpovfirjpLCLT CTidticixyocKaOoXov 

T€T7]voiKovo^aXXa^acev8ovapi(j)OTe 

povcKareccjia^evwcpieTpLCxJTepace 

copb€vrjCTrjCT€KvoKTOVLaceipir] 

10 evcfiavepanTTpaxOeir) KroreovSev 

r]TTOvevLKr]9'q aXXeveiSrjTedopv 

firjcdeTrPTrjvcvavTUDCLveivSoKov 

cavrcov [ ](j)vXoycovouc7rpo8i,€^r]X 

9oV7t'tO [ ^TToXvTOV TLCT]VOVU<r]CaC 

15 CLKOVCO.t[ ] TLVi8pap,aTLC0(j)0KT0LVVV 

€CT€(f> av TOTT]peL€(f)<jOLKaVC(f)o8peL 

Korojce [ jerAta^ep’eupt^eiTTyv'ju'eK 

KoXxcjDvpap8€Lave^e^aXovev€KaTr]c 

7Tai8o(f)ovuiCTr]v8aTTu<r]V7TpoKvr)v 

20 viKav€KpLvavovpLOVovccf)a^acav 

TOVVLoviTVvaXXaK'9oivavT(jL>iTTa 

TpLTTapa9eLcavov€p.TrXriKTOv(f)VC€L 

KpiecTovaXoyovcfiopacoxXoc ovkzlc 

cuyacovvaypLacKaraT'pv'napoTaXXeic 

25 avSpacaypiovcpL€TacTr]capL€V(nTr]v 
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30 

Col. iii 

i e[, central stroke of e presents ligature with following letter ] c, tiny trace at line-level [, 

oval with open top ] , upright whose tip joins to left another stroke (not preserved) 2 j , 

vertical trace in upper part of wridng space slightly slanting to left c, upright ] , trace approach¬ 

ing horizontal in upper part of writing space, linked to remains of diagonal ascending from left to 

right; both traces touch following o 3 ] , right-hand arc [, remains of upright? ] , short 

diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in upper half of writing space joins upper extremity of 

other diagonal descending from left to right and reaching centre of left-hand upright of following n 

4 [, curve approaching big left-hand arc touching extremity of loop of A of previous line; roughly 

at mid-height to right, very short horizontal trace attached to it [, only join with extremity of 

right-hand oblique of previous y lying at mid-height ] , first, diagonal trace descending from left 

to right, possibly tip of triangular letter or remains of round letter; second, diagonal descending from 

left to right, probably part of triangular letter 5 [, tiny trace descending below line-level: foot 

of upright? [, upright slightly slanting to right with leftwards finial descending below line-level, 

whose tip bears thick slightly diagonal stroke, ascending from left to right, 2 mm long ] , upright? 

6 [, small left-hand arc touching line-level [, remains of upright oj , remains of upright de¬ 

scending below line-level 7 [, diagonal trace departing from upper extremity of arc of previ¬ 

ous c [, short horizontal stroke in lower part of writing space ] , part of horizontal stroke at 

mid-height, touching top of loop of following a; above, in upper part of writing space three tiny 

traces very close to each other in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right 8 [, remains 

of upright ] , join with following 00, which consists of stroke 1 mm long approaching horizontal 

and touching tip of left-hand lobe of 00 9 [, traces in upper and lower part of writing space, 

at edge of lacuna, suggest triangular letter ] , part of crossbar touching following e [, extremely 

tiny trace at mid-height 10 ] , two tiny marks very close to each other, in vertical alignment, 

at mid-height 11 c , stroke approaching diagonal ascending from left to right, 1 mm long, de¬ 

parts from lower extremity of arc of c [, thin short horizontal trace in upper part of writing space 

12 e, diagonal ascending from left to right; from its tip other diagonal stroke, 2 mm long, descending 

from left to right, departs o , crossbar whose centre shows join with another stroke (not pre¬ 

served) [, remains of upright attached to left extremity central stroke of previous e and joining to 

right at mid-height another stroke (not preserved) 13 c , stroke approaching diagonal ascend¬ 

ing from left to right, 1 mm long, departs from upper extremity of arc of previous c ] , curve whose 

upper part approaches top arc 14 ]., left-hand arc in upper part of writing space 15 ] , 

short stroke approaching horizontal at line level; diagonal stroke, 3.5 mm long, descending from left 

to right in upper part of writing space, possibly sign of abbreviation ] _, only join with following 

letter at mid-height preserved a , first, scanty traces at mid-height, very close to diagonal descend¬ 

ing from left to right; second, horizontal trace at mid-height 16 [, upright whose tip joins 

stroke approaching horizontal, 2 mm long, roughly at mid-height; kk or n ] , upright whose tip 

]paya>avocioicayecLVK ixL(u<f)OVLOuc 

]cpevL^ovcaveKd€cpoLCTrjvxPVcrrlV 

]fiLoAoyovKcopo)8LavpeTaTU)vcvv 

] oovTT(uav(ovTTpoTTepLTTOL>ixavail)av 

] €cavTr)iTace7Ti.viKLovc8cu8acevxo 

]evc>LK avTOiTovfiLOVTOTeAocop.cn 

] exeLVTr]LTeAevTr]LTa)vei<e c 
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joins to right horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, in upper part of writing space [, diagonal departing 

from foot of right-hand upright of previous n and ascending from left to right ] , very short trace, 

slighdy diagonal, ascending from left to right and protruding above writing space e, join between 

upper part of upright and another stroke (not preserved); 1.5 further, tip of upright: the complex sug¬ 

gests square letter, w or n 17 [, horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, at line-level: possibly aparagra- 

phus? [, upright slighdy slandng to right, linked to right, at mid-height, to stroke approaching 

horizontal, 2 mm long 18 ] , short stroke approaching vertical in lower space of writing space, 

followed, 1 mm further, by diagonal trace ascending from left to right in lower part of writing 

space c, remains of left-hand arc in lower part of writing space 19 ] , upright descending 

below line-level, whose tip joins to left another stroke (not preserved) v , first, remains of upright, 

slighdy thicker at bottom; very close to it stroke approaching horizontal at mid-height; second, short 

vertical stroke at mid-height, possibly part of upright [, two tiny traces at line-level, 0.5 mm dis¬ 

tant from each odier ] , remains of upper part of upright t, remains of small left-hand arc 

roughly at mid-height 2° ]., right-hand angle of triangular letter t _, group of tiny traces 

suggesting round letter r, extremely tiny traces in vertical alignment, lying in upper and lower 

part of writing space and at mid-height; 0.5 mm further, diagonal stroke 1 mm long, descending from 

left to right and lying in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity joins left-hand extremity 

of crossbar of following t ] , first, upright, 2 mm long, slighdy slanting to right; second, upright; 

0.5 mm further, diagonal, 1.5 mm long, ascending from left to right and lying in upper part of writing 

space; below some scanty and faded traces lying in lower part of writing space c, diagonal de¬ 

scending from left to right; some other scanty traces lying on its left suggests triangular letter 

21 [, very scanty traces in vertical alignment, possibly part of upright ] , stroke approaching 

horizontal, 1 mm long, touches roughly at mid-height following 1; above, two traces in diagonal align¬ 

ment ascending from left to right [, remains of upright or of left-hand arc of rounded letter ] , 

only join with following <j> is preserved at mid-height 22 _ tt, curve approaching left-hand arc 

23 [, diagonal ascending from left to right joining another stroke (not preserved) at mid-height; 1 

mm further, in upper part of writing space, three tiny and faded traces very close to each other, almost 

in vertical alignment ] , tiny and faded trace at line-level 24 p , remains of small left-hand 

arc in upper part of writing space e, very short horizontal stroke at mid-height at edge of la¬ 

cuna [, tiny curve in upper part of writing space, possibly left-hand arc 25 9, upper right- 

hand arc of this letter presents extra stroke at mid-height approaching horizontal w, stroke ap¬ 

proaching vertical, part of upright or of left-hand arc S , left-hand arc in ligature with previous 

letter ] , short diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space e, 

remains of upright 26 ] , first, two tiny traces very close to each other and in vertical align¬ 

ment ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space; slightly below a few other extremily 

thin and tiny traces; second, diagonal stroke, 2 mm long, ascending from left to right in upper part of 

writing space r, stroke 4 mm long, approaching horizontal with slightly blurred lower part curving 

to left and protruding above writing space: possibly left-hand part of triangular letter 27 , 

vertical trace at mid-height touching previous letter v, first, trace in lower part of writing space, 

possibly foot of upright; second, extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing space 28 [, 

lower half of diagonal ascending from left to right ] _, curve shaping bottom and right-hand of co ? 

v , small left-hand arc in upper part of writing space 29 ] , lower part of diagonal descending 

from left to right in ligature with following e is preserved e _, traces in vertical alignment in upper 

and lower part of writing space e, upper part of right-hand arc [, curve in upper part of 

writing space, possibly part of left-hand arc 30 ]., diagonal ascending from left to right, in 

ligature with following letter: triangular letter? c, lower part of upright? . [, lower half of 

upright? ] , upright whose tip is linked to right with left-hand end of horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm 

long [, left-hand arc in lower part of writing space 31 a., two traces in vertical alignment, 
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respectively at line-level and in upper part of writing space; join with following o is preserved 

32 9 , tiny trace in upper part of writing space, in vertical alignment with left-hand extremity of 

horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, lying at mid-height and touching following o n , lower part of 

upright? 33 9, first, trace in upper part of writing space, touching bottom of e of previous 

line; second, trace in upper part of writing space in vertical alignment with left-hand end of horizon¬ 

tal stroke, 1.5 mm long, at mid-height 77, upright; tiny trace to left very' close to its tip [, trace 

in upper part of writing space 

Col. iv 

2 7T , vertical trace in upper part of writing space 3 p , tiny trace at line-level 4 ] , 

blurred ink in upper part of writing space: no clear trace can be distinguished a, upright descend¬ 

ing below baseline 5 [, trace below baseline consisting of horizontal stroke approaching 

horizontal, 1 mm long 6 r , remains of right-hand arc 13 [, remains of left-hand arc 

14 [, short diagonal stroke, 1 mm long, descending from left to right in upper part of writing space 

15 ] , short stroke, 2 mm long, approaching horizontal, in upper part of writing space: part of sign 

of abbreviation? 16 v , very thin stroke, 1.5 mm long, approaching vertical, in lower part of 

writing space r, right-hand arc 17 [, left-hand arc 29 ] _, slightly diagonal stroke 

descending from left to right, whose lower extremity preserves join to left with another stroke (not 

preserved) 32 ] _, upper part of upright slightly slanting to right e , first, tip of upright 

in ligature with central stroke of previous letter; second, tip of two verticals, 2 mm apart; between 

them, very scanty remains suggest diagonal descending from left to right c, rather narrow loop in 

upper part of writing space 

Col. iii 

15 

c. 10 ] ivvo- 

OIO jiTa- 

a7Te]iTeix- 

c. 5 epijan 

top 

ce[c. 2] c ev pi(ev) ^aAezr [ c.10 ] toov 

en[c.2] cavpiprjp.ev[ CIO ] oc aA- 

Aa[c.2] reAeroov i-rre [ 

oy[/jL€]voc ttjv €7t’ aur[ 

p[a0]uAaTTop.ai[ c.~j 

f/<a[T0] TTjV pUpLTJTLK^V 

cj[eifj]ac k(cu) jtzupan xp'L[cac ] a</>o- 

a,[co]cto/j,eda rr/v t[ c.10 jaAet- 

i/»a[v]rec aAA’ ola to [ c.10 ] 

(/>[c.2]ic al/jiaTLKa[ c.10 JouSe Actnc(ofc) 

cr[ei/(]anTec iploic [ c.10 ]ou7rou 

/xeXaLVOTe(p- ) ve _ [ c.10 ]p ivei 

X[c.2\ic /c(at) pteAact c [ c.io ]ct navTO)(c) 

Qp M anSoc Ttov e[ c.10 ]ev acf)€- 

p-[c.2] /x(ev) /c(at) t[ c.15 ] eicctyxe- 

y[c.2]to)v [ C.15 ] e 

[c.l] toIc (j.[ c. 15 ]e 
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i/»[c.l]cora[ c.15 ] « 

a[c.l] pov ^3 ] tjttat 

§[02] 8e rauTac[ c.13 ] . . <?c0( ) 

9 _ [c.ljetv rcov c. II /3p] e(f>OKTO- 

v[oo]c pv9ovc[ ^13 1 co( ) em9v- 

jLt[c.2] TTAe^aTCof 013 ]o paA(Aov 

p et kltt [013 ]tov 77ev- 

9ecoc. ov p(ev) 8 [ 013 epovc 

(^[^jeo^ev) rove [ 013 ] . ..Te 

tc[c\l]co</> v[ 

a \c.2]ajyevrj[ 

k(clI) [ ] € eVTCL _ [ 
tt[ ]ac [_ ] ea [ 

a ovk ava77-[ 
deocefieicv [ 

..dV9V.[ 

top 

vav ovv Trjv oifjLV kclAooc ye 7TOLOVvrec. 

o9ev inavopdcocaixevoc tovto to fie- 

poc EvpiTr(i8r]c) fc(ai) rove CTty(ouc) eKelvovc cov pe- 

pLvr)(vTaC) Ttve[c] Staypai/iac- “not 8rjra prjrpoc 

yetpa Se^jAJav CTvycov (f>evyeic, avav- 

8pov firjpLaTOC ndelc lyvoc;” KadoAov 

re tt)v OLKOvop{tav) aAAa^ac ev8ov ap(f>ore- 

povc Karec(f)a^ev toe peTpcwrepac e- 

copevrjc rr/c tckvoktovlac el prj 

iv (f)avepa)L npaydeir), k(o.l) Tore ov8ev 

rjTTOv evLKrjdr]. AAA’ enei8rj redopv- 

firjede TTp(oc) TTjV evavTtcoctv elvicu) 8okov- 

cav tcov e[p,]a»y Aoycov ovc TTpo8ie£rjA- 

9ov n(epl) tov [Itt]ttoAvtov , tlc rjv 6 vuepcac, 

aKovcar[e, x](at) tlvl 8papari. Co<f)oi<(Afic) tolvvv 

icrecfravovTO Tippet, ecf)’ cot kclv c<j)o8p ei- 

kotcoc ec[x]erAta£ei' EvpiTr(l8pc), el rpv p(ev) eK 

KoAywv Mp8eLav e^efiaAov eveKa rrjc 
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rraL8o(j)Ov'iac, rr/v 8’ Attlktjv IlpoKvrjv 

20 vik&v cKpivav ov p,ovov ccf)a^acav 

tov vlov "Itvv, aXXa /c(cu) dotvav tool rra- 

rpl vapadeicav. ov(tcoc) epL-nXrjKTov <fovc€i 

/c(at) pbecrov aXoyov <f>opac oyXoc. ovk etc 

at’yac ovv aypiac kclto. ttjv TrapoipL^lav), aAA’ etc 

25 avSpac ayplovc p.eTacT7]capLevoL rrjv 

T]paycp(8iav) avoctoic ayecLV k(gli) jUtat^oftatc 

djc/uevt^oucaf €K0ecp,OLC, tt)v xprjCTrjv 

/c(at)] jStoAoyot' KcopbcpSlav pcera tcov cvv- 

cuJScAf TTGuavajv Trpo7T€pL7TU)p,(ev) avaljjav- 

30 r]ec avTrp rac imvcKLOVc 8ai8ac evyo- 

jitjevot tc(at) avrol tov fi'iov to reXoc djotot- 

o]v eyetv tt)l TeXevrrji tcov eKeivipc 

[■npaypLCLTCov 

. So [they felt disgust] at the spectacle, righdy. Hence Euripides, correcting this part, and 

crossing out those lines that some people recall, “Where then do you flee, hating your mother’s right 

hand, placing the footprint of a coward step?”, and changing the plot on the whole, slaughtered both 

(sons) indoors, as if the child-murder would be less striking if it were not carried out in public—and 

then he was defeated none the less. But, since you have shouted out at the seeming contradiction 

with the discourse which I went through before about the Hippolytus, hear who was the winner and 

with which play! Sophocles, then, was crowned for Tereus, at which Euripides very reasonably would 

have complained, if they threw out Medea of Colchis because of the child-murder, but judged the 

Attic Procne to win, who not only slaughtered her son Itys but also served him as a feast to his father. 

Such a crazy thing by nature, and full of irrational impulse, (is) a crowd! So, transferring Tragedy, 

which takes satisfaction in unholy pollutions and lawless murders, not to the wild goats—according 

to the proverb—but to the wild men, let us escort good, life-representing Comedy with paeans sung 

together, lighting to her the torches of victory, praying that we ourselves too may have an end to our 

life similar to the end of her [action] . . .’ 

Cols, iii and iv 

On the basis of the matching of fibres and content, cols, iii and iv seem to belong to the same 

section. Col. iv, well preserved, contains a syncrisis between Tragedy and Comedy. The author points 

out the fact that tragic plots consist of sanguinary and horrifying motifs (26—7), while Comedy is good 

and realistic (27-8), and therefore to be preferred as a literary genre. The point against Tragedy is 

illustrated by the use of the motif of child-murder in two versions of the tragedy Medea: in the first 

version the murder—at least of one of Medea’s two sons—is represented on stage, in the second 

one—which is presented as a version drastically modified by Euripides—the murder does not take 

place in front of the audience but inside (see below, iv 1-14 n.). In col. iii, although the remains are 

very difficult to read and supplement, the following significant elements may be considered in rela¬ 

tion to the content of col. iv. (a) rpv /Lup.^ri/<-[?)r at 6, which is significant in relation to the treatment 

of Tragedy and Comedy as potential representations of real life: cf. in particular iv 26-8. (b) The 
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name /7ev0|e<ac at 24—5, the sequence kitt [ at 24, which recalls the ivy sacred to Dionysus, the verb 

-nXeT at 23, which recalls the making of wreaths in cult, and the adjective or verb 9eoce^ei(c) at 32, 

which can be easily placed in the context of the worship due to Dionysus and refused by Pentheus, 

all lead us to identify another very famous myth where child-murder plays a central role: the myth 

of Pentheus, slaughtered by his own mother Agave. At 21—2 the word pvdovc leads me to restore the 

adjective Pp]eif>oKT6\v[ov]c or flp]eipoKT6\v[o]c with considerable certainty (see iii 21—2 n.). This means 

that in this section also the author is considering the sanguinary plots of Tragedy. 

Moreover, from the paleographical standpoint it has to be noted that in col. iii there is no sign 

of paragraphs to mark division between sections (cf. ii 9, where division of section is marked). This 

suggests that the whole of col. iii belongs to the same text as col. iv. It is quite likely that the text began 

in the lost lower part of col. ii, where probably there was a title. 

Col. iii 

col. ii (last line)-col. iii 1 <f>rf\ |ce[t t]ic (Handley). 

1 xa^e7TU>[- Exempli gratia yaAe7T<y[c, palaeographically more likely than yaAe7ra[-, i.e. a form 

of xaXeTraivu). 

2 e7r[i t]oic avyipyp-eijoic (Handley), or en[c.2]cav rppr]pev[. 

2— 3 aA|A’ a\v’]? reXercov (Handley). reXerwv would fit a religious/ritual context (see above) and 

the mention of Pentheus at 24—5. However, I cannot exclude re Aeytuv as a reading. 

3— 4 evvo\oy[pe]voc (Handley). 

4— 5 In 5 if)]vXaTTopai is clear; the compound ya|p[a</>]uAaTTop,ai could be supplemented, al¬ 

though the traces of the uncertain letters—apart from a—are rather scanty. After that there is a blank 

space, which probably indicates a pause or break in the text. 

5— 7 It is clear that the author is recalling PL Rep. 3p8ab . . . avSpa 8rj, coc coikc, 8vvapevov 

vtto coiplac TravToSanov ylyvecdai Kai pipeic9ai ttavra xpViLaTa’ e‘ 'pH1' apiKOtTO elc tt)v ttoXlv 

aiiroc re Kal ra TTOvqpaTa fiovXopevoc €Tn8ei£ac9ai, TrpocKvvolpev av avrov die lepov Kal OavpacTOV 

Kal r/8vv, eirroipev 8’ av, on ovt’cctlv tolovtoc avr/p iv ry ttoXcl Trap’rjplv ovre 9epic iyyevec9ai, 

aTroTrep.Trot.piev re elc a A Ayr ttoXiv pvpov Kara rrjc Ke<f>aXrj c KarayeavTcc Kal ip lot cretfiavrec, avrol 

8’ av rip avcTrjpoTepcp Kal ar)8ecTepip TTOirjTf) ypaj/xeSa Kal pvdoXoyio wipeXlac e'veKa ktX. I have 

restored the text in 6-7 accordingly; the space after p.t(uyny[yv might be occupied e.g. by reyryv or 

by o riXaroov. The verb-form in 5—6 must be some form of airoTTep-rTw; the subject of the sentence 

should be a masculine singular, perhaps T or ‘Plato’ (or ‘Socrates’). aTTe\ijep\tfia could be read, but 

not d-n-ejTrepji/ie. However, since the final a looks short for the space, the middle form of the third 

person singular aTre]Trep\tlja[To] seems to be possible, for reasons of space even better than die infini¬ 

tive ano]TTep4ia[i\, which in any case would require a main verb preceding in lacuna. On this basis, 

we should expect that when the same rituals are mentioned below (8 9 aAeiji/iafvjrec; 11 crjei/ijarrec 

epioic) they have the same metaphorical application. The change from singular to first person plural 

(cf. 26) may mean a contrast such as Just as Plato sent away mimetike, so must we . . .’; and the theme 

may be that we, like Plato, should choose the plainer (i.e. Comedy) and dismiss the more elaborate 

(i.e. Tragedy), as happens at iv 23 ff. 
7 ypt[cac. In the papyrus the phonetic spelling ype[i'cac can be reconstructed. 

7-8 a.(f>o\ci[u>]<:u)pe9a Handley/Parsons. This form could be interpreted as a future (cf. the use 

of the future in 26 <f>[rj]cop(ev)) or as an aorist conjunctive (cf. the use of the conjunctive in iv 29). 

The text could be reconstructed as k(cu) y/ieijc acf>o\a,[u>]<:<i>pe9a rqv r[payoiSiav] aAet|i/ia[v]rec, and 

translated as ‘Just as Plato sent away mimetike, we too will satisfy/let us satisfy our religious duty by 

anointing Tragedy 
9 aXX’ ola. I assume that a contrast is introduced, and that 01a should be understood as an 

adverb; but e.g. aXXoia would be also possible. 
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10 If alfu.aTLKa[ is correctly read (the first a has an odd shape), then the word before could be 

restored as </>[ova]fc. Alternatively Parsons suggests aipcaTu<a[ic aAoc<f>aic\, while Handley thinks of 

an articulation such as <povo]cc acpcarc /ca[ivait. At this point it is worth considering the reconstruction 

of 3-11 proposed exempli gratia by Handley: 

raur’] evvo- 

oy[pce]voc ttjv err’ avT[rfi vefj.eciv] ttcl- 

p\a(f>\vAaTTOpcac. «r[(cu) y[ap) wcrrep a.TTe]iTepc- 

</i<x[to] ttjv fj.LpLrjTii<\rfv 6 /7Aar(ajr) ept]cot 

cr[ei/i\ac /c(cu) fiiipan ypl[cac, ovtoj Troj]c a<po- 

ci[ai]ccop.e9a rrfv r[paycp8lav err^aAei- 

i/ja[v]Tec, aAA' oca toc[outocc 1re(f>vp]fjcevr](y) 

(f>[ovo]cc aifjaTi Ka[cvwc, ov fjvpocc,] ovSe Aevic(occ) 

cr[ecfj]avTec ipcocc . . . 

. reflecting upon these things I watch closely the nemesis against her. And in fact 

as Plato sent away the mimetike, crowning her with wool and anointing her with unguent, 

in a similar way let us too satisfy our religious duty by anointing her not with unguents, 

as being defiled by so many new murders, and by crowning her not with white fillets. . 

According to this reconstruction, the expression in 10-11 would echo the phrase in 6-7 by 

reverting the two nouns and using an ‘augmentative’ plural (in this respect cf. the use of Kava and 

Xcpvcfiec in Men. Dysk. 440 with comm, ad loc. in A. W. Gomme, F. H. Sandbach, Menander: A Com¬ 

mentary (1973) p. 204). 

Finally it has to be noted that the traces at the end of 7 seem not to fit the c of ttojJc (rather e 

or h with curve attached to following a ?). 

Note that in the lacuna in 8, on the basis of the space available, it has to be assumed that 

T[paycphiav was written in full, while it is abbreviated in iv 26, fr. 3.8, fr. 4.17 and fr. 45.2. If so, it is 

plausible to think that here the author probably uses the noun for the first time in his speech and 

prefers not to abbreviate it (similarly in iv 28 KcopupScav is written in full, but cf. fr. 3.19), but it could 

be a mere inconsistency in the use of the abbreviations. 

11—16 As suggested by Handley’s reconstruction in the previous note, the structure should be 

a contrast, ‘and not crowning (Tragedy?) with white fillets but . . . with black . . In 12 I suggest 

rren[A-, in 13 ^[oa]ic (or eTTi\x[oa]cc?) Kal pceAacc cT[ep.pcacc. In 14 there is a reference to a mourner, 

in 15-16 possibly a libation (c]ireccafj.e\y[-, seemingly a participle). The general idea seems to be that 

Tragedy should be ‘anointed’ with liquid from a libation and crowned with black garlands in the 

context of a metaphorical funeral ritual representing the (desired) death of Tragedy as literary genre. 

11 ]ou7rou. I cannot interpret this, tr would have an abnormal shape, and it might be possible 

to read the ink differently. 

13 TTavTto(c) or navTU)(v). 

I4-I5 AA[LV~)> possibly a form of the aorist participle of atplrfpu, in abbreviated form (cf. col. 

ii 3“4> 8)>t0 be taken in the sense of ‘having sent away’. The subject could be the first person plural 

(a(pe\p.[e(voi)) or the third person singular (acf>e\p.[e(voc)), perhaps referring to the mourner of 14? 

A possible supplement could be r[i)v rpaytp(8cav) «-(ai) KaTac]iTeccap.e\y-. If the sending away of Trag¬ 

edy means its death as literary genre, the libation could be performed on its metaphorical grave. Given 

that in 15 p.(ev) «:(at) occur, one expects a contrastive 8e in one of the following badly damaged lines. 

19 At line-end possibly olpcac. 

20—21 In 20 a supplement like S[et] 8e rayrac or S[et] Se rayra c[ can be proposed. At line-end 

the prolongation of the central stroke of 9 could represent an abbreviation, since the following line 

begins with 9, and the sequence -99- is to be ruled out. Perhaps it is possible to read -£ac9(ac)/-c6(e). 
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Otherwise we have to assume a mistake against the so-called Lex Youtie (see M. Fassino, RF1C 126 

(1998) 72—5; N. Gonis, RPE151 (2005) 166). evtjacd- would fit the contest in the sense of ‘pray to die’, 

as happens in tragedy. In 21 at line-beginning an infinitive may occur, perhaps 9a[v]eiv, or alterna¬ 

tively 9yeiv (Handley and Luppe). The sense may be exempli gratia ‘but it is necessary that these . . . 

pray to die’, possibly referred to typical characters of Tragedy. Perhaps ravra indicates something 

like Trpocama. 

21- 2 ^p]e<poKTo\v[ov]c. The adjective is attested only at Lyc. 229, and the noun fipefoKrovla 

three times in spurious works ascribed to John Chrysostom [In synaxim archangelorum, PG 59, 755.52; In 

Herodem et infantes, PG 61, 699.67; In synaxim incorporalium, 4.34 Halkin). It seems very suitable in con¬ 

nection with the myths of Tragedy implied by Pentheus (24-5) and discussed in the next column. -v[o] 

c should also be considered, since die lacuna is not very wide (cf. 26). 

The author may refer to E. Bacchae or to another of the lost tragedies dealing with this myth: 

Pentheus by Aeschylus (TrGF III F 183, pp. 298—9), Bacchae (?) by Sophocles (TrGF IV, p. 170), Bacchae or 

Pentheus by Thespis (TrGF I, no. 1, test. 1, p. 61, F [1 c], p. 65, perhaps also F [4], p. 66); Bacchae (or Pen¬ 

theus?) by Iophon (TrGF I, no. 22, test, ia, p. 132, F 2, p. 135); Dionysos by Chaeremon (TrGF I, no. 71, 

test. 1, p. 215, F 4-7, p. 218); Pentheus by Lycophron of Chalchis (TrGF I, no. 100, test. 3, p. 274), Bacchae 

by Xenocles I (TrGF I, no. 33, F 1, p. 153); see further details in E. R. Dodds, Euripides Bacchae (i960) 

pp. xxviii-xxxii. The possibility that one of these plays other than the Euripidean Bacchae was in the 

author’s mind may be supported by the fact that in col. iv, as already said, he takes into considera¬ 

tion two plays that allegedly present a different treatment of the same myth, of which one is the best 

known version—i.e. the E. Medea transmitted to us—the other is a version unknown to us (iv 1-22). 

22- 3 The sequence nXeR in 23 leads us to relate im9v\p.- to the rare word enc9v(jdc ‘garland’ 

(cf. Hesych. s.v. 4818, Athen. XV 678c, Plu. Mor. 647^. e-nXetja could be read. Alternatively Parsons 

suggests the imperative, and reconstructs the passage as 7? Tpay](p[8ia) e7Ti0v|/r[tS(ac)] nXe^arai. In 

that case the tiny trace before the beginning of the imperative should be ignored as an accidental 

mark. The ]o before pca^ should perhaps be read ]oj, the end of another imperative. 

24- 5 kltt- also suits the idea of garlands, and Ilevdeojc introduces the idea of Bacchae and 

child-killing. In fact, although the Bacchae in Euripides’ play wear wreaths of ivy, this is not said 

directly about Pentheus. Perhaps the author is thinking of another play on the same myth (see above, 

21—2 n.); probably he is simply imprecise. The trace suggests kltto[ or kittoj[, not kittl[v-. ]tov 

might be the article in a phrase like Kpara, or crefavov (note that fr. 10.3 has ]cref[, but I am not sure 

whether I could place it there) rov Ilevdewc. At the beginning of 24 the traces of the first uncertain 

letter may fit the upper half of an e; the following traces perfectly fit the tip of the upright and the 

central stroke of R. Luppe suggests S’ e\peifiei, quoting E. Ba. 323 klccui t’ epefopcecda. The articula¬ 

tion could be: p.aX[Xov) S’ e\php€L /c/ttoJi c.5 tov Kpara] tov TIev\6ecnc, to be translated as: ‘rather 

(subject in the third person singular) will crown with ivy the head of Pentheus’; see E. Ba. 341—2 

(Cadmos to Pentheus) 8evpo cov creipoi Kapa / klccuj, and cf. ibid. 81 kiccoi re cre(pava)9cic (referred 

to the ideal figure of Dionysus’ follower), 205 (Cadmos with regard to himself) p.eAAoiv yopevew Kpara 

Kiccwcac ip.ov, 323 (Tiresias to the chorus) klccui t’ ipeipop.ec9a /cat yopetlco/xev; 105—6 (chorus ad¬ 

dressing Thebes) d) CepteXac rpofol &r]\f3ai, crefavovcde kiccu). 

25- 6 At the end of 25 Luppe suggests lepovc, possibly referred to p.v9ovc in 22. If so, then the 

sense should be something like: ‘we will not say that these ?stories are holy’, perhaps implying the 

Dionisiac character of the tragedy alluded to in 24-5 by the mention of Pentheus, or in general the 

presence of gods in tragic plots. 

32 deocefei or -/3etc, adjective or verb. This textual element can be related to the theme of 

religious pietas and Pentheus’ impiety towards Dionysus, so central in E. Bacchae; see e.g: 1008-9 

(chorus) r/ijiap ic vvkto t’ ev\ayovvr’ euce/Seh; 263 (exclamative phrase rrjc Svccefielac); 476 (Dio¬ 

nysus to Pentheus) acefieiav acKovvr’ opyi’ eydalpei. 9eov\ 490 (Dionysus to Pentheus) ce 8 ap.a9iac 
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ye Kacefiovvr’ ec top deop; 502 (Dionysus to Pentheus) ... cv 8’ ace^rjc aMoc a>p ovk elcopac (sc. top 

deop)\ cf. also 45, where Dionysus says that Pentheus deop.ayet, and 325 (Tiresias) kov deopayricoj coop 

Aoycop ireicdelc vtto. 

Col. iv 

1—14 4 he text visualizes Euripides deleting a few lines from a certain play and correcting its 

plot in order to produce the present Medea. The implication is that there was a previous version, where 

at least one of her children was killed on stage. This version contained the two iambic verses quoted 

at 4—6 as addressed by Medea to the child who is trying to escape. The text, as is stands, does not state 

apertis verbis whether the previous version of Medea was by Euripides, like the first version of Hippoly- 

tus mentioned at 14, or by somebody else. Primafacie there are two possibilities: 

(1) The author implies that Euripides wrote two versions of Medea: the two hitherto unknown 

iambic verses belong to this previous version of the play. 

(2) The author implies that an earlier Medea had been written by another author, on which 

Euripides’ play was based and from which the two iambic verses come from. 

With regard to (1), the implication that Euripides himself is meant as author of the first Medea 

can be supported with the fact that the revision of the play is paralleled with the case of a tragedy 

by the same author, Hippolytus, for which a revision for reason of morality is documented by ancient 

sources (see n-14 n.) However, no ancient sources mention a first version of Medea by Euripides (in 

spite of W. Luppe’s claim in fPE 173 (2010) 15-16, which I have treated in detail in fPE 176 (2011) 

45“51)- The case was made by modern scholars in the Renaissance, precisely in the sixteenth century' 

by Paulus Manudus (in vol. vi of his edition published in 1579 by Aldus Manutius in Venice). Some 

pieces of evidence can be used to support this possibility. If Cic. Defin. 1.2.4 isto be understood in the 

sense that Ennius’ Medea is a verbal translation from the Greek (he speaks in terms of fabellas Latinos 

ad verbum e Graecis expressas), the tetrameter by Ennius quoted by Cic. Earn. 7.6.2 (qui ipse sibi sapiens 

prodesse non quit nequiquam sapit) could be taken as the translation of a Greek trimeter, TrGF V2 F 905 

fiicd) co<f)icTT]p, octlc ovy clvtw cofioc), quoted as Euripidean by Cic. Fam. 13.15.2; cf. Plu. Vit. Alex. 

53.2 (2/2, 223, 24 Ziegler; Plu. De latenter vivendo, 1 p. 1128b (Mor. 6/2, 216, 4 Pohlenz); [Men.] Monost. 

457j4kel); Luc. Apolog. 5 (3, 368, 26 MacLeod). This may provides the evidence that Roman scholars 

knew a different version of Medea (see details in H. D. Jocelyn, The Tragedies of Ennius (Cambridge 

^67) 347; N. Wecklein, Ausgewahlte Tragodien des Euripides, i: Medea (Leipzig/Berlin 1909) 25-6 n. 1; A. 

W. Verrall, The Medea’of Euripides (London 1881) pp. xix-xx). However, one should bear in mind that 

Cicero s statement at Fam. 7.6.2 is to be taken with caution, especially if compared to Cicero’s view at 

Acad. 1.3.10, where he states that Roman versions of Greek plays by Ennius and others give non uerba 

sed uim of their original models. On this question two further pieces of evidence have to be taken into 

consideration: 

(a) Sch. Ar. Ach. 119 cites as from Euripides’ Medea the phrase d> deppbfiovXop err,Aayypop (TrGF 

V2 F 858). K. O. F. Hense, De Ionis fabulae Euripideae partibus choricis commentatio (1876) 28—30, tried to 

insert it after line 1274 of the extant Medea, where there is a textual problem due to the absence of 

an iambic couplet required for the strophic responsion with the antistrophe at 1284-5 (cf. Hense, RAM 

n.s. 31 (1876) 593 n. 1). 

(b) In the extant Medea it is possible to identify some dittographs (see D. L. Page, Euripides Medea 

(Oxford 1938) 124, comm, at 723 ff.). 

This alleged evidence can be easily dismissed. On the first point, one could argue that the fact 

that some lines attested by other sources are not found in the present version of the play may be due 

to the process of textual transmission. Alternatively, these ‘incriminated’ lines can be interpolations 

introduced by actors: for instance, the above-mentioned iambic trimeter quoted by Cicero may be 

considered an interpolation constructed on the basis of E. Medea 294-301. Moreover, one has to take 
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into consideration the inaccuracy of the sources. Sch. in Ach. iig may draw on another play in which 

the figure of Medea was quite important, for instance Peliades or Aegeus; see C. Collard and M. Cropp, 

Euripidesfragments (2008), vii, 5, introd. to Aegeus; viii, 62, introd. to Peliades; cf. P. Elmsley, Euripidis Hera- 

clidae et Medea (Oxford 1828) 241, and U. von Wilamowitz, Analecta euripidea (Berlin 1875) 150. In fact 

mistakes in attributions are very frequent in ancient commentaries, as L. Sechan, REG 40 (1927) 273 

n. 1, points out: ‘il leur arrive egalement de citer un drame, non d’apres son titre officiel, mais d’apres 

un personnage qui y figure; c’est ainsi que les Bacchantes d’Euripide ont ete appelees parfois Penthee; 

l’Oreste, Electre; les Troyennes, Hecube; etc.’; cf. for example Stob. 3.36.9.1, where verses from Bac- 

chae are recorded as from Pentheus; cf. ibid. 4.4.2.1, 4.23.8.1. Alternatively, the expression contained in 

the Sch. in Ach. 119 may be wrongly attributed to Euripides: it could come from a Medea by another 

author (see below); cf. Elmsley, Euripidis Heraclidae et Medea, 242, who argues that it actually belongs to 

the ridiculed version of Medea by Melanthius (see below). 

With regard to the second possibility we have mentioned, namely that the implication of 5093 

is that the earlier Medea on which Euripides’ play was based and from which the two iambic verses 

come had been written by another author, it has to be said that there are many tragedians and com¬ 

edy writers who wrote a play entitled Medea. To show the popularity of the subject in both Greek and 

Latin drama, it is worth giving here the complete list. Tragedians: Neophron (TrGF I, no. 15, test. 1—3, 

F 1-3), Euripides II (TrGF I, no. 17, test. 1), Melanthius (TrGF I, no. 23, test. 4a, b, F [1] = no. 131, F 

1), Dicaeogenes (TrGF I, no. 52, F ia), Carcinus 11 (TrGF I, no. 70, F ie; A. Belis, ‘Un papyrus musi¬ 

cal inedit au Louvre’, CPU 2004, fasc. 3, 1305-29; M. L. West, ‘A New Musical Papyrus: Carcinus, 

Medea’, fPE 161 (2007) 1—10), Theodorides (TrGF I, no. 78A, test. 1), Diogenes Sinopensis (TrGF 88 

T 1, 2, 3, F ie) or Philiscus (TrGF I, no. 89, test. 2), Biotus? (TrGF I, no. 205), Ennius (frr. ciii cxiJoce¬ 

lyn), Accius (TrRF, pp. 216-20 = ed. Bude byj. Dangel, pp. 202-6), Ovid (see Quint. 8.5.6, 10.1.98; 

Sen. Suas. 3.7; Tac. Dial. 12.6), Seneca, Lucan (see Vacca, VitaM. AnnaeiLucani, inj. Endt (ed.), Adnota- 

tiones super Lucanum (1909) p. 3.11; cf. A. Rostagni (ed.), Svetonio Depoetis e Biografi minori (1944) p. 185.64), 

Curatius Maternus (see Tac. Dial. 3.4), Bassus? (see Martial 5.53.1). See also P. Lond. Lit. 77 (CGFP 

dubia 350; R. L. Hunter, ‘P. Lond. Lit. 77 and tragic burlesque in Attic comedy’, fPE \1 (O^1) I9_24! 

D. F. Sutton, Papyrological Studies in Dionysiac Literature: P. Lit. Lond. 77 and P. Ross. Georg. I.n (Oak Park, Ill. 

1987) 9-53; A. Martina, ‘PLitLond 77, i frammenti della Medea di Neofrone e Ia Medea di Euripide’, 

in M. Capasso and S. Pernigotti (eds.), Studium atque urbanitas: Miscellanea in onore di Sergio Daris (Lecce 

2001) 247-75; TrGF V2, Addenda et corrigenda in vol. 2, 667a, pp. 1137—1142); and the lost anonymous 

tragedy illustrated in an Apulian volute-krater assigned to c.320 (LIMC s.v. Medea, no. 29; TrGF II 

Adesp. F 6a, cf. TrGF II, no. 29, F 1, and O. Taplin, Pots & Plays: Interactions between Tragedy and Greek 

Vase-painting of the Fourth Century B.C. (Los Angeles 2007) 255-7). Comedy writers: Epicharmus (PCG I, 

test. 35 and p. 55), Deinolochus (PCG I, test. 3, frr. 4—5), Cantharus (PCG IV, test. 1, fr. 1-4), Strattis 

(PCG VII, test. 1, frr. 34-6), Antiphanes (PCG II, fr. 151; cf. fr. 239), Rhinton (PCG I, fr. 7), Eubulus 

(PCG Y fr. 64 = fr. 64 Hunter). Among these authors Neophron deserves particular attention because 

of his relationship with Euripides in respect to Medea. This is illustrated by three ancient sources: 

1. Hypothesis E. Med. 25-7 Diggle (= TrGF 15 T 2, Aristode fr. 635 Rose = fr. 774 Gigon, Di- 

caearchus fr. 63 Wehrli) TO 8papa 8oxei xmofiaXccdai rrapa Neoppovoc 8iacxevacac, coc Zh/caiapyoc 

(ev. . . ) tov rrjc 'EXXaSoc f3iov xal ApicroreXyc iv urTop.vrip.acL. 

2. Suda v 218 (= TrGF 15 T 1) Neopptov 17 Neopwv, clxvuivloc, Tpayixoc ov paciv eivac tt)v tov 

Evpi-nibov Mphetav oc irpcvTOC elcpyaye TraiSaywyovc xal olxercbv flacavov. eSt'Sa^e 8e rpaycpSlac px. 

3. Diog. Laer. 2.134 (= TrGF 15 T 3, ex Antig. Caryst.) . . . rijc Mi] 8 c lac rrjc EvpnrlSov, fjv cvlol 

Neoppovoc elvai tov clxvujvlov pacLV. 

The first witness states that it seems that Euripides took (down) the play Medea by Neophron 

through a process of revision (Siacxevacac; for the sense ol this verb indicating revision of a literary 

work cf. [Aristeas], Epistula ad Philocratem 311; D. S. 1.5.2; Sch. Ar. Nu. 553; cf. E. Stemplinger, Das 
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Plagiat in der grieckischen Literatur (Leipzig/Berlin 1912) 215—18). It records as sources Dicearchus and 

Aristotle (with regard to the latter note that the hypomnemata ascribed to him have been written by 

a pupil, probably Theophrastus). This piece of information is reported by the Suda and Diogenes 

Laertius much more vaguely and tout court in terms of plagiarism. The question whether we could 

rely on these witnesses charging Euripides of plagiarism, and whether Neophron really was the 

7rpdiToc evperrjc of the role of Medea as child-murderer has fuelled a huge debate (a useful and 

balanced overview is offered by B. Manuwald, ‘Der Mord an den Kindern: Bemerkungen zu den 

Medea-Tragodien des Euripides und des Neophron’, WSt 96 N.F. 17 (1983) 27-61, esp. 50-56). 

On the one hand, some scholars hold the view that Euripides was inspired by Neophron and 

borrowed the child-murder motif from him; see for instance Stemplinger, Das Plagiat 20—21, and E. 

A. Thompson, ‘Neophron and Euripides’ Medea , CQjrfi (1944) 10-14. The latter interestingly stresses 

the fact that E. Medea requires only two actors, although before 431 bc the third actor had already 

been used by Aeschylus and Sophocles: this would represent a piece of evidence for the dependence 

of Euripides on an earlier play, i.e. Neophron’s one (but cf. Mastronarde, Medea, 62 n. 99). Thompson 

also defends the reliability of a fourth-century scholar like Dicearchus, who had access to didascalic 

records of tragic performances and carried out work on them; cf. A. N. Michelini, ‘Neophron and 

Euripides’ Medeia 1056-80’, TAPhS 119 (1989) 115-35; R- Kannicht, B. Gauly, L. Kappel (eds.), Musa 

Tragica: Die griechische Tragodie von Thespis bis Ezechiel; Ausgewdhlte geugnisse und fragmente griechisch und 

deutsch (Gottingen 1991) 60-63, 274. 

On the other hand, other scholars deny the possibility of Neophron’s priority in respect to 

Euripides on the basis of linguistic, metrical, and stylistic elements, which in their view should 

be ascribed to a fourth-century tragedian rather than a precursor of Euripides (see Page, Medea, 

pp. xxx-xxxvi; Mastronarde, Medea, 53, 60-64; J- Diggle, ‘Did Euripides Plagiarise the Medea of 

Neophron?’, EiXevpnr'Arjc = Phileuripides: Melanges offerts a Frangois Jouan (Paris 2008) 405-11), or on the 

basis of a clear Aristotelian influence on Neophron (see Martina, ‘PLitLond 77’, 247-75; cf. Mastro¬ 

narde, Medea, 63, and comm, on w. 663-823, pp. 281-3). Moreover, the reliability of the witnesses on 

Neophron, in particular of the hypothesis, has been doubted (see Page, Medea, p. xxxvi; C. Barone, 

RTIC 106 (1978) 129-36; Diggle, ‘Did Euripides Plagiarise’, 406; Diggle, ‘Rhythmical Prose in the 

Euripidean Hypotheses, in G. Bastianini, A. Casanova (eds.), Euripide e 1 papiri (Firenze 2005) 27—67). 

To these arguments, however, one could object that perhaps the fragments transmitted to us under 

the name of Neophron belong to a later tragedy by a fourth-century author and had wrongly been 

attributed to him. Besides, Van Leeuwen (seej. H. Goedhart, De Aledeae mytho apud antiques scriptores et 

artifices (Leiden 191 r) 4-5) hypothesizes that Euripides, after the failure of Medea in 431, modified his 

play and presented it again under Neophron’s name, a view that in a way assumes in reverse chrono¬ 

logical order what could be supposed behind 5093. 

In any case, for the assessment of the text of 5093, it is not necessary to establish whether 

Neophron was prior to Euripides or not, and ultimately to define in clear-cut terms the relationship 

between the two tragedians. However, we have certainly to take into consideration the existence and 

circulation of such information or, in other words, of such rumors within the ancient literary world, 

and the possibility that our author had access to them and to what extent. Further, if he had access 

to them, how and to what extent he exploited them for the construction of his speech. Finally, one 

should investigate the possible provenance of the two iambic verses quoted as from the alleged ‘Ur- 

Medea\ We could reconstruct several different scenarios. 

(1) The author of 5093 knew another Medea (by Neophron or another of the numerous authors 

of a play with such a title), and had in his hands if not the entire play, at least part of it, possibly 

in the foi m of quotations in another work. It is possible that in his (supposed) source the author of 

such a Medea was not mentioned, so that he assumed that the play in question was the first version by 

the author pai excellence ol a Aledea, Euripides. In this respect it is worth observing that the diction of 
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the two iambic verses quoted in 5093 appears primafacie ‘Euripidean’ (see below, 4-6 n.). Moreover, 

one has to take into consideration that lack or even absence of philological and historical accuracy 

is a well-known feature of declamation practice (see Russell, Greek Declamation 106-7, 113—28). In 

this respect, note that our author uses a rather vague expression to introduce the quotation—<Iv 

fj,cixvr]{yTaL) ti-ve[c] (3—4)—which recalls the formulation of the witnesses of the Suda and Diogenes 

Laertius quoted above. (2) Alternatively, it is possible that he is using witnesses that already speak 

about an XJr-Medea, whether by Euripides or another author. (3) The speech in 5093 could be the 

result of the interaction and free combination of different elements: for example, knowledge of the 

‘literary gossip’ on the alleged plagiarism of Neophron’s Medea by Euripides, or vague information of 

the existence of an Ur -Medea could have been exploited in the elaboration of the story of a double 

redaction of Medea under the inspiration by the (documented) existence of a double redaction of 

the Hippolytus, due to reasons of decency and morality (see below, 11—14 n.), reasons that our author 

uses to motivate the ‘reformation’ of the Ur-Medea. For this purpose he could have exploited the two 

iambic verses found somewhere. 

In other words, the account of the double redaction of Medea seems to be a fictional story. 

However, if it is not reliable in philological and historical terms, and therefore would not contribute 

to the clarification of the relationship between Neophron and Euripides, it is certainly extremely 

interesting for the story of the reception of the classical heritage in the first centuries of the com¬ 

mon era, in particular by the Second Sophistic. The interest of this story should also be assessed in 

relation to Euripides’ ‘image’ in literature, especially in the biography genre, heavily influenced by 

the representation of the tragedian in Old Comedy, and in the philological and scholiastic tradition; 

see D. Kovacs’ introduction to the Loeb edition of Euripides, vol. i (20012) 1-49; S. Scullion, CQ^53 

(2003) 389—400; S. Schorn, Satyros aus Kallatis: Sammlung der Fragmente mit Kommentar (Basel 2004) 26—63. 

Some examples of the type of material supposedly lying behind 5093 can be mentioned: the 

piece of information found in Sch. E. Phoen. 2, reporting an ‘ancient opinion’ according to which 

Sophocles criticized Euripides for not having prefixed lines 1-2 to that play (see D. J. Mastronarde, 

Euripides Phoenissae (Cambridge 1994) comm, ad loc., p. 140; cf. TrGF V.i, test. K a 73, p. 84); the ru¬ 

mors that Euripides received help by Socrates, Mnesicholos, Timocrates (or Democrates?) of Argos, 

and his slave Cephisophon in writing his plays (TrGF Vi, test. 1 LA.3 (p. 46), III. 3, p. 50, test. H, 

pp. 74-6; among them, test. H d 53 comes from the the Lfe of Euripides by Satyrus of Callatis, a bio¬ 

graphy in dialogue form transmitted by IX 1176; see relevant sections of 1176, cols, xii-xiii, in the 

re-edition and commentary by Schorn, Satyros 104-5, 298-302; on Socrates’ influence on Euripides, 

see excursus on pp. 227-31); the story told by Parmeniscus (Schol. Med. 9) that Euripides transferred 

the infanticide to Medea after receiving five talents from the Corinthians, whose ancestors, accord¬ 

ing to a version of the myth, were the murderers of Medea’s children (cf. Mastronarde, Medea 6 

n. 17, 50—51); the concrete support Euripides provided to Timotheus, who was depressed because of 

the failure of the New Music, by writing for him the proem of the Persai (TrGF Vi, test. K d 87a, 

pp. 88-9, from the Lfe by Satyrus; see the relevant section of 1176, fr. 39 col. xxii in the re-edition and 

commentary by Schorn, Satyros m-12, 341-6); the proverbial misogyny of the tragedian as reflected 

in his plays in relation to his personal life and marriage troubles (TrGF Vi, test. 1 A III.2, p. 50, IV1 

and 2, pp. 50-51, test. 2, pp. 51-3, test. 3. 3 and 4, p. 54, test. 4, p. 55, lines 19-20, test. K, pp. 83-8, 

test. O f, pp. 99-101; cf. 1176, fr. 39 cols, x-xv, re-edited and commented by Schorn, Satyros 102-6, 

285-308); the relationship with Sophocles, connoted both by rivalry and friendship (TrGF Vi, test. 

A 1 A. 11 (p. 48), test. A 4, p. 56, lines 33-43; test. K a, pp. 83-6). 

The image of Euripides emerging from 5093 is that of a tragedian seeking success by pleasing 

the Athenian audience through the revision of badly-received plays, Medea and (implicitly) Hippolytus. 

This attitude may further be illustrated by an anedocte from the Lfe by Satyrus. Here lines from 

Melanippe Desmotis are quoted to demonstrate that Euripides ‘corrected’ his misogynist attitude after 
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women plotted against him at the Thesmophoria (1176, fr. 39, cols, x-xii; see re-edition and com¬ 

mentary in Schorn, Satyros 102-3, 2b5~95> cf. J. C. Gibert, CQ_47 (1997) 93); variants of the episode 

are found in the anonymous Life of Euripides, where the tragedian is spared from murder under the 

promise not to criticize women any more (TrGF Vi, test. 1 iA IV, pp. 50-51). Moreover, Plu. Amatorius 

756bc (Mor. 4, 355, 3 Hubert) reports that Euripides revised the opening line of Melanippe Sophe for 

a second performance because the original version caused an uproar (see TrGF Vi, F 480; Gibert, 

CQ47, 92-3): this episode probably originated from a misidentification of the ‘incriminated’ verse as 

the first line of the Melanippe Sophe, but in fact the verse seems to be a comic conflation of Euripidean 

phrases. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning another presumably fictional episode of Euripides’ biography 

exploited in declamation practice: it is the accusation of impiety against Euripides for having por¬ 

trayed in a blasphemous and irreverent way Heracles in his madness, proposed as a theme for a me- 

lete in the list for declamation topics preserved in XXIX 2400 10-14. This recalls Arist. Rhet. 1416a, 

who records that the charge of acifiera was brought against Euripides in the course of a trial for 

avnSocic, on the basis of the content of Hipp. 612 (tucrrep EvpLTriSrjc npoc vyiaivovra iv tt) arriSocei 

KdTrjyopovvTa a>c acefUrjc, oc y errorr/ce KeXevwv erTiopxeiv ‘p yAivcc’6p,Lup.0)(’, 77 Si cppr/v avcop.oToc’)', 

cf. also 1176, fr. 39, col. x; see re-edition and commentary in Schorn, Satyros 102-3, 282—5). 

To sum up, in 5093 any use of the available material seems to aim at the rhetorical effect rather 

than at the logic of the argument. For example, the alleged major difference between the Ur -Medea 

and Medea reformed is presented as a substantial change of plot (6—7 kcl66Aov\t€ ttjv olKovopr^iav) 

aAAdfac), but in reality it seems to consist in a change in the production and stage conventions: both 

children are killed inside, but are killed anyway as in the first version. 

1 The participle ttolovvt€c implies a plural subject; at the very beginning of the line -vav may 

represent the end of an aorist indicative of the third person plural; the accusative rpv 01/nv could be 

the object of this verb. At the beginning of 2, o8ev may introduce the alleged drastic revision of the 

plot by Euripides as a consequence of the action performed by the plural subject of the previous sen¬ 

tence. Given that Euripides’ aim—as illustrated in the following part of the text—consists in gaining 

the favour of the audience and winning the first prize, it is likely that the subject of the first sentence 

was the spectators, ol 8earal. Here the noun Spiv clearly indicates the spectacle. Further, given the 

emphasis on Euripides’ revision, it is likely that the first sentence deals with a negative reaction by the 

audience at the performance of Medea I. On this basis a plausible supplement could be eSvcyepa] \vav. 

For the iunctura cf. Philo De specialibus legibus 3.50.5 Cohn ttjv avrrjv Spiv Svcyepalvovrec, and Plu. De 

cohibenda ira 456b. For the use of opiv in relation to dramatic performances, see e.g. Arist. Poet. 1449b, 

!453b- 

2 eTravop8tucdp,evoc. The restoration of a is compatible with the traces and the available space: 

the letter appears to be rather narrow, like the initial A of the sequence ay prove at 25; compare the 

ligature an with the first two letters of the sequence avav at the end of 5. 

4 Siaypaifiac. For the use of this verb in the technical sense of ‘cross out’, cf. PI. Rep. 387b, E. EL 

I073, Aristoph. Mu. 774; Schol. in Dem. InMeiram (59) 1; Schol. vet. in Hes. Op. 561-3, 757-9 (atheteseis 

by Plutarch); Schol. in Hes. Op. ‘Prolegomena Ac’ (p. 2 Pertusi). 

Note the match between the two verbs ol 5093 enavopdwcapLevoc and Siaypapac and the verbs 

vTTofiaXecdaL and 8iaa<evaeac used in the Hypothesis E. Med. quoted above at 1-14 n. 

4-10 This section is particularly interesting in relation to a well-known convention of Greek 

drama: scenes of violence, murder, and suicide are not to be represented on stage, but narrated by 

a messenger. For the phrase in 9-10 pi) iv epavepw cf.: Philostr. VA VI 11, p. 219.29-30 Kayser to vtto 

cKTjvrjc aTTodv-qcKerv inevopcev (sc. Aeschylus), wc pip iv pavepw epemor, Schol. in Aesch. Cho. 904, 

which explains that Orestes orders to his mother to follow him into the palace iv a pip iv pavepf 77 

avaipecic yivprai. (Note that the meaning of the phrase pa) iv pavepO is different from the expression 
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m Arist. Poet. 1452b 11—12 of re iv tw (fravepu1 davaroL (with the article), to be taken as ‘made public’ in 

the sense of ‘made known’; cf. A. Andrisano, ‘Aristot. Poet. i452bg—13 ( of re iv tw (fravepw Sararot)’, 

Museum criticum 30-31 (1995-6) 189-216, esp. 195-203, 210-11.) 

This aspect can be illustrated by considering the following passages: 

1) Arist. Poet. 1453b 1—14 ecTlv per °vv to (frofiepov Kal iXeeivov Ik tt/c oifrewc ylyvecdai, cctlv §e 

Kai ef avrrjc Trjc cvcracewc twv rrpaypaTWv, orrep icrl nporepov Kal TroL-qrov apelvovoc. Sei yap Kal 

avev tov opav ovtco cvvecravai tov pvdov were tov aKovovra to. npaypara yivopeva Kal (frp'iTTeiv Kal 

eAeefv €k twv cvpfiaivovTwv arrep av nadoi tic olkovwv tov tov 018'lttov pvdov. to 8e 81a Trjc oifrewc 

tovto TrapacKevaifeiv areyvorepov Kal yop-qylac Seopevov ienv. ol 8e prj to (frofiepov 81a Trjc oifrewc 

aXXa to TepaTwSec povov rrapacKevd^ovrec ovSev TpaycpSla kolvwvovclv oil yap rracav 8ei IfrjTelv 

rj8ovrjv anto rpaycuSlac aXXa tt/v oiKeiav. inel 8e tt]v arro iXeov Kal (frofiov 81a pip-fjcewc Sei ’qhovqv 

napacKevalfeiv tov TTOLrjTrjv, (fravepov wc tovto iv tolc rrpaypacLV iprroLrjTeov. 

2) Hor. AP 179—187 aut agitur res in scaenis aut acta refertur. / segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem, 

/ quam quae sunt oculis subiecta fidelibus et quae / ipse sibi tradit spectator, non tamen intus / digna geri 

promes in scaenam, multaque. tolles / ex oculis quae mox narret facundia praesens: / ne pueros 

coram populo Medea trucidet, / aut humana palam coquat exta nefarius Atreus, / aut 

in auem Procne uertatur, Cadmus in anguem. Cf. C. O. Brink, Horace on Poetry: The ‘Ars Poetica’ (1971) 244. 

3) Sch. vet. in Soph. Ajax 815a 6 pev erfrayevc ecrrjKev pera/avetrai rj CKTqvrj irrl iprjpov tlvoc 

ycoplov, evda 6 A’iac evTpev'icac to f'ufroc prjclv Tiva rrpo tov davdrov rrpo(frepeTar i-nel yeXolov rjv 

Kcorfrov elceXdovTa Trepmeceiv tw f'ufrei. cctl Se ra roiavTa Trapa tolc naXaioic ciravia- elwdaci yap 

ra rrerrpaypeva 8i’ ayyeXwv arrayyeXXeiv. Ti ovv to atVtov; (frOavei AlcyuXoc iv Opf/ccaic (TrGF 

III F 83) tt)v avalpecLV Al'avroc Si’ayyeXov arrayyelXac. l'cwc ovv KaivoTopeiv fiovXopevoc Kal prj 

KaraKoXovdeiv tolc erepov (lyveciv) , vrr’ oifriv edrjKe to Spwpevov rj pdXXov iKrrXrjfaL fiovXopevoc. 

eLKrj yap Karrjyopeiv avSpoc rraXaLOv ovy ociov ov8e Slkolov. 7rqfac Se to f'ufroc ravra (frqcLV. c(frayea 

8e XeyeL rj tov Kaipov tov arrodavelv rj tov 81a Trjc c(frayrjc davarov rj to fl(froc. On the vexata quaestio 

of Ajax’ suicide, see S. Scullion, Three Studies in Athenian Dramaturgy (1994), chap. 3, ‘The Staging of 

Sophokles’s Aias’, 89—128. 

5) Sch. in II. VI 58b 68—74 ovTLva (- °c <fri>yoi)- pic-pra Kal oiiy appolfovTa 

fiaciXLKq) rjOei to. pr/para• Tporrov yap Sclkvvcl drjpiorrjTa, 6 8e aKpoarpc dvdpwrroc wv picei to 

ayav TTLKpov Kal arravdpw-nov. odev Kav Talc TpaywSiaic KpvnTovci tovc bpwvTac ra rotavra ev Talc 

CKTjvaic Kal rj (frwvaic tlclv efjaKOVopevaLC rj 81’ ayyeXwv verepov cr/palvovcL ra Trpaxdevra, oi)8ev 

aXXo rj (frofiovpevoi, pij aiirol cvppicrjdwci role Spwpevoic. 

Horace’s passage is particularly interesting and raises the question why in the first century bc 

Horace felt the necessity to state the principle of not representing murder on stage—in which he 

explicitly mentions Medea’s murder. Ex silentio it is not implausible to assume that in the post-classical 

period stage conventions changed, and violence and murder were actually represented on stage. On 

the contrary, Seneca represents the murder by Medea on stage, in a rather ‘emphasized’ form that 

has been interpreted as an intentional and explicit violation of the Horatian principle: Medea, after 

having killed one child, climbs with his corpse and the other child onto the roof of the palace to be 

seen by Jason and by the people, where she accomplishes her revenge by killing the other son. Here 

she speaks in a ‘meta-theatrical way’, saying that her act must not remain in occulto (w. 976 ff.); see 

G. Rosati, ‘Sangue sulla scena: Un precetto oraziano (“Ars poet.” 185) e la “Medea” di Seneca’, in 

A. Delfino (ed.), ‘Varieta d’harmonia et d’affetto’: Studi in onore di G. Marziper il suo LXX compleanno (1995) 

3-10; A. Rodighiero, La parola, la morte, I’eroe: Aspetti di poetica sofoclea (2000) 63-114, Rodighiero, “‘Ne 

pueros coram populo Medea trucidet”: alcuni modi dell’infanticidio’, in O. Vox (ed.), Ricerche euripidee 

(2003) 122-6. 

4-6 It is worth comparing the two iambic lines quoted in 5093 with some verses from E. Medea, 

in order to appreciate the fact that, at least on the surface, the two trimeters present a Euripidean 
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diction. Some Euripidean verses present the motif of the right hand: 21-2 jSoa p.ev opKovc, avaKaXel 

Se Se^-tac/ttlctlv fxey'icTpv (the right hand as symbol of the marriage alliance); 496 </>eu Se£ia yelp, 

fjc cv ttoXX’ eAap.fia.vov (Medea addresses Jason); 899 Xafi ecOe yeipoc Se^iac (Medea informs her sons 

of her reconciliation withjason and invites them to takejason’s hand); 1365 ovtol vlv rjprj Se£ia y’ 

antoXecev (the speaker is Jason). Note also that at v. 1244 Medea addresses her own hand and exhorts 

it to take the sword to proceed to the murder: ay j <I> raAatva yei'.p epj, Xafie fjtyoc; cf. Neophron, 

TrGF I, no. 15, F 2, 1 2—13: . . . c5 yepec, yepee,/Trpoc olov epyov i£onAi.£,6p.ec8a' <f>ev', on the motif of 

the hands, cf. Mastronarde, Medea, 28-31;. However, the most interesting verse for comparison is 1271, 

pronounced by one of the children from inside, at the very moment of the murder, in which both 

motifs—the hand and the escape—occur: o’lpoL, tl Spacaj; ttol cf>vya> pr/rpoc yepac; For the structure 

of the question, cf. also Ph. 1674 ttol yap eK<f>ev^ri Xeyoc', IT 1274 ttol 8e c’ eK<f>vyoLev av; 

Moreover, the phrase tlOslc lyvoc in 6 recalls lyvoc tlOAc in Ion 741, Ph. 836, and ttoSoc ’lyvoc 

in Ion 792, Troad. 3, IT752, Ph. 105, fr. 530.7, Or. 140-41. Examining the two trimeters of 5093 more 

closely, they seem to be rather grotesque as pronounced by a murderous mother, who reproaches 

her son—trying to escape from her—with cowardice for hating her hand. In particular, the phrase 

avav\8pov firjparoc (5-6), if referring to a little child who is trying to escape the murderous hand of 

his own mother, sounds really awkward. It is true (as suggested by L. Carrara) that one could give 

to the adjective avavSpoc the neutral meaning of ‘not yet a man’, i.e. ‘still a child’ (cf. Lib. Decl. xxiii 

59 (vi, 413.7 Foerster); Diogenian, CPG II i 12), but perhaps the meaning of ‘coward’ fits better the 

context, characterized by absurd indignation at the attempt at escape and the equally absurd accusa¬ 

tion of hate. If these trimeters were really part of a tragedy, one should explain the grotesque quality 

as due to the madness of Medea, and perhaps assume that she sees in her child Jason’s son, to whom 

she transfers the anger caused by Jason’s cowardice cf. E. Medea 466, where Medea accuses Jason 

of dvavSpia, and note that at 463 the verb crvyelv defines in Jason’ speech Medea’s feelings towards 

him. However, in my opinion, they would fit better a satyr drama or a comic parody. In this respect 

it is worth noticing that with regard to E. Medea 1271 there is a sort of reversal of the point of view: 

in Euripides there is the point of view of the victim, in the verses of 5093 the point of view of the 

aggressor (I owe this point to A. Rodighiero). 

Moreover, the trimeters themselves do not imply that the infanticide is taking place on stage: 

the lines could be pronounced inside. In other words, the play to which they belong did not neces¬ 

sarily include a scene of violence represented on stage, as the text of 5093 implies. In other words, 

our rhetor could have freely exploited these verses by presenting them as illustrating a child-murder 

on stage. In any case, the fact that he has done this leads us to speculate on the possibility that in 

the post-classical period theatrical conventions had been modified to the extent of including the 

representation of violent death in front of the audience (in general, on the possibility of introduction 

of variants—not only in the mise-en-scene but also in the text—in local re-performances of plays that 

could be traced back on the basis of vase-painting even to the fourth century bc; see Taplin, Pots & 

Plays 120-21). This may be suggested by the Sch. vet. in Soph. Ajax 815a, quoted above (4-10 n.), which 

implies that the suicide of Ajax took place on stage (commentators relates it to the use—in post- 

classical times—of a ‘theatrical sword’, with a special blade which could be pressed back into the hilt, 

mentioned by the second-century sophist Polemon in Hesych. s.v. cvcnacrov, and described by Achil¬ 

les Tatius 3.20.7, 3.21.3-4 Garnaud). Besides, Horace’s stress on the convention of avoiding violence 

on stage, with the mention of the specific episode of Medea, may lead to speculation whether in the 

first century bc an adaptation of E. Medea or another tragedy by the same title could have contained 

the representation of the infanticide on stage. Therefore it is not impossible that our author could 

have had direct experience of some staging of this kind or have access to information about them. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning a rope-handled amphora, kept in Paris, Cab. Med. 876', from 

Nola (examined in LIMC, s.v., p. 391, no. 30, c.330 bc). Here Medea is portrayed in her barbarian cos- 
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tume, with the Phrygian cap: one of the sons is represented already killed, and his corpse lies across 

an altar; the other child tries to escape, but Medea grasps his hair with the hand that holds the sword. 

At upper right the tutor in mourning appears. Prima facie the depicted scene seems to correspond 

to the scene implied by the two trimeters of 5093. However, methodological caution is necessary in 

considering this as a virtual piece of evidence for the representation on the infanticide on stage, since 

the painter—in this specific case as well as in general—could portray an episode narrated by the mes- 

sanger in a perfomed tragedy, modifying elements, adding details according to variants of the same 

myth or to a specific iconographical tradition, or his own creativity and taste (cf. Taplin, Pots & Plays 

22-6, 62-4, 114-25, 255-7, 280 n- 12; F. Caruso, ‘Medea senza Euripide: Un frammento attico da 

Siracusa e la questione della Medea di Neofrone’, in R. Gigli (ed.), MET AAAI NHCOI: Studi dedicati 

a Giovanni Rizzo per il suo ottantesimo compleamo (2005), ii. 341-54). In any case it is certainly interesting 

that the amphora documents the murder of the two children as clearly distinct moments, recalling 

what happens in Seneca’s Medea (see above, 4-10 n.). 

7 oiKovofx(iav) is to be taken as a terminus technicus in the sense of ‘organization of the subject- 

matter’; see R. Meijering, Literary and Rhetorical Theories in Greek Scholia (1987) esp. 134-8, 156-7, 171—3, 

177—80; R. Grisolia, OlKovop,la: Struttura e tecnica drammatica negli scoli antichi ai testi drammatici (Napoli 

2001) esp. 73-95; R. Niinlist, The Ancient Critic at Work: Terms and Concepts of Literary Criticism in Greek 

Scholia (2009), 24-34; CF Arist. Poet. 1453a 29 {oiKovopeal). 

11—14 The general sense of the passage here seems to be that the author has previously treated 

another similar episode of Euripides’ career, the revision of Hippolytus, whose second redaction was 

actually successful and gained the first prize for the tragedian. The alleged parallel case of the revision 

of Medea, on the contrary, was a failure: hence the ‘apparent contradiction’ that has caused the resent¬ 

ment of the audience, a contradiction that is implicitly explained in what follows: the unexpected lack 

of success of Euripides on account of irrational judgment by the foolish crowd (15—23). 

As said above, the double redaction of Hyppolitus is documented by the Hypothesis E. Hipp. 25-30 

Diggle (Ar. Byz.; TrGF Vi (34) et (35) ILILIOAYTOC A'etB', test. 1, pp. 459-60) i) cK-rjvr) tov 8papa- 

roc vtt6k€itou iv fQijlSatcl iSiSaydr] (sc.'IttttoXvtoc) ini Etrapelvovoc apyovTOC (a. 429/8) 6Xvp.ma.81 

nif (87) eret S’ (i.e. Dion. a. 428). npwTOC EvpinlSr/c, SevTepoc ’Io<f>uiv, rpiroc ”Ia>v. ecm 8e ovtoc 

'InnoXvToc 8evrepoc, (o) Kal crecpavlac npocayopevop.evoc. eycpaiveTOu 8e vcrepoc yeypapp.evoc- to 

yap anpenec Kal Kampyoplac a£t.ov iv tovtio 8id>p9a>Tai rep Spapian. to 8pap.a tcov npdiTwv. (For the 

interpretation, see W. Luppe, Philologus 142 (1998) 173-5; Luppe, fPE 151 (2005) 11—14; Luppe, fPE 

156 (2006) 38.) It is worth noticing that the revision is presented in terms of 8(6p9cocic, as in 5093 frr. 

1+2 xiv 2 i-na.vopdojcap.evoc, and similarly motivated by reasons of morality and decency. In several 

ancient sources the two versions are distinguished as 'InnoXvToc (KaTa)KaXvnTop,evoc and 'IttttoXvtoc 

cTecpaviac or cTccpavrjcpopoc respectively (see W. S. Barrett, Hippolytos (1964) 10 n. 1, 37 n. 1; TrFG Vi, 

p. 459, test, iv, pp. 464—5; cf. also pp. 465—6); on the recent debate of the ‘actual’ meaning of (Kara) 

KaXvTTTop.evoc see M. Magnani, Eikasmos 15 (2004) 227-40, esp. 239-40; W. Luppe, ‘Die Hypothesis 

zum ersten Hippolytos’, in Bastianini—Casanova, Euripide e i papiri 87—96, esp. 89). Ancient witnesses 

and extant fragments (see TrGF Vi, test. *ii c, iiia, iiib, F 430, 432-434; detailed treatment in Bar¬ 

rett, Hippolytos 10-45, but cf. Gibert, CQ 47, 85-97) may suggest that Phaedra made a direedy sexual 

advance to Hippolytus. On this basis one could think that this striking scene—i.e. the scene that may 

have been the major cause of the failure of the play—could have taken place onstage, iv (pavepip (cf. 

Barrett, Hippolytos 11: ‘It is likely that Phaidra made her approach to Hippolytos in person and on the 

stage’; cf. Collard and Cropp, Euripides, introd. to Hyppolitus Veiled, 466-71, esp. 467-70), as the striking 

TeKvoKTovla in the alleged version I of Medea in 5093. 

Hippolytus is not the only case of double redaction in Euripides’ career: there are attested an 

Autolykos A and B (TrGF Vi (15) and (16), frr. 282-284, PP- 342—7), a Phrixus A and B (TrGF V2, (75) 

and (77), pp. 856-76), and perhaps also an alternative version of Heracles in P. Hibeh II 179 (TrGF 
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V2 F **9530; W. Luppe, %PE95 (1993) 59-64; Eos 84 (1996) 234-5; R- Janko, ZPE r36 (2001) ^if 

it was not an adaptation of the play for a later production. Besides it is worth considering Schol. in 

Aristoph. Ran. 1400, a verse quoting a Euripidean line (TrGF V2 F 888): it reports that Aristarchus 

thought that this verse may belong to an earlier version of Telephos (cf. a similar opinion of Aristarchus 

on the proem of the Archelaus, reported by Schol. in Aristoph. Ran. 1206-8; see TrGF V2 F 846 and 

S. Scullion, ‘The Opening of Euripides’ Archelaus’, in D. Cairns and V Liapis (eds.), Dionysalexandros: 

Essays on Aeschylus and His Fellow Tragedians in Honour of Alexander E Garvie (2006) 185-200). 

11—12 Tedopv\^7]cde. The occurrence of this verb is a significant rhetorical device: it expresses 

a strong reaction from the audience to the speech. Interestingly, the second person plural is used in 

addressing directly the audience, often in the attempt to prevent an expected ‘hostile’ reaction to the 

words of the speaker: PL Ap. 2oe 3—5 Kai pot, d> avSpec AOrjvaioi, pp OopvPr/crjTe, pr)8’ iav 8o£ai tl 

vp.lv piya A iye.LV, Dem., He pi cvvra^ewc (xiii), 167 eyu> Si prjpi 8elv (/rat poi pij Oopo^rjc-qr’ ip’ <1 

piAXai Aiyeiv, aAA’ aKovcavrec Kplvare); Dio Chrys., Or. xxxviii, 6.16—17 prj 9opv/3r]CT]Te 8i apyopivui 

ttclAlv, aAA’ vnopeLvare', Or. xxxii, 12.2—3 • ■ ■ (sc- wotijrat /rat pr/ropec) eiXafioipevoL pi) peraiji) 9o- 

pv^rjcrjTe kcll napanrippere avrouc. For comparable occurrences see also: Aeschin., Contra Timarchum 

(1) 78 . . . eidvc olpaL 9opv^elre vpelc die oil perov rip Kpivopevui rrjc noXecoc; cf. 82, and Aristid. 

xxxvii, 465.28-30 (a sort of captatio benevolentiae in the proemium) et tl xapol pirecTiv, cS A9rjvaloL, 

napprjCLac, neLpacopaL nepl rdiv napovruiv elneiv a yiyvdiCKco, Ser/Oelc vpuiv pi) 9opvfii)caL nplv aiv 

7Ta.vTtuv aKovcrjTe', Dio Chrys., Or. xxxiv, 6.23-4 • • • 7°-P vplv 8okw pXvapelv, oi 8177701/ XWolc 

fiaAeire pe, aAAa dopvfirjcere', Or. xlvi, IO.3—4 ttolAlv av 9opvfieiTe, dicnep ipov Xiyovroc otl kcll Trap’ 

vplv avTov tocovtov TTpoci)K£L Hvai Kal pr)8i-noTe rjTTovoc. It must be noted that all the examples are 

in the active form. In the passive form the verb may mean ‘to be thrown into disorder, confused’ (see 

LSJ s.v.). The occurrence in 5093 perhaps also contains a nuance of this meaning also. However, 

I have kept the meaning of ‘to protest’ in the translation on the basis that, if the passive meaning of 

being confused was meant in the first place, we would have expected in what follows a a dative of 

agent or a construction with vtto + genitive instead of the construction with -npoc + accusative. 

14-22 Interpretation and evaluation of this section are problematic. On the one hand, the 

hypothesis of Medea by Aristophanes of Byzantium (Hypothesis E. Med. 40-44 Diggle (Arist. Byz.) 

iSiSaydr] ini Hv9o8d>pov apyovroc (a. 432/1) oXopmaSL nt,’ (87) eVei a' (i.e. Dion. a. 431). npdiroe 

Evpoplcov, Seiirepoc CopoheArjc, rpiroc EvpLnlSrjc Mrjhela, (PiXoKTrjTrj, Alktvl, OepLcralc carvpOLC. 

oi cai^erai) states that Sophocles obtained the second place and Euripides the third, while the first 

prize was assigned to Euphorion. The text names only the plays presented by Euripides; nothing is 

said about the works presented by the two other competitors. On the other hand, no information is 

provided by ancient sources on the date of the production of Tereus: we have only a terminus ante quern, 

the year 414 bc, which is the date of the production of Aristophanes’ Birds, where Tereus-Hoopoe 

refers to the Sophoclean treatment of the myth (w. 100-101). 

Among modern scholars there are different positions on this matter, based on internal ele¬ 

ments, especially with regard to the chronological relationship of the Sophoclean play with Medea, 

with which it shares the motif of child-murder. Some claim that it is later than Medea, alleging imita¬ 

tion of Euripides’ play by Sophocles; others that it is earlier, arguing that Euripides was influenced 

by Tereus in introducing into Medea’s myth the previously unknown child-murder. Moreover, other 

scholars based their views on the historical and contemporary political situation as allegedly reflected 

in the play, or on specific aspects of content or language and style. However, no argument is decisive 

(see bibliography on the problem in TrGF IV, p. 436, with update in A. H. Sommerstein, D. Fitzpat¬ 

rick, T. Talboy, Sophocles: Selected Fragmentary Plays, i (2006) 157—9). 

How shall we then interpret the formulation of 5093? The text does not state explicitly that 

Euripides and Sophocles competed with Medea and Tereus respectively in the same tragic contest. 

Prima facie it cannot be ruled out the possibility that 5093 refers to two different tragic contests at 
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which these two plays—with very similar plots—were received in a completely different way: one 

won, the other failed. However, the situation is represented in a ‘dramatic’ way, so that the reader 

visualizes the crowning of Sophocles under the eyes of Euripides and the (supposed) consequent 

angry reaction by the latter as taking place at the same time and on the same scene. Therefore, on 

the basis of this dramatized way of reporting the facts and the rhetorical formulation of the text, it 

appears more probable that the author implies that the two tragedians competed at the same tragic 

contest, the one of 431 bc, at which, according to Aristophanes of Byzantium’s hypothesis, Sophocles 

got the second prize after Euphorion. But in 5093 we are told that Sophocles was the winner and was 

crowned. Does this statement really mean that he got the first prize ? Or does it mean simply that he 

was acclaimed superior to Euripides by qualifying himself for the second place? 

At this point one may wonder whether the author of 5093 knew Medea’s hypothesis. Assuming 

that he did, and that he knew or supposed that Sophocles presented Tereus in 431 bc, he may have 

limited his consideration to Euripides and Sophocles in terms of competitors/candidates for the vic¬ 

tory: in this perspective, it appears to be appropriate to designate Sophocles as 6 vixpcac in respect to 

Euripides. One could also observe that the winner of the first prize, Euphorion, son of Aeschylus, ac¬ 

cording to a (doubtful) tradition won four victories with unproduced plays by his father, as well as with 

his own plays (TrGF I, no. 12, test. 1, p. 88). On this basis, our author might not have considered Eu¬ 

phorion as a real contestant in comparison with Sophocles and Euripides, who presented two of their 

own plays with striking similarities of plot. Or he may simply have disregarded Euphorion, an almost 

unknown author in comparison with Sophocles and Euripides, who had long formed with Aeschylus 

the canonical triad of ‘classical’ tragedy (already officially decreed, so to say, by Aristophanes’ Frogs, 

produced in 405 bc). But what is more likely is that our rhetor, in building his arguments to support 

his point about Tragedy, has simply ignored historical and philological accuracy: not only he would 

not have thought of checking historical records of tragic contests—if they could have been available 

to him—but he could have intentionally decided to exploit in a free way, in other words to fictionalize, 

historical facts in order to create his own picture, following the well-known tendency of declamation 

practice to manipulate historical and mythical material to fit a specific argument (see above, 1-14 n.). 

In any case, the author has managed to give his account ‘historical plausibility’, as he has 

done in the case of the alleged ‘reformed’ Medea, which appears to be constructed on the historically 

documented revision of the Hippolytus. He could have been inspired by the fact that Sophocles beat 

Euripides in 428 bc, as the Hyp. inAlcestim (Diggle p. 34.17-18) states: rrpdjToc f)v CopoxXrjc, Sevrepoc 

EvpnrlSrjc Kprjccaic, ’A\xp.ia)vi to) Sia TatplSoc, Tr/Xipw, 'HAferjcnSi, (rpLroc . . .). If we assume 

that he means that the two plays were competing at two different contests, Tereus seems to be pre¬ 

sented as later than the ‘reformed’ Medea (as some modern scholars have proposed in the attempt to 

date Tereus\ see G. Radke, RE s.v. Prokne, xxxiii.i, 251). If we assume, on the contrary, the implica¬ 

tion to be that Tereus was represented at the same contest as the Medea, it should be placed in 431 bc:, 

a date that is not implausible (and also has been already proposed by T. B. L. Webster, An Introduction 

to Sophocles (1936) 4, on the basis of similarities with Trachiniae in terms of content and metre; on the 

date of the latter P. E. Easterling, Sophocles Trachiniae (1982) 19-23; M. Davies, Sophocles Trachiniae (1991) 

p. xviii n. 4). In any case, on the basis of the general unreliability of our author, 5093 does not provide 

any piece of evidence to be taken seriously in chronologically placing Tereus. 

16—22 I have transcribed and interpreted the sequence after ip’ on as xav, written rather 

cursively; cf. fr. 3bis i 3. Alternatively, one could think of the abbreviation x(al). However, in the rest 

of the text the sign for the abbreviation of this conjunction consists of a clear-cut diagonal stroke 

(descending from left to right), while in this sequence the k clearly bears a loop shaping a cursive A 

and reaching the baseline to shape an even more cursive n. The passage sounds rather elliptical. The 

fully expressed thought seems to be: ip’ an [et Evpi-n^-qc) icyerXia^ev] xav cpo8p’ elxorwc ec[x] 

erXia^ev xr\., ‘at which [if Euripides complained] , he would have complained very reasonably . . .’. 
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The section in 17-22 (el . . . napadelcav) is not the actual protasis, but rather has causal sense; see 

Kiihner-Gerth, Grammatikn §577.1. 

The passage stresses the ethnic difference between Medea, a barbarian woman, and Procne, of 

Attic parentage: the latter commits a crime even worse—coupling infanticide and cannibalism—and, 

being a Greek woman, her act should have caused a stronger reaction by the audience than the reac¬ 

tion towards Medea, whose deviant behaviour could be considered less striking as being related to her 

barbarian/wild/uncivilized nature. 

18 e£e(3aXov. In this context, the two meanings of the verb overlap, the general one ‘to banish’, 

and the technical one ‘to drive somebody from the stage’; for the latter sense, cf. Dent. Defalsa legatione 

(19) 337 with comm, ad loc. in D. M. MacDowell, Demosthenes: On the False Embassy (Oration ig) (2000) 

352-3. This appears to be an elegant stylistic device. Note that the verb occurs in E. Medea, referring 

to the exile of Medea, in 373, 749 (here as the mere possibility that she will be banished by Aegeus in 

the future), and 1357. 

21 dolvav. I take this as the accusative of dolva, a form of dolvrj used in the post-classical period 

(see, for example, LXX Hi Mach. 5.312, Sapientia Salomonis 12.52, Athen. Ill 91c); cf. Hansen, Das attizis- 

tische Lexikon 106 dolvrj AttikoI, dolva 'EXXgvec (= Bekker, Moeris et Harpocration 198.28). Alternatively 

we could consider doivav as an epexegetic infinitive. 

22- 3 epnX7]ktov (f>vcei | k(ol) pectov aXoyov popdc sounds rather idiomatic and stereotyped, 

as showed by several comparable passages: Plu. E. 3.10.2 tov Aeowarov epnXr/KTov ovra Kal popac 

pecrov afiefialov Kal ogelac anoyvovc . . . ; Posidonius, fr. 187.49 Edelstein-Kidd 6 pev yap Kara 

nadoc ovy opoXoyovpevwc £77 rfj pvcei, 6 Se pr) Kara nadoc opoXoyovpevwc l,rj rfj pvcei. errerai yap 

o pev to) aXoycp Kal epnXrjKTcp tt)c i/jvxrjc, 6 Se tw XoyiKw re Kal tw Oelw', D. C. Historiae Romanae, 

77-5-2 [Chilon] epnXrjKTOC yap pvcei npoc navTa to. npaypaTa wv Kal erlpa Tivac peyaXwc Kal 

r/TLpa(,ev e^alpvr/c tovc ovtovc aXoywTaTa; Lib. Oral, xlix 19 (vol. iii, 461.22—3 Foerster) crparpyov 

SovXov opyrjc Kal pecTOv (fsopac. 

23- 7 etc atyac ayplac is the traditional formula for averting illness, especially epilepsy, by trans¬ 

ferring it to a ‘scapegoat’. It is well documented in the paraemiographi: Diogenian. CPG I, v 49, p. 261 

tear’ alyac ayplac- opola Trj ec KopaKac (cf. Apostol. CPG II, ix 61, p. 474); Macarius, CPG II, iii 

59> P- I*^1 Ac atyac ayplac irrl tOv tcl koko. clttot p oTna(o pev tov. Compare also Hesych. k 1123 kot’ 

alyac aypiac irapoipla Xeyopevr] etc ayplac alyac Tpeneiv (rr)v vocov), paXiCTa Se tt)v lepav. More¬ 

over, it is alluded to in Call. Aet. Ill, fr. 75.12-14 Pfeiffer (SeteAtvi)r tt)v S’ e?Ae kokoc xAooc, rjXde Se 

vovcoc, / alyac e’e aypiabac ttjv aTTOTrepnopeda, / ifievbopevoi S’ leprjv <f>-r)pl!!,opev). At Athen. Ill 83a 

MvpTiXoc pev yap epacKev, wenep elc alyac rjpac ayplac airoTrepTriov tovc ^rjTOVVTac . . . it is used 

in a more figurative sense, ‘send to the devil’, i.e. ‘reduce to silence’, with personal subject (Myrtilos 

stops questioning among the company by mentioning an authority on the subject of the debate), as 

equivalent of etc KopaKac anovepirei.v (cf. Hesych. e 1156, and s.v. *c/copatct'^et 1102). The author of 

5093 plays with this proverbial phrase by introducing his own alternative etc dvSpac dyplovc (24-5) in 

order to emphasize the brutality of Tragedy. The polemic is developed as a cvytcptctc of Tragedy and 

Comedy, in which both are to some extent anthropomorphized: Tragedy is to be exiled to the wild 

men, while Comedy should be escorted in a torchlit procession (a well-known structural motif from 

the comic genre itself; see 29-31 n.). I. Ruffell suggests that there may be a learned and sophisticated 

allusion to the comedy 'Aypioc by Pherecrates (PCG VII, fix 5-20), produced in 420 bc. (test, in PCG 

VII, pp. 106-7;see E Ceccarelli, ‘Life Among the Savages and Escape from the City’, in D. Harvey, 

J. Wilkins (eds.), The Rivals of Aristophanes: Studies in Athenian Old Comedy (2000) 453-71, esp. 455-8; I. 

Ruffell, ‘The World Turned Upside Down: Utopia and Uptopianism’, ibid. 473-506, esp. 493-5), 

and therefore contemporary with the tragedies considered in 5093. But the fact that the formula is 

mentioned by Plato in Prot. 327c-d may suggest that our author has in mind Plato’s passage rather 

than anything about Pherecrates’ play. 
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The personification of literary genres recalls other well-known examples in classical literature: 

Poetry appears to be the protagonist in two fragmentary comedies both entitled Ilolrjcic, one by 

Aristophanes (PCG III.2, test. 2C.18, 2a.22, 1.59, frr. 466-467), the other by Antiphanes (PCG II, fr. 

189). In the latter is also possible that the speaking character of the surviving fragment was in fact 

a personification of Comedy (see O. Bianco, RCCM 3 (1961) 91). 

27— 8 The adjective ypycToc applied to Comedy seems to have an ethical connotation relating 

to the dramatic effectiveness of this genre in transmitting positive values; in this sense cf. the Italian 

translation of the adjective as ‘valido’ at Arist. Poet. 1454a by P. Donini, Aristotele Poetica (2008) with 

detailed explanation at 103 n. 165. 

fii.o\6yoc occurs in inscriptions to indicate a mime actor; see F. Perpillou-Thomas, fPE 108 

(1998) 230; the same meaning is to be found in YII 1025 7-8, ‘Engagement of Performers’, assigned 

to tire late 3rd c., from Euergeds, Cynopolite?). Gf. L. Robert, REG 49 (1936) 237-43 (= Robert, 

Opera minora selecta: Epigraphie et antiquites grecques i (1969) 673-80); C. Roueche, Performers and Partisans 

at Aphrodisias in the Roman and Late Roman Periods (1993) 19, 22; R. Webb, ‘Female Entertainers in Late 

Antiquity’, in P. Easterling, E. Hall (eds.), Greek and Roman Actors: Aspects of an Ancient Profession (2002) 

282—303, at 290, 301—2. In 5093 the word seems to mean ‘imitating and representing ordinary life’. 

Here it might be translated as ‘realistic’, but probably the author chose the word carefully to suit his 

personification of Comedy as a comic actor (29—30). In this respect an interesting passage is [Longin.] 

De subl. 9.15 rocavra yap ttov tci nepl rr/v tov ’OSvcceaic rjOcKcbc aijtoi (sc. Homer) fioXoyovpeva 

oiKiav olovel xcopcpSla ric ecnv rjdoXoyovpevrj', cf. Aristophanes of Byzantium, ap. Syrian, in Hermog. ii, 

p. 23 (= W. J. Slater, Aristophanis Byzantii Fragmenta (1986) vii, 2) <2> MevavSpe Kal |3te, ttorepoc ap’ vpdiv 

rroTepov anepLprjcaTo; D. A. Russell, Longinus: On the Sublime (1964) 99. Besides, Dion. Hal. Comp. Verb. 

3.13 calls the incidents of the arrival of Telemachus at Eumaeus’ hut (Od. 16.1—16) tt pay yard drra 

fiiusTiKa, rjpyr]vevp.eva vnepev. For a similar definition of Comedy in comparison with Tragedy, see 

‘Ex Scholiis in Dionysium Thracem’ (Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. W. J. W. Koster, 

I-1 A, p. 73, XVIII b 2.5—11) Set Se yivdscxeiv, on noXXrj Siafopa rrjc TpaycpSiac xal rrjc KooptoSlac, on 

77 pev TpaycpSia -nepl rjpwLKwv npayparcov kal npocd)na>v Xeyei, 17 Se xaipcpSla dnrjXXaKTai tovtwv 

xal on 17 pev rpaycpSla ra reXrj rrepl cfaycbv xal <f>ovwv exei, 17 Se xaipaiSla rrepl avayvcopicpov- 

xal otl 17 pev rpaycpSla Icropiav Kal anayyeXlav eyei npa^ecov yevopevwv, 77 Se xwpcpSla SidnXacpa 

fiuoTiKWV rrpaypa.Twv Kal oti. naXiv rj pev TpaycuSla SiaAoei tov filov, 77 Se KoopwSia cvvlerrjCLv', 

ibid. p. 74, XVIII b 4.1—2 avayiyvwcKopev Se tol pev rjptoiKa ‘fposiKcbc” f/yovv peyaXofwvooc, tclc 

Se KoopcpSlac “fiiojTiKcbc” r/yow xato. piprjciv tov j8iou. Cf. ibid. p. 126, XXA’I.a; Theophrastus ap. 

Diomedes, De comeoedia graeca (Kaibel, CGF I.i, p. 57 = W. W. Fortenbaugh et al. (eds.), Theophras¬ 

tus of Eresus: Sourcesfor his Life, Writings, Thought and Influence, Part ii (1992) 552, no. 708): xcupcpSia ecrlv 

ISlwtlkcov TTpaypaToov axlvSvvoc TrepLO’xyj. 

The adjectives XPVCT11 ancl foXoyoc here used to describe Comedy, especially if considered 

in the context of the severe criticism of the way the violence of Tragedy fulfils the taste of the 

senseless crowd, seem to contain an element of ethical and didactic intention and attitude from the 

author. Clearly he has in mind the plays of the New Comedy, from which he quotes a typical for¬ 

mula in 29—30; moreover, the occurrence of the adjective fioXoyoc may reveal the influence of the 

mime, extremely popular in Roman period. See also Suda f 364 0iXlctlojv, Flpovcaevc, rj arc <PcXwv 

CapScavoc, KuipLKOc. TeXevra Se errl CaiKparovc. oc eypafe xcopwSlac jStoAoyi/cac, reAetna Se vrro 

yeXojTOC anelpov, Spapara Se avrov MLpofrjfLCTai, where the phrase KajpcpSi.ac fiLoXoyixac clearly 

indicates mimes. 

28- 9 cw\[cp]8u>v. I print this supplement exempli gratia since it is compatible with the space 

and the traces, which fit the right-hand diagonal of A and the join between this diagonal and the 

right-hand end of the horizontal base. For a similar shape of A, compare 10 oilSev. Alternatively, 

cw\[rj]6d>v, in the sense of ‘customary’, may be possible. It seems to be slighdy less good for the traces 
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because e usually looks quite well rounded. However, we may observe that the central stroke of e 

is usually drawn in a single movement with the ligature with the following letter, so that, when this 

ligature lies in the lower part of the wridng-space, the central stroke crosses the circle (which forms 

the body of the letter) at a rather lower point, as at 2 o6ev, 6 riOeic, col. ii 10 9ela, 11 9ecic. Thus the 

traces at the beginning of 29 may be interpreted as follows: the slightly diagonal stroke may represent 

part of the right-hand arc of the body of e, while the join at line-level may represent the point where 

the central stroke crosses that circle, even though it seems to be slighdy too low. For the iunctura with 

cwuiSoc I have found no parallels, but cvvr/drjc is used in reference to song in Iulius Africanus, Cesti 

1.11.15 (cvvrjOwv jUeAoiv). 

29-31 Cf. the following passages from Menander: Dysk. 963-964 leu, ckSotcu / cTcefravovc tic 

t/ij-lv, SaSa; Mis. 459—460 naeSapeov, aifiac 8a[8a] / crecfiavovc r’ e[x]ovTe[c]; Sam. 731—732 Sevpo 

S ’-ppiiv ckSotlu tic SaSa /cal cTccf>avovc, "va / cvp.TTpov€p,TT(op.ev. The same motif can be reconstructed 

in more fragmentary texts: Men. Sik. 418-20, fr. 903 and 910 K.-A.; see A. M. Belardinelli (ed.), Me- 

nandro Sicioni, introd. (1994) 227-33. For comparable passages in earlier comedy see A. W. Gomme, F. 

H. Sandbach, Menander: A Commentary (1973) at Dysk. 964. For the idea of npoTrefnreLv cf. Adesp. *925 

K.-A., as emended by Bendey. 

30 The adjective cttivlkloc is never applied to the noun Sac, but is frequently used in reference 

to song (for example in: Pi. N. 4.78, Plu. Sertorius 22.4, D. S. 5.29.4, Philo, De ebrietate, 111.27, 115.23—4 

Wendland, De vita Mosis, 1.284.2 Cohn), while the neutral form ctuvIklov can be used substantively 

in the sense of song of victory (see LSJ s.v. 11). Therefore 5093 seems to introduce a new iunctura. 

Here the papyrus breaks off, but it seems that this is nearly the end of the speech: the author would 

conclude his own performance in praise of Comedy by alluding to the typical conclusion of a per¬ 

formance of Comedy itself. 

4 

ya a c 

opcf> [ JyjracivoLT TraAcuap,v9oAoyovvT 

em _ [ ] vbiKrji r]Lyv [ ] pTTadrjyevofx^OLyz 

c0atetcatSoue77ta aycoyrjLnapaLTrjcopie 

vovTOvea-napaiTT] eovKSiaroevLCTpa 

5 (f>r] [ ]a7TOTVxeiv8 oaivLccopL€vov[ ] 

p,v[ ]ovo+a\ ivovKcocf)OLc9vpLr]pr][ 

a7TO@oAr)KaTTpa,KT VTop.rjyavac9 

eTT€Lpac^K^KaL 'avSpocococfroceTTipLeAi [ 

TT)iyV K7TTO^e7TLapCLVOr]LCO(f)LCpia [ 

10 7rapr]yopiacovTraprjyopr]p,aTa8Lap.a [ 

yavevTa)V7ToAAaA[ ]pr]cavTec8iev [ 

8ocfnAa®eAojcf)7!topep eiovcvvcrrj a[ 

v-nepTovcweivTcnc ocf) KTU)iT€piev[ 

T-pva ^Kocpcrjcac [ ] VTaTvyecT [ 

15 OVT€7t\oVCUi)T CLVT€(f>paV [ ]77 

TiTto piep,o[ c.5 ] v77</>uc cav [ 
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20 

25 

30 

/3aAAe[_] p, [ 

dpoy[ c.4 ]. T7yU. [ 

aca[ c.26 

[ C.18 

tovx[ 

kade [ 

ouSeic[ 

Trpa)p[ 

CVC.[ 

TP°.[ 
S.I..[ 

I,ei8rip.[ 

Kovcf) a[ 

pipSv [ 

piavcf)u[ 

T€C [ 

].'[ 

c. 10 

C- 9 
C.I2 

] 

] O _ CTjCZVTTCLlh [ 

]a Xarap'a [ 

]pvX<*>Aev.[ 

]cavTOp 

.[.].[ 

Heading: a , lower half of diagonal stroke in vertical alignment with tiny vertical trace in 

upper part of writing space a, remains of diagonal stroke slightly ascending from left to right, 

whose tip is linked with stroke approaching diagonal descending from left to right and ending up at 

mid-height in ligature with following letter 

1 <f> [, left-hand arc ] ', trace at line-level, 2 mm further faded traces in lower part of writing 

space, in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right touching at mid-height curve approach¬ 

ing left-hand arc r , short vertical trace in lower part of writing space; 1 mm further, trace at 

mid-height touching left-hand upright of following it 2 tt ., vertical trace in lower part of 

writing space, possibly upright [, curve approaching left-hand arc with thicker upper part v, 

small right-hand arc in upper part of writing space; below, in vertical alignment, tiny trace at line- 

level r), remains of crossbar in upper part of writing space and in ligature with following let¬ 

ter [, vertical trace in upper part of writing space ] _, remains of top and bottom of round 

letter? 3 a , remains of foot of upright? 4 rj , trace suggesting raised letter of smaller 

size as part of abbreviation e, top of round letter in upper part of writing space; below, slightly 

blurred vertical trace at mid-height 5 tj , upper part of upright S , tiny trace in upper part 

of writing space; slightly below, remains of stroke approaching diagonal ascending from left to right 

and touching top of following o ] , first, remains of top of round letter in upper part of writing 

space; second, remains of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space 

6 A , crossbar touching following 1 7 r _, left-hand arc 6 , remains of rather deep curve, in 

lower part of writing-space: loop? [, dot below line-level, probably foot of upright 8 [a, 

thick trace at mid height attached to diagonal of previous A [, remains of left-hand arc 9 _ [, 

very tiny and faded trace in upper part of writing space 10 [, curve departing from lower 

extremity of diagonal of preceding A and curving to right 11 [, thick trace in lower part 
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of writing space 12 o , short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper part of 

writing space e, trace at line-level, in vertical alignment with tip of curve approaching diagonal 

descending from left to right, in ligature with following e -q , traces in upper part of writing space 

in roughly horizontal alignment 13 c , stroke, 1 mm long, approaching horizontal, lying in 

upper part of writing space and touching following o <j> _, small left-hand arc lying in upper part 

of writing space, possibly belonging to raised letter as part of abbreviation 14 a , first, left- 

hand half of triangular letter, a or a; second, vertical trace in upper part of writing space, almost in 

vertical alignment with left-hand extremity of horizontal, 1 mm long, lying at mid height [, upper 

part of left-hand arc whose upper extremity joins short vertical stroke 15 r , short diagonal 

trace ascending from left to right protruding above writing space a, short vertical trace in upper 

part of writing space which may belong to upright or right-hand arc v , first, trace in upper part 

of writing space; second, left-hand arc nm, short thick stroke, 1 mm long, approaching horizontal, 

at line-level [, trace in lower part of writing space 16 cu , remains of two uprights, about 

2 mm apart ] , curve lying in upper part of writing space approaching right-hand arc c , trace 

at line-level [, small left-hand arc 17 ] , first, fibres badly damaged: two traces in vertical 

alignment lying in upper and lower part of writing space respectively; 0.5 further, in upper part of 

writing space, stroke 1 mm long, approaching diagonal descending from left to right; second, trace 

in upper part of writing space in vertical alignment with stroke approaching diagonal, 1.5 mm long, 

lying at line-level: the complex may represent the extremities of upright or a dicolon (in fact there is 

some distance from previous letter) p. , trace in upper part of writing space, possibly tip of upright 

]., upright bearing stroke as sign of abbreviation in the form of acute accent o , diagonal, 4 mm 

long, descending from left to right, in upper part of writing space; below, very close to it, two tiny 

traces in vertical alignment in lower part of writing space 18 ] , first, trace in upper part of 

writing space, followed, about 0.5 mm further, by extremely tiny trace lying in lower part of writing 

space; second, extremities of diagonal descending from left to right and touching following e a , 

diagonal stroke, 1 mm long, ascending from left to right [, remains of lower part of upright? 

*9 ]. > horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, in upper part of writing space p [, extremely tiny trace at 

line-level [, very short diagonal stroke, 1 mm long, ascending from left to right in upper part of 

writing space 20 a as correction from previous p.? [, first, upright; 0.5 mm further, trace 

at mid-height approaching diagonal ascending from left to right; other trace approaching horizontal, 

lying at line-level, 2 mm distant from previously mentioned diagonal; second, vertical stroke, 1 mm 

long, lying in upper part of writing space and joining at mid-height stroke 1 mm long approaching 

horizontal; to left, 1 mm distant, tiny trace protruding above writing space 21 [, first, 

lower half of left-hand arc; second, upright joining another stroke (not preserved) to right; third, 

upright with rather thick tip; fourth, blurred traces in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right 

in upper part of writing space; in vertical alignment with last trace to right, two tiny traces in vertical 

alignment lying in lower part of writing space; fifth, horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, in upper part of 

writing space, whose left-hand extremity is in vertical alignment with very tiny trace at mid-height; 

its right-hand extremity touches tip of following letter; sixth, upright whose lower extremity presents 

tiny rightwards curve [, first, extremely tiny trace protruding above writing space; second, tip 

of upright protruding above writing space [, very thin horizontal trace, 1 mm long, in upper part 

of writing space 23 [, scanty remains of lower part of left-hand arc 26 [, two traces 

in vertical alignment, respectively at line-level and in upper part of writing space 27 [, verti¬ 

cal trace at mid-height 28 S , stroke, 1 mm long, approaching horizontal, lying at mid-height 

and touching tip of following letter t , diagonal ascending from left to right and protruding above 

writing space; close to it, at mid-height, two traces in horizontal alignment [, two tiny traces in 

vertical alignment in lower part of writing space 31 [, horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, in lower 

part of writing space 33 [, diagonal descending from left to right in upper part of writing 

space, whose lower extremity joins at mid-height vertical stroke lying in upper part of writing space 
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34 . [> very short diagonal trace ascending from left to right, possibly belonging to stroke protruding 

above writing space 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

ya ac 

’Op(/>e[a] p(ev) </>acm ol ra rraXaia juvdoXoyovvr^ec) 

iiri E[v]pv8'u<r]i Tpi yv(vaiKi) y[Tr\epTTadp yevope(vov) oiye- 

cdai etc AiSov errl avayajypi vapaLTpcope- 

vov rove anapaLTrjT^ovc) deovc k(ol) 8lol to eTncTpa- 

<j)py\cu\ a.7roTvyelv, 8yo alviccopevov [rjop 

Iuv[9]ov, or(t) aAy(e) LVOV k(oll) CO(f>OLC dvpppp [c] 

o.7tO(8oAt) k(ol) avpaKTOV to ppyavdcOat.. 

€7reLpac(avTo) kcll IJ{epl)av8poc 6 cocj)6c cttl MeAtc\cpi\ 

ttjl yvivaLKi) k(ol) 77roA(ep,aioc) cttl Apavopi co(/»ic/xar[a] 

-nappyoptac ov TrappyopppaTa 8ta poy- 

yavevTOJV voAXa \\rj\ppcavTec. 8teve[y/c(d>v)] 

o 0iAa8(eA</>oc) iAu)(f>p(ce) to Moycetov cvvcTpca\c\ 

VTrep tov cvvecv(ai) rote co<f>o{ic) k(cll) toll Tepev[ei] 

T7)n a8eA{(f>pv) Kocppcac. [o]ur ’ druyecre[pav] 

oure nAovcLCOTepav Tecfrpav . [,]rr 

tl tojv pepo[ c.5 jam 7) </>uctc an [ 

/3aAAe[ ] p [ C.IO ] ir(epL)oycpc cwraiSf 

etuc[ ] [ ]en[ C.9 ] aAAa ra pi(ev) a [ 

#pou[ C.4 j.'ppt f C.I2 ]puytup.en.[ 

aca[ c.26 jcaarop [ 

.[ fii8 ]..[.].[ 

ron y[ 

Kade [ 

ov8clc [ 

7TpCxjp [ 

C7?C.[ 

TP° . [ 

SeiA [ 

Cet 8pp[ 

KOV(f)a[ 

pp8l) [ 

piav </>u[ 

Tec [ 

]’[ 
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11 he tellers of old stories say that Orpheus, on the one hand, full of suffering for his wife Eury- 

dice, went to Hades in order to beseech the unbeseechable gods for her return (to life) and, because he 

turned round, failed, the myth hinting two things: that even for wise men the loss of what is beloved is 

painful and (that) it is impossible to remedy. Both Periander the wise for his wife Melissa, and Ptolemy 

for Arsinoe, tried to apply sophisms of consolation instead of (real) consolations, resorting to sorcerers 

and doing many foolish things. However, Philadelphus, suffering with patience (or being superior or 

taking a different position), recovered (from his wife’s loss) by establishing the Museum in order to be 

with the wise and honouring his sister with the temenos . . .’ 

Heading: ya ac. This sequence raises several questions and requires a careful treatment, al¬ 

though it is not possible to offer a definitive solution. Its position in the middle of the line leads us to 

think that it is a title or a heading. One can compare the heading in —>• ii 9 ra^eoic eyKojpuo(v). This, 

however, at the same time supplies the subject of the following clause; this double function is clearly 

due to the particular nature of this piece, which consists of a series of concise notes rather than of 

a syntactically elaborated development of the exercise. The damaged sequence described above in 

the paleographical apparatus can be restored in two different ways: 

(1) raAAac, to be considered a geminated form (see Gignac, Grammar i 155-6) of the male per¬ 

sonal name TaAac. This offers three possible interpretations, {a) It is the rare form of raXarqc (gen. 

-on), son of Polyphemos and Galateia, the ancestor and eponymous hero of the Galatians (see Timae. 

FGrHist 566 F 69 M; App. III. 2). The connection which can be establish between TaAac and the text 

is rather speculative. It concerns the figure of Ptolemy Philadelphus: he destroyed a group of mutiny¬ 

ing Gaulish mercenaries (c.274-272 bc), an event celebrated by Callimachus (Del. 185-7) and linked 

by him with the earlier defeat of the Gaulish invasion of Greece (Del. 175 ff.; Galateia, frr. 378-9; on 

this topic see S. Barbantani, 0drtc viK-q<f>6poc: Frammenti di elegia encomiastica nell’eta delle Guerre Galatiche, 

Supplementum Hellenisticum 958, 969 (2001), esp. pp. xi-xii, 160-65, 177-9, 181-223). T It is the 

name of the rhetor who composed the text, (c) If we provisionally assume that this text is an rjdonoua 

(see below), FaXac may be the name of the speaking character. However, this is only a speculative 

suggestion, since the extant text does not offer any really significant element to support it. Alterna¬ 

tively he could be the protagonist of the piece, a man who has lost his wife and to whom the author 

is offering exempla to take as models to overcome sorrow. 

(2) FaXfjac, as Parsons suggests, could be read assuming a rather cursive b in ligature with the 

following a. The personal life of the Emperor offers an element that seems to fit the topic of the 

piece: according to Suetonius, Galb. 5, the emperor was so attached to his dead wife Eepida that 

he refused to marry again. Taking into consideration that Galba died in 69 and that 5093 may be 

ascribed to the second half of the first century, there is what might be called a ‘chronological’ prob¬ 

ability that the Emperor’s marriage story represented a good piece of contemporary history for the 

author of our piece. 

1—14 The author deals with a crucial aspect of human life: the reaction to the death of a loved 

one (6-7 9vwpr)[c] \ anofioX-q), specifically a wife. He illustrates and supports his argument by 

means of three exempla concerning three famous figures: the mythical figure Orpheus, the historical- 

mythical figure Periander, and the historical figure Ptolemy Philadelphus. All three had to cope with 

the dramatic experience of the loss of their wives, and all three tried in the first instance to deal with 

it through pr/xavdcOaL (7), i.e. through resort to devices and illicit means, a wrong choice that deter¬ 

mined their failure. This is explicitly and fully illustrated in the case of Orpheus, the first exemplum, 

with a clear indication of the allegorical/philosophical meaning of the myth (5-6 Svo aFiccop.Gov 

H?V I pv[ff]ov). Through the generalization in 6-7, the meaning of Orpheus’ myth is applied to and 

further illustrated by the exempla of Periander and Ptolemy, which are introduced as two other cases 

of nr)xavacdcu. This ixTjxavdcdai consists of co^iquarfa] | rrapqyopiac (9-10) which are performed St a 
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pay\yavevrd)v (io-ii), a suggestion of magical practices. These practices are considered foolish (io-ii 

noXXd \[r]]pr)cavTec). However, Philadelphus eventually finds the right way to attain real consolation 

(i i—14), a rational way, which consists of pursuing wisdom. Its concrete implementation is represented 

by the building/foundation of the Museum and the institution of a community of wise men. This 

piece recalls motifs characteristic of the genre of the consolatio (see below 12-14 n.). 

1—5 Concise account of Orpheus’ myth as it is appropriate for an exemplum. It consists of the 

two basic elements of this myth: the Kardfiaac to Hades allowed to Orpheus by the gods in order to 

recover Eurydice from death, and the failure of his attempt because of his premature turning back to 

look at his beloved wife. There is no explicit mention of the divine prohibition on looking back, nor 

mention of the power of Orpheus’ song to enchant Hades, two elements contained in other sources 

(see e.g. Apollod. 1.3.2; Conon, FGrHist 26 F 1 (XLV), Verg. G. 453-525, and Ov. Met. 10.1-11.84). 

However, several key words are comparable with the account given by other authors, in particular 

by Apollod. 1.3.2: . . . Kal ’Oppevc 6 acKpcac KidapwSlav, Sc aSaiv cklvcl AWove re Kal SevSpa. 

CLTrodavovcr/c 8e Evpv8LKi]c rrjc yvvaiKoc avrov, 8rjx9elcr]c vtto opeioc, KarrjXdev elc AcSov 6eXuiv 

avayetv (avayeiv Heyne: ayayeiv A) avrpv Kal TJXoxnuiva erreicev avarreppai. 6 8e vrrecxcro rovro 

TTOLr/ceiv, av prj rropevopevoc ’Oppevc iTncrpapfj nplv elc rrjv OLKiav avrov rrapayevecdar 6 8e amcrtov 

imcrpapelc edeacaro rrjv yvvaiKa, rj 8e rraXiv vrrecrpepev. Cf. D. S. 4.25.4 cvvecrparevcaro 8e Kal 

role Apyovavraic, Kal 81a tov epwra rov rrpoc rrjv yvvaiKa Karafirjvai pev elc A18ov rrapaio^wc 

€ToXpr)ce, rr/v 8e tpepcepovrjv 81a rrjc evpeXelac pvyayojypcac eneice cvvepyr/cai rale emQvplaic Kal 

cvyxoop’fjcai rrjv yvvaiKa avrov rereXevrr/Kvcav avayayeiv e£ A18ov TrapanXyclcoc rd> Aiovvccp• 

yap ckclvov pvOoXoyovciv avayayelv tt)v prjrepa CepeXrjv e£ 'A1.80V, Kal peraSovra rrjc adavaclac 

0vwv7]v perovopacai. 

6 copolc. This qualification, considered in the context of the philosophical interpretation of 

the myth of Orpheus (5-7) and compared to 8 77(ept)avSpoc 6 copoc, shows that the author is implic¬ 

itly referring to the Seven Wise Men, among whom both Orpheus and Periander were numbered. For 

Periander, see D. F. 1.13.1, 1.30.4,1.42.4,1.42.4; 1.98.13; APVII 81.2, VII 619.1-2 (nXovrov Kal coplac 

■npvravLv), VII 620.3, ^ 3^6-4 (where the Delphic vrrod-qKrj ‘XoXov Kpareeiv’ is ascribed to him; cf. 

Sch. in Fuc. 1.7; Suda rr 1067 mentions him as author of vrrodpKai). However, in the later tradition 

there are some attempts to exclude him from the group because of his reputation as a brutal tyrant, 

and replace him with Myson or Anacharsis or Epimenides (see e.g. PL Prot. 343a, Plu. Solon 12.7.4, ^u- 

De E. apud Delphos, 385c, Id., Septem sapientium convivium 147c 9, Paus. 10.24.1). 

6-7 9vprjprj[c] | aTTo^oXrj. In this context this expression clearly means ‘the loss of what is be¬ 

loved’. If so, we expect 9vpppr][c in the genitive. The nominative—which is certain from the palaeo- 

graphical point of view—may be explained in two ways: (1) mechanical error; (2) hypallage. Ovprjprjc 

is an adjective of a poetic, epic flavour, used in II. 9.336, Od. 23.232, Hes. fr. 43a.20 with the noun 

aAo^or; cf. Q. S., Posthomerica, 5.376 Qvp-qpea reKva and 7.702 eov dvpppea rraiSa (both occurrences 

are at the end of the hexameter). However, there are occurrences in prose to qualify relatives and 

close people: Philo De Abrahamo 245.11 Cohn (wife), Herodian. Hist. Regnum post Marcum 8.5.9 Luc.arini 

(plXovc), Jul. Epistulae dubiae 201.4 Bidez (wife). 

7 prfxavacdai. The verb is clearly used here with a negative connotation, confirmed by the 

expression in 9—10 coplcpar\a] | rraprjyoplac. For this use cf. PL Symp. 179^ containing a negative 

judgement on Orpheus, who, instead of offering his own life for his wife, attempted to bring her back 

to life by trickery: ’Oppea 8e rov Olaypov areXrj a-neneppav e£ AiSov, paepa 8ei£avrec rpc yvvaiKoc 

ip’ rjv rjKev, avrrjv 8e oil dovrec, on paXOaKL^ecdai iSoKei, are tov Ki.9apcp86c, Kal ov roXpav eveKa 

rov eptoroc aTrodvpCKeiv wenep ’AXKrjcric, aXXa 8iap7)xava.cdai icievai. elc AiSov. For the use of 

the verb in relation to magic, see Plu. De tuenda sanitatepraecepta, 126a ovk ol8a 8’ ovnva rporrov, rjpdiv 

rac yvvaiKac ocai plXrpa prjxavdivrai Kal yor)relac eirl rove av8pac f$8eXvTropeva>v Kal Svcyepaivo- 

vrwv, picdcorolc re Kal SovXoic v po'lepeda ra aria Kal ra op a povovov payyaveveiv Kal papparreiv. 
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I he trickery is to be linked with the traditional figure of Orpheus as master of music and song. 

In this respect, he is often connected to the sphere of magic; see Apollod. 1.3.2 (quoted above, 1-5 n.) 

... oc aScuv ixlvet XWovc re /cat 8ev8pa\ Verg. Culex 278-88, G. iv 464-86 (where Orpheus obtains 

the return of his wife because of the magic power of his Teyv-r] povcixrj, which placates the infernal 

gods); Sch. in E. Ale. 357, where he is defined yorjTevc (Opcpewc yvvrj Evpv8lxr), rjc anodavoverje vtto 

ocpecoc xaTeXdtvv /cat rrj povcixp deX^ac tov IAXovriova /cat rrjv Koprjv ai)Tr)v dvpyayev i£ 'AtSou); 

Paus. 6.20.18 rjEov Se ovtoc (o) Aiyvnrioc elvat pev Apcplova, elvat Se /cat tov Qpaxa ’Optpea pa- 

yeveat Setvov, /cat avTolc enaSovct drjpia re acptxvetcOat to) ’Opcpet /cat Aptplovt ic rac tov Telyovc 

olxohoplac Tac 7rerpac; cf. Philostr. VA 8.7.14, where Orpheus’ case is mentioned in relation to the 

passionate desire to bring a dead person back to life: . . . xatTot noXXotc av Tpvipdprjv i'vyyac vvep ttjc 

exetvov ipvyrjc yevecdcu pot, kou, vrj AI’, et Ttvee ’Opcpewc elctv virep tcvv aiToOavovTiov peXcuSlat, pr]8’ 

exetvac ayvorjeat, /cat yap av pot Soxut xat vtto tt)v yrjv nopcvdrjvat St’ ovtov, el icpixTa rjv raura 

ktX. On Orpheus’ katabasis and dimension as ‘paradigmatic necromancer’, see also D. Ogden, Greek 

and Roman Necromancy (2001) 124-7. 

8 /cat was first written in the usual abbreviated form x\ which was then deleted and replaced by 

the form written in full with the final t at a slightly smaller size above the line. This may be explained 

as follows. The scribe, after writing x\ realized that the following word began with the abbreviation 

77'; the succession of two abbreviations might cause confusion (at first sight at least) and therefore he 

preferred to delete the usual abbreviation of /cat and write the conjunction in full. 

8-14 The general statement in 6-7 is further supported by the parallel exempla of Periander and 

Ptolemy Philadelphus, which are concisely presented together. Both attempted cocf>lcpaTa nap-pyoplac 

(9—m) as reaction to the death of their wives. As to what they actually did, the author gives only a hint 

in the phrase 8ta pay\yavevTu>v (10-11), ‘through sorcerers’. This element, together with the exemplum 

of Orpheus, suggests that Periander and Ptolemy tried to bring back their wives by magical means. 

Some of this information is new. So far as I know, the extant sources about Ptolemy do not mention 

such a reaction to Arsinoe’s death. For Periander, we have two pardy relevant accounts. Herodotus 

5.92 reports that Periander consulted the veKvopavT-r/tov on the Acheron in Thesprotia about a treas¬ 

ure buried by his dead wife Melissa (he had killed her, 5.50); Melissa appeared but refused to answer, 

saying that she was cold and naked, since the clothes buried with her had not been burnt; as a sign 

that it was really her, she alluded to the fact that Periander had had intercourse with her corpse. Peri¬ 

ander then stripped the women of Corinth of their clothes, and burnt them with prayers to Melissa; 

when he sent a second time, her etStoXov revealed the location of the treasure. Diogenes Laertius 1.94 

adds the detail that he killed her in a rage, with a footstool, or by kicking her, when she was pregnant, 

persuaded by the slanders of his mistresses, whom he afterwards burnt. On Periander and Melissa, 

see Ogden, Necromancy 54-7. There are two possible connections between this story and the hints of 

5093. (1) Periander had intercourse with his wife after her death. (2) He also summoned back her 

etSwXov from the dead. In this case, as in Orpheus story, some form of pr/xavdedat was used to get 

in touch with the dead in the underworld; in the cases of Periander and Ptolemy, this was ‘nonsense’ 

(XriprjcavTec), presumably because the magicians were charlatans (see below), and the only true con¬ 

solation was that of philosophy, namely, in a broader sense, wisdom. 

Therefore I assume that the author thinks of both Periander and Ptolemy as seeking to com¬ 

municate with their dead wives by means of vexpopavTeta. In the Suda payyavela is explained as yo- 

TjTeta-, under yo^reta a distinction is drawn between different kinds of magic: yo-rjTela xal pay eta xal 

(pappaxeta 8ta<pepovctv . . . payeta pev ovv ecTtv eTnxXrjctc 8atpova>v ayadoTrotcvv 8yjdev irpoc ayadov 

Ttvoc cvcTactv, utCTTep TO. TOV 2l77oAAaivtoa TOV Tvavecuc decntcpaTa. yor/Tela 8e eirl t<1> avayeiv vexpov 

81 emxXrjcetoc, odev etprjTat airo ra/v yoiuv xat tcvv dpr/vtuv twv irepl tovc Tatpovc ytvopevtuv xtX. 

Cf. Philostr. El 5.12 . . . ol yorjTec, rjyovpat S’ aiWove eytu xaxoSatpovecTctTOVc dvOpconcuv, ol pev ic 

fiacavovc el8wXajv yaipouvrec, ol S’ ic Ovclac fiapfidpovc, ol S’ ic to iiracai tl ij aXettfiat peTanotetv 
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(f>acL ra cip.app.eva, Kai rroXXol tovtuiv KaTr/yoplaic vnaydevTcc to. roiaud’ dipioXoyrjcav cocfiol elvai. 

0 8 [AnoXXannoc] cittcto p.ev tolc 8k Moipdiv, irpovXeye 8e, die avaKyr) yevccdai avra, TrpoeylyvuicKC 

8c ov yor/Tevaiv, aXX c£ div oi dcoi cifiaivov; 8.7.3 • • • ecTt St ti . . . i/jcv86co(fiol tc Kai dycipovTCc, 

o p,T] p.avTiKrjv v-rroXafac, ttoXXov piev yap apia, rjv dXr]9evrji, el S’ ecrt Teyvr) ovttoj oi8a, aXXa rove 

yorjTac i/jev8oco<f>ovc <f>rjpi'i ktX. See also Jo. Chrys. in Matth. PG 57, 403.43-6 (see below, 14 n.). In 

particular, Luc. Dem. 25 (see below, 14 n.) contrasts the philosopher as consoler with the piayoc who 

claims to bring back the eiSo/Aor of a deceased. 

As regards Ptolemy, the author may develop this idea from the dedication and repievoc of Arsi- 

noe. It is worth noticing that the motif honouring the deceased wife or mistress with a monumental 

building also occurs in Melissa’s story (Paus. 2.28.4) and 1° the legendary tale of Harpalus and his 

mistress Pythionice, whose ghost—like Melissa’s ghost—was invoked (Theopompus, FGrHist 115 F 

253; Diodor. 17.108.5; Paus. 1.37.5; Plu. Phocion 22.1-4; Athen. XIII 594d-595c). The latter tale even 

inspired the fourth-century tragedian Python, who wrote the satyr play Agen (TrGF I, no. 91, F 1), 

where Babylonian piayoi (who form the chorus) seem to offer to Harpalus to call back Pythionice’s 

ghost at a lakeside. Harpalus’ case shows a further element in common with Philadelphus: according 

to Theopompus (see above) Pythionice was worshipped as Pythionice Aphrodite, a fact that recalls 

Arsinoe’s apotheosis and cult (see below, 13 n.). On the two stories, see Ogden, Necromancy 9—11, 27, 

51, 130, 132. The author of 5093 may also be influenced by the reputation of Egypt for magicians. 

Heliodorus Aeth. 6.14.1—7 describes a veKpopiavTela performed on a corpse according to the Htyu7TTto)v 

co(f>ia, where the mother of a dead man, aiming to obtain information about the future, offers a liba¬ 

tion with a human figure made of flour and her own blood, and pronounces ritual formulas: see in 

particular the description of the temporary resurrection of the son in 6.14.4 77poc tovtolc cttI top 

veKpov tov rraiSoc mpocKvi/iaca kcu riva 77poc to ovc erraSoovca e^yeipc Te Kai opdov ccravai rfj 

piayyavela Kar-pvdyal,ev, and the condemnation of these practices in 6.14.7 • ■ • Aval yap ov Trpoc/ir)- 

tikov ovre cmyeipelv ovtc napelvai rate roiafcSe irpa^eciv, dAAa to pavTiKov tovtoic piev Ik 9vcidiv 

cvvopuvv /cat evydiv Ka9apd>v rrapaylvecdai, rote Se /3e/3i)Aotc /cat rrepi yrjv TO) ovn /cat cd/piara veKpdiv 

elXovpievoic oliraic die T-qv Alyv-miav opdv rj tov Kaipov TTCpimoicic cvScScokc and 3.16.3 ’H piev yap 

[77 Alyvirrluiv cotj:da] tic ecrt 8r)p,d>8T]C /cat die av tic cittol yap.ai epyopevp, elSdiXaiv depanaiva Kai 

rrepi cd/jLtara veKpdiv elXovpevri, fioTavaic rrpocTCT'pKvia Kai crripSatc erraveyovea, 7rpoc ov8ev aya9ov 

tcXoc ovre auri) rrpoiovea ovtc tovc ypuipievovc (fiepovca, aAA’ avTrj rrepi avTrjV to, rroXXac maiovca 

Xvrrpd Se Tiva Kai yXlcypa cctiv ore Kadopdovca, (jiavTac'iac rdiv p.rj dvroiv die ovtwv Kai drroTvyiac 

toiv iXml,op.evuiv, npaijeuiv aSepi'naiv evpeTic Kai r/Sovdiv a/coAdcra/F v-mppeTie. 

The mismatch between the ‘new information’ provided by 5093 and the material contained in 

other sources leads us to consider carefully the reliability of this information. As 12-14 illustrate, the 

author manipulates and freely exploits historical figures and events to support his own argument (cf. 

introd. and —>• iv 1—14 n.). 

9— 11 Cf. Theodor. Interpretatio in xii prophetae minores, PG 81, 1585.7-10 neipar-fj Se rrjv leyvv 

avTTjc arreiKacev, eveiS-p yor/TiKaic piayyaveiaic Kai corfilcpiacl rtet pepnqyav'qp.evoic, tolc t<1iv elSdiXaiv 

inoiovvTO Kivr/ceic. 

10— ii piay\yavevTdiv. The noun payyavevTrjc is attested only three times (Eus. Dem. Ev. 3.6.1; 

Phot. Lexicon s.v. 8 Theodoridis = Suda s.v. 3; plus two occurrences in Byzantine times, in Nicetas 

Choniates, Historia), while the feminine form piayyavevTpia is used as a gloss of fiapiPaKevTpia and 

synonym of </>app.d/ctcca; see Hesych. s.v. fiapifiaKevTpiai, and [Jo. Chrys.] De Cananea PG 52, 453'*■ 

But words with the same root often occur in association with papyaKa and e-aiSai (PI. Gorg. 484a; 

Dem. InAristog. 1.80; Luc. BisAcc. 21.8; Max. Tyr. 23.3; Lib. Or. i 245, vol. i, p. 189 Foerster): thus the 

piayyavevTric is a magician and a charlatan; cf. Dem. in Aristog. I 80 piayyavevei Kai <peva/«'£et; Luc. 

Alex. 6 yorjTevovTCC Kai piayyavevovTec Kai tovc rrayclc . . . a-rroKCipovTCC, Eus. Dem. Ev. 3-6.1 cl 8c 8rj 

piayyavevT-pc tic rjv Kai <papp.aKevc, dnarediv tc Kai yorjc ndic av TOiaxmpc SiSacKaXlac. Moreover, 
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Phot. Lexicon s.v. 8 Theodoridis = Suda s.v. 3 gives the definition 6 puyvvc navToda-rra 77730c <pevaKicp.ov. 

Such people may sacrifice children to avert fate (D. C. 73.16.5), change their shape (Luc. Asin. 11) or 

make spirits speak through other bodies (Jo. Chrys. In Matth. PG 57, 403.43-6 . . . 77elcai Satpiovac 

<p9eyyec9ai St ’ avrcov ol ra roiavra piayyaveveiv roXpuovTec, ottov ye /cat vvv ol rac veKpopcavrelac 

ToXp.divrec TToXXa tovtojv aTOTriorepa emyeipova). 

11 Sieve[ytc(dir)]. The short space available leads me to assume an abbreviated form of the 

participle with raised k at line-end. This participle may mean ‘suffering with padence’, or ‘being 

superior’, or possibly ‘taking a different position’. 

12-14 The Museum was founded around 280 bc, i.e. around a decade before the actual death 

of Arsinoe 11, by the predecessor of Philadelphus, Ptolemy Soter (see P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 

(1972) i 314-15; J. McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria and Egypt, 300 BC - AD 700 (2007) 33, 37, 41, 

50). Philadelphus, however, through his generous patronage remarkably developed this institution and 

the connected Library (see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 306, 321-5 ; McKenzie, Architecture of Alexandria, 

locc. cit.). The concise statement of 5093, which presents the founding of the Museum as Ptolemy n’s 

specific means of overcoming his sorrow for the death of his wife, represents a typical case of the ex¬ 

ploitation and often distortion and manipulation of historical data to support a specific argument; see 

Russell, Greek Declamation, on the relationship between declamation and history (chap. 6, pp. 106-28). 

Some lines of Herodas I 26-31 include (piXocoepoi, the Movcrjiov, and repevoc (see below) among 

the glories of Egypt: kci S’ ecrlv oikoc rijc 9eov• ra yap navra, / occ’ ccti kov Kal ylver’, ecr’ ev 

AlyvTTTan- / ttXovtoc, rraXalcTprj, Suvapuc, evhlrj, 8o£a, / 9eai, <piXoco<f>oi, ypvclov, verjvlcKOi, / 9ediv 

aSeXpdv T6jU.evoc, o fiaciXevc yprjcroc, / Movcrjiov, oivoc, aya9a rravr’ oc’ av ypr/frji. The noun 

<piX6co<f>o 1 is used in documents of the Roman period to indicate the members of the Museum (cf. 

P. Pruned, ‘II termine OIAOCCXPOC nei papiri documentari’, in M. S. Funghi (ed.), 'OS01 Sfr/cioc 

= Le vie della ricerca: Studi in onore di Francesco Adorno (1996) 389-401, esp. 390-91; D. Obbink, ‘Readers 

and Intellectuals’, in A. K. Bowman et al. (eds.), Oxyrhynchus: A City and Its Texts (2007) 271-86, esp. 

272, 280-81). 

13 1377ep tov cvvelvlai) role co<po(ic). This expression recalls the image of the historical commu¬ 

nity of scholars in the Museum. See Strabo 17.1.8: ... to Movceiov eyov TreplrraTov Kal e^ehpav Kal 

olkov pieyav, ev cl> to cvcc'itlov tcov pereyovra>v tov Movceiov cpiXoXoywv avSpdiv. ecri Se tt) cavoSoi 

TavT-p Kal ypppiaTa Koiva Kal iepevc 6 errl tw Movcelco ktX. For the designation of these scholars 

as piXoXoyoi in the broad sense of ‘men of culture’, see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 317-18, ii 471-2 

n. 90, 917 n. 293. This noun also occurs in P. Mil. Vogl. I 18, col. vi 3, Diegesis in Call. Iambus I (fr. 

191 Pfeiffer, vol. I, P- 163-4), as a later correction of a previous c/>iXococpoi; for the use of the latter see 

above, 12-14 n. 

rail Teyev[ei]. The dedication of the repevoc is to be considered in the context of the institu¬ 

tion of a cult of Arsinoe just after her death, which probably occurred in 270 bc (for recent bibliog¬ 

raphy on the debate on this question, see McKenzie, Architecture of Alexandria 386 n. 144). This cult is 

separated from the cult of the Theoi Adelphoi, which Ptolemy 11 had established for himself and his 

sister already by 272/1 (R Hib. II 199.11-17 shows that in this year their names were added to that of 

Alexander in the titulature of the eponymous priesthood: see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 216, 228-9; 

S. Muller, Das hellenistische honigspaar in der medialen Reprasentation: Ptolemaios II. und Arsinoe II. (2009) 

246-50, 260, 262-6, 280—300, 329-35). Herondas i 30 refers to a reyevoc of this cult (see Fraser, Ptole¬ 

maic Alexandria ii 385-6 n. 367, 876-8 n. 30). 

The repcevoc of Arsinoe is mentioned in P. Mil. Vogl. I 18, col. x 10-13 = fr. 228 Pfeiffer, vol. 1, 

p. 218: cV^eojctc Apcivorjc: Ayerco 9eoc, ov yap eytb 8lya roivS’ aelSeiv ’Ekj(?ea>ci.c Apcivorjc- cprjclv 

8e avTrjv avr)pTrac\dai 13770 twv AiocKOVpwv Kal flaipiov Kal Tejpievoc avrrjc KadiSpvcOai irpoc tool 

’Ep-rroplcoi. Cf. also Sch. B T II. I3-7°3 P°e Oivorre] olvtoSeic etc to opav. ol Se pieXavec, coc “o’ivorra 

ttovtov (II. I.350) ■ IlToXep.aioc yap eic to rrjc Apcivor/c ^yiXiapOTpov (yiXiapovpov Wilam) 
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repevoe peXavac ivrjKe flovc. If xXapovpov is correct, this may be a different institution, since the 

area would be too large for a temple in the centre of Alexandria (see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 25, 

ii 72 n. 167, 72-3 n. 168), unless the size of 1,000 arourai derives from confusion with the Egyptian 

hieroglyphic term for ‘a thousand’, 10 square khet or 10 arourai, as McKenzie, Architecture of Alexandria 

386 n. 151, points out. Pliny NH 34.148 mentions a temple of Arsinoe at Alexandria, left unfinished 

at Ptolemy n’s death; this should be the same as the Arsinoeum mentioned at 36.68 (Ptolemy set up 

a statue of Arsinoe in topaz). Presumably the repevoe mentioned in 5093 should be identified with 

Callimachus’ repevoe and Pliny’s Arsinoeum. On die temenos and Arsinoe’s cult, cf. McKenzie, Archi¬ 

tecture of Alexandria 51-2; Muller, Das hellenistische Kdnigspaar 281—3. 

14 Kocp-qcac. For the use of Kocpea> with the instrumental dative, cf. [Callisthenes] Historia 

Alexandri Magni, recensio a, 1.33.11 (w. 14-17 of the oracular quotation) [sc. ttoXlc] Kaipwv 8e nXelcroov 

real xpovcov TTpofiaivovrcov /kolvtt) TTpo^rjcer ’ ev ayadoic, Kocpovpevr) / vaolci rroXXolc Kal repevee1 

ttolkIXoic / KaXXei re peyedei rcvv oyAoiv evrrXr]dela. 

The final decision of Ptolemy 11 and his relationship with the cotpoi may be compared with 

a sort of stereotype found in other sources: the figure of the eopoc (usually a philosopher) as admon- 

isher and adviser of a figure of authority who expresses excessive and irrational mourning for the 

death of a loved one. This is illustrated by the following passages. 

(1) Plu. Cons, ad Ap. 104c presents philosophy as means of recovering from the death of sons: 

tovtolc 8 ’ erropevoc Kal 6 Kpavrwp rrapapvdovpevoe errl rf/ rwv reKvevv reXevrfj rov 'ImroKXea rjrrjci' 

ravra yap rraca avrrj rj apxala (f>i.Aoco(f>'ia Aeyei re Kal napaKeXeverai.. tuv el 8r) n dXXo pi) arro- 

Seyopeda, to ye rroXXayrj eivai epyd>8r] Kal SvckoXov top j8'lov ayav aXrjdee. 

(2) Philostr. VS II 556-8 reports the story of Herodes Atticus, exhorted by Lucius, avr)p eopoc, 

ev role pave pole crrovhaloc, Movcwv'uo rep Tvplcp n poefiXocoprjcae. Lucius criticizes the excessive 

manifestation of sorrow by Herodes for the death of his wife Regilla (. . . eK-necaiv a£ia rov rrevdelcdai 

TTparreic rrepl rfj 86^7] Kiv8vveva>v', cf. 5093, 11 rroAXa X[r)]prjcavrec) and finally persuades him to give 

up his ridiculous behaviour, which consisted of keeping his house completely decorated in black in 

her honour. Analogous advice to maintain self-control is given to Herodes by the philosopher Sextus 

for the death of his daughter. 

(3) Luc. Dem. 25 '0 8’ avroc [Ar/pdiva£] vlov rrevdovvri Kal iv ckotcv eavrov Kadelp^avrL 

rrpoceXdibv eXeyev payoc re eivai Kal 8vvac8ai aiirw avayayelv rov rraiSoc to ei8a>Xov, el povov avrep 

rpelc rtvac dvdpdnrovc 6vopa.eete pr)8eva rreoTTOre TrerTevdrjKorac errl rroXv 8e eKelvov ev8oidcavroc 

Kal arropovvroc — ov yap elyev nva, olpai, elrrelv roiovrov — Etr’, ecjrr), to yeXole, povoc dfjropr/ra 

TTacyeiv vop'feic pr]8eva opwv rrevdovc dpoipov; 

(4) With regard to consolation specifically concerning Ptolemy Philadelphus and Arsinoe 11 

and their relation with co</>ot, note Plu. Cons, ad Ap. inf-ii2a, where Arsinoe is persuaded to give up 

immoderate mourning for the death of her son thanks to a tale about the origin of the deity Tlevdoc 

narrated to her by one of the apyalaiv (fnXocoipevv. This philosopher is to be identified with Straton, 

who wrote a letter to Arsinoe (D. L. 5.60), or with Xenocrates, who wrote a Aoyoc ApcivorjriKoc in 

honour of Arsinoe after her death (D. L. 4.15). 

14-34 The rest of the column is so badly preserved that it is not possible to give a satisfactory 

account of the content. However, two observations are to be made. (1) from the palaeographical point 

of view, this portion of text presents five paragraph!, whereas there are no paragraphi at all in lines 1-12, 

and the scribe rarely uses them elsewhere. This would lead us to ask whether such paragraphi mark 

sections of text rather than sentences. On the other hand, there seems to be a paragraphus below line 

13, which is either mistaken or intended to mark the beginning of a substantial new phrase within 

a sentence. Further, two sections (lines 15-25 and 29-34) are m ekthesis, as is done for instance to show 

lemmata in commentaries. Both features may indicate subdivisions of the text, and the possibility that 

quotations were inserted, possibly verses (but note that in -» iv 4—6 the two iambic lines are quoted 
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within the text, as a part of the discourse, without any layout device to distinguish them). Moreover, in 

14-17 the blanks after Kocp,rjcac and after /3aAAe[ ] should mark pauses. (2) From the point of view 

of content, the legible sequences suggest supplements that may be related to the context of death 

and grief presented in the earlier part of the column. The problem is to distinguish the quotations, 

if they are present, and their metrical pattern, if they are from poetry, and to find a clear syntactic 

articulation. In any case, the nature of the text, if it consisted of separate notes or quotations, as in 

the eyKWfuov ra^eajc of -* ii, may explain the difficulty of finding a coherent syntactic structure. 

14-18 The only sequence that could be reconstructed to any degree of certainty is 14—15 [0] 

vt’ aTvxecre[pav] \ ovre -n-Xovciwrepav reppav. Note that the final v in 14 is assumed to be written 

above the penultimate letter of the line as in -* iv 15, 19, 27. The ‘ashes’ of the dead suit the context; 

’richer ashes’ sounds poetical, and one could think of a hitherto unattested poetic quotation that 

seems to give the key of the sense of the passage: ‘[whatever we experience in life (Nature?/Fate?) 

will not make us / leave us as] ashes that are not unhappier or richer [than anyone else’s?]’; but see 

below for different attempts at a more complete articulation. One could propose two possible metrical 

constructions: (1) Iambic trimeters, but with the omission—at least at first sight—of three syllables 

before ovre, i.e.: ovr arvyecrepav x —« ovre TrXovcuuTepav reppav. Alternatively one may think that 

in fact the author did not omit anything, but abbreviated the first adjective as aTvxecTe(pav) and wrote 

another word at line-end, a three-syllable word, necessarily with a very heavy abbreviation to reduce 

it to two or three letters. (2) Trochaic tetrameters. The pattern may be reconstructed by placing one 

extra syllable at the end of 14 within the lacuna, assuming that the adjective was abbreviated in the 

form exempli gratia aTvxecTe(pav), as Parsons suggests: [o]vt’ aruxecreKpav) y(ap)] | ovre nXovciwTepav 

re<f>pav. However, one could object that the second element replaces the normal short syllable with 

a double-short, a phenomenon occasionally attested in Aristophanes and Menander (see M. C. Mar- 

tinelli, Gli strumenti delpoeta: Elementi di metrica greca (19972) 128), so that methodological caution would 

prevent us from assuming it in a fragmentary context. 

If we give up the attempt of reconstructing a clear-cut metrical pattern for the following part 

of the text and assume accidental unmetrical quotations by heart or a more or less intentional para¬ 

phrase of verses mixed together with segments of actual verses, further supplements that suit sense 

and context could be suggested for the second part of 15 and 16. In 15, if the syntax continues, we 

need a verb to govern the accusative. The writing after Te<t>pav is damaged, but I think that exempli 

gratia Ae[f]7Tei could be read. On the assumption that the sequence is a quotation, and possibly with 

omissions, we can explain the lack of a subject: it could have been mentally supplied by the audience/ 

readers if the quotation were from a well-known poem. The paragraphus in 15 should indicate a syn¬ 

tactic break at line-end; at the beginning of 16 the sequence n twv p.ep.o[ c.5 ]wv should represent 

the be,ginning of a new sentence; it suggests a perfect participle middle-passive. Possible supplements 

include: p.ep.o[ipap.ev]wv (or p.ep.o[pr]p.ev\wv) ‘things fated’, ju.e(u.o[x0i?(u.ev]wv ‘things toiled over’, pe- 

p.°[yrjpev]ajv ‘things endured’. The initial rt might represent the interrogative or indefinite pronoun; 

less likely it might continue a word from the previous line (e.g. dv]|ri: in that case we should assume 

at line-end a with superscript v), since the paragraphus in 15, if not misplaced, should indicate a break 

at line-end. Within the line, rj pvctc can be distinguished. 

Then a possible supplement between 16 and 17 is dra|jSdAAe[T]a( or ave\^aXXe[T]o (the trace 

seems more suitable for e, but might perhaps belong to the top of a ; with the second form we have to 

explain the extra ink visible after -[t]9, perhaps as a dicolon). In general, the idea that death is fated 

and natural and cannot be postponed could suit the context. The syntax might be rl twv pepo[i- 

pap.ev]a>v 7) pvcic dva|/3dAAe[T]ou; ‘What part of things fated does Nature delay?’ It is more difficult 

to relate this with lines 14-15, although we could supply an extra connection by writing p.ep.o[ipap,e- 

r(ojv)] <Lv assuming abbreviation in lacuna, instead of p.ep.o[ipapLev]wv. In 17 the sequence rr^p^ovcpc 

eu77cuS[ may be supplemented in two ways. (1) ?(epi)o9c9c eiWSft'ac.]; cf. fr. 7. 4 ?evT]eKvla. Taking 
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into consideration the space available at the end of the line, I am inclined to assume that the final c 

of the word was raised above the line. In the context, a good family of children surviving—surviving 

would be particularly poignant in relation to the normal level of infant mortality in Antiquity—would 

represent a likely motif of consolation. More specifically Parsons thinks of ‘children surviving the 

death of the wife and notes that Galba also lost both his sons (Suet. Galb. 5). (2) ] n(epC)ovcr)c evnai- 

S[euc(tac)]: in this case, I assume an abbreviated form by suspension at the end of the line. evnouSevcia 

means ‘good education’, ‘culture’. This too would suit the context, given the emphasis on ccx/>la as the 

true consolation for bereavement. TT(epi)oycr]c might then means ‘surviving’ (in relation to death), or 

alternatively ‘superior’. In either case, to provide a construction for the genitive, we could consider 

supplementing the beginning of the clause as e.g. /ae[/x^/xe(i<oc) rrjc] or p,e[X6pe(voc) riyc], 

18-20 In 19 the sequence jpuyaifxev [ suggests some form of Tpuyocu/rpuyoi = ‘wear out’, 

‘exhaust’, or of one of its compounds: e.g. T]puyojp.er, rer]puyaip,ev-. Alternatively a form from |Spv- 

XaopLai, in the sense of ‘lamenting’, would be possible. A possible pattern for 18-19 could be ra p.(ev) 

a [ ]\dpov[vre]c 7)p,e[fc, ra Se k(cu) jcaTaTjpuyco/xevoft, assuming that the main verb of the sentence 

falls in lacuna at 20. For the first participle one could suggest dy[a]|0pouv[Te]c, ‘looking up at’. The 

meaning of the passage could be ‘. . . looking up at something, being exhausted or overwelmed from 

other things . . .’. In 20 one could think of an articulation such as a ca[, but also of a form of the 

adjective aca^ijc, -ec, or a corresponding adverb or a form of the noun dcd</>eia, to be related to the 

notion of the obscurity of destiny/future or death. Alternatively a form of the adjective acaXevroc, 

-ov, ‘unmoved’, ‘unshaken’, or a corresponding adverb, may be compatible with the same notion. So 

is the general meaning of 18-20 that, whatever we look at or we have experienced, destiny and future 

remain obscure and unpredictable to us? 

20 ]cavrop [. The sequence could be articulated as ] caiiTO p [ or as ]c avTop [. 

24-5 Possibly a participle 7ie]|7rpcop.-, in the sense of ‘fated’, which would suit the context. 

fr. 3 -* 

5 

10 

]....[ 
]wroci^a [ 

]a> r]vdaAaT[ 

evavTcoLrjSvye^ [ 

] povcK(jucf>devTec 

]covavanaXXaKro [ 

]e^8eop.evovyPTU) [ 

] v€(j)r]a^LOv payw [ 

] pup'SeKa>p,[ 

]..[ 

]£...[' 

]a>( ) to c(f>a _ [ 

]a> r]v 6aAar(T-)[ 

]ay( ) in’ outran rjhvyiA{to-) p.[ 

]tpov CKoocfrdivTec vn\o 

]cor avanaAAaKTOV [ 

y^iA{(x)TOc) heopcevov yp^acf)-) rat [ 

]r e(f>r] a^iov Tpaycp{i>iac) 

] per] 8e Kojpi^cpSia- 

]..[ 

1 ] [, first, lower half of oval descending below writing space, possibly b ; second, vertical 

trace in lower part of writing space, possibly part of upright; third, tiny trace at line-level; fourth, tiny 

trace at line-level 2 [, lower part of upright slightly slanting to right 3 ]<p _, first, 

short stroke, slighdy slanting to right and descending below line-level; second, lower part of upright 

descending below line-level; third, very tiny trace at line-level; fourth, two tiny traces roughly in verti¬ 

cal alignment lying at line-level and at mid-height respectively; 0.5 mm further short horizontal trace 
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in upper part of writing space touching following letter 4 ] _, complex consisting of remains 

of triangular letter, A or a, and superscript letter, consisting of upright joining to left at mid-height 

another stroke (not preserved) [, diagonal ascending from left to right joining at mid-height an¬ 

other partially preserved stroke approaching horizontal 5 ] , stroke approaching horizontal at 

mid-height; in upper part of writing space two traces very close to each other in diagonal alignment 

ascending from left to right and roughly in vertical alignment with tiny trace lying at line-level c , 

upright whose upper part slightly slants to left and joins at mid-height another partially preserved 

stroke approaching diagonal ascending from left to right [, tiny trace at line-level 6 t, cor¬ 

rection currente calamo from a previous 6? [, upright with thick tip 7 [, upright 8 p, 

trace in upper part of writing space [, remains of upright 9 ] , very tiny trace at mid-height 

10 ] [, first, very tiny trace in upper part of writing space; second, trace of stroke protruding above 

writing space, possibly upper extremity of diagonal stroke descending from left to right 

1—10 As said in introd., the content of the fragment is thematically very close to the subject 

treated in fr. 1+2 —> iii—iv, but no physical join can be found. Lines 8 and 9 suggest a syncrisis between 

Tragedy and Comedy, a topic compatible with the references to laughter in 4 (and perhaps in 7) and 

to the scoptic element in 5. In 8 an authority seems to be mentioned (cf. fr. 4.18, 19). Taking into 

consideration the possibility that fr. 3 belonged to the same composition as fr. 1+2 —» iii—iv, some ob¬ 

servations may be made. Col. iv breaks up at a point seemingly coinciding with the very end of the 

speech (23-33), including a brief syncrisis between Tragedy and Comedy: this makes it unlikely that fr. 

3 was placed afterwards in the lost part of the column as a part of the same epideixis. Alternatively, 

one could place fr. 3 in the lost part of col. iii: however, the text of this column seems to focus on the 

sanguinary aspects of Tragedy, and its argumentation seems to carry on straightforwardly in col. iv, 

so that a section considering also Comedy coming in between, though not implausible, does not seem 

to be the most likely possibility. Therefore I am inclined to think that the fragment belonged to an¬ 

other part of the same roll. Similar observations may be made for fr. 4 also: moreover, this fragment 

presents two forked paragraphi, which may indicate different sections, but in any case it shows striking 

thematic similarities with fr. 3 (see below, fr. 4.1-20 n.). On this basis I do not rule out the possibility 

that the two fragments belonged to the same composition, although no physical join can be found. In 

any case the fragmentary state of the two fragments does not allow us to distinguish a clear develop¬ 

ment of a coherent argument to establish which of the two fragments could have come first in the 

hypothetical composition to which they both may have belonged. In other words, the sequence ‘fr. 3 

followed by fr. 4’ is purely editorial. 

In general on the syncrisis between Tragedy and Comedy, see Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena 

de comoedia, ed. Koster, XJc: Anonymi Crameri 11, pp. 44~5> 4^—9 tSiov Se KcopupSiac pev to pepiype- 

vov e'xeiv toIc CKioppaei yeXajTa, rpaywSiae Se irevd-q Kal cvptpopac- caTopuerjc Se ov to otto nevdovc 

elc yapav Ka.Ta.VTav, wc 6 EvpLTrlSov ’OpecTpc Kal AXktjctic Kal rj Co<poKXeovc 'HXeKTpa, Ik pepovc, 

wcirep Twee (paeiv, aXX’ apiy-ij Kal yaptWra Kal dvpeXiKov eyei yeXwTa, olov 'HpaKXrjc npadelc Tip 

cvXei die yeajpyoc SovXoc ecraArai elc tov aypov tov apneXtova epyacacdai, avecnaKihc Se St/ceAAij 

Trpoppll,ovc toc aprreXovc ktX. 

A point of particular interest is the mention of what seems to be an authority on Tragedy and 

Comedy. The fragmentary state of the text leaves the question open to speculation, and at the same 

time requires extreme caution. The authority par excellence on Tragedy and Comedy, of whom one 

may think in the first place, is of course Aristotle, but other authors could also be considered: Theo¬ 

phrastus, author of a 77epi yeXolov (D. L. 5.46 = fr. 130 Wehrli, Athen. VIII 348a = fr. 710 Fortenbaugh) 

and a Ilepl KwpcpSiac (D. L. 5.47, Athen. VI 26id = fr. 709 Fortenbaugh = 124 Wimmer); Lycophron, 

author of a Ilepl KwpcpSlac in at least nine books (Athen. VII 278a-b = fr. 19 Strecker, Athen. XI 

483d = fr. 85 Strecker); Eratosthenes, author of a Ilepl apyaiac KooptpSlac in at least twelve books 
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(Athen. XI 501c! = fr. 25 Strecker); Chamaeleon of Heraclea Pontica, author of a Ilepl tt}c apycu'ac 

KwpupSiac in at least six books (Athen. IX 374a = fr. 43 Wehrli = Anaxandrides test. 2 K.-A., Athen. 

4o6e = fr. 44 Wehrli); Grates of Athens, author of a Ilepl KtopupSlac (D. L. 4.23 = FGrHist. 244 F 14). 

See also R. Janko, Aristotle on Comedy: Towards a Reconstruction of Poetics ii (1984) 44—7- Moreover, note 

that in fr. 14.3 Aristophanes of Byzantium is probably mentioned. Alternatively, we can consider 

the possibility of a reference to an obscure or completely unknown author. In this respect it is worth 

mentioning the grammaticus Soteridas (Suda s.v. 875), author not only of a Ilepl KcopupSlac, but also of 

a vTropivrjpia etc MevavSpov, and an etc EvpnriSrjv. In any case, various literary works on these topics 

were certainly in circulation. In the case of Oxyrhynchus, for example, XVIIII 2192, the well-known 

second-century letter containing a list of books as desiderata, mentions a work by Hypsicrates entided 

KcopupSovpievoi,/KwpLwSovpLeva (col. ii 28-9), Characters/Topics in Comedy (see the re-edition by R. 

Hatzilambrou in Bowman et al. (eds.), Oxyrhynchus: A City and Its Texts 282-6): the fact that other works 

with the same tide are mentioned in ancient sources suggests that Ktopup86vp.evoi./Ka>pup8ovp,eva 

represented a sort of genre in its own right. 

2—3 In 2 different supplements can be proposed: c<f>ay[iov, ‘sacrificial victim’/'sacrifice’, or 

c<pay[rjvai, ‘to be slaughtered’, or c<^ay[ta£eir/c</>ay[ta£ec0at, ‘to be sacrificed’. In any case it is not 

implausible to think of a reference to tragic plots. Alternatively a reference to the sacrifices performed 

at the altar of Dionysus on the occasion of performances is not to be ruled out; see A. Pickard- 

Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens (19682) 61. Moreover, one may think of a metaphorical 

meaning of the (assumed) slaughter/sacrifice: the victim may be the (personified) Tragedy as bad 

literary genre, as in fr. 1+2 ->iv 23—7, where it is sent away to the wild men. A reading ecf>aX\- is also 

possible: e.g. c<f>aX[^a. or c<^aA[Aeiv/c0dA[Aec0ai. 

The most straightforward way to articulate the sequence in 3 is ri)v daXarfav) (for the abbre¬ 

viation cf. fr. 1+2 —>• ii 13). It is very difficult to relate this to the context, but one could take into consid¬ 

eration several possibilities. (1) It could be a reference to the fact that the Great Dionysia took place at 

the end of March, when the seas were navigable; see Theophr. Char. 3.3 rqv OaXarrav e/c Alowclwv 

TrXoipiov elvai (on a typical topic of the aSoAecy^c; cf. Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals 58 n. 5). 

(2) Another possible connection with dramatic performances and the sea seems to be suggested by 

Eust. in Od. 1472.4—6 on the names of theatres: icreov 8e on iKpia TrpoTrapoipvTovojc eXeyovro Kal ra 

iv rfj ayopa acf)’ d>v idecbvTO to naXauov rove Alovvcmkovc aycovac npLvr) cKevacOfjvai to ev Acovvcov 

OeaTpov. otl 8e to. TOiavra dearpa daXacca kolXt) eXeyovro, Ilavcavlac 8r/XoL (3) The sea could be 

connected with the sales of Comedy. In this respect see e.g. Plu. Mor. 854c . . . p.ovai al MevavSpov 

KOjp.(p8iaL acf>6ova>v aXdiv Kal IXapcov pberexovciv, werrep eKeivT/c yeyovoraiv ttjc daXaTTrjc, e£ Jjc 

A(f>po8iTT] yeyovev. (4) In connection with Comedy, especially from the standpoint of its dimension 

as a ‘democratic’ instrument of social criticism (see below, fr. 4.11-17 n.), the reading c</>aA[ in 2 in 

the sense of ‘throwing’/‘being thrown’, and the sequence ti)v OaXafrav) in 3 recall the episode of 

Eupolis, who was thrown in the sea for having criticized Alcibiades in his play BanTai; see: Cic. ad 

Att. VI 1.18; Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, I, p. 1.18—19 (Platonius, Ilepl 

8Lapopac KoopupSidv), XIa I, p. 27.87-101 (Tzetzes), XIc, p. 44.29-43 (Anonymus Crameri n); cf. PCG 

V, pp. 332-3, test, iv and v; F. Perusino (ed.), Platonio: La commedia greca (Urbino 1989) 48-9; H.-G. 

Nesselrath, ‘Eupolis and the Periodization of Athenian Comedy’, in Harvey-Wilkins, Rivals 233-46, 

esp. 234-6. (5) If the textual segment in 4 refers to Dionysus, lines 2-3 may refer to a mythical episode 

concerning the god. Horn. II. 6.130-37 reports that Lycurgus persecuted Dionysus and his nurses: the 

god, still a child, threw himself in the sea because of fear, and was welcomed by Thetis; cf. Heraclit. 

All. 35.5-8, Corn. De natura deorum 62.16-23, Athen. I 26b, Porph. ad II. 6.129. Apollod. Bibl. 3.5.1 

places the episode of Dionysus’jumping into the sea and seeking refuge with Thetis in the context of 

Lycurgus’ opposition to the god: Dionysus’ cortege of Bacchantes and Satyrs is temporarily impris¬ 

oned by Lycurgus and later freed by Dionysus. Heraclitus, Cornutus, and Athenaeus (quoted above) 
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explain the Homeric episode as an allegory of the custom of mixing wine (symbolized by Dionysus) 

with sea water (symbolized by the sea); cf. Plu. Mor. 914b, and Eust. in II. 736.46—49, 871.33—46. 

Moreover, note that a Satyr drama on the myth of Lycurgus was composed by Aeschylus (of which 

only 4 pardy fragmentary lines are preserved; see TrGF II, pp. 234-6, frr. 124-6) and another one by 

Timocles (TrFG 86, test. 2), while a comedy was composed by Anaxandrides (fr. 28 K.-A.). Besides, 

one may take into account the episode narrated in h. Bacch.: Dionysus transforms the Tyrrhenian 

pirates into dolphins when they try to escape him by jumping into the sea (w. 51-3). (6) Finally, one 

must consider the possibility drat 2—3 belong to an unknown quotation, which may or may not con¬ 

cern Dionysus. 

An alternative reading—paleographically plausible—would be daeaf-)'. but this would repre¬ 

sent a unattested sequence, which should be corrected perhaps as 0{a}ear(-), and supplied as a form 

of dearrjc, spectators, or as the verbal form deafai.) with indefinite subject (tlc) or with a subject 

meaning ‘the audience’, ‘the people’, ‘the crowd’. 

4-5 The adjective r,8vyiXwc occurs six times in Greek literature (according to a TFG search): 

it is referred to Comedy (IG IF 11387, line 5 = CEG 2.550.3, funeral epigram for an actor, c.350), to 

a comic chorus at the Dionysia (IG II2 3101, line 1 = CEG 2.773.1, dedicatory epigram commemorat¬ 

ing the victory of a unknown choregus, c.350 bc; see P. Wilson, The Athenian Institution of the Khoregia: 

The Chorus, the City and the Stage (2000) 246—8), to Pan in h. Pan 37, as well as to a woman represented in 

a sympotic context and qualified as Baxyov /cat Movciwv IXapr, Xarpi /cat Kvdepelrjc in TP5.135.3—4; 

cf. also Hesych. p 602 (gloss on preiAt^o/tieiS-pc). In 5093 it is tempting to supply the text as iv’ avrw 

r)8vyeX(a>Ti.) and refer the phrase to Dionysus (cf. fr. 4.14) taking into consideration Luc. Pise. 25 xaP 

Tot exelvoi pev xad’ evoc av8poc iroXpwv Tcnavra, /cat iv AlovvcIolc irpeLpevov avto e'Spwv, /cat to 

cxwppa eSoxeL pepoc tl rrjc eoprr,c, /cat o deoc tccoc eyaipe tpiXoyeXwc tlc cov. However, the text is 

very fiagmentary, and the grammar is not so clear as to be sure that r,8vyeX(w-) is a dative. 

5 Possible supplements: cxwrpdevrec t/7r[o twv noLi,Twv/KwpLp81.oTro1.iov. Object of the cxw- 

ttt€lv could be e.g. politicians as in Old Comedy; cf. Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. 

Koster, I. Ek tcdv FIXotwolov IJepL 8ia.(f>opac Kcopcp8icov, p. 4-25 ff- exonov yap ovtoc vrfj apyala 

Kwpcp8ia ENG \rfj apyt/co/pttpSta Tr ] tov cxwnTCLv 8r,povc /cat St/cacrdc /cat CTparr/yovc, ktX. On 

the scoptic element in comedy, see Arist. EX 1128a ot pev ovv tw yeXolw vnepfidXXovTec $wpoX6Xot 

Soxovclv elvai /cat cfsopTLxol, yXiyopevoi ndvTwc tov yeXoiov, /cat paXXov CToya^opevoi tov yeXwra 

noifjcai rj tov Aeyetv evey^pova /cat pr, Xvneiv tov cxwnropevov ol Se pr,r’ avTOL av elnovrec pr,8ev 

yeXoiov role re Xeyovci 8vcyepalvovrec dypoLXOL /cat cxXr,pol 8oxovclv clvol. ol 8’ ippeXwc nafovrec 

evrpaneXoL npocayopevovraL, oiov evTponoe tov yap r,dovc ai tolovtol Soxovcl xLvr,ceLC etvat, wenep 

8i ra cwpara ix twv XLvrjcewv xplveTOL, outw /cat rot r,dr,. ini noXaI,ovTOC Se tov yeXoiov, /cat twv 

nXeLCTwv yatpovTa/v rf, 7ratSta /cat rep cxwnreLv paXXov 77 Set, /cat ot fHwpoXoxoL eirpaneXoL npoca- 

yopevovTai cue yaptevrec ort Se SiafiepovcL, /cat ov pLxpov, ii< twv elprjpivwv SrjXov. Trj pier] S’ Itjet 

OLxelov /cat 77 e77tSef iottjc cctlv tov S’ inrSe^lov icri toiovto Aeyetv /cat axoveiv 01a rep inieixel /cat 

iXevdeplcp dppoTTee cctl yap tlvo npinovTa tw tolovtw Aeyetv e’v TratStdc ptepet /cat axoveiv, /cat 77 

tov iXevdeplov TratStd Sta</>epet rrjc tov dv8pano8w8ovc, /cat nenoLdevpivov /cat dnaiSevrov. I'Sot S’ 

av tlc /cat e/c twv xwpwSiwv twv naXaiwv /cat twv xaivwv tolc piv yap rjv yeXoiov 77 at’cypoAoyt'a, 

TOLC 8i paXXov T) vnovoLa- Stat/>epei S’ oil pLKpov raura 77poc evcxvpocvvrjv. noTepov ovv tov ev 

CKWTTTOVTa opicTcov tw Aiyciv pr, dnpeiTrj iXcvdcplw, r, rep pr, Xvttclv tov dxovovTa 1} /cat TepneLv; 

77 /cat to ye tolovtov aopLCTOv; aAAo yap aAAcp pttctjtov tc /cat r,8v. Totadra Se /cat a/covccrai- a yap 

vnopiveL dxovwv, tovto teal ttolclv 8okcl\ Aspasius, hi Etliica Xichomachea commentaria, p. 125.18-22 V 

Se vrrepfiaXXwv fiwpoXoxoc /caAetTat, CTTL-rroXaLoc tlc wv /cat navTwc tov yeXoiov CToya^optevoc r,Trep 

tov XiyeLV evcyripova /cat p.17 Xvneiv tov cxwnTopevov evexev Se tov yiXwTa klvclv ovSevoc </>et'SeTat, 

OVTC cfslXov ovtc iydpoi- ivlore Se ovSe twv dewv, xaddnep ol tolc naXoLac /ccoptcpSt'ac noLr,cavTec■ vno 

yap pwpoXoxlac ov8e twv de wv dnelyovTo. Cf. also [Plu.] De proverbis Alexandrinorum, fr. 30 = Scholia 
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in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, XVII p. 69.1-9, who stresses that at the very origins 

Comedy and Tragedy shared the yeAcvc and the scoptic element. Other relevant passages are: Scholia 

in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, XIc. Anonymi Crameri ii, pp. 44-5.46-9 i'Siov Se 

KiopupSlac p.ev to p.epuyp,evov eyeiv rote CKwp.p.aei yeAcora, TpayipSlac Se TrevOrj Kal cvpupopdc', ibid., 

p. 5.44—6.65; II. Tov avrov Tdepl Stacjsopac yapcuenjpajv, p. 6.2—4 Y^-P> Acrrep ApicTopav^e, erriTpe- 

yetv tt)v yapiv tolc oed)p.p,act 7rotet [Kparivoc] to popriKov Trjc eTTiTip-rjceioc Sta ratir'pc avaipAv ktX. 

The later passage may suggest a further supplement at the beginning of 5: yapteerjepov cKuxfsdevrec 

ktX. (note that we cannot establish the layout of the column, so that part of the supplement may have 

occurred at the end of 4; alternatively, part of the supplement suggested in the right-hand lacuna 

may have occurred at the beginning of 6). Cf. also PI. R. 452b ra tAv yaptevrajv cKApipiara. Our pas¬ 

sage could be taken in the sense of ‘rather/somewhat elegantly/gracefully jeered’. 

6 ava.TTdXXa.KTov. ‘Irremovable’? Does it refer to the comic and scoptic element of Comedy? In¬ 

terestingly, this adjective never occurs before the fourth century (a TLG search gives six occurrences: 

Jul. ad Them. 265b; Synes. Ep. 44.58-9; Palladius, Dialogus de vitajoannis Chrysostomi 61.2; Theophyl. 

npoc tovc avrov piad^rdc araKTijcavTac 2.14; Gregrorius Acindynus, Rejutatio magna 64; Martyrium 

Sanctae Tatianae 47). 

7 The abbreviated form yp(acf>-) may represent yp(apei) or yp(d(f>€Tai). The wording of this 

line curiously recalls a twelfth-century author, Nicolaus Methonaeus, Oratio 4, p. 272.19—23: aAA’ iyd> 

tocovtov e-nl tovtoic pUKpopvyd), Ac Kal Si’ avro tovto piaXXov ri)v cvpipopav r/yelcdai aTrapTjyopr]- 

tov, on ra nevdovc Kal rpaytpSlac Seopieva yeXioroe a^iovrat Kal KiopupSlac. 

At line-end possibly dative tAi [. 

8 Exempli gratia: ovSejv e<f>r] a^iov rpayip(8lac) with the infinitive eiv(ai) falling in lacuna, to be 

taken as: ‘he said that this (i.e. the yeXiora/yeXolov/ckwtttov) is not appropriate to tragedy at all’. 

See e.g. Demetr. Eloc. 169 TpayipSla Se yapirac piev napaXapifidveiv iv -rroXXolc, 6 Se yeXioc eydpoc 

TpayipSlac ovSe yap e-mvor/ceiev av tic rpayipSlav naRovcav, e-nel carvpov ypaipei avrl TpaycpSlac. 

Note also that an authority (possibly the same to whom epr) refers) is mentioned in 7 yp(a<f>-). 

9 There are several possibilities of articulation: (1) xpvA.Tv ^ KoipfepSia. (or Ka>p.[ip(Sla) writ¬ 

ten in abbreviated form); cf. fr. 1+2 -> iv 27-8 and following passages: Plu. Ado. Colot. 1127a aXX’ on 

Kal TpaycpSiAv TroirjTal Kal KiopupSiAv del rt neipAvrai XPVCIPL0V napeyecllat Kal Xeyeiv vrrep vop.aiv 

Kal 77oXiTelac, ovtoi Se, Kav ypdcjsioa., ypapovc 1 ire pi noXirelac iva pir) TroXirevApieda, Kal nepl pr]- 

ropiKrjc Iva pip prjTopevuipiev, Kal rrepl fiaciXelac iva [p.77] pevyoopiev to cvpifiiovv fiaciXevci ktX.; Gal. 

Libr. Propr. XX.I, p. 173.11—12 Boudon-Millot el XPVCLP-ov dvdyvwcpia toIc rraiSevopievoic 7) -rraXaid 

KojfjuoSla. The adjective xpVcToc is referred to tragedy in Athen. VI 223b-d in relation to a quotation 

from Timocles’ Aiovvcia[,ovcai (fr. 6 K.—A.). (2) ovS]ap.fj Se Ku>p.[cpSla-. (3) ]. M8* Kcop.[u>Sia-/-Av 

or a case of the noun KajpupSionoioc. 

fr. 4 

]..[ 
V [C.3] lAl7777[ 

TOTrav[' ] va£ia>[ 

TTOieiavro 7tPtt]v [ 

evapatcaycuv 

j3 ouv vA ave [ 

K VTCL 7ToXAaKaV [ 

]..[ 
VI [c.3] ^cXlTTTT^- 

to 7to.v[t]cov a^ux>\raTOV 

voiei avrov 1rp(oc) tt)v [ 

Mevav(8p-) cue aycov [ 

ftapoov ov yi(yv-) ave [ 

k vrai ttoXXo.k{ic) av_[ 
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<jo ck [ J ihr/c [ 

Eca ihovnovcKa [ 
10 _ v^ai avKt [ 

evcTadeiacane [ 

T(joS€7TpU)TTjK<jO [ 
Tatj€coceiArixev[ 

8iovvc cva[,op.e[ 

15 y'avTT]VKSr]ij,(jo[ 

9p€ifiea7To8eL£ [ 

€lvt Tpay^rrj'v' k[ 

K TOC VCTTiXo [ 

aovcf)V [ ]i<a)pL [ 

20 _ yvpL [c.2] /<■'[ 

].[.].[” 

toe EK(j)[a]vTi8rjc a[- 

k(cu) ca tSovTrovc /c(at) a [ 

cv^ollto 8 ’ av fc(ai) ck\ 

evcTadeiac arrc [ 

tcxj 8e TrpouTT] Kwp,[cp8ia 

ra^ecoc CiXrjyev [ 

Alovvc{ ) ac7va£ojU.e[- 
y(ap) avrrjv k(clI) 8r)pLa>\- 

dpcifje CL7To8eL£ [ 

etv(ai) rrjc rpaytp(8iac) tt)v /c[a»/ixa»5/av 

/c(at) avroc iv eViAoy( ) [ 

a ov(tojc) (f>r](cl) Tr[(epi)] /cajjU.ai[8tac 

Lcyvpi [c.2] k(cli) [ 

].’[.].[ 

1 ]. . [) firs4 tiny trace at line-level; second, two traces, very close to each other, at line-level 

2 v.[; first, upright whose upper part slighdy slants to left; second, small circle in lower part of 

writing space, either a small o or loop of a ; third, lower part of diagonal stroke ascending from left 

to right; fourth, two traces very close to each other in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right, 

lying in lower part of writing space; fifth, extremely tiny trace at line-level ] , extremely tiny trace 

at mid-height 3 ] , remains of small circle in upper part of writing space 4 o , remains 

of two uprights belonging to square letter [, two extremely tiny traces in vertical alignment, 1 

mm distant, lying at line-level and below line-level respectively 5 e, upright slighdy slanting 

to right; 1 mm further short horizontal trace at mid-height v , upper part of upright whose tip 

joins to left crossbar touching following letter [, upright 6 y3 _, lower extremity of diagonal 

ascending from left to right; slightly further, in upper part of writing space, scanty and slighdy blurred 

trace suggests diagonal stroke descending from left to right and touching following letter at mid¬ 

height . to, upright whose tip bears a very small circle, 1 or p v, left-hand arc [, tiny trace 

slighdy descending below line-level 7 #c , remains of triangular letter, A or A a , upright 

whose tip is attached to right to thick horizontal trace, 1 or p _ [, remains of upright descending 

below line-level 8 cu _, two traces in vertical alignment lying at line-level and in upper part of 

writing space respectively k , lower extremity of upright descending below line-level ] , tiny 

trace in upper part of writing space 1, very tiny trace at line-level in diagonal alignment ascending 

from left to right with short horizontal trace lying in upper part of writing space [, confused traces 

suggest diagonal stroke ascending from left to right 9 a , upright followed, 2 mm further, by 

trace in upper part of writing space, possibly tip of another upright . [, upright (above it very short 

diagonal stroke ascending from left to right, but perhaps it belongs to previous line) 10 u, re¬ 

mains of left-hand arc 1.., first, crossbar whose centre joins another stroke (not preserved) and is in 

roughly vertical alignment with tiny trace at line-level; second, upper part of right-hand arc touching 

previous letter? a, remains of triangular letter _ [, upright joining at mid-height another stroke 

(not preserved) [, central part of upright? 12 [, upright slightly slanting to right • ' -» 1 vj . l 1 —I-O 
joins at mid-height another partially preserved stroke approaching horizontal 14 c, remains 

of triangular letter 16 [, extremely tiny trace at mid-height 17 r , remains of stroke 

approaching horizontal at mid-height whose right-hand extremity joins another slightly diagonal 
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stroke ascending from left to right and lying in lower part of writing space r, short diagonal stroke 

descending from left to right in lower part of writing space; 2 mm further, small trace in upper part 

of writing space joining following letter: the complex suggests left-hand arc 18 k , trace in 

lower part of writing space, possibly part of left-hand arc or loop r, short diagonal stroke ascend¬ 

ing from left to right in upper part of writing space, touching following letter; its lower extremity is 

in vertical alignment with very tiny trace in lower part of writing space v, upper part of upright 

protruding above writing space and slightly slanting to right [, vertical stroke, 2 mm long, in upper 

part of writing space, perhaps part of raised letter as abbreviation 19 cjP , central part of 

upright slightly slanting to right? [, left-hand arc and bottom part of circle? 20 , first, 

tip of upright; second, remains of upper part of upright? y, short horizontal stroke in upper part 

of writing space touching following letter 1 , two tiny traces roughly in vertical alignment ] , 

upper part of a right-hand arc 21 [, very tiny trace in upper part of writing space ] _, very 

tiny trace in upper part of writing space 

1—20 The preserved text appears to be articulated through two devices: (1) forked paragraphus 

(lines 2 and 11), indicating a substantial break in the text either within the line (in which case it would 

probably be marked with a blank space) or at the end of it (in which case the line may have ended 

short); (2) ekthesis of lines 9 and 20. With respect to (1) we have to assume that the text is divided into 

two sections: in the first section (2—11) the comic writers Menander and Ecphantides are mentioned; 

the second section (11—20) seems to deal with the origin of Comedy and to introduce a comparison 

with Tragedy (17). Line 1 should have contained the end of a previous section, probably thematically 

related to the following one (see 2 n.). With respect to (2), the context suggests that the ekthesis marks 

quotations, in the way that it marks lemmata of commentaries. In commentaries the lemma often 

begins in the line before the line in ekthesis, and the verse citations are normally written out as prose; 

cf. e.g. LIII 3710, XXX 2737 (= CLGP 1.1.4, Aristophanes, no. 27, pp. 157-82), XXI 2306 (= CLGP 

1.1.1. Alcaeus, no. 11, pp. 150—60). 

The supplements suggested are based on the assumption that a line contained originally about 

28—30 letters; but in a such cursive script variations in the number of letters per line are to be ex¬ 

pected (see 17-20 n.). 

2 Two alternative supplements can be suggested: ] 4>iAnT77-[i'S- and ] <PiXiTnr[o-. These per¬ 

sonal names can be referred to a comic character or to a comedy writer (cf. 5 and 8, where Menander 

and Ecphantides are mentioned respectively). There are two comedy writers of the New Comedy 

called <Pi\nTvihr]c (PCG VII, test. 1-9, frr. 1-41, pp. 333-52) and PlXimroc (PCG VII, test. 1-4, fix 

1—3, pp. 353—5) respectively. Very speculatively one could suggest in 1—2 iVav] \yipy, a play by the above- 

mentioned Philippus. 

The forked paragraphus at line-beginning should mark the end of a section and the beginning 

of a new one. 

3 to tto.v[t]lov a^ta)[rarov Parsons. 

4 noiei avroy ktX. Possible reference to a comic writer representing a comic character? 

5 aycov [. In relation to Menander, this sequence can be articulated as the noun aycov, or as 

the present participle of the verb ayco. The two uncertain letters at the end of the line may fit yi[> 

the beginning of a form of yLyvopcac, but ri[ is not to be ruled out as an alternative: it could be an 

indefinite pronoun referred to comedies or comic characters, exempli gratia Mev(avSpoc) cue aycov tl[/ 

ri(ya, in the sense ‘Menander introducing (on stage) a [comic character]’; cf. 4 n. Unfortunately no 

syntactical articulation can be reconstructed with certainty: of course cbe could be used as an adverb 

or as conjunction. In the latter case it could introduce different types of clauses (declarative, final, 

causal, etc.); moreover, it could be constructed with the participle. 

5-6 A number of supplements may be considered. (1) ^ap]\^apcov, or the participle /3ap/3apcov 
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from the verb papfiapow in relation to characters or linguistic aspects of Comedy. With regard to the 

representation of certain characters, one could recall Tzetzes’ remarks on the fact that New Comedy 

limits the use of the poyoc to three specific social categories: slaves, foreigners, and barbarians; see 

Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, XXIa, p. 88.85-7: teal ti)c TpE-qc rjv 6 poyoc 

KeKpvppevoc, / ttXi)v Kara SovXcov /cat ijevcvv /cat fiapfiapwv, / ijc rjv Mevav8poc epyaT-rjc /cat Xrj- 

pwv; cf. also XVIIIa, p. 71.38-39. (2) nai8la<oov co]\papwv, capricious courtesans; cf. Plu. Quaestiones 

conviviales 706b wcnep apeXei. napa tw MevavSpui [napa] rd)v cvpnorwv e/cacroc enifiovAevopevoc vito 

tov TTopvofiocKov cofiapav Two. TraihicKTjv enayovToc avtolc. On meretrices in Menander, cf. fr. 23.2. 

In 6 after yt(yr-) a syntactical pause indicated by a short blank space should occur. 

6-7 /ce]|/cAt/rat would be possible, but the verb is used in poetry: of course, in theory, one could 

think of a quotation incorporated in the text without any layout device (cf. fr. 1+2 —r iv 4-6). Alterna¬ 

tively Kavral or ttjAi] |/caiirat or /ce]/cai/rat. 

8-11 The supplement ’Ek^[o]vtl8t]c, suggested by Parsons, fits the traces and the context. 

Among the very few fragments by this comic writer we have a fragment from a uncertain work criti¬ 

cizing the Megarian Farce (fr. 3 K.-A.), which the Megarians claimed was the origin of Comedy (cf. 

Arist. Po. 1448a). It has to be pointed out the fact that Ecphantides enjoyed a reputation as the eldest 

comic writer (see Anon, in Arist Eth. Nic. IV 6, CAG XX p. 186 Heylb. = PCG V p. 126, test. 4, and 

p. 128, fr. 3); this seems to be compatible with the reconstruction of the argument in 11—12—probably 

introduced by ov\\tu)—that Comedy was the first to take shape, in the sense of being born or having 

reached its full form before Tragedy. 

As said above, in 9 the ekthesis suggests a quotation. If that is the case, we may think of a line 

(or a part of it) by Ecphantides; lines 10 and 11 may also represent quotations. The sequence ca l8ov- 

ttovc is rather difficult to articulate and interpret. We can consider three possibilities: (1) cai<i8ovnovc, 

as a plural accusative from the adjective caiciSovnoc, an unattested formation similar to the Pindaric 

adjective acm868ovnoc, with the meaning of ‘carrying the noise of shields’, as Parsons suggests. The 

meaning may lead to assume a quotation about noisy battles, unless the adjective was used in a meta¬ 

phorical sense. In that case it could perhaps be applied to the Megarian Farce, carrying a negative 

connotation. (2) A form of the personal name Ca/cic/CtjkIc, assuming an otherwise unattested second- 

declension genitive in -Sou through metaplasm, a name occurring in Epicharmus, fr. 123 K.-A. (PCG 

I, pp. 95-6), and in Pherecrates, fr. 10.1 K.-A. (PCG VIE p. no), and also in an inscription of c.450 

bc from Camarina; see F. Cordano, Le tesserepubbliche dal tempio diAtena a Camarina (Roma 1992) no. 41. 

Besides, this form is used as a noun to indicate a servant: see Aristoph. Ve. 768 and schol. ad loc.; Poll. 

Ill 76, Hesych. c 480 (c^/ct'c- olKoyev-ijc SouAoc, rj SovXr/. ktX.). Note also note that CokIc is attested as 

a feminine form for the ethnic Schyta in Ctesias of Cnidos, FGrHist 668 F. 8a, p. 452, and Steph. Byz. 

Ethnica, s.v. Ca/cai, p. 550 (cf. R. Lesi, Mus. Crit. 10-12 (1975-7) 86). (3) cavlSov novc, considering cavlSov 

as an otherwise unattested second-declension form through metaplasm for cavlc, -tSoc, perhaps to be 

understood as the platform of the stage. The phrase cavl8ov novc would mean then ‘foot/base of the 

stage’, possibly in relation to evcTadelac in n in the sense of ‘firm foundation’. 

The textual elements surviving in 10 and 11—evtjaito and evcradelac—may be thematically 

related to interpretation (1) of the sequence ca i8ovnovc in 9: the idea of boasting and of firm 

foundation may fit a sort of poetic manifesto by Ecphantides, taking a clear-cut position against 

the Megarian Farce, criticizing somebody who ‘might boast . . .’—perhaps affirming his superiority 

or priority as a comic writer?—in relation to a well-built comedy structure (e.g. pex’] | evcTadelac), 

which could also be related to rafeo/c in 13. From a metrical standpoint in 10 the phrase ei/'^airo S’ 

av /c(al) could fit a trimeter, assuming that /<(ai) is in crasis, e.g. Ka.K[elvoc. In 11 evcTadelac would 

certainly fit an iambic trimeter, either near the beginning (e.g. per’] | evcTadelac) or after the caesura. 

After that, if the trimeter carries on, the sequence a-n-e [—if epsilon is short—should represent the 

resolution of the long element into two shorts. More problematic appears line 9: the sequence /c(at) 
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ca iSovnovc K(al) a [ could be the beginning of a trimeter if ca iSov scans as a cretic and k(cu) d_ [ 

is taken as a crasis. But supplements (i) and (2) suggested above would produce a choriamb, which in 

the first metron of an iambic trimeter is very rare in tragedy and can hardly be paralleled in Comedy 

(see Martinelli, Gli strumenti delpoeta 94—5, hi). 

11-17 In 11 the forked paragraphus indicates the beginning of a new section. Since the scribe 

usually writes consistently iota adscript, it is perhaps advisable to exclude a dative at the beginning of 

12 for the sequence ra>. Among the possibilities: ov\\rco or an imperative like Aeye]|raj with Comedy 

as subject (Parsons). In 13 the expression ratjewc ei'A^yev could be taken in the sense of ‘took shape’, 

‘was organized’ (cf. Plu. Mor. 1024b). In 14 Zhovuc( ) acrra£op,e[- is likely to indicate the relationship 

between Comedy and Dionysus, and may be supplied as aaraOojuefm?, having as subject Comedy, in 

the sense of ‘embracing Dionysus (in her process of taking shape)’. In 15 the sequence leads 

one to think of a mention of the function of Comedy as an instrument of political and social criti¬ 

cism, and therefore of the education of the people; see: Aristoph. Ach. 631; Xenoph. Ath. 2.18; Luc. 

Anach. 22; Marcus Aurelius 11.6; Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, V Tlepl rrjc 

Kcop.co8lac, p. 14.19 ([Cratinus] . . . uscrrep Srjpioclq gcdcnyi rfj KuipupSlq KoXa^cov), Xlb. Anonymi 

Crameri 1, p. 40.24—35. The adjective 8r)p.u)8r)c probably qualifies the preceding avrr/v indicating 

Comedy. Note that it is used in Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, XV) p. 66.43, 

referring to Ae|ic in the sense of ‘common’, ‘popular’ (/cai^i/a) ecrt Ae£ic kolvt] koi Stj/u-cuS-^c); here it 

is tempting to give it the meaning of ‘democratic’. In 15-16 a very likely supplement may be e]\dpepe, 

possibly referring to a metaphorical upbringing of Comedy. If so, a putative father could be Dionysus 

himself (cf. Aristoph. Mu. 531-2). The basic line of thought could be that Comedy took shape as first 

(i.e. before Tragedy) and that Dionysus brought her up in her function of a democratic instrument. 

Developing this line of interpretation at the end of 14 one may supply a verb with Dionysus as sub¬ 

ject, e.g. avelAaro (Parsons) in the sense of recognizing as a child. 

oil-] 

TO) 8e TTpOOTT] KU>p,[tp8la C.15 

ra^ewc e’lAr/xev [cue rov (fscXoyeXwra 

Alovvc(ov) acvai,op,e[V7i c-5 avelXaro 

15 y(ap) avrrjv x(ac) 8rip,u>[8r] k(al) c. 10 e- 

dpeipe a.Tro8el^a[c rroXXcp xP7lCT0T^Pav 

eii'(ai) rf/c rpaya)(8lac) rr/v K[cup.(p8lav 

A rough translation could be: ‘In this way Comedy first took shape, welcoming Dionysus [as 

lover of laughter. ..] for [he recognized] her [as his child and] brought her up as democratic [and . ..] 

showing that Comedy is [more useful] than Tragedy.’ 

As far as I know, however, the claim that Comedy took shape before Tragedy does not occur 

in any source. 

17—20 k(gu) avroc in 18 is very likely to refer to ov(raic) <f>r](cl) in 19; the subject must come at 

the end of 17. The letter a at the beginning of 19 may be interpreted in three different ways: (a) End 

of a word of the preceding line; but this seems to be not very likely, since there are no other examples 

of such an unexpected word division in this papyrus. (b) It could be a word itself, the relative pronoun 

neuter plural a, but the syntax is not clear, (c) As Parsons suggests, it may be taken as a numeral, al¬ 

though the usual horizontal stroke is not preserved, but this could have fallen in lacuna just above the 

letter. Such a numeral may be used to indicate the first of two plays with the same title, the second 

of which should be indicated with a j3. Such a case is attested several times for Aristophanes; see: 

XXX 2659, a fist of comic poets and their plays of the 2nd century, fr. 2, col. i 10 Ne]<f>eXat /3', and 

14 nX\o6r[o]c a'(cf. PCG III.2, test. 2c, p. 6); Scholia in Aristophanes: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed. Koster, 

XXXa, p. 142 (cf. PCG III.2, test. 2a, pp. 4—5) AIoXoclkwv fi' (line 8), &ecp.o<popia£,ovcai /S'(lines 13—14), 
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Ne<f)e\au ft (line 16), IIXovtoc ft (lines 17-18). Besides, the fifth/fourth-century-BC comic poet Diodes 

is author of a ©uecrpc ft according to Suda S 1155, while Schol. (Aid.) in Aristoph. Mu. iogd (I 3.1, 

p. 34.19-20 Holwerda) refers to the AvtoXikoc ft by Eupolis (cf. PCG V) test. 1, p. 18). With regard 

to Menander’s production, see XXVIII 2462, a list of Menander’s plays of the 2nd century, line 9 

ASeXfiol a/3 (cf. PCG VI.2, test. 41, p. 16), and Harp. p. 226.8 Dind. (O 35 Keaney), who refers to the 

’EttlkXtipoc /S'(cf. PCG VI.2, fr. 136, p. no). In this respect one could take into consideration a particu¬ 

lar feature of Menander’s rather formulaic epilogues to his plays: the ‘metatheatrical’ dimension, in 

which the author gets directly in contact with the audience, addressing the spectators by inviting them 

to clap, in the context of the announcement of the komos to lead off the actors, asking for garland 

and torch, and the prayer to the goddesses Nike for victory (Dysk. 965-9; Mis. 464-6; Sam. 733-7; 

Sik. 420-23; Epit. fr. 20; cf. fr. 1+ 2 —dv 29-31 n., and see A. Martina, Menandro Epitrepontes (Roma 

2000) ii.2 602—7, comm, on fr. 20). According to my reconstruction of the text, in 5093 an author is 

reported to make a statement y[(ept)] Kwp.ai[8lac in the epilogue of his play. Given the ‘formularity’ 

of the ‘metatheatrical’ epilogues of Menander, 1 am more inclined to think that the comedy writer 

quoted as the author of ‘a certain play alpha’ is Menander rather than Aristophanes or somebody 

else, although of course it is not possible to prove it. On this basis lines 18-19 could be supplied exempli 

gratia as follows: 

Mevav(8poc) §e] 

x(at) ayTOC iv eTnXoy((p) [rrjc EmKXppov 

a ov(tcoc) </>"p(ct) ir[(epl)] K'a)p,cp[Siac C.16 

In 18 I have chosen the supplement Tpc EttlkXtipov because it fits better the space available in 

lacuna (note that this line would have 25 letters, i.e. it would be rather shorter than average, but this 

is not impossible taking into consideration the cursivity of the script, as said in 1-20 n.). One could 

think that the space available in lacuna in 19 after the trace I have interpreted as if = yffepi)] (cf. fr. 1+2 

-*iv 14) may have contained a r'= t(t)c). However, this abbreviation for the article is never attested in 

5093. Therefore perhaps the article was accidentally omitted or, taking into consideration the nu¬ 

merous books simply called 7rept xcopcpSt'ac (cf. fr. 3, 1-10 n.), one could think that the phrase y[(ept)] 

«:ajp,cp[Stac survived in the papyrus is just what the author meant. For the abbreviation iv iTnXoy(w) 

in 18, cf. fr. 1+2 ->ii 17. This word has here the specific meaning of ‘concluding part of a play’, i.e. 

eK0ecic, which is attested in Schol. vet. in Aristoph. Ran. 1500 Diibner (cf. LJS s.v. 11.2) and in Schol. 

rec. in Mu. 1452b (Thomas/Triclinius, ed. Koster, I 3.2, p. 194). 

In 20 the ekthesis suggests a quotation, which, according to the reconstruction of the text in 

18-19, is likely to come from Menander. At the very beginning, the first trace could be reconstructed 

as a t, while the following ones may fit a c with extended flat top, as in 5 d»c, icyvpi [. We could rea¬ 

sonably assume that a quotation from Menander would be in iambic trimeters, since they represent 

the great bulk of his work (iambic tetrameters catalectic only occasionally, and lyric metres in special 

circumstances; cf. Gomme-Sandbach, Menander: A Commentary 36; Martina, Menandro Epitrepontes ii.i 

16-17, 3n“12)- On the basis of the sequence we could then say that either (a) the line begins a trimeter, 

or (b) it continues a trimeter from the line before. If (a), the final trace of the sequence icynpi [ must 

belong to a vowel or a consonant or pair of consonants that do not lengthen the preceding iota. Pos¬ 

sible supplements are a form of Attic future of the verb (cyupi'^o/uai, icyupiei-/icyupiou-, or of the 

sigmatic aorist of the same verb, or of the adjective icyupucoc. However, none of them seems to fit 

the traces. If (b), we could supply jcxupi£[: the traces after the sequence tcyupi suggest the round top 

of a z, as in 14 ac7Ta£op.e[; after the lacuna of about two letters, the remaining trace fits an o. I am 

inclined to suggest lcxvplC[er]p—in the sense of ‘to be strong, insist’?—(or a compound beginning 

in the previous line, like Sucyi'ptXop.ai, anLcxvpi^ofxaL, cuvtc;yi/pi'£op.ai; but note that neither the verb 

tcyupi'^op.ai itself nor its compounds are attested in the surviving works by Menander). The full form 
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would occupy the end of a trimeter; if the final o was elided, it could come earlier, as e.g. eVeiroc] | 

1 cXvpE^'r’ (for letters that should be elided for the sake of the metrical laws but are written in scriptio 

continua in papyri, see GMAW2 8), but in that case we have to assume that k(gu) was no part of the 

quotation. Assuming exempli gratia that tVyupiXp-rjo comes at the end of a trimeter, the first part of the 

trimeter should have come in 19 (of course we cannot exclude the possibility that only a part of a tri¬ 

meter was quoted). In that case we need a rough estimate of the number of letters that a Menander 

trimeter could have contained: a random check suggests that a Menander trimeter may contain from 

about 25 letters to 32 letters (e.g. Asp. 133, 268, Dysk. 969 = 24.5; Asp. 331, Dysk. 384, Epit. 1116, Pk. 162, 

811 = 25; Asp. 400, Georg. 68, 76, Mis. 260, Pk. 389, 503 = 25.5; Asp. 145, Epit. 302, Mis. 210, Pk. 467 = 26; 

Dis. Ex. 20, hi, Dysk. 107, 287, Mis. 7, 297 = 26.5; Dysk. 447, 479, 961, Epit. 261, 375, Georg. 23, 76, Mis. 

299, Pk. 129, 363, 527 = 27;Asp. 120, Dis. Ex. 96, 112, Epit. 1100, Georg. 5, Mis. 303, Pk. 355 = 27.5; Asp. 

60, Dis. Ex. 21, 94, 103, Epit. 1071, Georg. 51, Mis. 139, 296, 298, Pk. 375, Sam. 54 = 28; Dis. Ex. 97, Epit. 

1120, Georg. 72, 80, 82, 86, Mis. 304, 318, Pk. 469, 483, 710 = 28.5; Asp. 4, Dysk. 311, 521, Mis. 282, 301 = 

29;Asp. 96, 385, Dis. Ex. 100, Dysk. 4, 232, 822, Epit. 231, 418, 514, Georg. 47, Mis. 170, 300, 305 = 29.5; 

Dysk. 835, Mis. 321, Sam. 18 = 30; Asp. 416, Dis. Ex. 17, 27, 61, 101, 104, 105, Dysk. 186, Georg. 79 = 30.5; 

Asp. 360, Georg. 17, 75, Epit. 562, Sam. 45 = 31; Asp. 114, Dis. Ex. 16, 19, 95, Dysk. 666, Epit. 1127, Georg. 

74, 77 = 3r-5\Asp- 326, Mis. 1, Pk. 550 = 32; Asp. 13, 301, Georg 73, Dysk. 66, Mis. 207, 310, Pk. 186, 540 

= 32.5). Besides, we could also assume that the word Koj/xcoSiac supplied at the end of 19 could have 

been written in abbreviated form as /ccojU,ajS(tac), so that we could have roughly c.20 letters in lacuna; 

considering also the irregularity of the script and the possible occurrence of abbreviations as well as 

the possibility of blank space before quotation, we can conclude that there is a statistic possibility that 

a Menander trimeter was quoted in 19—20: with regard to its length, we would have several alterna¬ 

tives within a range of c.25—c.32 letters. 

Fr. 5-> 

Col. i Col. ii 

?top ?top 

]vop.e w\[ 

].ar v8*.[ 
].Af p.[ 
] yvpo co[ 

] VT7]C 5 

]> ra [ ] to [ 

w Kav[ ]a> _ [ 

arp 00 [ 

Tt[.]TOU[ 
10 c.<t>P.[ 

]V€ + P-X.]“><■[ 

]t a .[.].. 1. 1?t[ 

J.’.v .[.]..[ 

Japtet •padpo [ 

]..P°v 15 pcudvp. 

] T°^ TT€pCUT€pOL> [ 
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]vXcf>V reAeca ppa [ 

]8? /3a/ryeiaic [ 

].aP KT [ ] ici[ 

]..aPy 20 aP.[ c-3 ]T.a.[ 

]? [ *8 ].[ 

] [ 

]... ...[ 

]9av 

]v€LC 25 <f)°r[ 

] TO CLV [ 

]r]9V .[ 

]cOTTT^ .[ 

fc. 

Col. i 

2 ] a, upright with tip joining crossbar to left, r or t 3 ] , remains of small right-hand 

arc in upper part of writing space 4 ]. > remains of small right-hand arc in upper part of writ¬ 

ing space 6 ] , tip of triangular letter, probably A 9 ] , tip of upright? 11 ]ve +, 

extremities of square letter, k, n, or x 12 r , upper part of left-hand arc? 13 ] , first, 

trace at line-level, possibly foot of upright; second, two traces in vertical alignment at line-level and in 

lower part of writing space respectively, possibly belonging to upright 15 ] , first, remains of 

curve approaching left-hand arc; second, upright; close to it trace at mid-height, possibly remains of 

loop, <f> ? 16 ]., lower half of upright 19 ] , upper part of diagonal stroke rising from left 

to right and touching upper extremity of loop of following A, possibly y 20 ] , first, two traces 

in vertical alignment lying at line-level and in upper part of the writing space, possibly extremities of 

left-hand arc; second, upright joining following A with horizontal stroke at mid-height, possibly 1 with 

ligature 23 ] . , first, trace at line-level; second, remains of lower part of upright protruding 

below line-level; third, trace at line-level 26 ] , very thin vertical trace above wridng space 

touching left-hand extremity of crossbar of following t 296., remains of upper part of upright 

Col. ii 

1 . [> left-hand arc 2 _ [, left-hand arc 3 [, part of curve that may belong to upper 

half of left-hand arc 5 [, first, right-hand arc rather oval, probably e; second, left-hand half 

of n or m 6 ra , rather big upper arc w, join between two strokes of which only one is 

partially preserved to the extent of upper part of upright [, rather thick upright 7 [, upright 

bearing remains of crossbar with a sort of grave accent above, probably abbreviation 8 p , 

short diagonal stroke ascending from left to right, departing from mid-height and touching left-hand 

extremity of first lobe of following cn [, remains of upright joining at mid-height to right another 

stroke (not preserved) 10 c , tiny trace at mid-height in vertical alignment with upper extremity 

of previous c [, left-hand arc 12 [, very short and tiny vertical stroke in upper part of 

writing space; 2 mm further, extremely tiny mark in lower part of writing space [, first, upper 

arc; second, tiny short stroke approaching vertical in upper part of writing space 13 [, loop 

in lower part of writing space, very likely belonging to a [, first, very tiny mark at line-level; 

second, join between two strokes in lower part of writing space 14 [, circle with open top: o 
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or left-hand lobe of co 15 . . [> first, tiny trace at line-level; second, trace of upright descend¬ 

ing below line-level? (but it could belong to following line) [, first, trace at line-level; second, 

foot of rather thick upright? 16 [, ligature at mid-height between go and following letter 

(not preserved) 17 a , ligature with preceding letter forms curve approaching left-hand arc: 

c or e p, short vertical trace at mid-height [, upright reaching mid-height and joining to 

right another stroke (not preserved) 18 [, remains of loop and tiny trace lying in upper part 

of writing space, suggesting A 19 [, two traces in vertical alignment lying in upper part of 

writing space and at mid-height respectively; the first one touches right-hand extremity of crossbar 

of preceding t ] , right-hand arc 20 [, upper half of upright a, trace of rather odd 

shape: perhaps upper part of 2? [, two tiny traces very close to each other in vertical alignment 

in lower part of WTiting space 21 [, trace in upper part of writing space 23 [, first, 

lower part of upright descending below line-level; second, remains of bottom arc; third, trace in 

lower part of writing space 24 o> [, ligature at mid-height between go and following letter (not 

preserved) 26 _ [, very tiny horizontal trace in upper part of writing space; below, very close to 

it, stroke approaching horizontal, 1.5 mm long; possibly tore 27 [, trace at line-level, possibly 

foot of upright; above, in upper part of writing space, curve approaching horizontal: the complex 

suggests t 28 [, tiny horizontal trace in upper part of writing space 

Col. i 

Possible articulations: 2 y(ap); 4 a]pyvpo-, cf. 20 apy( ); 7 </>-p(aj; 8 e.g. @]eoSa>(p-)?, cf. fr. 9.8; 

10 rr(ept); 14-15, possibly a reference to or quotation from (note in 7 and 17 </>T?(ctj) the comic poet 

Apeafjlac (PCG II, pp. 197—211), as Parsons suggests (on the popularity of Amipsias in Oxyrhynchus, 

see also XXXIII 2659, a list of comic winters and comedies of the first/second century, listing two 

plays of this comic writer, Moschmoi and Sappho; his name is to be supplied in lacuna)-, 17 Evvo]vx{-) 

<t>r)(ci): possibly a quotation from Menander’s Evvovyoc (PCG VI.2, pp. 110--16, fix 110-49) or from 

Diphilus’ Evvovxoc r) Crpancor^c (PCG V, p. 54); 28 -ck]iotttu>(v). 

Col. ii 

Three sections of the column—3-4, 9-11, and 18-20—are in eisthesis. Unfotunately the scanty 

remains of the column do not allow us to establish if they are quotations, and if so, if they are of 

verse. Taking into consideration the sequence /SWyeiaic [ in 18, one could think of a relation with 

the theme of violence in Tragedy and the references to Pentheus’ myth. 

9 Tl[c] (or Tt[c]) tov[t-. 

10 ccp(f>po[- or cai(/>pai[-? Note that the motif of the ctofipovdv in relation to the devotion to 

Dionysus often occurs in E. Ba.-, see e.g. 1150-51 to coo^poveiv Se Kal cefleiv to. twv 9ea>v / k6\\ictov, 

cf. also 314, 317, 329, 504, 686, 940, 1341. 

14 adp6w\i or adpocu[v, or the corresponding adverb adpo<p[c. Note that in E. Ba. 725 this ad¬ 

jective refers to the invocation to Dionysus by the Bacchantes (Taxryoi' a9p6co cropiart rov Zhoc yovov). 

15 A form of the adjective pa.9vp.oc, -ov, or of the corresponding verb or noun: the notion of 

carelessness may be related to the attitude of Pentheus towards Dionysus’ cult. 

16 TTcipaTepan [ or Treiparepwv [. In this context perhaps to be taken in the sense of ‘beyond 

human nature, power or understanding’. 

17 The sequence ppa [ may be restored as ippay[-r], from the verb pr/ywpi; in E. Ba. 1130 the 

phrase prjyvvca cdp/cac describes Ino’s action in the c-napaypoc of Pentheus. It is therefore very tempt¬ 

ing to see in 5093 a reference to Pentheus. The previous sequence can be interpreted as a participle, 

reAecac, in the sense of ‘performing rites’; if referred to Pentheus, the general sense of the passage 

may be that Pentheus, having joined the Bacchantes in performing the Bacchic rites, was lacerated 

by his own mother. 
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18 The sequence can be considered a form of the feminine noun /3a/cyei'a, indicating the Bac¬ 

chic revelry (as in E. Ba. 232 and 1293), or as a form of the adjective /3aKxeioc. If this is the beginning 

of a metrical quotation, it clearly does not belong to an iambic trimeter. But the indentation may 

suggest that the text here continues from the line before, in which case jSa/cyeiaic could fit a trimeter 

after the fourth-foot caesura. 

Fr. 7 -* 

].PW.[ 

] ivovca.81 [ 

] vvrjdeic [ 

] Kviavirp [ 

5 ] meiceAe [ 

] OV €KpLV _ [ 

] ropOovc \ 

] oroucaS[ 

Fr. 6 

3 ]. 8, remains of upright 5 ] , scanty remains of ligature with following e 

9 ] , first, remains of upright in upper part of writing space; second, right-hand arc of round letter 

10 ] , vertical trace in upper part of writing space; to right remains of ligature with following letter 

11 ] , ligature with following letter in upper part of writing space; second, small circle, probably 

head of p 12 ] , first, stroke approaching horizontal in upper part of writing space; second, 

top of round letter? 

Fr. 7 

1 ] , scanty traces suggest shape of left-hand arc [, lower part of upright protruding 

below line-level 2 ] , short horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space joining following 

letter [, remains of left-hand arc 3 ] , very tiny trace at line-level [, foot of upright? 

4 ] , oblique trace ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space; stroke approaching 

horizontal at mid-height and touching following letter [, left-hand arc 5 ] _, diagonal 

stroke descending from left to right in upper part of writing space [, diagonal stroke ascending 

from left to right with tip curving downwards 6 ] , very small trace in upper part of writing 

space touching following letter [, small traces almost in vertical alignment, part of upright or left- 

hand arc 7 ]. > trace at line-level [, thick and blurred trace in lower part of writing space 

8 ] , blurred trace in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 6 

5 iXeovv-. Part of a participle from the verb iXeew, perhaps in relation to the stimulation of 

feelings of pity through tragic performances? 

Fr. 6 -> 

top 

JAcuc 

WW 

] Save 

] KTOL 

5 ] eXeovv 

]eac6cu 

]racd€ 

]KaXXo 

]..VXVC 

10 ] _ eVOVTL 

rev 
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6 9]eac6cu, possibly in the technical sense of being a spectator at dramatic performances (LSJ 

s.v. 3). 

Fr. 7 

Possible articulations: 3 yjewijfleIc [; 4 evr]eKvlav, cf. fr. 1+2 i 17 evircuS[; 5 vletc; 6 e/cptv [; 

7 opdovc. 

Fr. 8 -* Fr. 9 -> Fr. 10 —>• 

] . . VK<j) . [ ] coco [ ].[ 

]Seoprac[ ]eyco§ [ T°ll[ 

] ouauroi[ l_—
1 

p
 

P
 

<r
tv

 
]cT€(/>[ 

]e0opio [ ]77at§0 [ ].\ 

5 ] fJL€CU)L [ 5 OH [ 

]kPlt[ VTTO.V [ 

Fr. 8 

rova [ 

8".[ 

10 ra[ 

1 ] _, first, very tiny trace at line-level; second, bottom arc? [, left-hand arc 3 ] , 

short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper part of writing space, whose lower ex¬ 

tremity joins left-hand extremity of horizontal stroke lying at mid-height 4 [, lower part of 

upright slightly slanting to right 5 ] , upper part of upright [, tiny trace in lower part of 

writing space 

Fr. 9 

1 ] , bottom arc [, two traces in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space and at 

line-level respectively 2 [, remains of left-hand arc 4 [, two tiny traces in vertical 

alignment very close to each other in upper part of writing space and at mid-height respectively 

5 ] , first, two very tiny traces below line-level; second, extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space [, upright slighdy slanting to left, whose upper part intersects diagonal stroke ascending 

from left to right and lying in upper part of writing space 6 _ [, remains of left-hand part of 

crossbar? below, in lower part of writing space, tiny vertical trace, 0.5 mm long, at edge 7 [, 

circle in upper part of writing space 8 [, two extremely tiny traces almost in vertical alignment 

lying in upper part of writing space and at line-level respectively 9 [, rather short diagonal 

stroke ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity touches tip 

of right-hand oblique of previous y 

Fr. 10 

1 ] , very tiny trace below line-level 2 ]., thick trace at mid-height 4 ].[, 

first, tiny trace in upper part of writing space; second, thin short diagonal trace ascending from left to 

right in upper part of writing space at edge of gap; third, upper part of upright whose tip joins to left 
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short stroke approaching horizontal; fourth, remains of top arc with sign of abbreviation consisting 

of a diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space; fifth, blurred trace in 

upper part of writing space touching centre of abbreviation stroke of previous letter 

Fr. 8 

Possible articulations: 2 S1 eoprac', 3 auroi; 4 /x]e0opto-; 5 /recau; 6 cf. fr. 15.1. 

Fr. 9 

Possible articulations: 2 eyd> 8e; 3 ara£i[-, cf. fr. 3.8 and fr. 4.3; 4 77cuSo [, cf. fr. 1+2 —► iv 19 

naiSocftovLac. For the abbreviation in 8 cf. fr. 5 i 8. 

6-10 remains to left of intercolumnium to 0.7 cm. 

Fr. 10 

3 See fr. 1+2 —>• iii 7 and 23-4 n., iv 16. 

4 7(eP‘) [? 

Fr. 11 -> Fr. 12 -* 

col. i col. ii 

]. ]..[ ].?.[ 

] ]<M ].«*/*£.[ 

> CT€(f> [ ]evov 

]. cfjLcu<[ ]a»r°|U [ 

5 uiaic[ 5 ] _ T7]V€ [ 

a7T€C [ ].P^T'[ 

aiOU7T [ ] iSov [ 

KCLTe [ ]r°7rp[[q|V [ 

voj\ ]ea.v3[ 

Fr. 11 col. i 

1 ]., two traces in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space and at mid-height respec¬ 

tively 4 ] , thin vertical stroke, 0.2 cm long, probably remains of upright 

Col. ii 

1 ]., very short diagonal trace at line-level [, diagonal stroke ascending from left to right, 

whose tip joins to left horizontal stroke 3 [, traces suggesting a thin stroke approaching hori¬ 

zontal, which could be part of upright or left-hand arc 6 [, upright 7 [, short diagonal 

trace descending from left to right at mid-height 8 _ [, short diagonal trace ascending from left 

to right in upper part of writing space 9 y, tip of upright protruding above writing space, 

followed, 2 mm further, by very tiny and faded trace in upper part of writing space: square letter? 

Fr. 12 

1 . [, two extremely tiny traces in lower part of writing space very close to each other [, 
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foot of upright 2 ],, short horizontal trace at line-level [, left-hand arc 3 [, three 

extremely tiny traces very close to each other in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space; 

very tiny trace at line-level in vertical alignment with previous group of traces 4 [, very tiny 

vertical trace in upper part of writing space, rather close to previous letter 5 ] , trace protrud¬ 

ing above writing space [, vertical stroke, perhaps central part of upright? 6 ] , slighdy 

diagonal trace descending from left to right in lower part of writing space and at mid-height [, 

circle with open top: o or left-hand lobe of 00 ? 7 ]., short slightly diagonal stroke slanting to 

left in upper part of writing space 8 ]ro, position of o above the crossbar of t raises the ques¬ 

tion whether it is meant as an addition, i.e. to, or as an abbreviation, i.e. ro( ) tt, corrected from 

a previous letter, perhaps £? [, slightly blurred trace belonging to upper part of upright or part of 

the deletion strokes of previous A 10 ]., first, tiny diagonal trace descending from left to 

right in upper part of writing space; second, tip of upright followed by sign of abbreviation consist¬ 

ing of a diagonal descending from right to left, probably k; third, remains of crossbar? fourth, tip of 

triangular letter? fifth, upper part of upright 

Fr. 11 col. ii 

3 See fr. 10.3 n. 

6 aTrecy[eS-. Past form of avocKeSavvviu in the sense of ‘to scatter’: reference to Pentheus’ 

sparagmos? Cf. fr. 5 ii 17 n. and E. Ba. 1137--9. 

Fr. 12 

2 la/j.fio[ or ta/x/Se[. Possible form of the noun i'a/x/3oc or from the adjective t’a/qSetoc, referring 

to Tragedy or Comedy? 

4 Possibly yeA]coro(c); cf. 8. 

Fr. 13 -* Fr. 14 -> Fr. 15 -» 

Je/tuS [ jcuou [ ] «rpira[ 

] 'TIIJUv[ ] VTT€p [ ] VOLC€7t[ 

] aAAo [ ] _ fiVapfil ] ju'eyPjU.[ 

].Pe£.[ ].[ 

Fr. 13 

1 [, lower extremity of upright protruding below writing space and ending with leftwards 

curve 2 ]., two traces in vertical alignment, lying in upper part of writing space and at line-level 

respectively 3 ] , diagonal stroke descending from left to right with upper extremity curving to 

right, a or e [, diagonal ascending from left to right 4 ] , very tiny trace at mid-height [, 

upper part of upright whose tip joins left-hand extremity of horizontal, possibly belonging to crossbar 

Fr. 14 

1 [, faded remains of upright slightly slanting to right 2 ] , upright . [, left-hand 

angle of triangular letter 3 ] , remains of ligature with following letter, consisting of a diagonal 

trace descending from left to right in upper part of writing space c/>, remains of abbreviation stroke, 

slightly slanting to right, attached to left upper part of body of letter 4 ] , two tiny traces in 

vertical alignment very close to each other in upper part of writing space _ [, upper part of left- 

hand arc intersecting upright from previous line 
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Fr. 15 

1 ] , trace at line-level in vertical alignment with left-hand extremity of horizontal 2 ] , 

left-hand arc 3 j , remains of left-hand arc 4 ] , tip of upright? 

Fr. 13 

Possible articulations: 2 rjp.lv, 4 dco-q, ‘punishment’? 

Fr. 14 

3 di]c </u?(ct) or ] (cf. fr. 3.8). 

Ap(icTo)<l>(avT]c) ?, reading ap(f>' (with abbreviation stroke) and taking it as a monogram similar to 

the monogram April for Ap(icr6)v(u<oc), as Parsons suggests; but K. McNamee, Annotations in Greek and 

Latin Texts from Egypt (2007) 38, does not record this form in marginal references to Aristophanes of 

Byzantium (while the monogram for Aristonicus is illustrated at p. 39). The presence of Aristophanes 

of Byzantium as a source is perfecdy compatible with the topics of other sections dealing with trag¬ 

edy, comedy, Euripides, and Menander (cf. fr. 1+2 ->■ iv 1-14 n., 14-22 n.; fr. 4.5 n., 5-6 n., 17-20 n.). 

Alternatively, one could consider the sequence ap<f>\ as metathesis for a<f>p', but the instance is not to 

be found in Gignac, Grammar i 314—15. 

Fr. 15 

Possible articulations: 1 cv\yKpir(), from cvyKpLriKoc, comparative?, cf. fr. 8.6; 3 p(ev) eyp(ac/)-), 

cf. fr. 3.7. 

Fr. 16 -> 

]..[.]...[ 

]fia Aa[ 

]tqoicaA [ 

]£ac(j>aAe [ 

5 ^eLcjsdcoK [ 

]pu/jav ou[ 

].... * [ 

Fr. 17 -» 

].X.[ 

]ca[ 

]M 

]et7G . .[ 
5 ] ov _ [ 

] V7T€VOrj[ 

] ec^ 1e[ 

] kot\ 

] aT k [ 

10 ] ec/ttec [ 

Fr. 18 -» 

].[.].[ 
]Aevo [ ]apra[ 

]ovvk[ ] vav[ 

]yovoc[ ]ceKa[ 

5 ]cSer[ ]eA0o [ 

.[.]. ,°v.[ 

]. . .a[.].«V[ 

].aA[ 

Fr. 16 

1 ]. . > first, horizontal stroke in lower part of writing space, 3 mm long; second, extremity of 

diagonal stroke ascending from left to right ? ] , first, lower extremity of diagonal stroke ascend¬ 

ing from left to right?; second, lower extremity of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right; third, 

trace at line-level 2a, first, remains of curve approaching left-hand arc and ligatured with 

following letter; second, wide curve approaching upper part of left-hand arc and touching following 
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letter 3 [, traces in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right in upper part of writing 

space 4 [, upright 5 k [, remains of upright? 7 ] , first, tiny trace in upper 

part of writing space; second, tip of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right; third, tiny and faded 

trace in upper part of writing space; fourth, tiny trace in upper part of writing space k [, remains 

of left-hand arc in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 17 

1 ] , horizontal stroke at mid-height _ [, remains of left-hand arc? 4 7t , first, upright 

followed, 3 mm further, by trace at line-level; second, part of upright protruding below line-level; 3 

mm further, very tiny trace at mid-height _ [, left-hand arc 5 ] , right-hand arc in upper part 

of writing space, very likely raised letter belonging to abbreviation [, i-mm-long diagonal trace 

ascending from left to right at line-level 6 ] , horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm long, in upper part of 

writing space, touching following letter 7 ] , trace in upper part of writing space 8 ] , 

tip of upright; 1 mm further, tiny trace in upper part of writing space 9 ] , trace below line- 

level [, upright slightly slanting to right in lower part of writing space; above, diagonal stroke 

descending from left to right, possibly sign of abbreviation 10 ] , part °f diagonal stroke de¬ 

scending from left to right in ligature with following letter [, remains of left-hand arc 11 7 

written in a very reduced form, or rather 1 ? second ^ bearing a sort of circumflex accent as a sign 

of deletion? 8 overwritten on a previous letter? 12 ] _, upper part of diagonal stroke descend¬ 

ing from left to right [, very scanty remains of upright 

Fr. 18 

1 ] , tiny trace in upper part of writing space [, foot of long upright touching left-hand 

end of crossbar of t of following line 2 o , remains of upright 3 ] _, right-hand arc 

in upper part of writing space 5 [, horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space curving 

down to right, linked to remains of upright? 6 ei , upper part of upright [, diagonal 

stroke ascending from left to right with upper extremity curving down o, first, right-hand half of 

crossbar, touching tip of following letter; second, upright? [, short slightly diagonal trace ascend¬ 

ing from left to right in upper part of writing space, in vertical alignment with tiny trace at line-level 

7 ] , first, very short horizontal trace in upper part of writing space; second, tip of upright? a, 

apex in upper part of writing space, followed 2 mm further by upright, n possible ]., join between 

horizontal stroke and upright in upper part of writing space (only extremities of these stroke are pre¬ 

served) 8 ] , first, tip of upright?; second, curve approaching left-hand arc whose upper tip 

joins tip of thin vertical stroke: the complex suggests cursive e, similar to the e in the same line ] , 

ligature with following letter consisting of stroke at mid-height slightiy ascending to left 9 ] , 

ligature with following letter consisting of short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper 

part of writing space 

Fr. 16 

4 ac(f>aXei[a-? 

Fr. 17 

Possible articulations: 5 ]w(); 9 k(cu); /x(ev)[; 12 ] ap^>0T(-). 

Fr. 18 

There are in fact two fragments: I have assumed that in the first 7 lines a letter is missing be¬ 

tween the two fragments, but this is not certain. 
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Fr. 20 -»• 

5 

10 

].[ 
].‘v[ 

]....[ 
]coS.[ 

] VCKaCTO [ 

]... pyciw. [ 
] aSejU,[ 

]..ac. ..[ 

](K 

].?.«[ 

].[ 

]....[ 
]ca/j.y[ 

]Ae00[ 

].<f>.YVc[ 

].Poc...[ 
].CTf[ 
]...[ 

Fr. 19 

1 ]. > traces in lower part of writing space 2 ] , right-hand arc, either head of p or o 

3 ].. j first, right-hand arc; second, upper part of upright [, first, stroke approaching horizontal, 

1 mm long, at mid-height; second, remains of triangular letter, either a or A 4 [, lower part of 

diagonal descending from left to right in lower part of writing space 5 ] , very short diagonal 

trace descending from right to left touching at mid-height upright of following letter _ [, lower half 

of upright protruding below line-level 6 ] , first, tip of upright protruding above, belonging 

to triangular letter?; second, very tiny trace in lower part of writing space at edge of lacuna p, 

very thin tiny diagonal trace ascending from left to right in lower part of writing space, followed 1 

mm further by upright joining to left remains of horizontal stroke at mid-height _ [, only join with 

previous letter preserved, consisting of diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper part 

of writing space and departing from the upper extremity of the right-hand lobe of the preceding co 

7 ]. . . > first, trace at line-level at edge of lacuna; second, trace at line-level at edge of lacuna; third, 

trace at line-level at edge of lacuna, in vertical alignment with tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space, lying at the opposite edge of the lacuna 8 ]., two traces roughly in vertical alignment, 

lying in upper part of writing space and below line-level respectively a, left-hand arc in upper part 

of writing space [, first, two diagonal strokes joining at mid-height, tiny trace in upper part of 

writing space in diagonal alignment descending from left to right with the right-hand diagonal stroke: 

possible A or lower half of x; second, scanty remains of bottom arc?; third, two traces in diagonal 

alignment lying in upper part of writing space and at line-level respectively; further tiny trace to right 

of the lower trace previously mentioned 9 6 corrected current* calamo? io ] , upper part 

of right-hand arc? y, left-hand and right-hand corners of triangular letter 11 [, short thin 

horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 20 

1 ].first, bottom arc in lower part of writing space, bearing blurred horizontal stroke, 1.5 mm 

long; second, foot of upright protruding below line-level? _ _ [, first, tiny trace at line-level; second, 

very tiny trace at line-level 4 ] , stroke approaching upright </> , remains of left-hand arc 

5 ]. > blurred remains of triangular letter c , first, blurred traces rather confused: correction?; 

second, blurred traces of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right, whose upper part seems to 
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curve to left [, upright protruding below line-level and curving to left 6 ] , right-hand 

arc 7 ] _, first, trace in upper part of writing space, possibly belonging to right hand extremity 

of crossbar; second, tip of upright? [, very tiny trace in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 19 

5 KaCTOf}[? 

6 not Apyeiu), unless the two parts of the fragments do not join so closely (Parsons), but cf. k in 

the previous line, whose right-hand part lies in the right-hand part of the fragment and seems to join 

perfectly with the left-hand part; possibly pneLu)? 

Fr. 20 

Possible articulations: 4 5 ]?poc. 

Fr. 21 -* Fr. 22 —> Fr. 23 -> 

]..[ ]c.[ M 
]ov.[ ].*«.[ Aa.°p[ 

] KaL [ ]™p.[ erocS [ 

]. ™. [ ]arTo[ Ka [ 

5 ].ax[ 
]to[ ].[ 

Fr. 21 

1 ] , thick trace at line-level [, lower extremity of stroke slightly slighdy slanting to right and 

descending below line-level 2 . [, left-hand arc 3 ] , remains of upright? [, traces 

in vertical alignment at edge; the lowest one could belong to left-hand arc 4 ]., upper part of 

upright with tip curving to left or upper part of right-hand arc , [, remains of upright slanting to 

left and joining another stroke (not preserved) at mid-height, r? 5 ] , short vertical stroke in 

upper part of writing space 

Fr. 22 

1 [, very small loop in upper part of writing space, part of t? 2 ]., upright whose 

upper extremity is linked to left to diagonal stroke ascending from left to right; below lower extremity 

of that diagonal, extremely tiny remains of left-hand arc? . [, remains of left-hand arc in ligature 

with descending diagonal of previous a 3 [, small loop in upper part of writing space; short 

horizontal trace at mid-height: t? 5 ]., very tiny trace in upper part of writing space ]., 

horizontal stroke, 2 cm long, in upper part of writing space, touching upper extremity of left-hand 

lobe of following go, whose left-hand extremity is in vertical alignment with tiny trace lying at mid¬ 

height at edge 6 [, very tiny trace in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 23 

2 [, two extremely tiny traces in horizontal alignment with each other, 1 mm distant, lying in 

upper part of writing space p very close to preceding raised d: added later? 3 [, extremely 

short horizontal trace at line-level 4 ]. , remains of triangular letter [, horizontal stroke at 

line-level with thicker right-hand extremity at edge 
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Fr. 22 

3 ^p(oc). 

5 ].*>, r? 

Fr. 23 

2 pa[A]0(a/<-). Possible (but rather speculative) articulation, as abbreviated form of the per¬ 

sonal name Ma\9a.Kr7, which occurs in this abbreviated form in X 1231 3 and 5, from Menander’s 

Clkvojvloc (CGFP no. 189, fr. 11 Sandbach), rather common in New Comedy (see Gomme-Sand- 

bach, Menander 633-4); c£ fr- 4-5_6 n. on Menandrean meretrices. However, from the paleographical 

standpoint we have to assume that the A falls in lacuna, and therefore to consider the two tiny traces 

described above as mere spots of ink; moreover, the p following the abbreviated form is attached to 

the superlinear 9, as the 9 itself was added later after the p. Alternatively, the assumed raised 9 and 

the following p may form a complex that fits a <}> bearing a sign of abbreviation. 

2, 3 Suggest line-beginnings. 

4 p, instead of k? 

Fr. 24 -* Fr. 25 -* Fr. 26 -* 

]....[ >t[ 
] oiSeic[ ]pou [ ] lvov [ 
]rec [ JevS[ ] [ 

• • ]...[ 

Fr. 24 

1 1. . . > first, extremely tiny trace at line level; second, lower part of stroke slighdy slanting to 

right protruding below line-level; third, lower part of diagonal stroke protruding below line-level; 0.5 

mm farther remains of diagonal stroke descending from left to right lying at line-level [, very tiny 

trace at line level 2 ] _, remains ol triangular letter, A or a 3 ]rec, ctv written by the same 

hand above this sequence in a slightly smaller size 

Fr. 25 

1 ]. . . j first, diagonal stroke descending from left to right and reaching lower extremity of 

upright; to left of this, in vertical alignment with left-hand extremity of diagonal, a very tiny trace at 

line-level; second, lower part of upright with rightwards hook; third, loop touching line-level [, 

short stroke approaching horizontal at mid-height: ligature with previous letter? 4 ] , first, 

top of an oval; second, top of a round letter [, very tiny trace above writing space 

Fr. 26 

2 ]. > horizontal stroke, 1 mm long, in upper part of writing space, touching tip of follow- 

ing 1 v., tiny dot in upper part of writing space, at first sight like a high stop, but in 5093 no other 

dots to mark pause are found [, horizontal trace at mid-height, possibly extremity of crossbar 

3 ].> first, extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing-space; second, tip of upright?; third, 

tip of upright?; fourth, tip of upright attached to left of short diagonal trace descending from left to 

nght, fifth, blurred top of round letter attached to following letter (, left-hand arc? 
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Fr. 24 

3 Likely a participle in the plural corrected into an indicative of the third person; but the se¬ 

quence written above may represent a variant. 

Fr- 27 -» Fr. 28 -> 

Col. i Col. ii 

l. [ 
.[ €vS [ 

> [ .....[ 

Fr. 27 col. i 

1 ]., lower part of upright protruding below line-level 

Col. ii 

2 [, remains of left-hand arc? 

Fr. 28 

1 ....[> first, lower part of upright descending below line-level; second, lower part of upright 

descending below line-level; third, lower part of upright descending below line-level; fourth, bottom 

arc in lower part of writing space 2 [, remains of left-hand arc 3 [, first, upright 

touching not entirely preserved crossbar: T?; second, diagonal ascending from left to right, touching 

right-hand extremity of crossbar of previous letter; third, thin horizontal trace, 1 mm long, in upper 

part of writing space; fourth, top arc touching to left tip of upright; fifth, upper part of upright pro¬ 

truding above writing space, whose tip is in horizontal alignment with tiny trace lying 1 mm further 

29-* Fr. 30 -> Fr. 31 ->• 

]....[ ]..[ ].a. [ 
LfA ] A[ A.t 
]oA.[ ]vrvi K.t 
]Sec[ ]a7re[ ]v.t 
]A[ (foot) » ].xt 
]«r[ 
]..[ 

Fr. 29 

1 ] _ _, first, extremely tiny trace at line-level; second, bottom of loop at line-level; third, lower 

part of upright descending below line-level [, very tiny trace at line level 2 ] , very short 

vertical trace in upper part of writing space 3 [, diagonal stroke descending from left to right 

in upper part of writing space 5 ] , thick trace in upper part of writing space [, thick trace 

at mid height, attached to previous letter, possibly belonging to upright 7 ] _, extremely tiny 

trace above writing space [, trace above writing space, possibly tip of upright or diagonal 
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Fr. 30 

1 ] , first, trace descending below line-level, possibly leftwards hook of upright; second, left- 

hand arc with tiny trace at mid-height: e or e 2 ] _, extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space [, left-hand arc 

Fr. 31 

1 ] , short diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space; tiny 

trace at line-level in vertical alignment with previous stroke [, diagonal stroke ascending from left 

to right; at mid-height join with another stroke (not preserved) 2 [, diagonal stroke ascend¬ 

ing from left to right 3 a , curve descending below line-level and approaching right-hand 

arc; above it some blurred trace; possibly h [, thick verdcal trace in upper part of writing space 

4 [, remains of left-hand arc? 5 ] , blurred diagonal stroke descending from left to right 

Fr. 29 

Possible articulation: 4 7r]oAy[-. 

Fr. 32 —> Fr. 33 -* 

col. i col. ii 

]VVL.[ ]« [ 
].ou[ 1. ..[ 
M 1. v.[ 

1.^ °.[ 
5 ] 5 a [ 

] *.[ 
]a _<A 
]« [ 

Fr. 32 

1 [, traces that may belong to central part of left-hand arc 2 ] , upright slightly slant¬ 

ing to right 

Fr. 33 col. i 

2 ] , part of diagonal stroke, descending from left to right, in lower part of writing space 

3 ]., short vertical trace in upper part of writing space 4 ] , blurred trace in lower part of 

writing space 

Col. ii 

1 above first preserved line in intercolumnium, rather faded and thin diagonal stroke, ascending 

from left to right, 2.5 mm long: critical sign or accidental stroke? 2 [, first, upright slighdy 

slanting to right; on its left, in horizontal alignment with its tip, traces in horizontal alignment, 

probably left-hand part of crossbar: t?; second, short vertical trace in upper part of writing space 

3 . [, extremely tiny and faded trace at mid-height 4 [, upright descending below line-level 

5 [, part of upright? 6 [, extremely tiny trace at mid-height at edge 
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34 Fr. 35 Fr. 36 ->■ 

].T..[ ]...[ ].«.[ 
]™[ ]°V/?[ ].*?[ 
]vU7t[ ]..[ 

>[..].[ 

3 ]..[ 

Fr. 34 

i ] , short vertical trace in upper part of writing space [, first, lower part of left-hand arc; 

second, trace at line-level 4 [, upper part of right-hand arc? 5 ] , first, upper part of 

upright whose tip joins short horizontal stroke to right; second, two traces, very close to each other, 

in upper part of writing space 

Fr- 35 
1 ]. . ., first, lower part of upright; to right very close to it small trace; second, tiny trace at 

line-level; third, extremely tiny trace at line-level 3 ] ., first, remains of upper part of upright; 

to left, very close to it, tiny trace; second, tip of upright? 

Fr. 36 

1 ] , right-hand arc [, two very tiny traces in vertical alignment between each other in 

upper part of writing space 2 ]. > two traces in vertical alignment, lying in upper part and in 

lower part of writing space respectively: possibly part of upright or extremities of left-hand arc 

Fr. 36 

Possible articulation: 1 Jou, but ]a with big loop not to be excluded 

Fr. 37 -> Fr. 38 -> Fr. 39 -+ 

M ]tcu[ ].w.[ 

>/?.[ ]to[ ].ro+[ 

].[ ]..[ ].[ 

Fr. 37 
2 [, tip of diagonal stroke descending from left to right and protruding above writing space 

3 [, very tiny trace probably belonging to stroke protruding above writing space 

Fr. 38 
3 ] , first, trace approaching vertical protruding above writing space; second, top of round 

letter? 

Fr. 39 
1 ] , upright whose tip joins left-hand crossbar: r or t possible [, left-hand arc 2 ] , 
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short diagonal stroke descending from left to right, protruding above writing space, with lower ex¬ 

tremity in ligature with crossbar of following letter 3 [, two very tiny traces very close to each 

other and almost in vertical alignment in lower part of writing space 

Fr. 37 

Possible articulation: 2 ] Tpa\yco(hia-) [i cf. fr. 45.2. 

Fr. 39 

Possible articulation: 2 /c]aTOT(t) [ without aspiration for Kadon? (see Gignac, Grammar i 134-5). 

t
 0
 

,*4 
Uh Fr. 41 ->• Fr. 42 -> 

]/ccu[ ]...[ ]fa.[ 
].cetc[ ].cx.[ ]€(f>a[ 

]...[ ]..[ 

Fr. 40 

2 ] , two faded traces in vertical alignment, lying at line-level and in upper part of writing 

space respectively 

Fr. 41 

1 ] , first, very tiny trace below line-level; second, two tiny traces very close to each other and 

close to right of lower part of upright protruding below line-level; third, very thin horizontal stroke, 

2 mm long, in lower part of writing space 2 ] _, short vertical trace in upper part of writing 

space [, remains of left-hand arc ? 3 ] _ _, first, very tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space; second, top of round letter; third, upper part of upright, joining to right crossbar 

Fr. 42 

1 . [> lower half of upright 3 ]. . > first, short horizontal trace in upper part of writing 

space touching to left prolongation of upright of <j> of previous line; second, tip of upright? 

Fr. 43 -> Fr. 44 Fr. 45 -> 

].[ ].oi.[ 

].lv[ M ]./?.*".[ 

].«[ • 

]A 

Fr. 43 

1 ] , lower part of upright [, upright descending below line-level 2 ] , circle in upper 

part of writing space: head of p or o 
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Fr. 44 

i ] , extremity of upright protruding below line-level 3 ] , right-hand half of triangular 

letter, a or A 4 ]., stroke 2 mm long approaching horizontal intersects upright and protrudes 

above writing space 

Fr- 45 

1 ] , remains of upright whose tip joins to left crossbar: r or t possible [, upright slightly 

slanting to right 2 ] _, remains of crossbar touching following letter; join with missing stroke— 

probably upright—is visible at left-hand extremity of preserved part of crossbar p , top of trian¬ 

gular letter [, trace at mid-height 

Fr. 43 

Possible articulation: 2 ]yiv[ or ]piv[. 

Fr. 44 

Possible articulation: 3 ]Set[ or ] del [. 

Fr.45 

2 ] Tpaya>(Sla- ).[;cf- fr- 37-2- 

Fr. 46 -> Fr. 47 -> Fr. 48 -> Fr. 49 -> 

M ]..[ ]..[ ].[ 

M M 
].°<\[ ]..[ 

]...[ 

Fr. 47 

1 ] , first, bottom of round letter; second, foot of upright 3 ] , short stroke approach¬ 

ing horizontal, 1 mm long, lying at line-level and touching following letter [, short diagonal trace 

descending from left to right in upper part of writing space, attached to upper extremity of previous c 

4 ] , first, lower part of diagonal descending from left to right; second, left-hand corner of trian¬ 

gular letter, A or A; third, tip of upright 

Fr. 48 

1 ] [, foot of two uprights, 2 mm distant from each other 

Fr. 49 

1 ] , lower part of upright touching to right remains of stroke approaching horizontal, pos¬ 

sibly n 3 ] , upper part of two uprights, 2 mm distant from each other, possibly belonging 

to square letter 
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Fr. 50 -> Fr. 51 -» Fr. 52 -> 

]..[ ]...[ ]..[ 

]kiu[ ]...[ >.[ 

]*..[ ]...[ ].*[ 

M ]..[ 

. . 5 ].«.[ 

Fr. 50 

1 ]. ., foot of two uprights 2 mm distant from each other, possibly belonging to square letter 

3 x.., fi^h upper part of upright protruding above writing space; second, tiny trace in upper part of 

writing space, i mm distant from previous letter 

Fr. 52 

1 ] _first, short horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, roughly at mid-height; second, upright descend¬ 

ing below line-level 2 _ [, remains of left-hand arc 3 ] , tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space 4 ]. . > first, short stroke approaching horizontal joins upright at mid-height, very likely 

n ; second, lower extremity of diagonal stroke 5 ] _, thin vertical trace below line-level [, 

thick stroke approaching upright; left-hand arc also possible 

Fr. 53 preserves traces of 7 lines: although no letter can be distinguished, ink and trace suggest the 

same hand. 

The following fragments are written on both sides: 

Fr. I bis 

top 

1. ?*.[ 

j^XwrjXa 

]orp'oLr]XvTTV 

] vvov [ 

i 

5 

top 

] crarr] poo [ 

]/3arai #oAe[ 

].[.]ot[.]ave[ 

].[.]. VT.ac^[ 

] €§ta[ 

1 ] , horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, in upper part of writing space: part of crossbar? [, 

thick rather blurred trace in upper part of writing space, in vertical alignment with tiny trace at mid¬ 

height 4 ] , lower extremity of upright descending below line-level very close to tiny trace at 

mid-height [, left-hand arc 5 ]., diagonal stroke descending from left to right ] , upper 

half of upright 9, upper half of triangular letter, a or a . [, tip of upright, followed 0.5 mm 

further by tiny trace at mid-height 
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ir 

1 ]., tiny trace in upper part of writing space rj , lower half of two uprights belonging to 

square letter; possibly u [, short horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space, departing from 

upper extremity of right-hand lobe of preceding go 2 a> , remains of left-hand arc or upright 

tick 3 ]., diagonal trace ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space e[, sign 

in the form of a circumflex accent lying slightly above writing space and touching left upper extremity 

of arc of e 4 ].. > first, remains of upright; second, shape of triangular letter, a or a ] , re¬ 

mains of right-hand arc and trace at mid-height: possible o or go (in the latter case the left-hand lobe 

of co should fall in lacuna) v , remains of upright as raised letter indicating abbreviation [, thick 

trace at line-level 5 ]. > remains of traces in vertical alignment, probably belonging to upright 

protruding above writing space ] , confused traces belonging to two or three letters; it is possible 

to distinguish two uprights descending below line-level and traces roughly in horizontal alignment 

in upper part of writing space: ci or ti possible r , short diagonal stroke ascending from left to 

right in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity touches right-hand extremity of crossbar 

of preceding t : sign of abbreviation or upper extremity of left-hand arc of e ? 6 ] , curve in 

upper part of writing space approaching diagonal stroke descending from left to right 7 ]. . > 

first, apex in upper part of writing space, possible top of triangular letter; second, rather narrow bot¬ 

tom arc touching previous traces [, upper part of round letter ] , two tiny traces very close to 

each other lying in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space 

Upper margin about 2 cm. 

Possible articulations: 2 Atbn?; 3 0117 \vin?; 3—4 Xv-nr) | . . . [ySa]pvvovc[a\ for the iundura cf. D. L. 

7.112. 

F 
Upper margin 0.5 cm. 

Possible articulations: 2 ]/3aro)c 0oAe[; 5 t'SaivT(ai). 

Fr. 2 bis 
->• 

Fr. 3bis 
—> 1 

].v.[ ]..[ ].[ ]« .[ 
]«V.[ ].°A.[ ]..V.[ 

]flT. .[ ].oc.[ ]ttPtcl{;l[ ] CU/jL coc[ 

]aZt[ ]vAo.[ ] ov cra£[ ] KTOj[ ] cn[ 

5 ]. “AVI 5 ] KCL [ * ].[ 3 ].[.]..[ 

].«*.[ ]. °+[ • 

].[ 

Fr. 2 bis -» 

x ] , short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in lower part of writing space, touch¬ 

ing upright of following n [, loop, possibly a 2 [, left-hand arc 3 t , foot of 

upright? [, bottom of round letter, e or o 5 [, upright, on its left, very close to it, two 
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extremely tiny traces in slightly diagonal alignment ascending from left to right at mid-height and in 

upper part of writing space respectively; above the upright tiny trace 6 ] , curve approaching 

left-hand arc lying in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity touches left-hand oblique of 

following y; oddly shaped o not to be ruled out [, upright protruding above line-level and ending 

with leftwards tiny hook 7 ] _, extremely tiny and faded trace protruding above writing space, 

possibly mere stain 

4 

1 ] _ ., two traces at line-level, 3 mm distant from each other: possibly feet of two uprights be¬ 

longing to square letter 2 ] , trace at line level [, stroke approaching vertical, departing from 

lower extremity of right-hand diagonal of previous letter and lying in lower part of writing space: 

left-hand arc not to be excluded 3 ] , short horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space, 

possibly right-hand extremity of crossbar touching following letter [, remains of loop, possibly A 

4 [, short vertical stroke in lower part of writing space, possibly part of upright 5 ] , thin 

short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper part of writing space and touching follow¬ 

ing letter at mid-height [, upper half of left-hand arc 6 ] , extremities of left-hand arc ? 

Fr. 3 bis -» 

1 ] , extremely tiny trace at line level 2 ] , first, very short horizontal trace at mid¬ 

height; second, curve approaching upper half of upright and slighdy slanting to left [, remains 

of upright? 3 ].; scanty remains of lower extremity of upright descending below line-level 

4 ]., upright slightly slanting to right and joining to left remains of crossbar v , tiny vertical trace, 

1 mm long, in upper part of writing space 5 ] , first, central part of right-hand arc?; 

second, vertical stroke 3 mm long slighdy slanting to left, protruding above writing space and touch¬ 

ing line-level of preceding line; third, left-hand arc; fourth, upper part of upright protruding below 

writing space; fifth, upper part of left-hand arc embracing small trace at mid-height; sixth, short 

diagonal trace ascending from left to right above writing space 

4 

1 _ [, first, lower part of upright descending below line-level and ending with leftwards blob; 

second, two traces in vertical alignment, very close to previous letter, lying in upper part of writing 

space and below line-level respectively 2 ] _, stroke approaching horizontal, 2 mm long, at mid¬ 

height [, first, very tiny trace above line-level, probably foot of upright; second, diagonal stroke, 

1.5 mm long, descending from left to right and departing at mid-height; third, part of two diagonals 

ascending from left to right and descending from left to right respectively, suggest lower half of x 

3 ]., upright whose tip joins to left short horizontal stroke 4 ] _, tip of upright? w[, two 

tiny and faded traces, 0.5 mm distant from each other, one lying in upper part of writing space, the 

other at mid-height and very close to following letter 5 ] , faded tiny trace in upper part of 

writing space ] ., first, short horizontal trace in upper part of writing space; second, tip of upright? 

Fr. 2bis 4 

Possible articulations: 2 o Ao[yoc; 4 ro]v Ady[or or tovto]v Ady[ov; 6 or(i); 7 ]cup.v[: form of 

OflVV/jU? 

Fr. 3 bis -> 

Possible articulations: 3 7rp(oc) 4 a form of rd£ic, cf. fr. 1+2 —>■ ii 9, n, and fr. 4.13. 
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Fr. 4bis Fr. 5bis 

—y F —y F 

]£..[ ]..[ ] itlAo [ ]roc.[ 

M ]..[ ]. ™.. [ ] a0oc[ 

]Sonr [ ]*?.[ ].,oAo.[ ]..“?[ 

yei a>c [ ]«?...[ ]TV.[ ].. 

€v9oc/x[ » ]..[.].*?[ 3 ]f[ 

]0ov.[ . ]..[ ].. 

Fr. 4 bis -y 

1 £ , left-hand arc? [, two very tiny traces, 1 mm distant from each other, in diagonal 

alignment from left to right very close to previous letter; the second one protrudes below line-level 

3 [, very tiny trace slighdy below line-level 4 ]. > diagonal trace descending from left to right 

in upper part of writing space; 0.5 mm further, remains of stroke approaching vertical in lower part 

of writing space [, lower half of left-hand arc? 5 ] _, upright whose tip joins to left short 

diagonal stroke ascending from left to right 6 [, only a join departing from centre of right- 

hand upright of previous n is preserved 

I 
1 ] , blurred trace in upper part of writing space _ [, lower part of upright 2 ] , 

wide curve with arc facing upper part of writing space [, crossbar 3 [, blurred and thick 

horizontal stroke ascending from left to right, departing from mid-height and protruding above writ¬ 

ing space 4 rj , upper part of upright protruding above writing space and slightly curving to 

right [, first, two short parallel horizontal strokes, 0.5 mm distant from each other, lying in upper 

part of writing space; second, trace in upper part of writing space, possibly part of top arc; roughly 

in vertical alignment with it, thick trace below line-level 5 ]., upper part of upright protruding 

above writing space [, tiny trace protruding above writing space a, small bottom arc in upper 

part of writing space 

Fr. 5 bis 

1 ] , two tiny traces in vertical alignment lying in upper and lower part of writing space respec¬ 

tively [, tiny trace at mid-height 2 ]., tiny trace slighdy protruding above writing space 

oj , first, lower part of upright; second, tiny trace at line-level 3 ]., upright whose tip joins to 

right horizontal stroke touching following letter o, upper half of right-hand arc [, 1.5-mm- 

long stroke approaching vertical in upper part of writing space touching previous o 4 [, tip of 

upright? 6 ] , very tiny trace at mid-height [, stroke approaching upright with tip curving 

leftwards joins to right at mid-height another stroke (not preserved); n possible 

F 
1 [, remains of upright with lower extremity curving leftwards 2 ]. > short thin vertical 

trace in lower part of writing space 3 ].., space available for two letters: 4-mm-long crossbar 

touches upper extremity of loop of following a and joins in its centre 4 ]. . > crossbar whose 

right-hand extremity joins upper extremity of right-hand arc: to possible [, blurred upright join¬ 

ing at mid-height another stroke (not preserved); n possible 5 ]., remains of two diagonals 
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intersecting each other; a possible [, trace in upper part of writing space suggesting apex of 

triangular letter 6 ]., right-hand arc belonging to raised letter indicating abbreviation? [, 

blurred trace in upper part of writing space 

Fr. 4 bis —> 

Possible articulations: 3 (|ScW(ec); 5 ] nevdoc. 

Fr. 5 bis -> 

Possible articulations: 1 ] eViAoyf-, cf. fr. 1+2 ->col. ii 17, fr. 4.18; 3 ]to 6 Aoy[oc, cf. fr. 2bis f 2, 4. 

i 

Possible articulation: 2 a\ya60c [ or nadoc [. 

Fr. 6bis Fr. 7bis 

I -> 4- 

]tT. . IT ' [ ] C(f>U)\ 

] . . . jtiev[ ] _ auAou[ 

] 7to\t] [ ] etcpt[ 

]ucV.[ ].a[ 

]..?[ * ]..[ 

]."*[ ]?r..[ 
].VK€l ].et°[ 

]anoi. [ 

].va. [ ?foot 

] atv [ 

LM 

].*..[ 
K°c[ 

M 

]/^.[ 
]>.[ 

].*[ 

Fr. 6bis —> 

1 7. . j first, lower part of diagonal ascending from left to right and departing from right-hand 

foot of upright of previous letter; second, lower part of upright descending below line-level [, 

upright descending below line-level 2 ] , first, tiny trace in lower part of writing space; second, 

short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in lower part of writing space, very close to trace 

at mid-height: e ? . p, upright 3 ]. > diagonal stroke descending from left to right, rather 

curvilinear, in ligature with following letter [, stroke approaching diagonal descending from left 

to right, possibly part of left-hand arc 4 [, upper half of left-hand arc; in vertical alignment 

with its upper extremity, short horizontal trace 0.5 mm distant 5 ] , trace at mid-height e, 

top of round letter bearing extra ink (possibly belonging to upright of previous line descending below 

writing space) 

4 

r ]., short horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space, touching following letter 2 ] 

two traces, very close to each other, in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space a, upper 
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part of upright with leftwards blob 4 ] , upright joining at mid-height to left another stroke 

(not preserved) 5 ]., extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing space [, tip of upright 

slighdy slanting to right? 

Fr. 7 bis -> 

1 ]., remains of bottom of round letter, e or o 2 ] _, tiny trace in upper part of writing 

space 3 [, thin short vertical at mid-height, probably part of upright [, thin vertical trace 

in upper part of writing space 4 ] , tiny curve approaching diagonal stroke ascending from left 

to right and protruding below line-level, possibly h [, remains of diagonal stroke ascending from 

left to right; from its tip short horizontal stroke goes down: possibly remains of a 5 ] _, join with 

left-hand extremity of loop of following letter at mid-height [, remains of diagonal stroke ascend¬ 

ing from left to right 6 ] , upright slightly slanting to right 7 ] ., horizontal stroke, 3 mm 

long, lying at mid-height and touching following letter k , scanty remains of left-hand arc [, 

left-hand arc 10 [, part of narrow loop in lower part of writing space, probably a i i ] , 

upper half of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right [, lower half of upright 12 ] , 

short horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, in upper part of writing space, touching following letter 

F 
1 r , tiny trace at line-level; possibly foot of upright [, tiny trace at line-level, possibly foot 

of upright 2 ] _, blurred and confused traces suggest correction 3 [, upright very close 

to previous letter, with upper extremity slighdy curving to right so that tt is not to be ruled out 

Fr. 7bis F 

3.3 cm blank below written area. 

8 bis 

f 

Fr. 9 bis 

1 

].y .[ ].[ ]...[ 
].p° «.[ ] ^0l ]/“. .[ 
]vc \vtV ]£ouKayA[ 

]c a.[ } ]ro0e[ 

5 ]ea 5 Kero[ 

]'. ]aetcr [ 

• • ]..[ 

Fr. 8 bis -> 

1 ] , tiny vertical trace at mid-height, attached to thin horizontal stroke touching lower half of 

upright: possibly v v, blurred loop or circle, A or O 2 ]., blurred trace in upper part of writing 

space, touching following letter, in vertical alignment with tiny trace protruding above writing space 

F 
1 [, vertical trace at line-level, possibly foot of upright 2 . [, large loop bearing stroke 

approaching vertical, possibly a 4 _ [, remaining traces may shape either left-hand arc or curve 

suiting tt 
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Fr. 9bis ->• 

i ] , very tiny trace at line-level 2 ] _, diagonal stroke descending from left to right, 

whose upper extremity approaches upright: cursive e? 6 ] , upper extremity of diagonal stroke 

ascending from left to right 

i 

1 ]. > foot of upright [, first, foot of upright; second, tiny trace at line-level 2 i , 

upright joining another stroke (not preserved) at mid-height, possibly n (before it short vertical trace 

in lower part of writing space visible, but clearly accidental) [, two thick traces very close to each 

other in horizontal alignment lying in lower part of writing space and very close to foot of upright 

6 [, remains of upright ? 7 ]. > extremity of diagonal stroke ascending from left to right and 

protruding above writing space [, extremely tiny trace in upper part of writing space, protruding 

above writing space 

Fr. 9 bis i 

3 Compare the cursivity of the sequence av to fr. 1+2 ->• iv 16, and see 16-22 n. 

Fr. 10 bis Fr. 11 bis 

l -» F 

a) a[ ].[ ].[ 
top? ]oo8r]vr]c JTa..[ ].v .[ 

]tauO|U ]f fV ]<^.[ ]?A.[ 
]x^v[.].. [ ].[.].[ ].?[ 

Fr. 10 bis —>■ 

1 p, , remains of left-hand arc or loop ? [, first, trace below line-level; second, trace pro¬ 

truding above writing space 2 e corrected currente calamo from previous 77 ] , vertical trace 

in upper part of writing space [, short thin slightly diagonal trace, ascending from left to right, 

protruding above writing space 

i 
1 ]. . > first, remains of left-hand arc? second, foot of upright slighdy descending below line- 

level a) , upright whose tip joins to right remains of stroke approaching horizontal 3 € 

top of round letter, © or o 4 ] , tiny trace in upper part of writing space [, upper half of 

small left-hand arc attached to upright protruding above writing space: cf>? 

Fr. ubis ->■ 

1 ]. , foot of upright descending below line-level 

right [, very short vertical trace at mid-height 

alignment in upper and lower part of writing space 

I 
1 J., bottom of round letter, e or o 2 ] , upper half of upright [, short vertical 

trace in upper part of writing space 3 [, wide curve approaching diagonal stroke ascending 
from left to right 

2a, upright slighdy slanting to 

3 . [, confused traces roughly in vertical 

4 ]., tip of triangular letter 
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Fr. iobis -> 

8 mm blank above written area. 

1 tauojixat. The verb is poetic: quotation? 

2 A form of the aorist passive from i'xco or a compound of this verb, i.e. -ejx€^r/ [ ~ • 

Possible articulation: 2 ] wSr/v or eVJoiSijv. 

Fr. 12 bis Fr. 13 bis 

—^ 4" —^ F 

].[ ]t. .[ ].«t[ 
].|8A?[ ]>A[ 

Te.[ ]...[ top? ]k(x)o \ 

].[ ].cetF[ ]ow[ 

]. cv[ 5 ]tUt /<[ 

].[ ]..[ 

Fr. 12 bis -> 

1 ] , curve approaching right-hand arc 2 ] , horizontal stroke, 2 mm long, in upper 

part of writing space touching following letter 3 ] , tiny trace in upper part of writing space 

followed, 0.5 mm further, by other tiny trace touching following letter at mid-height [, upper half 

of left-hand arc? 4 ] , top of round letter very close to n of previous line, probably belonging 

to raised letter indicating abbreviation 

1 
1 v , extremely tiny trace at line-level very close to following trace _ [, foot of upright? 

2 ] , curve possibly shaping left-hand side of tt [, upright 3 ]. . > first, curve approaching 

upper part of left-hand arc; second, two diagonals lying in upper part of writing space, one descend¬ 

ing from left to right, the other ascending from left to right, joining at mid-height: upper half of x? 

But k is not to be ruled out _ [, extremely tiny trace at mid-height 

Fr. 13 bis -» 

1 ] , stroke consisting of upright ending in rightwards curve: right-hand half of y or cursive c 

possible 2 ]., diagonal stroke, 2 mm long, ascending from left to right and lying in upper part 

of writing space, touches centre of other diagonal stroke descending from left to right in ligature with 

following c 3 ] , horizontal stroke, 3.5 mm long, in upper part of writing space 

i 
1 ] , remains of small right-hand arc in upper part of writing space 2 ]., left-hand arc 

3 [, lower extremity of diagonal ascending from left to right 6 ]. ., first, short and faded 

horizontal trace in upper part of writing space; second, extremely tiny and faded traces in diagonal 

alignment ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space: the complex of the two groups 

of traces may belong to y 
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Fr. i^bis -> 

1.8 cm blank above written area. 

f 
Possible articulation: 2 ]cA</>eA[-, aoristic form from ofielXw or o)</>eAecu. 

Fr. 14 bis 

F 

Fr. 151bis 
-» F 

].[ ].o[ 
M ].. 

.VS.[ ]Am[ 

].'.[ ].*.[ 
M » ].[ 

]..[ 

]. .. af[ 

]M.].[ 
top? ].. ™. 1 

] aetei [ 

’ ’ 

5 ] a7t[ 

].[ 

Fr. 14bis ->■ 

1 ]., lower half of upright descending below line-level joining to right another stroke (not pre¬ 

served): n? 3 ] , remains of crossbar? 4, first, tip of upright; second, top of round letter; 

above to right short diagonal stroke ascending from left to right and lying above writing space, prob¬ 

ably sign of abbreviation _ [, tiny trace in upper part of writing space 4 ] , diagonal stroke, 

2 mm long, descending from left to right, lying in upper part of writing space, whose lower extremity 

joins stroke approaching horizontal, 2 mm long; the complex bears diagonal stroke descending from 

left to right and lying above writing space: K very likely [, left-hand arc 

F 
1 ]., tmy trace at line-level 2 ] ., right-hand arc a, first, upright; second, tiny trace 

at line-level at edge of lacuna [, short vertical trace departing from mid-height 4 ] , up¬ 

right whose tip joins to right horizontal stroke [, 3-mm diagonal stroke slighdy slanting to right in 

lowei part of writing space, above it small curve approaching left-hand arc ] , tiny trace in upper 
part of writing space 

Fr. 15bis ->■ 

1 ]., top of rather narrow round letter [, upright slighdy slanting to right, joining to right 

at mid-height another stroke (not preserved) 2 ] , remains of circle 

I 

1 ]., diagonal stroke ascending from left to right protruding below line level [, upright de¬ 

scending below line-level 2 ] , first, two traces almost in vertical alignment, lying respectively 

in upper part ot writing space and at mid-height; second and third consist of curve shaping very 

cursive A with extremely narrow loop or A, whose right-hand diagonal is in ligature at mid-height 

with another letter, probably 1, almost completely faded 3 [, vertical trace at mid-height, very 

close on right to another small trace 4 ] , remains of upright ? n, lower half of upright [, 

extremely tiny trace at line-level 5 ]. > remains of two diagonals lying in upper part of writing 

space, descending from left to right and ascending from left to right respectively and joining at mid¬ 

height : x ? 6 ] , tiny trace in upper part of writing space 
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Fr. 15 bis -»■ 

1.8 cm blank above written area. 

Fr. 16 bis Fr. 17 bis 

—► F —► F 

]...[ ]...[ ]..[ 

...[ ]coiAu [ ]. °-p. [ hp. 

JcAitt [ ].ae...[ ]..[ ].[ 

]:«.[' 

Fr. 16bis -*■ 

1 ] , extremity of diagonal ascending from left to right in upper part of writing space [, 

first, top of round letter; second, three extremely tiny traces in vertical alignment lying in upper part 

of writing space 2 tt , first, short diagonal trace ascending from left to right at mid-height; 

second, bottom of round letter _ _ [, first, remains of round letter, e or o; second, trace slightly 

below line-level 3 [, two traces in vertical alignment that may belong to raised letter repre¬ 

senting abbreviation 4 ] , trace in upper part of writing space, very close to diagonal stroke 

ascending from left to right, departing from mid-height and bearing sign of abbreviaton consisting of 

diagonal stroke descending from right to left and lying above writing space: very likely k [, trace 

in upper part of writing space 

F 
1 [, trace in lower part of writing space ] , scanty traces at the two opposite edges of lacuna 

suggest upright [, upright whose lower extremity ends in leftwards wide curve 2 _ [, trace at 

line-level 3 ] , very short diagonal stroke descending from left to right in upper part of writing 

space, attached to left-hand extremity of loop of following a e , first, rather thick vertical trace in 

lower part of writing space, possibly belonging to upright; second, tip of round letter? [, scanty 

faded traces suggest shape of left-hand arc 

Fr. 17bis -* 

1 ] , tiny trace below line-level [, first, two traces in diagonal alignment ascending from 

left to right, lying at line-level and below line level respectively; second, trace at line-level 2 ] , 

right-hand part of crossbar in vertical alignment with trace at line-level [, upright 3 ]., 

tiny trace in upper part of writing space, possibly tip of upright [, thick trace in upper part of 

writing space, possibly tip of upright 

F 
1 ] , lower part of triangular letter, a or a , [, thick trace at line-level 2 _ [, left-hand 

arc 3 ] , very tiny trace in upper part of writing space, possibly tip of upright 

Fr. 16bis -> 

Possible articulations: 3 form of the verb IXIttuj or a compound of it; 4 k(at). 

D. COLOMO 
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5094. Mythography 

ll 2-^-57/^(a) and H(a) fr. i 10.2 x 3 cm Late second / early third century 

Plate XI 

Five fragments from a papyrus roll, of which fr. i is the largest, containing 

across the fibres Greek prose writing mentioning the lost Cyclic poem Kv-npia 

and the grammarian Demetrius of Skepsis. The back is blank. A lower margin of 

L3 cm> T-5 crrL ar,d 2 cm is preserved in fix i, 2, and 3 respectively, and an upper 
margin in fr. 4. 

The script is an upright Formal Round hand sometimes associated with the 

biblical uncial . Standard characteristics are cj) of elliptical shape with sharp an¬ 

gles, y and p always protruding below the baseline. This hand is easily recognizable 

in less refined cases from Oxyrhynchus from the middle of the second century; cf. 

XXXII 2633, lyric poetry (the date assigned by Lobel has recently been confirmed 

by P. Orsini, Alanoscritti in maiuscola biblica, 9b f- , which updates information for 

the manuscripts listed in G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica, 34). Ours shows 

a more firm and regular writing than the earliest specimens, and is comparable 

to XXVIII 2491 (Hesiod, Catalogue, late second century according to Lobel, early 

third to Cavallo) or LX 4016 (Euripides, Orestes, late second, possibly first half of 

third century according to Haslam and Orsini), although written smaller than 

these; features like co with unflattened lobes and y with varying shape, point to 

a not yet canonical exemplar (or alternatively, as P. J. Parsons, Gnomon 42 (1970) 

378, argued, to an ‘ineptly executed canonical one’; cf. GMAW2 22); cf. P. Berol. 

7499 (Schubart, Paldographie, Abb. 93), PSIIX 1086 = Scrivere libri e documenti no. 39. 

Lectional signs and sigla are probably all by the same hand. Acute accent in 

fr. 3. 2, apostrophe in 1. 1, 1. 4, and 1.9, high point in 3. 3. The scribe is inconsistent 

in the treatment ol elision (cf. fr. 1. 1, 1.4 with 1. 9)- In fr. 1 a wedge-shaped sign is 

placed inside the line, 1.3 cm far from the bottom margin. Possibly a paragraphus 

in fr. 1. 3-4 is used to mark a new section of the prose text. Guessing the exact 

line-length is difficult: according to Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes 101, the ‘norma¬ 

tive range’ in prose texts from Oxyrhynchus is 4.3 to 7.5 cm. In fr. 1.8, 13 letters 

occupy 5.1 cm, i.e. 1 cm = 2.5 letters. Therefore in this hand the range would be 

11—19 letters. 

Fr. 1 deals with the genealogy of someone connected with Dymas (see 8), who 

could be identified with the Phaeacian seafarer mentioned in Horn. Od. 6.22, for 

1. 8 appears to be compatible with that hexameter. It is also possible that 1. 7 refers 

to his daughter, whom Athena resembles in order to speak to Nausicaa in the same 

passage. Then at 9 the Cypria is cited before the text breaks off. Perhaps less likely, 

the identification of the Dymas in question could alternatively be with Hekabe’s fa¬ 

ther or with Aegimius’ son (see 8). The second is mentioned three times in the Latin 
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version of Dictys’ Bellum Troianum (I 9, II 35, IV 12) and once in the Dictys papyrus 

found in Tebtunis (P. Tebt. II 268, col. ii 57, early third century). No passages from 

the Greek original or the Latin adaptation seem to match our text, but the names 

of A/x<f)Lfj.a]xov and Nacr[rjc, which occur along with that of Avpuac in P. Tebt. II 

268, col. ii 58, might be restored in fr. 1.5 and 2. 4. 

II the suggested supplement in 1. 4 d 17^.41-]pioc 8'6 C/c^i/rioc is right, the verb 

(f)r)CL in 1. 5 probably introduced a quotation. Many citations from him occur, not 

in scholia or compendia (which might not be copied in such a calligraphic hand as 

this), but in continuous prose works such as Athenaeus’ or Strabo’s. He was much 

used by Apollodorus of Athens in his Tlepl vetuv KaraXoyou (see F. Jacoby, FGrHist 
IID, 775 ff.; cf. Lasserre, ad Strab. 10.2.16). A passage from Apollodorus’ catalogue 

is actually about the region of Avfirj in Achaia; see FGrHist 244 FF 190—91 /cat 

3l77oAAo8a/poc rj 6 ra tovtov ivLT€p,vop,evoc• “tt)v 8e ya>pav eyoaci dupatoi”; F 

320, a (spurious? but see Muller’s FGH 114) excerpt taken from the Periegesis, men¬ 

tions a Thracian city called Nacroc; cf. fr. 3. 4 pocevacr[. 

Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistai show that Demetrius’ work contained all sorts of 

information, rather peripheral to the simple exposition of ships and heroes (gas¬ 

tronomy, local history, paintings, and so on), so our fragments do not necessarily 

need to be concerned primarily with the Greek or the Trojan army. Demetrius’ 

fr. 32 Gaede contains allusion to events prior to the Trojan war. 9 6 ra Kv-npia a[ 

refers to a passage from that Cyclic poem. 

Some mythological compendia consisted chiefly of lists or summaries, but 

they could contain literary quotations, e.g. LXII 4306 (first/second century) = M. 

van Rossum-Steenbeek, Greek Readers’ Digests? no. 69 and p. 156: see in particular 

fr. 1 col. i 17, col. ii 8 fT. Occasionally, they could be written, as in this case, in cal¬ 

ligraphic style, cf. P. Ryl. I 22 + P. Yale II iiov (Oxyrhynchus, first century). The 

presence of possible quotations and the occurrence of a relatively rare mytho¬ 

logical^) personal name suggest a scholarly background, as in XIII 1611 (extracts 

from a work on literary criticism, early third century), rather than an educational 

context. No sufficient evidence allows us to think of a commentary on a specific 

poetic text, cf. XXVII 2463 = GPP 52 (genealogy of Poimandrus with quotation 

from Rhianus and Aristophanes of Thebes, second/third century). 

Dr Perale has been responsible for the introduction and frr. 1-3, Dr Henry for 

frr. 4-5. 
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Fr. i 

SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

’rjfiac iAe[ 

] rjpavSpo [ 

]°[. . . .1 <f>aciXpvc[ 

10 

]§ [ ]piOc8’oCK [ 
M_]xOV<f>T]Cl . [ 
]rour[ ] (f)€p€c9a[ 

]ATi.].vVdvYa.[ 

]/<AetTOtoSujU,av’ [ 

JcocS TaKU7T/)iaa[ 

.[ 

]8’r) ]8aciAe[ 

] T]pav8po [ 

]°[. . . XPVC[ 
] Ar][p.rjT]pLOC S’ 6 CKTj[lfjLOC 

M_]xov hCL.\ 
] tovt[co]v (f)€pecda[i. 

lp-.P-l.].vrl 8vya.'[— 

J/cAeiroi o Avp.av[roc 

] cue S' 6 ra KvjrpLa a[ 

-[ 

vavcL- 

Fr. 2 

eeftvrep 

.OCOJ'[ 

pocevacr[ 

]’’[ 

] TTpecfivTep 

.OCOJ'I 

pocevaer[ 

]’’[ 

Fr. 3 Fr. 4 

Fr. 5 

]..?[ 
]«.[ 
].Ta[ 

]..[ 
]..[ 
]®M 
]'07T[ 

].*.[ 
]*.[ 
]A 

10 

15 

]. 1 [. ] . cSa/<[ 

]cj)v\ovop,r]v[ 

] t«r aA«:tjU.[ 

]eTi.vav7TaK[ 

]aA/a|U,eS[ 

]evpvKad[ 

]a/xa77atS 

] -noca [ 

.] .°0l.[ 
]pUOCL [ 

]clX°p[ 

] [ 
] CL€7T [ 

...].[ 

5 
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Fr. i 

i ] , level with the tops of the letters, the upper right-hand arc of a circle, perhaps a mark of 

elision, and on the line, abraded traces of a cross-stroke e[, the left-hand parts 2 ] , faint 

traces of a cross-stroke high in the line above 7], a slighdy concave upright followed by the top of 

a loop [, a thin trace suggesting the foot of an upright 4 * [, a dot at line level 5 t [, 

lowei part of an upright 7 ]. > specks on the line of the letter preceding v a [, beginning of 

horizontal at top line 8 [, the left-hand end of a cross-stroke at letter-top level; above, traces 

of an oblique descending steeply from left to right 9 S, traces suiting the apex and part of the 

base , top and left-hand arc of a circle 10 ] , small diagonal stroke at top line descending 

from right to left, a dot at baseline in vertical alignment with the beginning of the top stroke [, 

the beginning of two diagonal strokes, apparendy converging at mid-height: another space-filler-like 

sign or the lower left corner of a, a? 

Fr. 2 

1 ]. . . > first two, indistinct traces; third, remains of two splayed legs at base-line wnth an apex 

at top line as of a a a 2 ] , first, slighdy curved small stroke at mid-height; second, remains 

of two uprights 3 mm apart; third, small trace of an upright with narrow horizontal mark departing 

at mid-height p [, above p, 1 mm farther on, indistinct traces suggesting lower arc of circle and 

apex 3 ]. j horizontal trace at top line or top of circle ] , two isolated traces on a loose 

fibre on the line; a third, with above it a cross-stroke at letter-top level [, a speck at letter-top level 

on the edge of the upper layer 4 ]. .» first, on loose fibres, traces suggesting an upright, with 

perhaps a cross-stroke high in the line and a stroke joining the upright from the left 5 ] .the 

upper left-hand arc of a circle and further specks; second, a trace high in the line, and above and just 

to die right, an upright and a trace like the upper part of the loop of p 

Fr. 3 

1 ]. . first, trace on the line; second, foot of diagonal inclining to upper-right, A suggested; 

third, bottom of circle, end of a horizontal at mid-level 2 [, upright with speck at mid-level 

to right, the accent placed as for a diphthong, but perhaps rather a mark of punctuation 3 ] 

t, the upright only vestigially represented on the edge, but apparendy not tt 

Fr. 4 

1 ]. ., a stroke on the fine, perhaps a tail, touching the shank of a letter descending below the 

line A rather than a, though the base of the loop is only vestigially represented and may be 

illusion [, an upright sloping forward slighdy followed by a speck at mid-line level ] , the lower 

right-hand arc of a circle 2 In the interlinear space above <f>, a cross-stroke 3 ] , a speck 

on the line , the first oblique and apex of a triangular letter; the top of a stroke descending 

from left to right, perhaps the second oblique of another triangular letter; the top of an upright and 

specks suggesting the left-hand part and end of a cross-stroke at letter-top level; a further trace on the 

line just before a may be stray ink 4 ]e, or 8, abraded on the right r, traces of an upright 

and of a crossbar at letter-top level v, the top of the second upright and a speck in place for the 

top of the first 5 of A, the tail 6 ev, between which falls the gap between two fragments 

now joined, generously spaced but not I think impossibly so ko.8 made out of av 7] [, 

a high cross-bar followed by a low trace 8 ] , at mid-line height, a trace of an upright or the 

right-hand arc of a circle on the edge [, a stroke level with the tops of the letters, abraded on the 

right 9 ] , a speck at mid-line height [, the left-hand arc of a circle 10 [, a speck on 

the line 13-15 The final traces are on a loose and twisted strip but are I think correcdy placed as 

shown 13 [, the shank of a letter descending below the line 15 ] [, parts of a round letter 
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Fr-5 

i—2 abraded traces 3 a, or a, the tail and a speck of the apex 9, the left-hand part of 

the cross-bar with the lower right-hand arc of a circle and traces in place for the left-hand arc touch¬ 

ing the cross-bar h, an upright and the left-hand end of a cross-bar or oblique at mid-line level: k 

not ruled out 4 ]., a speck level with the tops of the letters 5 ] , an upright, perhaps 

joined at the foot by an oblique descending from the left, but this may be an illusion [, the first 

oblique and apex of a triangular letter 6 k, traces suggesting the arms [, a trace at letter- 

top level 7 ] , the cap and base of core 

Fr. i 

1 ]8’t) /3aaAe[. One may guess /3aciAe[ta, ‘kingdom’ or |3aci'Ae]ia, ‘queen’. If ‘queen’, Hekabe? 

2 ] rjpavSpo. There are no likely single words suiting the traces. The separation of words sug¬ 

gests dvyajrrjp vel tto]tt)p Av8po[, e.g. Av8p6[yeu> (Lobel). If a genealogical reference, it might be 

possibly paired with another one in 11. 7-8 (see 8 n.). 

3 XPVC[- The city of Xpvcq was possibly mentioned in Demetrius of Skepsis’ Peri Troikou Diako- 

smou (cf. 1. 4); see fr. 37 Gaede. But this name, which is placed before the sentence break (see 8e in 1. 4) 

and Demetrius’ name, is actually introduced by <j>act. 

4 AripL-qr]pioc 8’ 6 C/rijfi/rioc. Probably also in P. Schub. 21.23 = M. van Rossum-Steenbeek, 

Greek Readers' Digests?, no. 54 and p. 300 (Mythographus Homericus, fifth century ad). The name of the 

grammarian of the second century bc would offer a terminus post quern for the composition of the 

compendium. According to the supposed ‘normative range’ of the column (see above), there would 

not be enough space for e.g ev 8evrepwi TpwLKov AiaKocpcov. 

5 ]yov. Possibly a proper name, perhaps another authority, e.g. K[Xeap]xov (of Soloi: F. Wehrli, 

ed., Die Schule des Aristoteles, iii), or a mythological character like Avrip.a]xov, mentioned along with 

Dymas by Dictys in P Tebt. II 268; see col. ii 33 fF. cvvaipavrcov 8’ aXXr/Xoic rrapa/8ovc Aiac role nepl 

tov A[i]op.q8qv rpvAacc(e)ir> tov veKp[ov / fiaXXei irptorov 'Aciov Avpiavroc EKafiqc a8eX(p6v. pie/ra 8e 

tovto Nacr-qv /cat Ap,(f)tp,axov, Kapu>v r/yepiovac; or another authority like ApicTap]xov, apparendy 

mentioned by Demetrius fr. 58 Gaede (see schol. in Horn. II. 11.757a); Avcl/j.a]xov, who wrote about 

genealogies, cf. schol. in Ibyc. PMGF S151.37 and E. Cingano, £PE 79 (1989), 27-9; KaXXip.a]xov and 

many others. 

7 9vya [. Probably the daughter of the Phaeacian Dymas, mentioned in Horn. Od. 6.22, is re¬ 

commended by the identification of its quotation in 7-8, less likely Nausicaa, who is called 9vyayqp 

p.eyaXrjTopoc AXkivooio in the same passage, v. 17, or Hekabe, daughter of Dymas, or a nymph con¬ 

nected to the Dymanes tribe: sacrifices to nymphs of the Dymanes are attested from the island of 

Thera (IG XII 3, 377.1-2, but vvpujsai is restored) and the Hellenistic Kos (Paton and Hicks no. 44, 

third century bc.; cf. also no. 45), seej. Larson, Greek Nymphs: My th, Cult, Lore 188, 205. 

8 vauct]xXeiToio Avp.av[Toc. A quotation of Horn. Od. 6.22, mentioning the Phaeacian seafarer 

Dymas. 

9 o to Karma sc. ncnqcac, by a familiar idiom, cf. frr. 20, 30 West. 

10 ]. > . [. The occurrence of the > sign preceding the bottom margin possibly marked the 

end of a section of the text. Single wedge-shaped fillers are commonly used in school exercises (R. 

Cribiore, Writing, Teachers, and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt (1996) 78) and in exegetical (GMAW2, 5 

and no. 44) and literary texts (R. Barbis Lupi, Proc. XIXth. Int. Congr. Pap. (1992), i 503-10; T. Di Mat- 

teo, Proc. 24th Int. Congr. Pap. (2007), i 259-65). A single decorative wedge sign is placed between the 

name of the author and the title of a prose work in XLVII 3318 = M. Caroli, II titolo inigiale, P8 (Her- 

marchus, In Empedoclem IX, first or second century). A series of wedge-shaped fillers placed between 

the text and the ending title is found in VIII 1096 = CPF 1.2, Isocrates, no. 95 (Panegyricus, fourth 

century), and after the ending title in R Mass. Col. xvi = CPF 1.2 no. 17 = II titolo iniziale P35 (Isocrates, 
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AdMcoclem, early fourth century; see G. Messeri, in Papiri Filosofici: Miscellanea di Studi v. 55; cf. K. A. 

VVorp, A. Rijksbaron, The Kellis Isocrates Codex 87 with pi. 3V). 

Fr. 3 

4 ]. . pocevacr[. Prof. Parsons suggests AXi£a]v8poc iv acr[ei, but other possibilities are likely: 

]. . P°ce N6.ct[Vc (the name of Nastes, commander of the Carians in Horn. II. 2.867, occurs along 

with the names of Dymas and Antimachus in the passage from Dictys quoted above, cf. also Horn II. 

2-870-71); ]. .pocev acr[; ]. P oc iv acr[. 

Frr. 4-5 

These have been ascribed to the same hand as frr. 1-3 and, in view of the closeness of their 

inventory number and of the apparent compatibility of the subject matter insofar as it can be deter¬ 

mined, to the same roll. 

Fr. 4 

Various proper names are easily recognized in this fragment, but I have found no continuous 

thread. It is not possible to determine whether or not the fragment gives the top of the column whose 

foot is represented by fr. 1. 

2 Phylonome is the name given in some manuscripts of Paus. 10.14.2 and elsewhere to the step¬ 

mother of Ten(n)es. Other sources for the myth are given by Frazer at Apollod. Epit. 3.23; M. Huys, 

ZRF 152 (2005), 203—8. Another Phylonome in Plut. Parall. min. 314EF. 

The interpretation of the supralinear addition is uncertain. If it represents a paragraphus, 

there will be no room for the supplement xXioc at 6. 

3 Alcimedon? Cf. 5. 

4 Naupactus, or the epic Naupacti(c)a. 

5 Various Alcimedons are known, including a Myrmidon in the Iliad, and the father of Phialo, 

mother by Heracles of Aechmagoras. 

6 tov kXcoc evpv Ka9’ 'EXXaSa koI fiicov Apyoc Od. 1.344, 4.726, 816. The scribe may at first 

have intended to write av’ EXXaSa xal picov Apyoc (Od. 15.80). 

7 This sequence in epic at II. 6.389 </>epe 1 S’ apa rraiSa TLdrjvrj. 

11 Stesichorus ? 

14 aS]eA<^[, A]eX<p[. 

M.PERALE 

W. B. HENRY 

5095. Commentary on Iliad XII and XV 

84/17(3) + 84/32(3) fr. 1 12.5 x 18 cm Fifth/sixth century 

fr. 2 11.2 x 6.5 cm 

Seven fragments of a papyrus codex containing a new commentary on the 

Iliad. A good portion of text is preserved in frr. 1 and 2+3. The -a side of fr. 1 shows 

a right-hand margin of 2 cm, the 4- side a left-hand margin of 2.5 cm; the -a side 

of fr. 2 shows a left-hand margin of 2.2 cm and an upper margin of 1.5 cm, the 4 

side a right-hand margin of 2 cm and an upper margin of 1.5 cm. Fr. 3 (4 x 5.4 cm) 
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belongs to the same leaf as fr. 2. The -» side of fr. 4 (2.5 x 2.1 cm) shows a left-hand 

margin of 1.5 cm, the i side a right-hand margin of 1 cm; the -» side of fr. 5 (6 x 

4.5 cm) shows a lower margin of 4.3 cm, the 4- side a lower margin of 4 cm. Fr. 6 is 

3x2 cm, and fr. 7 is 1 x 0.5 cm. 

The scribe writes in a splendid example of the perfected Alexandrian majus¬ 

cule of the type with contrasting broad and narrow letter forms, probably datable 

either to between the fifth and sixth centuries ad, i.e. the period during which the 

canon of this type of script became established, or to the first half of the sixth cen¬ 

tury. For the dating to the fifth/sixth century (favoured by Professor G. Bastianini), 

see G. Cavallo, ‘Grammata Alexandrina’, JOByz 24 (1975) 23-54, esp. 39-40, 46-8, 

51 = II calamo e ilpapiro (2005) 175-202, esp. 188-90, 195-6, 199 (with tav. xlvii a-b); 

Cavallo-Maehler GBEBP tav. 22a-b, with comm. p. 52; G. Cavallo, La scrittura greca 

e latina delpapiri: Una introduzione (2008) 101-5. Dr Daniela Colomo prefers a dating 

set well into the sixth century ad, drawing on a comparison with Cavallo-Maehler 

GBEBP 1987 tav. 37 (Paschal letter dated ad 577) with the references there. The 

broad margins (the lower one preserved for over 4 cm, the upper one for 1.5 cm, 

and the lateral margin for up to 2.5 cm) and the calligraphic style reveal a high- 

level book product, elegant in its graphic presentation, with great care devoted to 

precision in the text: a rather fine copy, certainly destined for the bookselling trade. 

The height and width of the page cannot be determined with certainty: it can be 

said only that the lines contained roughly 37-40 letters and the writing area must 

have been about 14 cm wide, but there is nothing to indicate how many lines were 

contained in a page or to suggest the height of the writing area. 

The text was a rich and extensive hypomnema on the Iliad in an independent 

codex, separate from the text of the poem. In the larger fragments, sections of 

commentary to book XII and book XV can be identified: fr. 1 preserves a series of 

lemmata belonging on the —> side to II. 12.91—2, 11 o— 11, on the P side to IL 12.136, 

J47) M8; fix 2+3 preserve a series of lemmata belonging on the -a- side to 

II. 15.610-14, 618, 623, 624, 625, on the P side to II. 15.641-2(7), 645, 653, 659, 661. 

It was very likely part of a hypomnema to the entire Iliad. The preserved portions 

clearly do not constitute sporadic annotations: rather, we are dealing with a com¬ 

plete and systematic work, reproduced in a fine high-quality edition. The lemmata 

identified on the two sides of fr. 1 go from 1. 91 to 1. 148 of book XII, and those 

identified on the scraps of the two sides of frr. 2+3 go from 1. 610 to 1. 661 of book 

XV We thus may have 50-60 commented lines per page in the preserved parts; 

but nothing can be said about the lost parts because the page size cannot be recon¬ 

structed. It may be conjectured that roughly 100 Iliad lines may have been covered 

per sheet as an average for the whole poem, in which case book XII might have 

occupied five sheets, book XV eight sheets, and the entire hypomnema to the Iliad 

could have been contained in a fine codex composed of roughly 140—160 sheets 

(this seems plausible, according to the data given by Turner, Typology 82-4). 
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Iota adscript is always written. But only a few lectional signs appear: an apos¬ 

trophe in fr. i 1. 17 S’ o^ripoc; diaeresis appears (unusually) marked by a single 

suprascript dot, both inorganic (fr. 1 —1. 12 over 1 in lttttovc) and organic (fr. 2+3 

—1. 5 over v in pyre). (GAIA 14 - 10 with n. 44, asserts that ‘sometimes a single 

dot serves to mark diaeresis, but give no examples.) The only visible abbreviation, 

/c(cu) lr. 1 1. 12, appears to be motivated by respect for end-of-line alignment, 

but in fr. 2+3 1. 3, the end-of-line alignment is not respected (because the word 

is a lemma?). In general, the spelling is correct and the text is written carefully; 

probably there is a (simply phonetic?) mistake in fr. 1 -i- 19, dtccovTcu for the dual 

atccovre. 

The sections of the commentary are well separated by means of a middle 

point (more frequent is the use of a dicolon or blank space; on the middle point, 

see R. P. Salomons, ‘Use and Meaning of the Middle Point in the Hawara Homer’, 

Atti XVII Congr. Intern. Papirol. (Napoli 1984) ii. 249-53), which is placed at the end 

of the lemma and at the end of the commentary section before a new lemma; but 

a middle point is also used as a punctuation sign within the sentences in the body 

of the exegesis (cf. fr. 1 -» 11, 17, 18; fr. 2 + 3 ->• 6; fr. 2 + 3 i 15). 

The extent of the lemmata is variable, as is usually the case: the majority 

are contained within one line; in one case it is certain that the lemma consists of 

a single word (15.645, fr. 2 i 3); in one case the lemma is a pericope that extends 

over two lines, both incomplete (12.139-40, fr. 1 i 11-12); one lemma consists of 

two lines that are not fully written out but are instead indicated with a few words 

followed by icoc and by the final word (12.110-11, possibly also 12.91-2, both in fr. 1 

—►). In the parts that have been preserved, the commentary matches the order of 

the Homeric text perfectly, and no lemmata placed in inappropriate positions are 

found. No names of grammarians appear, nor are citations from other authors ad¬ 

duced in the exegetic arguments. 

A number of elements suggest that 5095 is of unusually high importance 

among previously known commentaries on Homer on papyrus. The Homeric 

commentary of the latest dating so far known (excluding the Scholia Minora and 

the Mythographus Homericus) is P Mich. inv. 1206 of the the third/fourth cen¬ 

tury and written only along the fibres, suggesting (although this is not absolutely 

certain) that it is a fragment of a roll: W. Luppe, £PE 93 (1992) 163-5; cf- M-P3 

1198.01, LDAB 2078, CPP 0485. This means that 5095 is now unquestionably the 

latest known Homeric hypomnema and the first to come to light that is definitely 

contained in a papyrus codex. We have at least ten codex commentaries on various 

authors, datable to between the third/fourth and the sixth century, but so far none 

on Homer (M. Stroppa, ‘Some Remarks regarding Commentaries on Codex from 

Late Antiquity’, Trends in Classics 1 (2009) 298-327; Stroppa, Aegyptus 88 (2008) 49- 

69); a few commentaries on papyrus rolls are dated to the fourth century ad, e.g. 

VI 856, commentary on Aristophanes, Acharn. (Aristophanes 1 CLGP); P. Berol. 
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inv. 13419 (M—P3 1357), commentary on Pindar, Pyth. 2.17-19). This is somewhat 

strange, given the extensive and long-lived endurance of the Homeric poems at 

all levels of education, scholarship, and society. In 5095 we have a large-scale 

late-antique commentary, presumably on the entire Iliad, contained in a book of 

excellent quality both as regards its graphic appearance and accuracy of the text: 

a book that combines concerns for aesthetic qualities with that for high-quality 

critical exegesis and careful transcription, a product no doubt aimed at an equally 

discriminating public. (On the characteristics of the non-biblical manuscripts writ¬ 

ten in Alexandrian majuscule, see A. Porro, ‘Manoscritti in maiuscola alessandrina 

di contenuto profano: Aspetti grahci, codicologici, filologici’, S&C 9 (1985) 169- 

215, with a typology that encompasses and includes 5095; for the papyrus com¬ 

mentaries in bookhands, see also M. Del Fabbro, ‘II commentario nella tradizione 

papiracea’, Studia Papyrologica 18 (1979) 81-3.) 

Some sections of the commentary form an almost word-perfect match to 

the corresponding scholia exegetica known from the medieval codices, and some 

lines can be reconstructed in parallel with them (following the edition of Erbse). 

In other parts the phenomenon is not so striking, but here the exegetic contents 

and interests are of the same type as is found in the scholia exegetica of the medieval 

tradition. None of the considerable number of Homeric papyrus commentaries 

known to date can be so closely likened to their medieval counterparts. In this re¬ 

spect they differ sharply, in other words, from the line of inquiry of Aristarchean 

Alexandrian ancestry which, through the works of Aristonicus, Didymus, Nicanor, 

and Herodianus and the so-called VMK, i.e. Viermannerkommentar, eventually led 

to their preponderance in the scholia of Ven. A, as well as in smaller quantity to 

the scholia of the bT group of manuscripts. By comparison, the hypomnema from 

which P. Mich. 1206 derives, mentioned above, cites the grammarians Demetrius 

Ixion (with the title of his work), Zenodotus, and Didymus in a few abbreviated 

lines. 

Thus 5095 alternately coincides verbatim with the corresponding medieval 

scholia, or shows only partial agreement, or displays a clear difference while still 

addressing contents of the same kind; at times it contains richer materials and 

preserves unknown annotations, whereas elsewhere the material seems meagre 

and lacks portions present in the scholia of the bT tradition that have come down 

to us. For example, what can be read in fr. 1 ->• 9-14 as a comment on II. 12.91-2 is 

strikingly different and far richer than the material known from the corresponding 

scholia, but this annotation is then followed directly by that pertaining to 12.110-11, 

while a number of observations on the portion of Homeric text between 12.92 and 

1. no that are present in bT are missing in the papyrus; in fr. 1 f 15-18 the com¬ 

ment on II. 12.147 is certainly richer than the corresponding medieval scholia, but 

the preceding part unquestionably lacks the annotations to 12.137 and 144, which 

are present in bT. 
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We are grateful to Dr Davide Muratore and Professors F. Pontani and W. 

Lapini for comments on an earlier version, and to Dr Daniela Colomo for the 

English translation from the Italian of the notes below. 

Fr. i -> 

]. 
] at 
l’’ 

].. 

]ff 
]ac 

]. ,a 
](UC(f)lVK€ 

io ]/ji€vyapov 

]cjl>[ ] [ lO~I2 ] redpirnrovSia 

] _ ceXa _ [ 7-9 ] _ Teu'St77770t;c/c() 

] vclto'8 [ 4—6 ]aX\ov€Travra)VKa 

] KTOjp _ _ ( _ )tOV aCTOPK€^pLOV7]V 

15 ] vpraKihrjced Xacioc cdeparrovTa 

]vTan7TOvXvSapiavTL7TavTa eircn 

] vovco8 ’opLr]pocpup.ovpL€vocTr]va 

Jct [ 3—5 ] 9ovvTaeicay€c8iaTi 

imToicrjyaXXe 

20 ].[3“4](.).ec 

] 77 po 

1 ] , part of horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space; to left possibly remains of up¬ 

right, r or t 5 ] , possibly hc, less probably Tie 8 ]_, first, negligible; second, remains 

of two uprights: n or tt 12 ]. ., first, possibly x (with upper part of diagonal ascending from 

left to right hardly visible), a not to be ruled out; second, remains of upright with thick foot, 1, t or u 

177, single dot above t, diaeresis 13 [, upright 14 p , first, upper part of upright; second, 

lower part of upright curving to right; third, round letter, o or co v , two uncertain letters ] , 

t? 20 ].[, first, remains of horizontal with, in upper part of the writing space to the right, 

extremity of diagonal ascending from left to right, perhaps of a k; second, apex, probably of a A; 

third, remains of thick vertical or narrow arc or left-hand half of rather thick horizontal, compatible 

with t; the whole series can be read as kai, but kat is not to be ruled out ] ec, upright curving to 

left probably in ligature with other letter, ai or ai 
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/c]ai c<fnv Ke 

10 fipiovyc Tpiroc eirrero ]/xev yap ov 

](f>[ ] [ IO“I2 ] TeOpLTTTTOV 8ta 

]. .ceAa.[ 7-9 ]. _ T6LP 8 ’ L7T7TOUC /c(ou) 

] vato' 8 [ 4—6 ] aAAop €7r’avTd)v Ka- 

reAnrep 6 'E]kto>p ()tov [ ] ac top KefipLOvrjv 

15 aAA’ ov]x 'YpTaKi8r]c edeA’ Zlcioc ecoc depavovra 

erepoc TTOirjTrjc a]^ ran ITovAv8afiavTi. naprac enol- 

rjce Trei.9op,e\povc• 6 8’ "Ofjaqpoc fjup.ovp.epoc ttjp aArj- 

deiap eva yov]p to[v a7Te]L0ovPTa elcayec■ 8ca tl 

88 epa tovtop; otl fiaAicra rojfc lttttolc r/yciAAe- 

20 TO 

9—*4 The commentary apparently focuses on the redpunroc. Although the preserved scholia 

on these lines do not treat it, ancient exegesis preserves discussions on the presence of the four-horse 

chariot in the Homeric poems; see sch. II. 8.i85ab, 11.699, :9.400, Od. 4.590. In II, 8.185 the names 

of Hector's four horses are listed: Aristarchus expunges the verse mainly on the ground that the 

use of the four-horse chariot is not known to Homer, a fact supported by the use of the dual for the 

horses. (See Aristonicus in sch. 8.185a: on ovSap,ov Op.rjpoc redplmrov yprjcLv Trapet.c6.yei. p-ayerai 

8e tear ra evayopeva Sviica, teal -q ttpoccf>d>vr)cic evrj6r)c. The following part of the sch. seems to sug¬ 

gest that the four names were actually two names accompanied by two epithets; Nicanor, however, 

refuses this possibility.) The long sch. ex. 8.185b too states that ovSapov 6e TeOpimroj KeyprjVTai Ijpcoec 

and adds that the redpimroc is quoted only enl TrapapoX-r/c in Od. 13.81 (cf. sch. ad loc.). However, II. 

11*699 apparently mentions a four-horse chariot belonging to Neleus, vTcoTTrevTai die po6op 77 §vo 

appara SrjXovv fiouXerai (p. 335.36-9 Erbse): if so, the verse is spurious or it mentions two bigae and 

not a quadriga (so Aristonicus in sch. 11.699a, recording Aristarchus’ interpretations: not a rerpcopoc 

but Svo cvvajplSec; cf. sch. ex. 699b). In any case the same sch. ex. 8.185b goes on to present other 

elements of the discussion. In the first place the text (p. 335.39-49 Erbse) remarks that, although the 

other warriors do not use the four-hourse chariot, Hector alone dares to yoke four horses in order 

to awe and shock the enemy. Moreover, Hector is a descendant of Tros, Ganymede’s father: in ex¬ 

change for Ganymede Zeus gave Tros special horses since he was particularly keen on and good at 

riding horses. But afterwards the objection that the use of the dual follows (8.186, 191) is taken into 

consideration: the problem should be solved by referring the dual to two yoked horses (Cvyioi) and 

two added laterally (-rapijopoi): heroes usually use three horses, two of them £vyioi and one nap-qopoc 

in case one of the ivyioi is wounded, but Hector dared to yoke a fourth horse, fearing that both £vytot 

(P* 335*49 “ 336*62 Erbse) would be wounded. That Hector represents an ‘exception’ among Ho¬ 

meric heroes allows us to understand why sch. Od. 4.590, commenting on the gift of three horses and 

a chariot by Menelaus to Telemachus, observes that there would be no explanation for the number 

‘three’ if they knew the Tedpnnroc: we have actually to do with a eweoplc (a biga with two £uyioi) plus 

a Trapr/opoc, as usual in the Iliad, TrXqv ”ExTopoc: on this basis the reference to the idea that Hector 

may represent an exception to the rule according to which redpcmroc is not used appears to be clear. 

In the same direction goes the sch. of Aristonicus on II. 11.699a (see above) on the ‘possible’ four-horse 

chariot belonging to Neleus: it explains that it actually consists of two bigae and concludes ot he die 

riocethcovoc vlov Terpwpw </>aci xpfjcdar "ttttloc yap 6 deoc. To sum up, on the one hand there was 

an exegetical view according to which the Tedpcmroc or rerpwpoc was not used by Homeric warriors, 

XII 91-2 

110—11 
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apart from two exceptions due to different reasons: Hector at//. 8.185 andNeleus at II. 11.699. On the 

other hand, the interpretation given by Aristarchus allows us to understand the two passages within 

the general rule, according to a typical Aristarchean critical tendency. This issue somehow emerges 

also in the sch. of Aristonicus at II. 19.400, which offers a comment on Achilles’ speech to his horses 

Xanthos and Balios, as gifts from the gods to Peleus: crjpieiovvTai tivcc, on ivrevdev 77 SiacKevrj tov 

Tedpimrov Treiroi-pTai ‘Eavde re real cv, IloSaype’ {& 185). The meaning is not clear, but perhaps 

there are traces of a discussion making a point against those who held that this passage on Achilles’ 

horses could have been used as a model for the passage on Hector’s horses at II. 8.185, dealing with 

the problem of the Tedpimroc in this instance too. 

As said above, the preserved sch. at 12.91—2 do not mention this problem. However, 5095 re¬ 

veals that the problem of the Tedpimroc (see line 11) was relevant to the interpretation of this passage 

too, although it is difficult to understand how and to what extent. Lines 13—14 refer to 12.92 aAAov 

Kefipiovao x^pAova KaXXirrev "Emwp, which suggests that the lemma included this verse itself (with 

regard to line 10 one could think of rp'noc elnero ewe *Emwp; cf. line 15, but see below): exempli 

gratia Si[0 (Se) kcu] aAAov or Si[a tovto] aAAov (Pontani) err’avTwv /<a|[reAnrev o "E]ktwp or aAAov 

en’avTwv k<i\[kUo KaTeXnrev o”E]ktwp (Lapini), perhaps too long, although it is difficult to count the 

letters in the rest of this line (eXnrev instead of KaTeXnrev seems to me less probable). One may think 

that the focus of the exegesis here was the following: Hector adds a third person to guide the first 

group of warriors, apart from Cebrion, Poulydamas, and himself (see lemma in II. 9-10), 12.92 aAAov 

Kefipiovao xepeiova), i.e. a fourth anonymous warrior, who was left near the chariot because his infe¬ 

riority to Cebrion. This may have somehow been related to the horses (imrovc in line 12). In any case 

it is not clear whether the argument was against or in favour of an allusion to the Tedpimroc: such an 

allusion, however, would be rather tortuous and extravagant, given that nothing in the whole passage 

12.80-92 suggests anything related to the four-horse chariot, although one cannot either rule out 

completely that this topic was somehow mentioned, or underestimate the fact that 5095 goes in the 

same direction as the sch. ex., whose sources consider Hector as an exception in relation to the use of 

the Tedpimroc, as said above on II. 8.185: a commentator holding the view that Hector dared to yoke 

a four-horse chariot in order to impress the enemy could have tried to find traces of this interpretation 

at any cost, especially with regard to the moment of the attack against the Achaean wall. Professor 

Pontani suggests the following reconstruction of this passage: 

«]af c<f>iv Re¬ 

in fipiovrjc Tpiroc ei7t€to- evXoywc e’(f>a]p,ev yap ov- 

Sapiov rrjc 7ron)ce]a>[c] Tr[apeicayecd]at Tedpnrrrov Sia- 

tpepwv S’ rjv ou]roc eAau[veiv oyr/p-a, Aparelv S’ imrovc /<(ai) 

tjttwv tic rj8]vvaT0' Si[a touto] aAAov err’ ainwv Ka- 

TeXnrev 6 "E] KTwp _ (_ )tov [ _ ] ac tov Kefipiov-pv. 

10 erf>a]p.ev yap would refer to the discussion of the use of bigae instead of quadrigae; at line 

13 r/TTwv tic or eTepoc tic can be suggested; at line 14 the idea of ‘taking with himself’ Cebrion could 

have been expressed. 

15-20 At this point the text exactly coincides with the known sch., and therefore it is possible to 

reconstruct the text on the basis of the sch. ex. at this line: sch. noa1: fiapfiapiK-p 77 aneWeia. eTepoc 

fiev dr TroiipTTjc tui IIoXvSaiJiavTi erroir/ce Travrac TTei9op.evovc, 6 8e''Op.r)poc /xi/iou/revoc tt)v aXrideiav 

era yovv tov aireidowTa elcayei. Sia rt 8e eva tovtov; on piaXicTa role imroic TjyaXXeTO■ “pieyaXoi” 

(M 97) yap rjcav ole Kal dappwv a-rroXXvTai (cf. 7V384-93); the wording is more concise in sch. no a2: 

fiapfiapucr) 77 cnreWeia. pup.ovpievoc Se tt/v aXrideiav 6 ironr/Tric eva yovv tov onreidovvTa elcayei. 81a 

ti Se eva tovtov; oti piaXicTa rote 'imroic riyaXXeTO. /caracreAAei ovv tt)v raiv ttoXXwv aXa^oveiav. 
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Fr. i 4 

.[ 

.[ 

.[ 
*.[ 

5 c.i 

T.[ 
T[ 
Aa.(.)[ 
/JLL/XVO [ 

10 jJLLOVTOV [ 

TacavTovKcu [ ] a op [ 

raSa/xavra [ ] ( )[ 

avcoTepauTrapa [ ] rail’yap [ 

.kclt a[ ] vvvevKaLpoj[ 

15 £Lajcivcyve .[.](.). vclvtovctuh[ 

r]S KvvwvSex Tar epi^ariKT]^ 

Trjvyevop.evyvTapax'pvKaL [ 

y [ Jcroic/caiAotcc [ ( )] 

t ccovTarv [ 

20 Pe.[....(.)].[ 
P^.[ 

r[ 

5 initial c rounded, while c in this script is usually oval: this may be due to the fact that the 

letter has slightly been enlarged because it is at line-beginning 6 r [, u is to be excluded be¬ 

cause there is not the usual curving right-hand upright; of the second letter remains of left-hand arc, 

possibly tco remains of upright at mid-height and perhaps traces of another letter 

12 1.> first, two diagonals crossing one another: the upper part of both strokes and the lower part 

of the diagonal ascending from left to right are visible, possibly x; second, trace of horizontal stroke 

at mid-height touching an upright, perhaps h; third, perhaps w; fourth, right-hand angle of A or a; 

fifth, upright, perhaps with a horizontal protruding from the centre, as h 13 [, angle to the left 

in lower part of writing space, possibly a 15 ].. v, first, upper part of upright 18 y [ ], 

upright whose lower extremity ends with a small blob; to right, join with another letter at mid-height 

2° [, probably t 21 [, upright slightly curved, apparendy not e 
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p,ip,vov [inepyop-evov pdyav Aciov to iyKco- 

10 /mop tov A[clov (f>9avei /cat ini roue vnopivov- 

rac avrov Kal Y[a/xevov] /cat ’OpefcTijv .MciaS^v 

t’ XSapavTa [ ] ( )[ 

avcoTepan napa [ ] tcov yap [ 

€L. . .(. ,)^aT(.)a[. . .]. vw ev Kcupio\i Kar’a- 

15 £taiccv cyve .[.](.).v clvtovc ton[ avBpuiv 

rj8i Kvva>v SeyaTar ipcf)aTiKrj[ 

. ,(.)TVV y^vopivrjv Tapayyv Kal rj[ 

y c rote kojXolc c [ ( )] n [ Soypdo 

rJ aiccovTar n [ 

XII 136 

139-40 

J47 

148 

9-11 Cf. sch. ex. II. 12.136 p.lpvov inepyopevov piyav 'Aclov: piya(v)' T° eyKuipuov Aclov (jidavei 

kcu ini tovc vnopievovrac aiirov. At line 9 it is not clear whether the commentary began with the 

repetition of p.eYav as i11 sch- (p.eyav Aciov pieyav to iyKw]\puov) or not (pieyav Aciov to iyK(l>]\puov): 
Professor Pontani prefers the second possibility, assuming a line of 33 letters (plus high stop); the two 

following lines have 36 and 35 letters respectively, but include several rather broad letters (4 u and 00). 

12 The form A8- is the commonest; only a couple of MSS contain the form J4x- (cf. West, app. 

ad loc.): V. 140 AciclStjv t’ ASapiavTa Oocova re Olvopiaov re. 

After the gap, the series may be read as c]yfjjia. But see below a different interpretation of the 

traces. 

12—15 Cf. sch. ex. 139—40: ovtoi rcov nepl tov Aciov eiciv apiCTOi. iv Se Tjj npoKcipievr) SiaTa^ei 

(M 95-7) ovk avayKalov rjv Kal tovtovc KaTaXeyeiv. elcl yap koto, to iSiov Taypia tov Aciov, ckci (M 

88—104) Se tovc aplcTovc e| anavTwv KaTcXeycv. Perhaps a similar line of thought could be recog¬ 

nized here: as in sch. ev tt) npoKcipievr) biaTalci/ckci contrasts with the preceding ovtoi ktX., in 5095 

avcoTepan (a later spelling for avcvTepuj) contrasts with vuv ev Kaipa>[i; then probably a comment on 

the fact that the poet thought it appropriate to list the apicToi companions of Asius; e.g. vuv ev Kaipa)[i 

6 noirjT-rjc kot’ a]|£tcociv cVvC9-[^]^v uutouc tcoi [ Aclan (Lapini suggests a form of cwtclccoj, cf. sch. 

D a 12.415: eKapTvvavTo <J)aXayyac glossed with cwcTa^avTO, but cvvcTagev seems to be too short and 

cvvOaccev is not very convincing). 

15—16 After aiiTovc the commentary probably carries on (sc. avTovc tcui [Ac'uui?) rather than 

beginning a new lemma in the form atjtovc(-) ran [t’ iv opecciv avSpdiv]|4Se kvvoiv SeyaTai. Such 

a reconstruction would lead us to assume the omission of a high stop and a mistake, tcui for rev; 

moreover line 15 would be too long. 

16 All witnesses (included the oldest ones; cf. sch. ad loc.) have Seyarat; only Ambr. gr. F 205 

inf. has SiyeTai (cf. app. West ad loc.). In 5095 the letter after y, crucial to deciding which reading 

was written on the papyrus, is damaged: however, the traces are compatible only with A, although 

some uncertainty remains. 

The concept of emphasis often occurs in fiomeric sch. as a criterion for stylistic judgment: 

examples can easily be found through Erbse’s Index III, but the sch. to this passage do not offer par¬ 

allels. It is possible that the commentary referred to the simile as having an emphatic function (ipuf>a- 
tiktj [7 napapoX-r), cf. sch. II. 15.624—5, Od. 9.292) in relation to the Tapayrj produced in the battle. 

17 The o of yevopievrjv is particularly narrow, unless there is a mistake. 

17—18 In line 18 the phrase toic kojXolc surely belongs to the comment on KoXocvpTov of the 

second half of V. 147 (cf. sch. 12.147b KoXocvproc napa to KtuXa inicvpeiv, rj tov koXcuov Kal citpiyp-ov). 
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As the lost part of v. 18 could contain from 12 to 15 letters, it does not seem possible to assume here 

another lemma. 

11-18 Professor Pontani proposes the following reconstruction: 

/cat 7[ap.evov] /cat 'Ope[cTT)v Acia8r)v 139—40 

t’ ASap-avra ©6[<vva re 0[)vpixqp\y re- tovtovc 

avuirepwi 7rapaA[ei77ef a]vTOiv yap t[ovc rfyefiovac 

enrtuv Kar ar[Sp]a, vvv iv /catpd/[t navrac Kar’ a- 

15 ^taictv cyveirrjy[a\yev avrovc ran [detail. avSpcov 

r]8e Kvvdjv SeyaTar ep.</>aTi/o) [?) TrapafioXr)- vvv 

yap ttjv yevop.evr)v rapayr/v Kal ^[yd> kvc'lv /card 

yyc role /cd/Aotc cypqiJ.[evoi]c nap[el3a\ev. 

’9 E atccovrar. Of A and.t after the initial t extremely scanty traces survive. The following 

high stop suggests that we have a lemma from v. 148, with a mistake in the ending, t’ alccovrai for t’ 

atccovre (a simple phonetic exchange at/e), although at fr. 2+3, line 6, the high stop is used within the 

commentary. It is possible that the lemma started in the preceding line and included the word Soxpiu; 

also from the same verse, cf. sch. 148a. Muratore suggests 7rA[aytaic oppia/vrec, cf. sch. D II. 12.148: 

8oypid) t’ atccovrec etc ttAayiov oppLaivrec. 

Fr. 2 + 3 -> 

top 

. (.). ]epya^onTatKat77a0[ 

.[ JrctjSoA vep 

.KVVTCLLKCUTOV [ 

7TLCTLveixvo[ ]uciv ic-^ovyapTr[ 

5 rjVT€7reTpr]-rjp,eveiuil3o\r]Ta)v[ 

CLV€LKacTaiKcuaveiu,a>r7]8€T(ov[ 

] TGJLK _ [ 

] AAept [ 
] poc'enSe [ ]cocoreK [ 

10 ]Top,T](f)avai 

] (j)obpavepi(f) [ 

]ea)vavep. [ 

]tcjovcikovov[ 

] pLaTOaVKCLT [ 

15 ] _ C€KTV7TOVa [ 

]t/jUpiev [ 

].v[ 

3 .(. )> firsb a tiny curve at line-level, possibly lower extremity of left-hand arc; second, two 

extremely scanty traces at line-level and in upper part of writing space (before them perhaps small la¬ 

cuna of one letter), third, upper part of two uprights (possibly n, although very doubtful) v , first, 
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probably e, second, curve in upper part of writing space (suiting e) v , left-hand arc, perhaps c 

8 [.left-hand arc suggesting an oval letter like e, o, c; cj> not to be ruled out 17 ] v, horizontal 

stroke, perhaps t or it, followed by traces compatible with the upper part of a y, but without the 

usual ligature with t/tt 

10 

15 

top 

.(.).] cpya^ovrai kat -nad[ XV 610—14 

[p.e]Taf3oAp vep 

.(_ )p' _[_(_)]_ S[e](,KvvTai Kal tov _ [ 

ttlctlv epiTro[io]yciv tcyov yap Tr[ypyp8ov appporec 618 

tjvt€ 7rerpp- p juep ipifioAp Tcov [/3ap/3apajv Kvp,a- 

av etVacrat Kal avepbun' p 8e rwv \'EAApva>v Kapre- 

pia ran Tpc iterpac a/anj-pran /ta[i Svciradel. Aa/urro- 623 

jttevoc wpi JpAAep [ 

]nypoc iv 8’ eTj-fec]’ cue ore Ky[p,a dopi iv vpi ire- 624 

crjici■ ev Se] to pip (f>avai eTr^A^ev 

] c(f>o8pav epi(f)a[iv- rpv ftlav 

viral vei^Je'cov avepipT\p€<f)€c 625 

]rajn akovov[ 

] piarcov Kar [ 

] C€KTV7TOVa [ 

K€KaX\ Vp.pi€Vp[ 

]rv[ 

1-4 The remains of the commentary certainly refer to 15.610-14, but the problem related to 

the expunction of these verses by Aristarchus is not treated. This problem is treated both in sch. a of 

Aristonicus (adeTovvrcu crlyoL -rrevre) and in sch. ex. b‘ and b2. The sch. ex. defend the authenticity of 

those verses, especially on the basis of stylistic observations. Sch. b2 observes that the reiterated occur¬ 

rence of Hector’s name at v. 610 conveys more emphasis (and therefore is not a pointless repetition; 

cf. sch. a). Moreover, sch. b' and b2 coincide almost completely in the last section, which concerns 

15.612—14: Kal p TTpoXpifnc (sc. 612—14) 8e e’en exppa noipriKov. -npoceKTiKov 8e raura tov aKpoarrjv 

Kal TrepnradecTepov ipyaH,ovTaL. Kal tov Xeyovroc \p9oc xppciov, Kal toe (airo add. b') cvvaXyovvTOC 

p 7tlctic (b2, sim. bl). It cannot be known whether in the lost part of our hypomnema the problem of 

the expunction was treated (if it was treated, probably the expunction was rejected); we can observe, 

however, that 5095 contains observations on three points: (a) the prolepsis in 15.612-14; (b) the psy¬ 

chological impact of the passage on aKpoaTpc (cf. 1. 1); and (c) the ttIctlc produced by a speaker who 

sympathetically shares the sorrow (cf. 1. 4)—in a fuller form in comparison to the sch. This is signifi¬ 

cant because these points represent the arguments that in the sch. are used to reject the expunction 

by Aristarchus. The peTafioXp of 1. 2 is not paralleled in the sch. ex.: it could refers to the ‘change’ 

announced at w. 612-14, where Hector’s imminent death is anticipated and announced, while Hec¬ 

tor at this very moment is victorious thanks to Zeus’ support (cf. pavvvOahioc 612, oAtyoypovtoc sch. 

b\ p. 127, r. 39 Erbse). 
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i Exempli gratia \npoceKTiKov 8e ravTa tov a.Kpoa]\Tyv] epyal,ovTai Kal na9\yTiKWTepov (La- 

pini), if not a mistake for (nepi)na9[ecTepov] cf. the sch. quoted above. 

3 Possibly fjVJwJfeJi/cvimu. 

4 ttlctlv epno[io]vciv. On this phrase cf. sch. ex. II. 23.670. 

4-7 The text can be reconstructed on the basis of sch. ex. 15.618b: y pev epfSoXy twv 

fiapflapwv Kvpaciv eiKacrai Tayv SiaXvopevoec (sc. W. 624—8), y 8e twv EXXyvwv Kaprepla tw Trjc 

irerpac a.Kivr)Tcp Kal 8vcna9ei (sc. w. 618-22). The length of 1. 5, which seems to be of 34 letters (plus 

high stop) against the 40 letters of 1. 4 and the 38 letters of 1. 6, is doubtful; but cf. above, fr. 1 f g 

with comm, at 11. 9-11: here too 1. 5 contains several broad letters (unless we insert vvv before Kvpaciv, 

as Pontani suggests). In 5095 as in sch. the comment at v. 618 parallels the two similes in a reverse 

sequence in respect to the poetic text. The simile at w. 624-8 is then treated separately at 11. gff. 

5 A single dot above v of yvTe marking diaeresis. 

7-9 On the basis of ]nvpoc of 1. 9 one can suppose a comment on v. 623 ainap o Xap.n6p.evoc 

nvpi navTodev kvdop’ op-lXa>: cf. sch. ex. 623 (Xapnopevoc nvpi:) nepiXap.nop.evoc vno twv onXwv wc 

vno nvpoc. 

8 Although the body of (J) is usually more rounded, it may be possible to read ep<p[a-, with 

reference to the emphasis (cf. at 1. 11 and fr. 1 f 16) of the image of Hector joining the fight Xapnopevoc 

nvpi. 

9 Here is the join between the two fix: ] wcotck [ belongs to fr. 2, which here breaks off, while 

]. poc evSe [ belongs to fr. 3, which includes the following lines. 

9~~12 Cf sch. ex. 624—5 ev $ enec a>c ore Kvpa (9oy ev vyt necyci / — avepoTpeepec): 

nenvKvwrai Talc napafioXaic o Tonoc npoc epepaciv twv npaypaTwv. y 8e ev (624) epepaivei Tyv f3lav 

tov Kvparoc. elc eniraciv 8e npocKenai avepoTpecpec (625). ev 8e to py (pavai enrjX9ev y ene8papev, 

aAA" evenece, c<po8pav Tyv fiiav 8yX wv. Possible reconstruction exempli gratia: 

vno] nvpoc ev 8’ en[ec]’ wc ore Ky[pa dorji ev vyl ne- 624 

10 crpci' ev Se] to py (pavai, en[yX9ev rj eneSpapev, aXX’ 

evenece] ccpo8pav ep<paYivwv Tyv j8iav tov KvpaTOC 

vnai ve<j>]ewv aveppT[pe<pec 625 

i2ff. Here the comment on the simile of the wave falling on the ship, with the description of 

the ship itself during the violent storm. Cf. sch. ex. II. 15.6256a vnal veepetor avepoTpecpec (77 8e re 

naca / ayvy vneKpvepdy): yv^ypevov vno avepov, u>c eivai vnoKaTw twv veep wv Kal nXyciat,eiv avTolc. 

ol 8e avepoTpecpec to evTovov. Kal CcpwvtSyc (fr. 107 P = PMG 612) “avepoTpecPewv nvXawv” eipyKev. 

o 8e Kopnoc twv Xeyopevwv Kal 6 1poepoc twv ovopaTwv ovk ea ISeiv ttjv vavv acppw KeKaXvppevyv. 

13 ]twv (ikov6v[twv? 

14 Possibly 6 ipoepoc twv ov]opaTwv. 

15 Probably ] ce KTvnov ap[. 

Fr. 2 + 3 F 

top 

] apeTrjvTT poceKXoyrj [ 

] [ ]oV€ [ ] COTOi [ 
] TTjVTOVToSe . .[(.).]. (J'crp (/) _ etc- 

] KdivocoTpOTToc. [. (. )]ap[ ] laXXaiTTCo 

5 ] ecevovroccTpacf>eicyapi.[ ]a<f)vXa 

]aceauTOVTr pavo8i.c ei 
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] CKara[ 

]x6r]-€ic[ 

]yapirpai[' .(.)]_[..].[ 

10 ]c7rpOCTO>l [ 

]cOV€COpCOVT[ 

]fAeV7T€piTCO [ 

]a[ ]ot'vecra>[ 

]a>v €vtolc[ 

15 Jtc’Starou 

] _ rat/catra [ 

](_) _ _ •Kouai _ [ 

2 6. L probably A ( [, 6- rather than c 3 ] r, probably e [, upper part of upright 

with thicker extremity ] , two traces in upper part of writing-space, of which the second is the 

upper part of a upright with left-hand blob: n or a 1 8 x§, first, short oblique trace ascending 

from left to right and slighdy protruding below the line level, should belong to the ascending diagonal 

of a x; second, the prolongation of the lower part of the descending diagonal of x into e as in fr. i| 16 

9 third, A? 10 [, upright bearing a cross-bar: Torn 16 ]., upright [, di¬ 

agonal stroke descending from left to right 17 ](_) _, two traces in the upper part of the writing 

space, compatible with the upper part of n, or with the right-hand half of a A followed by 1, or with 

the central and right-hand part of 00 18 t, possibly e or e; less probably a 

5 

10 

top 

]apeTr)v TTpoc e*cAoyi}[v] XV 641—3? 

]op€ [ ] . (JOTOL [ 

] _TT]V TOVToSe .[(.).].(.)■ CTpe<£#€lC- 645 

] xaivoc 6 Tponoc _[ (_)]ap[ ]i aAAa tttco- 

} ecev ovtoc crpacfyelc yap 1)4] a <f)v\a- 28 

^■•prai cucTCtAJac eavrov TjapaTrobicOeic ran p,rj- 

xei rrjc acmSJoc Kara [rrjv avrvya vtttioc ttciXto 

o e’er 1 KaTy]vC\x9rj• ei’c[a>77oi 653 

]yap 7Tpto[_ .(.)]_[..].[ 

] C77 pOCTOJL [ 

]a>v eaipau'rf 

]/xev irepi rco [ 

]a[ ]or NecT(o\p avre p^aXi- 659 

era Tepr/vioc ovpoc -M^aijcov ev rotc[ 

] tc* 81a tov [ 15 
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] rat /cat ra [ 

](.). .' Ka'L ttt8[cS 

]. AT..[ 

661 

i The commentary would refer to 15.641 or rather to 641—43, where Periphetes, son of Co- 

preus, is told to be much better than his father navrolac aperac: the sch. ex. criticize the simile for 

being so unfavourable to the father in comparison to the son (cf. sch. ex. 15.64^). Line 1 should refer 

to the ‘choice’ based on the ape-n) (on the phrase npoc eKXoyrjv cf. sch. ex. II. 18.490). 

3 ]. T71V- Read apjer^v? 

The middle stop before crpefidelc is very faded. The lemma slightly protrudes in the margin 

to the right and is followed by a dot indicating lemma-end: therefore it consisted of a single word. 

Didymus’ sch. 645a, 81yo>c 8e to crpefidelc, 81a tov a Kal Sia tov e, provides evidence for the exist¬ 

ence of the alternative reading cTpa(f>delc (cf. West app. ad loc.: no MSS record this reading): unfor¬ 

tunately in 5095 of the letter between p and cf> only very scanty traces survive, although they seem to 

be compatible with a. 

3—8 The comment concerns 15.645 ff.: 

crpecftdelc yap plctottlc9cv iv olcttl8oc avTvyi ttoXto, 

Trjv avTOc <f>opeecK€ tto8tivckc’ , ipKoc olkovtwv 

Trj o y’ ivl f$Xa(f>8elc nicev vtttloc, ap.</>t Se -nr)Xr]£ 

cp.ep8aXcov Kova^rjce -repl Kparafioici ttccovtoc. 

645 

648 

Periphetes (cf. 1 n.) ‘turning himself back, stumbled on the edge of his shield’, and therefore 

fell to the ground and was easily killed by Hector. The sch. ex. offer comparable elements: sch. 645b 

CTpe<f>deLC yap p,€T0TTLc9ev ( — 7raAro) : (here ov8e tovto acfi’ eavrov Karopdcocac cf>aLV€TaL 6"Ektlup, 

tv) Se tov rJepLcfirjTOv hvcTvyia cuy/ceypyrar to yap ■mt!>p.a cvvcttpa£e vpoc to evyepy yevecdai ttjv 

araipecw; sch. 645c (crpefidelc yap /xeTOTncdev:) oVaic <t>vXa^yTaL cvcTciXac eavTOv vtto tt)v ac7uSa; 

sch. 645^* acTnSoc avTvyi ttoXto: TrapaTTo8Lc9cLC tco pltjkcl ttjc glcttlSoc wara ttjv avTvya vtttloc 

KaTyvcySy. ttclXto 8e eveneXacOrj (cf. also sch. ex. II. 4.462a vtttloc yap evenecev ktX.). 

At 1. 4 Pontani suggests tov 9avaTo]v kolvoc 6 Tpo-rroc; an explanatory sentence could have 

followed (o yap would be natural, but it does not seem possible to reconstruct the remainder with 

certainty). aXXa TTTuip.aTL would be plausible, followed by a verb like kotc\trecev or a similar verb (cf. 

sch. D 4.493 TjpLTTc: KaTT)vey8ri, enecev; 14.55 KaTTjpLTrcv: KaT-prcydy, kotcttcccv, 15.464 TrapenXayxdr]: 

■naprjvexdr), Trapc-nccev), or by f3iov aiTw\Xeccv (see below), and preceded by something contrasting the 

7TTujp,a as the cause of the warrior s death: e.g. ovk apat aXXa 77Tajp.aT<., perhaps with irony on the 

death of clumsy Periphetes (a most inescapable and fatal end, contrasting with a completely avoidable 

and banal obstacle; on the phrase cf. sch. ex. II. 6.286 ovtc yap cvvawclv Tfj AXe£av8pov apa 8vvaTaL 

wc fj.rjTrjp, ovtc avoXoyeLcdaL ktX.). However, in Hew of the traces and space, it is not possible to 

read ovk before ap. Moreover, apai is not frequendy used. Alternatively, one may think of a verb be¬ 

fore aAAa (ending in -pet?) and indicating something (positive?) accomplished by the character, who, 

however, ingloriously dies because of his fall. An alternative interpretation is offered by Lapini: aAA’ 

aTTTu>\[Toc (hv av r/p]K€cev ovtoc (but it is unclear what preceded): in this case the comment would 

not be ironic, but Periphetes would be pitied as a warrior who has been much better than his father in 

his apcT-r), and therefore would have been able to defend himself, if a cruel destiny had not reserved 

an inglorious death for him from a fall (a death that in any case brings to Hector kOSoc vnepTcpov, v. 

644). On the basis of the plausible TTTu>\[pLaTL P'lov 0.77-01] Aecer oo-roc at 11. 4—5, Pontani proposes three 

interpretations, ‘each unsatisfying for one reason or another’: (a) tov 9avaTo]v kplvoc 6 Tpoiroc- o[u 
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y]ap aAA’ ■>? TTTw\fxaTL fiiov a.Trw]Xecev ovtoc, which makes necessary the correction of aAAa 

into aAAT)\ (b) tov davaro^y rcaivoc o Tporroc 7rap[a] TaAAa TTTw\p.aTa, <Ll fiiov aircojAecev ovtoc, with 

a problematic reading yap[ after Tpo-noc; (c) tt/c p.aXVc °]v k<xiv6c 6 Tpo-noc 77ap[7)]v, aAAa TTTw\p.aTi 

P'lov a7rdi]Aecev ovtoc, with the same difficulty as above. Finally, there remains the possibility of a la¬ 

cuna in 1. 4. 

The phrase raivoc 6 Tponoc at 1. 4 is interestingly paralleled by sch. ex. II. 16.594 cTpaneno: 

eBrjXwcev avTO e£rjc Bia tov ‘ CTpe<p9elc e^anlvrjc ’ (77 598). tcaivoc Be 6 Tpo-noc 6 yap (frevywv 

e-rncTpacfyelc ktclvcl tov BiwKovna. Under the attack by the Acheans, the Trojans are withdrawing, 

but Glaucus at first Opa-neRo) and, w'hile being chased and caught (15.598), suddenly turns back, 

cTpe<f>delc e^aniv-pc, and kills his pursuer. As in 15.645!!, here too we find a chased warrior who turns 

back to face his pursuer: while in the first case Periphetes fails in his attempt, falls and is killed by 

Hector, in this case, on the contrary, Glaucus succeeds against the warrior Bacticles, who is going to 

catch him. The sch. remarks on the contrast, 6 pevywv emcTpacfrelc ktcIvcl tov Blojkovto.. The two 

cases have in common the motive of a chased warrior who turns himself back and faces his pursuer: 

in 15.645ff. one may say that the Kaivomjc pointed out by the ancient interpreters consists in the fact 

that the chased warrior is killed because a clumsy fall in turning back, while in 16.593-8 the xaivonpc 

consists in the fact that the chased warrior succeeds against his pursuer. 

7-8 ttclXto or ctto-Xto, followed by a gloss. Alternatively Pontani: koto. [ti)v avnvya evenecev 

Kal | vtttloc eccpa\x9-p. 

After rj there is a high dot, probably followed by a lemma, which must be elcio-noi of 15.653: 

clcomol S’ eyevovTo vewv, rrepl S’ ecyeOov axpat / vrjec ocai npojTai elpvaTO. There are problems 

here with the precise identificadon of places and movements of warriors at the moment when the 

Trojans reach the Achean ships. The sch. offer not many suggestions for the reconstruction of these 

lines: sch. ex. 653 elcanrol B’ eyevovTo vewv: vvrecTeiXav eavTOVc into tclc vavc etc yap tcl pieTa^v 

BiacTTjpiaTa <f>evyovci, fipayv p.epoc InroXenropievoi twv vewv wc rac Trpvpivac avrovc v-no^e^-pKevaL. 

01 Be on vvoxwp-pcavTwv twv ’EXXrjvwv ev avoipei yeyove to nXfjOoc twv vewv toic Tpwciv; sch. D 

elcwiToi 8 ’ eyevovTo vewv: ev oijjei rac vavc efiXenov, o ecnv eicrjX9ov etc avTac, tovtcctiv vtto tt/v 

CTeyrjv avTWV eyevovTo. 

9 In this line the two frr. join: the sequence ]yap7rpa>[ belongs to fr. 2, which breaks offhere; the 

following sequence ] 8 [ ] [ belongs to fr. 3, which includes the following lines. The sch. D ax par. 

ai TTpwpai suggests rac] yap TTpw[pac. 

10 Muratore suggests ra]c npoc twi r[efy€i]|[rauc; cf. sch. ex. II. 14.31—2, concerning the to¬ 

pography of the Achean camp (on which subject Aristarchus wrote a treadse): ecyarat Be ai (sc. v-rjec) 

■npoc tw Teiyei. ai 8e tov Ayap,ep,vovoc vyjec nacai -npoc tt) daXaccr) rjcav. 

11 ]wv ewpwvT\. Read ewpwvTo or ewpwv. Exempli gratia r[ac npvpivac rrpwpac twv vewv. 

13—17 The dots at 13 and 14 mark the beginning and the end of the lemma, which included all 

of v. 659. The comment here in 5095 was rather long, although the sch. preserve nothing (apart from 

sch. D ovpoc: vvv (frvXai). Perhaps it included also the following v. 660; cf. sch. ad loc. 

14 Probably ev toic [. 

15 Probably Sta tov [, preceded by the trace of a high stop: however, what precedes and 

what follows are not part of a lemma, and therefore the punctuation must articulate the commentary. 

17 After the stop, a lemma from v. 661 beginns: w cfrlXoi avepec cctc xai alBw 6ec9’ evl 9vp.w, 

which is commented by sch. ex. 66i-2ab; the same verse occurs in 15.561, commented by sch. Ge 

(Erbse ad loc.). 
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Fr. 4 

i 

].[ 

8i[ 

].[ 

] V7T€ 

]/50)€C 

]rora 

Fr. 5 

—> i 

]civ[ ].u»c[ 

bottom bottom 

Fr. 4 ->• 

1 ] , because of the loss of the upper layer of fibres only a very scanty trace is visible; appar¬ 

ently accidental ink to the left of the preserved text, not in alignment with it 3 [, first, a curve in 

upper part of writing space; second, the thick upper extremity of an upright 

2 Exempli gratia pe^a[vTi ioiKuic 15.586 or o]pe£a[i 15.596. 

i 

3 T\dMec ? 

Fr. 5 I 

1 ] , horizontal stroke at mid-height, probably belonging to e. 

Fr. 6 ->(?) Fr. 7 -*(?) 

top 

].[ ].c 

Fr. 6 

Negligible traces. No traces of ink on the other side. 

Fr. 7 

On the other side very faded traces of ink. 

F. MONTANARI 
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5096. Roman Collection of Ptolemaic Rulings 

io6/i2(a) 15.4 x 13 cm Early first century 

Plate XIV 

A fragment of a collection made in the early Roman period of Ptolemaic 

royal rulings with Roman amendments. The verso of the papyrus was later reused 

for what seems to be a draft of a law-court speech, published as 5098 below. The 

fragment is complete at the top, which has a 3.5 cm margin, and the space at the 

end of 2 suggests that it is almost complete to the right. Probably half or more 

of lines 1—6 have been lost to the left. The text was written in a broad column or 

columns with generous interlinear spacing. The blank spaces at the ends of lines 4 

and 7 show that it was arranged by paragraphs, apparently one for each ruling. The 

hand, which is confident and regular with occasional cursive tendencies (e.g. end of 

4), looks to be of Augustan or Tiberian date. 

The first two paragraphs (lines 1-4, 5-7) contain rulings of a single mon¬ 

arch—‘year 19 of my times’—about confiscation to the idios logos of the estates of 

two categories of people who die after year 19 (see notes ad loc.): two-thirds if they 

have made wills or their whole property if they die intestate. The third paragraph 

contains a ruling about officials, whether those appointed by the kings (i.e. Ptole¬ 

mies) or those who hold or have held a ‘public’ position, probably fining those who 

had abused their office (see note ad loc.); because this usage of S^p-oaoc is Roman, 

this must be a Roman extension of a Ptolemaic ruling, presumably made when 

some former Ptolemaic officials or their heirs were still alive. So too, if the first two 

rulings are Ptolemaic, their reproduction here implies that they still had potential 

applicability; indeed the continued specification of the watershead of year 19 

would seem to envisage that there could still be heirs living of men who had died 

before it. 

On the above assumptions, the year 19 could be, in reverse chronological 

order, that of Tiberius (ad 32/3), Augustus (12/11 bc), Cleopatra vn (34/3 bc), 

Ptolemy xn Auletes (63/2 bc) or possibly Ptolemy x Alexander 1 (96/5 bc). Tiberius 

and Augustus are unlikely because no rulings of this sort are cited in the Gnomon 

of the Idios Logos, and year 19 was not significant for either in terms of known 

legislation or events in Egypt. In theory Cleopatra vn and Ptolemy x should not be 

candidates because each was a joint ruler in their years 19, but caution is advised by 

the case of OGIS 761 (C. Ord. Ptol. 64), a grant of asylum to a temple by Ptolemy x 

in his year 18 prefaced as if he were sole monarch. However, Ptolemy x is probably 

too early, and P. Bingen 45 has revealed that Cleopatra vii termed 34/3 bc her ‘year 
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19 and 4’ (sc. of Egypt and of Cyrene, Cyprus, and Phoenicia). In favour of year 

19 of Ptolemy xn there is the positive consideration that he was almost certainly 

the author of the various rulings collected in BGU IV 1185 (C. Ord. Ptol. 71), one of 

which remits debts due to the crown up to year 19 of his reign, another concerns 

land on which geometria has been paid up to year 21, while a third allows relatives to 

inherit the allotments of catoecic cavalrymen who die intestate. These rulings, in¬ 

cidentally, were originally attributed to Ptolemy x; Wilcken’s reattribution of them 

to Ptolemy xii, although his reason that they are in the name of a sole monarch is 

not entirely safe (cf. the case of OGIS 761), is supported by the probability that the 

text comes from a cartonnage from Abusir el-Melek composed almost exclusively 

of documents from the reigns of Ptolemy xn and Cleopatra vn, including at least 

two copies of edicts of Cleopatra vn: see E. Salmenkivi, P Berk Salmen. pp. 29-36. 

The phrase ‘year 19 of my times’ finds no parallel in other edicts of the Ptole¬ 

mies or Roman emperors, although they sometimes refer in more general terms 

to ‘my times’ or ‘my principate’, and it is probably a later gloss to clarify that the 

year 19 was that of the author of the two rulings, Ptolemy xii, rather than the more 

recent years 19 of Cleopatra vn and Augustus (see note ad loc.). Presumably the 

first two edicts were issued shortly before his year 19, perhaps in 64 bc, which may 

also be the date of the edicts in BGU IV 1185. At the time Rome’s leaders were 

arguing over whether to annex Egypt, and Ptolemy xii needed both money and 

the support of the army. Hence his concessions to the catoecic cavalry, including 

remission of debts to the crown up to year 19, while the two rulings here probably 

represent the reaffirmation or toughening from year 19 onwards of some penalties 

due to the crown. They add to the evidence that the Ptolemaic office of the idios 

logos had by now developed into a patrimonial institution like that of the Roman 

period: see D. W. Rathbone, ‘Egypt, Augustus and Roman Taxation’, Cahiers du 

Centre Glotz 4 (1993) 81-112. 

The collection and glossing of these rulings in a format that was, or was 

meant to look, ‘official’ illustrates the transition from Ptolemaic to Roman rule. 

Where local rules did not conflict with Roman law or subsequent Roman enact¬ 

ments, they were usually treated as authoritative. There are several known Roman- 

period private and official citations of Ptolemaic royal edicts [C. Ord. Ptol. All. 

114-23), and the Gnomon of the Idios Logos includes rulings which are clearly 

of Ptolemaic origin (e.g. §§11-12, 48), even if §37, which is also in XLII 3014, 

a mid-first-century copy of the Gnomon, is the only one to refer specifically, albeit 

generically, to ‘edicts of kings and prefects’. The dossier of known Ptolemaic royal 

edicts in C. Ord. Ptol. shows that there was already a long tradition of private and 

official collation and copying of edicts of current and previous rulers, sometimes 

with paragraphing of individual rulings. P. Vindob. Tandem 1 (C. Ord. Ptol. add. 

All. 124), which remains the only known case of a Roman-period copy of the full 

text of a Ptolemaic edict, shows that this practice continued through to the mid 
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third century. 1 he Gnomon of the Idios Logos is different in that it was a centrally- 

issued and fairly stable collection, with fixed numbering of the paragraphs for each 

rule cited, and that all the rulings are cited in the third person and in abbreviated 

form. The Gnomon proclaims itself to be a selection of the most commonly en¬ 

countered rules relevant to the Idios Logos. While the third ruling of this text may 

be subsumed in a paragraph of the Gnomon, the first two rulings do not appear, 

probably because their relevance soon passed. The text suggests that, at least in the 

earlier period ol Roman rule, ad hoc collections of Ptolemaic rulings with Roman 

adaptations were compiled by local agents of the Roman administration in addi¬ 

tion to the centralised creation and circulation of guides like the Gnomon of the 

Idios Logos. 

] r? TeXevrrjcovci /xera to l9 (eroc) tcov 

[ep.a)v XPov(°v ^SiadoovTcu' toov fikv 8iadep.€vo)v 

] etc top l8lop Aoyov, tojp 8k dSta0er[o)r] 

TTav]ja ra vttclp^ovra. 

5 ]vOJP OL pL€TOL TO id (eTOc) TOOV €pLU)P XpOVOOV 6t[i] 

] l TCL 8l)0 [X€prj T(X)V V7TapXOPTOJP €Ct[ 

] 8iadcpVTaL, TTCLPTO. TOL VTrapXOVTCL. 

vtto tu)v] fiacLAeujv €7tl tlvojv 77paypLCLToov €Taxdr]cav rj 8rjpLOCLOv tl ey[ 

“] who die after year 19 of [my times — whether or not? ] they have made wills; of those who 

have made wills [—] to the idios logos, but of the intestate [—] all their property. 

‘[— of those ] who after year 19 of my times still [—] two-thirds of their property [— but if 

they] have [not?] made wills, all their property. 

‘[— those] who have been appointed by the kings over any affairs or hold(?) any public posi¬ 

tion [’ 

1—4 The first ruling orders confiscation at death of the property of those from a defined group 

who die after year 19: the whole of it if they had not made wills, and probably, comparing the second 

ruling, two-thirds if they had. The intestate (dSux0erot) are mentioned and treated as a particular case 

in only one known ruling explicidy of a Ptolemaic monarch, but also in two rulings in the Gnomon 

of the Idios Logos apparently of Ptolemaic origin. In BGU IV 1185.16—19 (see introd.), Ptolemy XII 

extends to the Heracleopolite catoecic cavalry a right previously granted to the Arsinoite cavalry, 

that if they were to die intestate their relatives could inherit their allotments. The Gnomon has four 

paragraphs that list potential claims of the fiscus to property of the intestate. §4, ‘The property of 

those who die intestate to whom there is no heir in law is adjudicated to the fiscusis the Republican 

procedure for bona vacantia as diverted by Augustus to benefit the patrimonium, even if it was also ap¬ 

plicable to inheritance under local law. § 35 is a purely Roman rule applying to Roman soldiers. § 9, 

which allows only patrons and their sons to inherit from freedmen of ‘citizens’ who die childless and 

intestate, despite intrusion of the Roman term ‘patrons’ for ex-masters, must be of Ptolemaic origin 

because it refers to acTol and is different from Roman law in excluding the daughters of ex-masters 

(cf. Gnomon §22). The fourth, §112, despite its problematic lacunae, is also strikingly similar in its 

penalty to the ruling here: ‘Of castrated men and (natural) eunuchs who [have been registered (Schu- 

bart, BL III 18) / do not have children (Reinach, BL II 30)], after their death, if they die intestate, 
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the [whole property] is confiscated, but if they have made wills two thirds [are taken] and the third 

[goes] to those, if any, of the same (civil) status to whom they have bequeathed [their property]’. 

Contrary to Schubart’s interpretation, this does not fit either the Roman legal tradition in general, 

which treated the castrated and natural eunuchs diflferently (Dig. 23.3.39.1, 40.2.14.1), or Domitian’s 

edict against castration of slaves (Suet. Domit. 7.1), and so is probably Ptolemaic in origin. Another 

parallel in terms of penalty occurs in §45, which is probably Ptolemaic, like the other rules about 

acToi, because the concept of ‘later (post-marital) acquisitions’ has Greek roots (cf. P. Dryton 4.20): 

‘If a citizen (man) has married an Egyptian woman and died childless, the fiscus confiscates his later 

acquisitions (em'/cr^ra), but if he has children, it confiscates two thirds’ (there follow the rules if he 

had previous children by a citizen wife). It may be worth noting that two-thirds as the portion to be 

confiscated occurs in this (probably) and the second ruling of this text and in two probably Ptolemaic 

rulings from the Gnomon (§§45, 112), but in no certainly Roman regulation. In the case of this first 

ruling the lacunae are too large to allow any sensible guess at the category of people to whom it ap¬ 

plied, or whether childlessness was also a criterion for the penalty. 

1 and 5 peTa to id (croc) twv ipwv xpouwv. In other edicts where Ptolemaic rulers refer to past 

or future years in their reign, such as the ‘amnesty’ edict of 118 bc (P. Tebt. I 5.42, 64, 95 etc.; C. Ord. 

Ptol. 53) they just say ‘year x\ A similar use of the phrase occurs in XLVII 3343, in which a Prefect 

of around 204-6 circulates his responses to accumulated petitions and refers to those ‘of my times’ 

(line 3) as distinct, implicitly, from the petitions addressed to his predecessor but left to him to answer. 

3 etc rov 18iov Xoyov. In the Gnomon of the Idios Logos confiscation is never said to be ‘to the 

Idios Logos’ but ‘to the fiscus’ (in the sense of patrimonium). Whereas confiscation to the Ptolemaic idios 

logos was an automatic bureaucratic procedure, as it is here, the role of the Roman Idioslogos, follow¬ 

ing Roman Republican practice, was to adjudicate claims that property should be confiscated to the 

fiscus (e.g. Strabo 17.1.2; Gnomon §§4, 9). 

5-7 This second ruling concerns another unidentifiable category of people who ‘still’ do 

something, or have not done something, after year 19 and then die; two-thirds or the whole of their 

property is, by analogy with the first ruling, to be confiscated on their death according to whether they 

had or had not made wills. 

5 er[i] restored because lines 1-2 suggest that the scribe did not break words across lines, and 

because ‘after year 19’ refers to the future, so a verb in the past tense is not expected (cf. line 1). 

7 It is implausible that all the property of those who make wills is to be confiscated; the ruling 

presumably said ‘who do not] make wills’, or perhaps ‘who make [invalid] wills’. 

8 Vito tluv] ftaciAecov ini tlvwv npaypaTusv iraxOrjcav. This is adapted and glossed from the 

phrase ol ini npayparow TeTa.yp.evoi used in several Ptolemaic edicts to denote royal officials as 

a group distinct from the rest of the population, for instance P Tebt. I 5.248 (C. Ord. Ptol. 53; 118 bc): 

‘That neither those appointed over affairs nor the rest. . .’. The sense of this third ruling may have 

been similar to Gnomon §37 (also in the first-century copy XLII 3014 11-13): ‘Those who have acted 

in an improper manner contrary to the edicts of kings or prefects have been fined: some a quarter of 

their estate, some a half, others the whole’, if we follow Schubart and Uxkull-Gyllenband in taking ri 

npa^avTec to mean action as an official. 

D. W. RATHBONE 
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5097. Prefectoral Edict 

21 3®-29-E)(i5 r7)a fr. i J.o x 8.3 cm 27 February 62 

fr. 2 6.8 x 15.5 cm Plate XII 

A light-coloured papyrus in two fragments, containing an edict of the prefect 

L. Julius Vestinus, attested in office in 60-62. It is not possible to join the two frag¬ 

ments directly, nor is it possible fully to recover the sense of the text in the middle 

section between the two fragments. It seems unlikely that much more than a couple 

of lines at most are wholly lost. T he hand is a rounded documentary cursive typical 

of the mid first century, of not very high quality and degenerating towards the end 

ol the text; mostly bilinear, letters well separated, little use of ligature, using the 

split-top tau characteristic of this period. It bears comparison in some respects with 

XXY 2435 recto (= GMAW2 57). The back is blank. 

In fr. 1 the prefect deals with a matter involving Sarapion son of Diogenes, 

the president of the guild of weavers of Oxyrhynchus, in relation to (presumably 

illegal) financial exactions, Xoyeiac (fr. 1. 8). As far as the text takes us, Sarapion had 

been summoned to appear in court (K^puy^Ara) and had perhaps failed to appear, 

which might explain the prefect’s intervention to confirm a judgment or to threaten 

or secure some further action against him. One might normally be pessimistic about 

identifying Sarapion son of Diogenes at Oxyrhynchus, in view of the commonness 

of the names, but XLI 2957 (ad 91) might offer a possibility: there a woman regis¬ 

ters with the collectors of the weavers’ tax the death of a slave weaver who formerly 

belonged to her deceased husband, Sarapion son of Diogenes, but was pledged 

(ivexvpacdeic) to Antonius Pallas, the latter presumably the Claudian freedman or 

a descendant/relative (see also the homonym in W. Chr. 370, Hermopolis ad 121) 

and strongly suggesting a connection with the imperial house, one manifestation of 

which was the possession of Egyptian estates (Parassoglou, Imperial Estates 23-4 and 

passim). Since we cannot know how long before 91 the death of Sarapion occurred, 

the interval of almost 30 years between the documents is not an insurmountable ob¬ 

stacle to identification. If there were an association between Sarapion and the house 

of the freedman Pallas, that might partly explain the desire of Vestinus, a known 

associate of the previous emperor Claudius, to take severe action against an errant 

individual after the removal of Pallas from office and the fall of Agrippina. 

In fr. 2 the objects of the prefect’s attention seem to be Sarapion’s associates, 

who are threatened with appropriate punishment if they do not obey whatever in¬ 

junction has been spelled out in the first part of the text. Edicts of prefects usually 

deal with more general issues, but there are other examples dealing with specific 

individuals (e.g. P. IFAO III 34, P. Berk Leihg. II 46). Of lexical interest are notable 

occurrences of two words which have not hitherto appeared in papyri: acv/ifiaToy 
(‘contrary’?) craceiwfleic = cracuiSetc? (‘rebellious’, ‘dissident’) fr. 2 lines 4 and 
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8. XXII 2339 (first century) offers evidence for unrest involving weavers (1. 25), 

though the editor thought the context Alexandrian (perhaps not conclusive). For 

bibliography on prefectoral edicts and recently published additions to the genre, 

seejordens, Statthaltliche Verwaltung (2009) 21 n. 24. 

Fr. 1 

Aevxioc 'IovXloc 

Ovr/CTelvoc Aeyet • 

CapaTTLOjva Aioyevovc 

CLTTO TTjC IXrjTpOTToXeaiC 

5 tov ’O^vpvyyeLTOV Xe- 

yOp.€VOV TTpOCTCVT 

tov tow yepSicoy ttXt}- 

Sovc Kai Xoyeiac tt€ttol- 

ijcdcu KrjpvydevTa 

10 .[_].*/4.]v.[ 
].[.].[ 

Fr. 2 

....[ 

....[ 
vv a ei Toyc kol- 

vcovovc acvpifiaTov 

5 y<f)’ rpicpy a 

..[..]. type Ka 'L Dwajcfipei^c 

tcl ov ovopiaedev- 

tclc CTaceicodeic 

Kai evvepyove tov 

10 Capa7ria>[v]oc tl 

. .A^ycp[ ].[..] .[ 

ecA{t} yevecdai e|_|av 8e 

tl TrapaKoycojci tt) 

TTpocrjKovcrj KoXa- 

15 cet kot’ avTcav XPV~ 

cajpat. (Itovc) rj Nepouvoc 

KXavhiov Kaicapoc 

CefiacTOV r^ppLaviKOv 

AvTOKpaTopoc 

&agLevood y 20 
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fr. i 

2 1. Ovtjctlvoc 5 1. ’Ogvpvyxirov 6 1. 'Ovviofipic 

fr. 2 

8 1. cractcoSeic? 12 letter after e crossed out 15—16 1. xpijcopat 

‘Lucius Iulius Vestinus says: Sarapion son of Diogenes from the metropolis of the Oxy- 

rhynchite (Nome), who is said to be the president of the guild of weavers and to have made exactions, 

having been summoned . . . with whom he is bringing (?) his associates contrary to (?)... —phris 

and Onnophrei[s] (?)... having been named as the dissidents and the accomplices of Sarapion . . . 

I proclaim a fine and I allow it to stand (?), and if they fail to take notice in any respect I will employ 

the appropriate punishment against them. Year 8 of Nero Claudius Caesar, Augustus Germanicus 

Imperator, Phamenoth 3.’ 

Fr. 1 

1 L. Iulius Vestinus was prefect in 60-62; see Bastianini, ‘Lista dei prefetti’, J?PE 17 (1975) 273, 

and ‘Aggiunte e correzioni’, %PE 38 (1980) 77. The Roman praenomen is normally transliterated as 

Aovkloc, less commonly Acvkloc, as here (and also in II 250 2). It is unclear what influences the use 

of the variant: note that in SB XII 10788 (also from Oxyrhynchus, ad 61—4) the prefect’s praenomen 

is in the form with e, whereas that of L. Pompeius Niger is in the commoner form in the same text. 

Vestinus is Aovkloc in W. Chr. 374. 20—21. 

3 For a possible indentification, see introd. The accusative case indicates that Sarapion is the 

object of a verb (e.g. a threat or condemnation) in the fragmentary part of the text. 

6 Although the last three letters have more or less disappeared, the reading of the first seven 

letters is compatible with the traces: npocrar-pc is the commonest term for die president of a guild 

(BGU IV 1137 = W. Chr. 112, SB XXII 15460, P Mich.V 243, 332b); npoecTwc is much less common. 

Perhaps preferable, and compatible with the traces, is 7TpocTardv, with the same meaning, as fitting 

a structure with two infinitives linked by Kai, following Aeyopevov. npocrrjvaL is probably not worth 

considering since (a) it is mainly used in a more general context ‘to be in charge’, ‘supervise’ and 

(1b) there seem to be more ink traces than this would justify. If either of these is correct, Sarapion will 

be the current president, but we should perhaps not exclude the possibility of an aorist npocraT-fjcai 

(‘said to have been president...’). 

7- 8 Cf. P. Mich. II 124.15, -nXrjdoc epLoncoXcov, for the rank-and-file membership of a guild. For 

the weavers’ guild, see San Nicolo, Vereinswesen, 101. 

8- 9 Xoyciac TTCTroL-rjcdaL: the prefect is presumably referring to irregular or illegal financial exac¬ 

tions, cf. P. Lips. II145 verso.73-4, a letter of the prefect Tineius Demetrius, of ad 188, forbidding such 

practices by the komogrammateis in villages of the Heptanomia and the Arsinoite. The phrase also oc¬ 

curs in R Amh. II 79.62-3, also a prefectoral edict, where an official takes a rake-off from stolen grain. 

9 Despite the holes and damage after Krjpvy, the reading is not in doubt, in a judicial context 

meaning ‘summons’. The closest parallel is P. Achmim 8.27—8 end ovv kclI nap’ cp.ol Kr/poyddc 6 

KadvTTjc ovk vnr/Kovcev; see also P. Hamb. I 29.6, P. Berl. Zill.1.44, P. Fouad I 24.15, and especially 

P. Mich. IX534.12—13 eKrjpvxO'P o olvtlSlkoc p.ov npo f3rjp,aTOC rpdc Ka'i ovy vnrjKOvcev. For the role of 

the Krjpvt;, see P. Hamb. I 29 . . . kXt]9cvtu)v tlvojv ck to>v npoT[e]9evTU)v npoc SiKacoSociav ovoparfaiv] 

Kai piT) vnaKovcavrwv Mcttloc 'Pov(p\oc] eKeXevce tov K\r(\pvKa Krfpv^af oi npoTcdevrec ktX.: the 

procedure is that the Kppv£ makes a public announcement if the defendant fails to appear. Perhaps 

Sarapion had likewise failed to respond to the summons and is now being threatened with some further 

punishment or condemned in absence (cf. P. Achmim 8.276!.). In that case one might expect something- 

like Kai pcTj vnaKovcavTa to follow, but it is impossible to fit that to the surviving traces in line 9. 
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io The clearly visible trace may be the top of o or c. There may, but need not, be a letter lost 

before it. In any case, the traces in the line are insufficient to hazard a restoration. There are certainly 

traces of one line below this and possibly of two lines. The gap between the two fragments is uncer¬ 

tain, however, and if there are traces of a second line they may belong with the remains of the line 

at the top of fr. 2. 

Fr. 2 

3 This is very difficult. The letter after v is easily read as go, but would be unusually narrow if fol¬ 

lowed by a vertical (1 ?). One could imagine (but hardly read) cvv u>i ayei ‘along with whom he [sc. per¬ 

haps Sarapion] brings his associates’. The letter between a and e (both good) has all but disappeared. 

4 aciifjcfiaToy: the reading looks good, though the the final letter can only be said to be compat¬ 

ible with the traces. The word is rare and has not hitherto appeared in the papyri; it would presum¬ 

ably have to be understood as adverbial though LSJ cite only the plural acv^ara in this sense (I owe 

this suggestion to Prof. A. Chaniotis). aciyx/3drove, agreeing with the noun preceding it, does not fit 

the traces so well, and the position is awkward; but for its use with eydpoc, a sense which would suit 

the context here, see Philo, Quod detenus potion insidiari soleat 166 [45]. 

5-7 The readings of the dotted letters in line 5 are very uncertain, and it is hard to imagine 

what could have been written in the short space at the right, with a sense of ‘contrary to our instruc¬ 

tions’ velsim. It looks difficult to read the end of line 6 otherwise than ovvaxf>pei[ (but the last two letters 

are not easy), and that must be preceded by a personal name. It is possible to imagine two personal 

names, each with a patronym, N \ _ [ ] <ppic ovvco(f>pei[c] | on. However, it is difficult to reconcile 

the traces at the beginning of line 7 with this idea; we seem to have rarov, possibly -renew, neither 

onomastically friendly. A possible solution might be rauTov (= tov avrov), that is ‘A son of —phris and 

Onnophris, son of the same’; the ligature of ov is paralled in this hand in koivwvovc (1. 4) but here we 

would have to suppose that we have lost the lower part of the vertical of y; and we would normally 

expect the onomastic pattern to be ‘N and N, sons of 1ST. This leaves the difficulty that we must as¬ 

sume that these two individuals were named in the nominative, with some verb preceding, and then 

picked up in the accusative in a new clause or sentence with ovopLacdevrac in 7-8. 

8 cTaceiwdeic: a first occurrence in the papyri: presumably intended as adjectival acc. pi. of 

CTaci,d)8r)c. For the intervocalic interchange of § and 6, see Gignac, Grammar i 92. ewepyove can be 

adjectival or nominal. 

10-11 This must be the crucial passage in which the prefect announces his decision or sanction, 

or what needs to be done, but I am not able to suggest a satisfactory reconstrucdon. If the begin¬ 

ning of line 12 is understood correcdy (see note), he is saying that he permits something to stand or 

be valid, e.g. the imposition of a fine. After the name in line 11 ti can be read, and it is possible but 

not easy to read Tip.rjy, which, however, would really want the definite article too. In line 11 Aeyo; is 

a good reading, and k before it looks plausible; eicXeyco would offer good sense (‘levy’; see LSJ s.v. 11), 

if it could be read, though the word is not common in papyri. The traces preceding that are indeter¬ 

minate. 

12 edi{t} yevecdai: can be understood as first pers. sing, present indicative of edv; for the addi¬ 

tion of iota adscript, not unusual in the indicative mood; see Mandilaras, The Verb 79. So, for example, 

TLp.r/v ei<\eyw . . . (/ecu) ed>{i} yevecdai, ‘I impose a tine . . . and allow it to stand’, but not an elegant 

reconstruction. 

12-13 It would also be possible to divide S’ en (‘if they still fail to take notice’), but Se ti is 

perhaps preferable; expressions such as edv Se ti plus some form of a verb such as rrapafialveiv are 

common. 

16-20 The latest date at which Vestinus is attested as prefect is 7 July 62 (FIRA III 2). 

A. K. BOWMAN 
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5098. Advocate’s Speech (?) 

106/ 12(a) 15.4 x 13 cm First century 

Plate II 

Remains of 13 or 14 lines from the top of a column written across the fibres. 

On the other side, the same way up, is 5096, ‘Roman Collection of Ptolemaic Rul¬ 

ings’; the papyrus was presumably reused for this text. The fragment is complete 

at the top, with a top margin of c.2 cm. Line beginnings survive except for the last 

couple of lines, preceded by an intercolumnar space of 2.5 cm. There was at least 

one previous column of writing (see 1 n.). An indeterminate amount of text has 

been lost from the ends of lines: where the papyrus surface survives to the right of 

the legible text, it has been stripped of its top layer of fibres. Thus the width of the 

column and the amount of papyrus lost to the right is unknown. 

The text is written in an unassuming hand that could be characterised as in¬ 

formal and semi-literary, marked by irregularities and some careless cursive. The 

detached cross-bar of e and formation of y (curve resting on a stem; different in 2) 

point to a date before the end of the first century. The hand has some affinities with 

that of 5096, but is not identical; k and u, for instance, are different. Some phrases 

have the flavour of a speech (3 aAAa /cat; cf. 4 8e /cat), but this is not a known text, 

and the handwriting does not encourage classification as a literary or subliterary 

text. Other diction would be at home in a legal text (e.g. eg avOpanroov, 10 neidecdcu 

rote vopLOLc). Possibly this is a draft of an advocate’s speech dealing with matters of 

inheritance (vioc in 6; eg avdpumaiv in 9). The earlier text on the other side, which 

cites royal rules about state confiscation of property, also suggests a legal milieu. 

r\ov Kocpbov (f>vXagac 

DorjdeLac v [ ] ov[ 

8e /cat tov pbn]8eva[ 

5 

10 

ore avrov e 

eg av6pum[co]v at/_[ 

/cat rreLdecdcu role rOjtx[otc 

aAAot TLvec pLeradov[ 

e ve e tovtolc [ 

; 77 0)776 [ 
]..[ 
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1 t]ov kochov (j>v\a£ac [: Perhaps (f>v\a£aca ‘having guarded the X of the jewellerly’? The 

syntax, beginning as it does in medias res, seems to presuppose a preceding column of writing. The 

jewellery could be part of a dowry: cf. G. Pap. Gr. I 30.85 rai rraiSiui Koc^ir^pia 8 ta<pv\dt;ei', C. Pap. 

Gr. I 31.318. 

2 Perhaps vp[eT]epov. 

8 ore: i.e. ore or e.g. evtjore. 

9 ef avdpw7r[oi]v av [. Perhaps a.v9pdnr[a)]v aur9[u yevop.evov. The phrase ‘to be no more 

of mankind’ is a common periphrasis for ‘to die’: cf. XLIII 4354 12-13 anc* XXVII 2474 25-6, both 

to do with inheritance. 

10 7Tei6ec9ai role ypp[oic: the DDDP gives no parallel for this phrase—‘to obey the laws’—but 

it is common enough in Demosthenes (Contr. Boeot. 13, In Olymp. 27, Contr. Polycl. 65) as well as in Plato 

and Xenophon. 

11 Possibly ^eTa<Tt)0or[rec, thematic form instead of the expected athematic p.era{ri)9ivTee, 

attested in papyri; cf. Gignac, Grammar ii 380-81. 

12 e. .ve. .e: The traces are difficult to interpret: one possibility consistent with the remains is 

ip.cpv iv Be ktX. 

D. W. RATHBOXE 

5099. Letter of Heras to Theon and Sarapous 

21 3®-29/D(5—6)(a) 8.7 x g.i cm Late first/early second century 

Plate XIV 

A nearly square fragment containing eleven lines from the beginning of a let¬ 

ter written along the fibres, with an address on the back also written along the fibres 

and sideways to the text on the front. There are three vertical fold lines, and, on 

the basis of the darkening of the middle two sections of the back, it appears that 

the sheet was folded lengthwise to a width of approximately 2.3 cm and its original 

full height of approximately 13 cm (see notes), with the outside edges tucked in and 

the address written parallel to the longer dimension of the folded papyrus. The top 

margin is preserved to its apparent full height of 1.7 cm, the left margin to 2.2 cm. 

and the right margin to a maximum of 1.4 cm; there are approximately 20 letters 
per line. 

The text is in a quickly written, well-executed cursive hand with a right- 

ward slope of a type common starting in the late first century, comparable to 

e.g. P. Lond. 140, sale of land ad 78-9 (= Thompson, Introduction to Greek and Latin 
Palaeography no. 28), or the cursive handwriting in the London papyrus of the Athe- 
naion Politeia, P. Lond. Lit. 108, late 1 ad with document on front dating from 78—9 

(Turner-Parsons GMAW 2 no. 60). The middle stroke of e joins the top, so that it is 

easily confused with c. h appears both in bookhand form and occasionally (1. 2, 5) 

in cursive form. © is sometimes written cursively. y is in V-form. c is written either 

in half-lunate form, curving only at the top and truncated at the bottom, or with 

the bottom curved up, sometimes looped back on itself (1. 7, 9). The crossbar of 
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t is made in a single movement. (j> appears written in a single movement, with an 

open 'bowl’ on the left side of the vertical, ei are ligatured wherever they appear. 

Iota adscript is written in every case in which it is called for (1. i, 2, 5). aSeAc^rji has 

been added in superscript to the salutation; no other corrections appear in the text. 

Heras writes to his ‘brother and sister’, a couple named Theon and Sarapous, 

to let them know that a mutual acquaintance or relative named Thonas went on 

the first of the month of Hathyr (October 28 or 29) to ‘the city’ and found his sister 

ill. Heras did not, at the time, wish to inconvenience Thonas by sailing downriver 

to meet him (presumably in the aforementioned city). The letter breaks off here, 

but it appears that Heras has received more news of the situation, perhaps prompt¬ 

ing the sending of this letter. 

TTjpac OeiovL run a[S]eA</>d>i 

Kal CapaTTovTL rrji 'a8eA(j)rji ^cupeiv. 

{vac) 

yeiva>CK€LV ce OeAco oti Ocovac 

irapeyevero elc rrjv ttoAlv 

5 tt/l a tov Advp p,rjvoc, Kal 

iAddjv evpe rr/v aSeAcfrfjv 

avrov acdevovcav, Kal p,e- 

Xp1 tovtov acdevei. ovk rjde- 

Aov Se avrov cKvArjvai, 

10 Kal Kara-tr Aevcai, aAAa Siep,a- 

Back 

[ a]yo 'Elparoc X @eujy[i 

3 1. yivdjcKetv 

‘Heras to Theon his brother and Sarapous his sister, greetings. I want you to know that Thonas 

arrived at the city on the first of the month of Hathyr and when he came he found his sister growing 

ill, and until this time she is weakening. I did not wish to trouble him and sail down, but. . . if (?). . .’ 

Back: \ . . [from?] Heras [to] Theon . . .’ 

1 'H]pac: Restored on the basis of the address on the back; this is also consistent with the small 

amount of space left before the beginning of the line. The name Heras is well attested at Oxyrhyn- 

chus. 

1-2 @eoivl ran a[8]eAcf>du Kal CapairovrL rrji aSeA<f>-rji: Both Theon and Sarapous are fairly 

common names in Oxyrhynchus. VIII 1154 (assigned to late first century) is a letter from a man 

named Theon to his ‘sister’ and perhaps wife Sarapous, and it is tempting (though difficult to sub¬ 

stantiate) to postulate that this is the same couple. In any case, Theon and Sarapous here may be both 
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siblings and spouses. But the terms ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ here could also be figurative, and it is possible 

that none of the three are in fact related. Kinship terms were often used in a figurative sense in let¬ 

ters, especially when expressing the addressee’s relation to the sender; for an extensive analysis of the 

use of such terms in papyrus letters, see E. Dickey, ‘Literal and Extended Use of Kinship Terms in 

Documentary Papyri’, Mnemosyne 57 (2004) 13iff. It was also common to refer to a spouse using sibling 

terminology (ibid. 154). 

3 ce: Heras uses the singular form of address, despite addressing the letter to both Theon and 

Sarapous. 

Qojvac. The name Thonas is rare, but for a roughly contemporary instance, see SB 9569 (19 

Jan. 91), a contract for the sale of wine. It also appears in LXI 4113 (dated 138)—although the a is 

uncertain and the editor notes that @dmc (a spelling impossible to read there) is ‘much the commoner 

name’—and in P. Rein. II 93 (after 159/60). 

4 etc ttjv noXiv: This means Alexandria, downriver from Oxyrhynchus (as indicated by xara- 

TrXevcaL, 1. 10). 

6 ttjv aSeXcfrrjv: As above (see note on 1. 2), this woman could be Thonas’ wife as well as sister, 

or possibly neither—although kinship terms relating two third parties ‘seem almost always to be used 

literally’ (Dickey, ‘Kinship Terms’ 148). 

Back: 

1 X. For ink figures connected with the addresses of letters, see XLVIII 3396 (letter, assigned to 

the fourth century) with discussion there, although the simple diagonal cross pattern here bears more 

resemblance to e.g. XLIII 3094 (dated 217-18) than to the former’s elaborate rectangular symbols. It 

seems to have indicated where the fastening of the letter was to be placed; the abrasion of part of the 

mark was probably caused by the placement of a de or seal over it (in which case we know that the 

letter was completed and prepared for sending, though not whether it was actually sent or received). 

J. R. Rea in the edition of XLVIII 3396 notes that the cross or saltire pattern ‘seems to be appropri¬ 

ate to the shape of a seal, rather than a de, but that is not certain’ (note on 1. 32) and speculates that 

such letters were marked after being tied with a strip of papyrus to indicate the place to attach a seal. 

Assuming that this was the only fastening and that the folded letter was tied or sealed roughly in the 

middle, the intact sheet would have been approximately 13 cm long. 

A. KOENIG 

5100. Letter of Hymenaeus to Dionysius 

47 5-8 x 17-8 cm 18 May, c.136 

A letter preserved complete, with 19 lines of text on a long, narrow strip of 

papyrus. J he back is blank, with no address. There is a horizontal fold line after 

1. 10 (8 cm horn the top) and three vertical fold lines, and a kollesis appears near the 

right edge (roughly 1.1 cm from bottom right corner). 

The hand, while displaying a literary character (e.g. P. Lond. I 110, Horoscope 

of the year ad 138), has a marked affinity with contemporary official hands of the 

chancery type, e.g. P. Brem. (ad i 17—19). Its characteristic is the use of upright letter 

shapes with a strongly vertical trend, e.g. 1 (2), p (14). An « ligature appears at line 

14, and the writer uses several abbreviations; two supralinear corrections appear in 
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lines 3 and 5. Iota adscript is written in the prescript (1 and 2) but not in the body 

of the letter (7, 10, 17); see W. Clarysse, ‘Notes in the Use of the Iota Adscript in the 

Third Century b.c.’, CdE^s. (1976) 150-58. 

Hymenaeus (a name previously unknown in the papyri) writes to ask Diony¬ 

sius to pass on a letter to Kerdon, who is about to depart. The letter is intended for 

Theon, strategus of the Prosopite nome, who may be the one mentioned in a docu¬ 

ment dated to 136 (see notes). 

'Ypeevaioc Alovvclcol 

tool TL/uLUjOTaTan ^(atpetr). 
' > / \ \ > \/ e\ o» 

TO €7TLCTOAiOV CLVTO O Oi€- 

n€pilJjapLr]V cot 

5 'icnepac Sia too Aldionoc 

cov (X)CT€ ©eCOVL 

rip CTp^ariyya)) tov LIpo- 

CQJ7TLTOV 80VVCU, 

KClXoJC nOLT]C€LC 

10 Sovc KepScovi to) 

nap’ rjpicov, inel 

avayKaiov ecrt 

teat p,eAAet avtoc 

n€^€V€Lv. ippeo- 

15 c9at ce evyopiaL 

Tt/xtaiTare. 

teat evdeajc avrep 

80c to eniCToXiov. 

vac. 

m.2 €ppaj(co). Tlaycbv xy. 

xS 7 ctpI 19 W 

‘Hymenaeus to the most honourable Dionysius, greeting. The letter, the one that I sent you in 

the evening with your Ethiopian, to give to Theon the strategus of the Prosopite, you will do well to 

give to Kerdon, the one who is with us, since it is urgent and he himself is about to travel. I pray that 

you are in good health, most honourable one; and give him the letter straight away.’ 

2nd hand: ‘Farewell. 23 Pachon.’ 

1 Dionysius is a common name in Oxyrhynchus. Hymenaeus does not seem to be attested in 

any published papyri, but O. Petr. 240 (from Berenice, dated ad 34) mentions a Marcus Laelius Hyme¬ 

naeus (confirmed by G. Messeri), and the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names notes over twenty attestations 

in the old Greek world. 

5 icnepac. The late time and quick succession of the messages, as well as the absence of an 
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address on the back of this letter, indicate that the sender and addressee are in fairly close proximity 

and that the message was hand-delivered. 

8ia tov AWlottoc. For Ethiopian slaves in Egypt, see e.g. O. Florida 17 (assigned to the 2nd 

century) with notes and bibliography. 

6-8 were . . . Sovvai. For the construction of cucre with the infinitive, see Mandilaras, Eke Verb 

in the Greek Non-Literary Papyri (1973) 321, no. 774. 

0€covi tu) cTp{aT-ryy<l)) tov ripocoj-n'nov. A Theon appears as strategus of the Prosopite nome in 

a record of court proceedings dated to 136 (P. Oslo II 17). If this is the same man, this letter must date 

to within a few years of 136. For a list of strategi of the Prosopite nome, see J. Whitehorne, Strategi and 

Royal Scribes of Roman Egypt {2006) 116—17. 

10 Kep8wvL. He is travelling to the Prosopite nome from Dionysius’ location, presumably Oxy- 

rhynchus, so that he will be able to pass on Hymenaeus’ letter to Theon. 

14 Tre^eiieiv: This word is used of traveling on foot or, more generally, by land rather than by 

water (see e.g. P Brem. 15, dated r.118). 

A. KOENIG 

M. SALEMENOU 



INDEXES 

Figures in raised type refer to fragments, small roman numerals to columns. Square brack¬ 

ets indicate that a word is wholly or substantially restored by conjecture or from other 

sources, round brackets that it is expanded from an abbreviation or a symbol. An asterisk 

denotes a word not recorded in LSJ or its Revised Supplement and previously unattested 

names and places. The article and (in the documentary sections) Ka'i have not been indexed. 

I. THEOLOGICAL, NEW LITERARY, AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

ayyeXoc 5073 4 
ay 10c [5074 ii 12] 

ayvoia 5074 iin 

a^vfjioc [5074 i 2], [5] 
Alyimnoc [5074 i 6] 
alpa [5074 i 2—3] 

alcyvveiv [5072 f 3] 

aAAa 5072 -» 2 5074 ii 12 

afxvoc [5074 i 4] 
avayr/vdjcKeiv 5073 1 

ava^,CL>vvvc^a^ 5074 ii 6-7 
avaKpa[,eiv 5072 -y 3 

avSpli^ecdai. [5074 ii 3] 

a.i’dpunroc 5072 -> 6 
airaWaTTdiv [5074 i 9] 

a7Tapv€Lcdai [5072 i 2] 

0.7TO 5072 -y 6 

anoKaXimreiv [5074 ii 9] 
aTTOKpVTTTHV 50721 II 

anoXiieiv [5074 i 6] 
anonepnetv [5074 i 8] 
anocTeXXeiv 5073 4 
a-noTpiyfLV [5074 i 10] 
apToc [5074 15] 
apyr) 5073 I, 2 

acvi’T/OrjC [5074 i 7] 

avroc 5072 -y 5, [8], 11, [4- 6] 
5074 i 5, [ii 12] 

aydoc [5074 i 8] 

/3aciXela 5072 4- (9) 

yap [5074 i 1] 
ye 5074 i II 
yf) 5074 i 8 
ypapparixoc 5072 4- [7] 
ypa<f>eiv 5073 3 

(a) Theological Texts 

Se 5072 1 2 5074 i 11, ii 5 

Siavoia [5074 ii 7] 

SiSacxaXoc 5072 4- 2 

Sl6 [5074 ii 6] 

Svcoictoc [5074 i 8] 

'Efipaloc [5074 1 4] 

iyco 5072 4-2, [3], 6 50734 

el 5072 4- 7, 8 
el'SecdaL 5073 I, 4 

elvai 5072 I 3, [6] 

elc 5074 i 4 

iXevdepoc 5074 i 10 

eXirl^eiv [5074 ii 4], [8] 
efj.T.rpocdev 5072 4- 10 

iv 5073 3 [5074 i 3], [ii 9], 11 

ivavrloc 5072 -*• 1 

e£ [5074 i 2] 

eEepyecdai 5072 —> 6 

eoprrj [5074 i 2] 

ini 5074 i 5, ii 5, [8] 

€Tndv(iia [5074 ii 11] 

€7TLTLfJidv 5072 -y 5 

epyecQai [5072 —> 4], 7 

icdleiv [5074 i 5] 

ecyaroc [5072 I 5] 

evayyeXiov 5073 I, 2 

eyeiv [5074 i 2] 

£,vyov [5074 i 7] 

rifieic 5072 —> 4, 4- 5, [10] 

Hcala 5073 3 

deoc 5074 i 11 

decnecioc [5074 ii3] 

drjTela [5074 i 7] 

Upevetv [5074 i 4] 
’IepocoXupa 5072 4- 8 
’Ir/covc 5073 (2) 5074 ii (9) 
’Icpar/X 5074 i (3) 

Kadlt,eiv 5072 —y 7 
Kal [5074 i 3], [5], [7], [9] (bis), [ii 

3], [5], [12] 5072 4- 3) 8 5073 I 
Kaipoc 5072 -y 4 
KaXeiv 5074 ii 12 
KapSia 5074 ii 4 
Kara [5074 i 4], ii 2, 12 
Karappr]ccei.v 5072 -y 2 
KaracKevai^etp 5073 5 
xaropdovv [5074 ii 5] 
Kparatovcdai [5074 ii 3—4] 

Xanpeveiv [5074 i 11] 
Xiyeiv 5072 -y 3, [5], 4- 5 [5074 

ii 6] 
\l)TptOCLC [5074,3] 

p.adi)TTqc 5072 4- 3, [7], [12] 
[5074 ii 6] 

pi€LC 5074 i 4 
pueXcpSoc [5074 ii 3] 
pev [5074 i 1], ii 6 

val 5072 4- 5 
vr/<j>ei.i' 5074 ii 7—8 

oc 5073 5 
ococ 5072 -y 2 
occf>vc 5074 [ii 7] 
ore [5074 i 3] 
oi> 5072 -y 1,4-6 
oilKOVV 5074 ii 2 
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ovv 5072 i 7 

OVTOC [5074 ii 5] 

vac [5074 ii 4] 

77epi 5074 i 8 

TTLKpOC 5074 i 7 

nXivOeia [5074 i 9] 

TTOVOC [5074 i g] 

iTpo 5072 —► 4 5073 5 

Trpocamov 50735 
7rporepoc 5074 ii 11 

■npocjsacic [5074 i 2] 

Trpocf>rjTric 5073 3 

TTpWTOC [5074,3] 

dyvociv 5077 [2 1 10] 
aSr/Xoc 5077 [' i 17] 
aipeiv 5077 1 i 9 

aKoveiv 5075 5 5077 f2 i 2] 
dXXa [5076 1 7] 
aAAoc [5076 -1] 5077 [* ii 8], 

23 

ajua 5077 [' i 14] (bis) 

av 5077 2 ii 11 

avrLypa<j>oc 5077 1 i 4-5 

d-rrayycXXcLV 5077 1 i [16] 
arravrav 5077 1 i 10 

aTroypa<f)€LV 5077 1 i 4 

d-rrocTCAAeiv 5077 1 i 2, [20] 
a pa 5075 6 

apery) 5077 2 i [3] 
apyeiv 5076 [' 4] 
ac 5077 [‘ i 23] 
dceAycuWiv 5076 [4 2] 
avroc 5077 [' i 17],2 ii g, 11 

/Si/SAi'ov 5077 [‘ i 26] 

yap 5075 5 [5076 1 1] 
yiyvojCKav 5077 1 i7 

ypacfiew 5077 3 [12] 

Se 5075 4 5076 1 4, 9 

S eivoc [5076 21] 
SeLcda 1 5075 9 

8exec^a^ 5077 [' i 14] 
8ri 5075 6 

Sia 5077 1 i 9 

SiaXcktoc 5077 2 ii 27 

SiVaioc 5077 2 ii [7] 

INDEXES 

CKaLorrjc [5074 i 6] 

CTTOvha^eiv [5074 i ii] 

cv 5072 4- 2 5073 5 

cvveroc 5072 i 11 

cvcx'PP’O.t5074 [ii io] 

t€kvov [5074 ii 9—1 o] 

reXeLoc 5074 ii 8 

tic 5072 ii 5074 ii 5 

rporroc [5074 ii 5] 

TV7T0C [5074 i 5] 

TVpaVVLKOC [5074 i 9-10] 

vpueic [5074 ii 4], M, [9], n, [.2] 
vrraKOTj 5074 ii 10 

(b) New Literary Texts 

8iKai.ocvvr] 5077 2 ii 3 

iyw 5075 7 [5077 1 i 16] 

tlvai [5077 2 ii 7], 8, 33 

etVetv 5077 2 ii n-12, (17) 

eKtivoc 5077 1 i 3 

ewacToc 5077 [‘ i 15], [“ i 1] 

’EXa(f>r]^oXid)v 5077 1 i 8 

iv 5076 [‘ 3] 

ivda8i [5076 1 6] 

ivroc 5076 1 9 

i-rri 5077 1 i 10, [22], 2 ii 4 

EniKOvpoc 5077 3 [13] 

bnCToX-i] 5077 1 i 18—19 

irepoc 5077 [’ i 24—5] 

fu 5077 1 i 7 

etoc 5076 1 9 

ei)Kai.peiv 5077 i 13 

evpvyopoc 5076 [* 2] 

(5077 1 i 6) 

ecoc 5075 4 

rj 5077 2 ii 13 

ijSiic 5077 1 i 11 

rj/xeic 5076 [' 4] 

0€oc 5076 1 6 

?va 5077 ' i 3, 6 

Kai 5075 3 5077 1 i 2, [3], 4, 6, 

11 (bis), 12, 16, 22, [23], [2 i 10], 

2 ii 1, 8, 32 

KaXoc 5077 1 i 10—11 

/card 5077 2 ii 10 

imep 5072 I 6 

(j>avai [5074 ii 2] 

</>epeiv [5074 ii 8—9] 

cf)iXoc [5072 4-5] 

<t>p6vr]pLa 5074 i 10-11 

X<x/dic [5074 ii 9] 

Xpicroc 5073 (2) 5074 i (5), ii 

(6), (9) 

djfjLorrjc [5074 i 10] 

(he 5073 3 [5074 ii 9] 

KeXevew 5077 1 i 5 

kX€ttt€lv 5076 [4 9] 

AaKcov [5076 2 3] 

Xa.p.fiaveLv 5077 [' i 19] 
Atyeu' 5075 4 5077 f2 ii 24], 

[26], [31] 
Aeovrevc 5077 1 i 3 

XevKoc 5077 f2 ii 21], 25 

Xonroc 5077 1 i 6 

p.o. 5076 1 6 

/xa/capioc 5077 1 i 11 12 

p.aXecdai 5075 IO 
fxeyac 5076 [' 2] 
/xeAoc 5075 11 

p.ev 5077 2 ii 11 

Midprjc 5077 ' i [21], [‘ ii 2] 

v-ijcoc 5077 1 i g 

6'AjSioc 5076 [‘ 3] 
oXlyoc [5076 1 g] 
ot€ 5077 3 12 

on 5077 1 i 8 

ov [5076 1 5] 
OVTOC 5075 8 

ovtcu 5077 f2 ii 24] 

vale 5075 8 

Trapa 5075 2, 7 

rrapeivaL [5076 1 4] 
Ilapfievcov [5076 1 8] 
ndc 5077 ' i 12-13 

TTdTrjp 5075 3 
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TToXiC [5076'1] 

TTOpdpteV€tV 5076 [‘ 7] 

nore 5076 1 4, [7] 

7TOTepoc 5077 f2 ii 9—10] 

irpecfivTepoc [5075 9] 

■npoc 5077 1 i 2,19, [21], 23 

Cap.oc 5077 1 i 10 

eTparqyeiv 5076 [4 8] 

cv 5075 2, 3 {bis) 5077 1 i 12, 25 

evXXoytPeedat 5077 [‘ i 17-18] 

evvqdeta 5077 2 ii 10 

ayaXXeiv 5095 1 -y [19—20] 

ayoe 5093 1+2 —y iv 26 

ayptoe 5093 1+2 -> iv 24, 25 

ASaptac 5095 1 4- 12 

dSfX</>7] (5093 1+2 4- 14) 

“AtS-qc 5093 1+2 4- 3 

AlScbe 5095 2+3 4-17 

aiviccecdai 5093 IT24-5 

at£ 5093 1+2 -*■ iv 24 

aieeetv 5095 1 4' 19 

atria [5093 1+2 -+ ii 18] 

OLKtVqTOC 5095 2+3 —y [7] 

axoveiv 5093 l+2-+ivi5 

aXyeiv6c 5093 1+2 4- 6 

aXe'tp>etv 5093 12 -y iii 8—9 

aX-qdeta 5095 1 -> [17-18] 

■MA/ctyacScuu 5094 4 3 ? 

aAAa 5093 1+2 -> iii 2-3, 9, 1+2 iv 

II, 21, 24 5093 1+2 4 18 [5095 

‘->15] 
aXXaeeetv 5093 1+2 —y iv 7 

aAAoc 5095 1 -> 13 

aAoyoc 5093 1 ' —> iv 23 

aptotPq 5093 1 2 —y ii 12 

ap.<f>OT€poc 5093 1+2 —> iv 7-8 

av 5093 1+2 -► iv 16 5095 1 -» 

[16] 

avaycjyq 5093 1+2 i 3 

avavSpoc 5093 l —> iv 5—6 

avarraWaKTOc 5093 3 6 
ava.7TT€LV 5093 1+2 —> iv 29—30 

6.v€ploc 5095 2+3 6 
a.V€[JLOTp€<f)r)C 5095 2 1 —► [12] 

avrjp 5093 1 +2 -v iv 25 [5095 i 

■l' !5] 
avdpunretoc (5093 1+2 -* ii io) 

avocioc 5093 1+2 -y iv 26 

cyvp-a [5077 2 ii 4], 8, [12-13], 

t«5]> [18], 30, [34] 
ccu£ctv (5077 1 i 5) 

ctu/xa 5077 2 ii 13 

Ccue lac 5076 1 8 

re 5076 [‘ 5] 5077 [> i 20] 

TCTpayojvoc [5077 2 ii 12], [29-30] 

tic 5077 2 ii 12 

xjrrapycLV 5077 1 i 12 

(f)lXoc 5077 1 i 24 

(c) Subliterary Texts 

avTiSecic [(5093 1 +2 —> ii 17)] 

avrv p [5095 2+3 4-7] 

avwrepoc 5095'4-13 

aptoe 5093 3 8, 4 3 

aptovv 5095'4 [14—15] 

airapatTrjToc (5093 1+* 4 4) 

arretdeiv 5095 1 -> [18] 

aTTofioX-q 5093 1+2 4 7 

a-no8etKVve8at [5093 4 16] 

aTTOTrtpLTTtiv 5093 1+2 —>• iii [5—6] 

anorvyxaveiv 5093 1+2 i 5 

airpaKTOc 5093 1+2 X 7 

aiTTCLV 5093 1+2 ii 5 

apaplcKCLV [5095 2+3 —> 4] 

apcTT) 5095 2+3 4 I 

Apcivoq 5093 1+2 4 9 

apxv 5093 1+2 ->ii 4 

AcmSqc [5095 1 4 Ii] 

Ac toe 5095 ' -»• 15, [‘ 4 9], [10] 

acpt€vil,€tv 5093 1+2 -► iv 27 

acTTaC.ccdaL [5093 4 14] 

acrric [5095 2+3 1 7] 

Attlkoc 5093 142 —► iv 19 

arvXqc 5093 1+2 4[i6] 

avre [5095 2+3 4 13] 

avToc 5093 1+2 -> iv 30, 31, 3 4, 

4 4, 4 15, 4 18 5095 1 -* 13,1 

4 11,15 

AXat6c 5095 2+3 4 [14] 

Pappapoc [5095 2+3 -y 5] 

jSrjpta 5093 1+2 ^ iv 6 

Pta [5095 2+3 -> 11] 

ptoAoyoc 5093 1+2 —y iv 28 

Ptoe 5093 1+2 -> iv 31 

PAcLCTTq 5093 1+2 —y ii 13 

PpefioKTovoc [5093 1 —> iii 21—2] 

0(jovi) 5077 2 ii 11 

xaipetv 5075 3 5077 3 14 

Xetporoveiv 5076 [4 6] 

Xopoe 5075 11 

Xopwvtav 5076 [4 4] 

Xprjcdat 5077 1 i 7 

cut 5075 10 

cLv 5077 1 i 16 

cue 5077 1 i 17 

cucvep 5077 f2 ii 5] 

cucrc 5077 1 i g 

ydp (5093 1+2 -> ii 7), (4 15) 5095 

1 —> 10,1 4 13,2+3 —y 4,2+3 4 5, 9 

ye 5093 1+2 -+ iv 1 

yeAav 5093 1 + 2 —► ii 6 

yeAcoc 5093 1+2 -> ii 4, [f 7)] 

Fepr/vtoe [5095 2+3 4 14] 

ytyveedat (5093 1+2 4 2) 5095 

' 4 17 
yovv 5093 1+2 -► ii 5 5095 1 -> 

[18] 

ypapbpbarLKTj (5093 —>■ ii 15) 

yv vrj (5093 1+2 4 2), (9) 

Sale 5093 1+2 -y iv 30 

Sc 5093 1+2 -»ii 3, [16],1+2 4i2, 3 

9,412 5094 1 4 5095 1 -y 12, 

[19] ,2+3 “»6, 9, [10] 
SetKvvedat 5095 '+3 —> 3 

Seiedat 5093 3 7 

Sep toe 5093 1+2 ->■ iv [5] 

Seyeedat 5095 1 4 16 

SqXovv 5093 1+2 —► ii 10 

8qra 5093 1+2 -► iv 4 

Std 5093 1+2 4 4, 10 5095 1 -y 18, 

2+3 4 15 

8taypa<f>etv 5093 1+2 -> iv 4 

8ta<j)epetv [5093 1+2 4 11] 

Stqyqete (5093 1+2 —► ii 17) 

SoKeiv 5093 1+2 iv 12-13 

8pap.a 5093 1 2 —y iv 15 

8vo 5093 1+2 4 5 

SuoeoAoc 5093 1+2 —y ii 3 

Svciradr/e [5095 2+3 -»• 7] 

eauToc 5095 2+3 4 6 

eyKtoptiov (5093 142 —y ii g) 5095 

1 I fe-io] 
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idiAeiv 5095 1 —► 15 

d 5093 1+2 -» iv 9, 17 

eiKOTOJC 5093 1+2 -► iv 16-17 

dvai (5093 1+2 -> ii 1), (7), iv 8-9, 
(i2), 14, (4 17) [5095 2+3 4. 8] 

dirrdv 5095 1 —> [10] 

dc [5095 1 -> 18], [19] 
dc 5093 1+2 ->• iv 23, 24, 1+2 4- 3 

dicayciv 5095 1 —> 18 

dcwTToc 5095 2+3 4 [8] 
€k 5093 1+2 -> ii 1, 4 , iv 17 

eKacroc 5095 2+3 ->• 6 

CK^aXAeiv 5093 1+2 —> iv 18 
iKdvoc 5093 1+2 ->• iv 3, 32 

iicdecpoc 5093 1+2 -> iv 27 

iK\oyr) 5095 2+3 4 [1] 

''Ektwp 5095 1 —> [14] 
'Ei«J>avTi.8r)c 5093 4 8 

"EXA-qv [5095 2+3 ->■ 6] 

e/xjSoAr, 5095 2+3 -+ 5 
ipoc 5093 1+2 ->• iv [13] 

iprrXqKTOC 5093 1+2 —> iv 22 
ipiroidv 5095 '+3 —> [4] 

iv 5093 1+2 ->67, 14, 15, [16], iv 

10,418 5095 1 4 14,2+3 -> 9 
(bis),2+3 4 14 

ivavTicucic 5093 1+2 -> iv 12 

ivSov 5093 1+2 -* iv7 
ivdva 1 (5093 1+2 ^ii 5) 

ive Ka 5093 1+2-mv 18 
€VL0L 5093 1+2 -+ii 5-6 

ivvodv 5093 1+2 —> iii [3-4] 
i^aipccic (5093 1+2 —> ii 17—18) 

irravopdovv 5093 1+2 —► iv 2 

eTTa<t>av (5093 1+2 -> ii 8) 
€7T€L 5093 1+2 -> iii 12 

eVetSi) 5093 1+2 —y iv 11 

iwipxecdai [5095 1 4 9], 2+3 —> 

[10] 
m 5093 1+2 -> iii 4, iv 16, 1+2 4 2, 

3, 8, 9,3 4 5095 1 ->• 13, [’ 4 10] 
imyovri [(5093 1 + 2 —► ii 14)] 
iniKAivr/c 5093 1 2 —>- ii 2 

irrlXoyoc [(5093 1+2 —v ii 17)] 
iniviKioc 5093 1 3 —> iv 30 

imcTpi<f>€iv 5093 1 + 2 4 4—5 

eVoc 5095 2+3 [9] 
ipya&cdai 5095 2+3 -+ 1 

ipiov 5093 1+2 -> iii [6], 11 

i'rcpoc [5095 I -V 16] 
d! 5093 ,+2 -+ iii I [5095 2+3 

->■ 10] 
EvpnrlhrfC (5093 1+2 -+ iv 3,) (17) 

EvpvSiKT) 5093 1+2 4 2 

eucradcia 5093 4 11 

evxecOai 5093 1+2 -> iv 30-31, 4 10 

ixeiv 5093 1+2 -» ii 2, iv 32 

laic 5095 1 -> 15 

£aiov (5093 1+2 -> ii 14) 

J8i 5095 1 4 16 

■qBvyiAwc (5093 3 4) 

■fip.dc 5093 ’^2 —► ii 2, 8 

-qpipa (5093 1+2 -> ii 12) 

rjv 5093 1+2 -> ii 2, 3 

rjcciov 5093 ,+2-mvii 

■qvre 5095 2+3 -> 5 

daXacca (5093 1+2 —* ii 13) 

6doc 5093 1+2 -> ii 10 

6e6c 5093 1+2 4 4 

depaitcov 5095 I —> 15 

8iac 5093 1+2 ->ii 11 

81 yyaveiv 5093 1 + 2 —> ii 6 

dolvr, 5093 1+2 -*• iv 21 

800c [5095 2+3 -+ 9] 

dopvfidv 5093 1+2 -* iv n-12 

dpr/vunSoc 5093 '^2 -> iii [14] 

Bvpapr/c 5093 1+2 4 6 

’Iapevoc 5095 1 4 [11] 

"iva 5095 2+3 4 [5] 

'IvvoAvtoc 5093 1+2 —> iv 14 

L7T7TOC 5095 1 -»■ 12, 20 

Icovopoc 5093 1+2 —» ii 12 

LCXeiv 5095 2+3 -+ 4 

“Itvc 5093 1+2 -»• iv 21 

ixvoc 5093 1+2 ->■ iv 6 

KadoAov 5093 1+2 —v iv 6 

xa't (5093 1+2 ->• ii 2), (3), 4, (10), 

(12), (14), iii (7), (13), (15), iv (3), 

(10), [15], 16, (21), (23), (26), 

K28)], (3i), r2 4 4), (6), (7), 8, 

(9), (13). (49) (bis), 10, (18), (20) 

5095 1 [9], (12), [' 4 10], 11, 

17,2+3 -» ., 3, 6, [7],2+3 4 4, 

r6, 17 

KGUVOC 5095 2+3 4 4 

Kaipoc 5095 1 4 [14] 

KaAoc 5093 1+2 —► iv 1 

Kaprcpia [5095 2+3 —> 6—7] 

Kara 5093 1+2 iv 24 [5095 1 4 

Hi,2+3 i 7 
KaraXip-navciv 5095 -> [13—14] 

KaTacKcv6.t,civ (5093 l + ' —> ii 8—9) 
Karaa^arreu' 5093 1+2 -> iv 8 
Karatftipciv 5095 2+3 4 [8] 
Keflpiovrjc 5095 1 -*■ [9-10], 14 

K6AXoc 5093 1+2 -*• iv 18 

KOCpdv 5093 1+2 i 14 

Kptvelv 5093 1+2 -* iv 20 

Kvfiepvav 5093 l + ~ —> ii 9—10 

Ktpa 5095 2+3 -► [5-6], [9] 
Kv-npioc 5094 1 9 

KVOJV 5095 1 4 16 

kwXov 5095 1 4 18 

kwAvciv 5093 1+2 —> ii 2—3 

KwpmSla 5093 1+2 ->• iv 28, [3 9], 

4 7>12. [19] 

Aayxavew 5093 4 13 
Aapireiv [5095 2+3 ->■ 7-8] 
Acvkoc (5093 1+2 —» iii 10) 
A-qpdv 5093 1+2 4 11 
Aoyoc 5093 1+2 -+ iv 13 
Aiictc [(5093 1+2 ->■ ii 17)] 
Aw4>iv (5093 1+2 4 12) 

payyavcvrrfc 5093 1+2 4 IO—I2 
paAa (5093 1 2 —y iii 23) 
paAicra [5095 1 -»• 19], f243 4 

13-14] 
piyac [5095 1 4 9] 
pedicravou 5093 l+* —V iv 25 
/xeAac 5093 1+2 iii 13 
MiAicca 5093 1+2 4 8 
piAoc [5093 1+2 -» ii 15] 
ptpvfjcdtu 5093 1+2 —v iv 3—4 
piv (5093 1+2 -> ii 2), (15), (18), iii 

(1), (15). (25). iv (17), 1+2 4- (1), (18) 
5095 1 -> 10,2+3 -> 5 

McvavSpoc (5093 4 5) 

pipoc 5093 '*2 —> ii 6, iv 2-3 

pccroc 5093 12 —> iv 23 

pera 5093 1+2 —¥ iv 28 

pcTafioAr) 5095 2+3 —v 2 

pirpioc 5093 1+2 —> iv 8 

pirpov 5093 1+2 -> ii 15 

pr, 5093 ->■ 1+2 iv 9 5095 2+3 ->■ 10 

Mr/Seia 5093 1+2 —> iv 18 

prjBdc 5093 1+2 —> ii 7 

prjKoc 5095 2+3 4 [6-7] 

pr)TT)p 5093 1+2 —► iv 4 

p-qXavacdai 5093 1+2 4 7 

piai()>ovia 5093 1+2 —> iv 26 

pipdcdai 5095 1 —► 17 

piprjTLKoc 5093 1+2 —v iii [6] 
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fj,ifjLV€Lv 5095 1 -l g 

jtxovoc 5093 1+2 -> iv 20 

fjiOpLOV 5093 1+2 ->ii 7 

Movceiov 5093 1+2 4- 12 

Ixovclkt) (5093 1+2 —y ii 15) 

p.u9oXoyeiv (5093 1+2 4- 1) 

/ivdoc 5093 1+2 iii 22, 4- 6 

jxvpov 5093 1+2 iii 7 

NaimaKTOc 5094 4 4 ? 

vavc [5095 2+3 -y 9] 

Ntcrwp 5095 2+3 4- [13] 

vtfac 5095 2+3 -y [12] 

VLKOLV 5093 1+2 -y iv 11, 14, 20 

vvv 5095'1 14 

vv£ (5093 1+2 -y ii 12) 

o [5095 2+3 4- 8] 

66ev 5093 1+2 -> iv 2 

oiKovopLia (5093 1+2 —y iv 7) 

ofoc 5093 1+2 -> iii g 

olxecdai 5093 1+2 4- 2—3 

"Oprjpoc 5095 1 -y 17 

opLoioc 5093 1+2 —> iv 31—2 

'Opfcvc 5093 1+2 4-1 

ore 5095 2+3 -y 9 

on (5093 1+2 -y ii 9),1+2 4- 6, 

[5095 1 -y 19] 

ov 5093 1+2 —y ii 7, iii 25, iv 20, 1+2 

4- io, 45 5095 1 -y [15] 

oS 5093 1+2 -> ii 8 

oi8e 5093 1+2 -> iii 10 

ovSeic 5093 1+2 -y iv 10 

ow 5093 1+2 ~y iv 1, 23, 24 

ovpavioc 5093 1+2 ^ii 10-11 

ovpoc [5095 2+3 4- 14] 

ovc 5093 1+2 -y iv 13 

OVT€ 5093 1+2 i 14, 15 

OVTOC 5093 1+2 -y iv 2 [5095 1 -y 

19],2+3 ^ 5 
OVTOJC (5093 1+2 -> iv 22), (4 19) 

o^Aoc 5093 1+2 —► iv 23 

oi/jlc 5093 1+2 -> iv 1 

TTCLLCLV 5093 1 + 2 “> iv 29 

TraiSia (5093 1+2 -> ii 1) 

nai.8o<f>ovia 5093 1+2 -* iv J9 

7TOLAaLOC 5093 1+2 -l I 

iraXippOLCL 5093 ' —>■ ii 14 

7raAAeiv [5095 2+3 i 7] 

TTOLVTCDC (5093 1+2 -y iii 13) 

napaneicBai. 5093 1+2 4- 3—4 

7rapaKaXeiv (5093 1+2 -y ii 3-4) 

TTap<nro8i[,eiv 5095 2+3 4- 6 

TrapaTidevai 5093 1+2 —y iv 22 

TTapa<t>v\a.TTeiv 5093 1+2 —> iii 

[4-5] 

7Taprjyopia 5093 1+2 4- 10 

TT&pOlpLLa (5093 1+2 —> iv 24) 

TTOLC 5093 4 3 5095 1 -> 16 

Trarrjp 5093 1+2 -mv 21-2 

-rreldeiv 5095 1 —y [17] 

ntipav (5093 1+2 4- 8) 

TTepi (5093 1+2 -> iv 14), [(419)] 

5095 2+3 4. 12 

TJepiavSpoc 5093 122 4- 8 

■nepieivou (5093 1+2 4- 17) 

yrirp-p 5095 2+3 -*• 5, [7] 

7Ti7rreiv [5095 +3 -y 9~io] 

7TLCTLC 5095 2+3 -► 4 

ttXovcloc 5093 1+2 \r 15 

7tol 5093 1+2 —► iv 4 

7TOL€LV (5093 1+2 -y ii 6), iv 1, 4 4 

5095 1 -y [16-17] 

noirjT-pc [5095 1 —y 16] 

noWaKic 5093 4 7 

ttoXvc 5093 1+2 4- 11 

77ouAuSa/xac 5095 1 —y 16 

irpayp.a 5093 1+2 -y ii 19, [iv 33] 

Trpacceiv 5093 1+2 ->• iv 10 

Trpo8i€^€px^cdaL 5093 1+2 -> iv 

13-14 

npoKvrj 5093 1+2 —► iv 19 

TTpOOLpUOV (5093 1+2 -y ii 16-17) 

TTpo-rrip-Treiv (5093 142 —y iv 29) 

77poc (5093 1+2 -y ii i), (3), (iv 12), 

(4 4) 5095 2+3 4 1 

npvyr/Sov 5095 "+i —> [4] 

77 pciiroc 5093 4 12 

rjToXep.aioc (5093 1+2 4- 9) 

7TVp [5095 2+3 -y 8] 

prjTopiKoc 5093 [( 1+2 —y ii 16)] 

pvdp.6c [(5093 1+2 -> ii 15)] 

ceX-pv-p (5093 l + ~ —> ii 12) 
ckcdtttclv 5093 3 5 
co(j)Lcp.a 5093 1+2 4- 9 
Co<t>oK\f]c (5093 1+2 -y iv 15) 
cocf>6c 5093 1+2 4- 6, 8, (13) 
ciracpoc (5093 1+2 —y ii 13) 
c77ouSi) (5093 1 2 —y ii 1), 7, 8 
creifiavovv 5093 1+2 -► iv 16 
CT€(f)€LV 5093 1+2 -> iii [7], [11] 
CTLXOC (5093 -y 1+2 iv 3) 
cToixttov 5093 1+2 —> ii ii, (16) 

CTpe<f>eiv 5095 2+3 4- 3, 5 

crvyelv 5093 1+2 —y iv 5 

cvXXafiy) (5093 1+2 —y ii 16) 

cvvetvai (5093 1+2 i 13) 

.cwLcravat 5093 1+2 4 12 

cwcpSoc 5093 1+2 —y iv 28—g 

cucreAAtiv 5095 3 4- [6] 

c<f>a£eiv 5093 1+2 —y iv 20 

ccJ)€lc 5095 ' —y g 

c<f>68pa 5093 1+2 -y iv 16 

c0oSpoc 5095 2+3 -y 11 

cx^r\ia.l,€iv 5093 1+2 -y iv 17 

c%ta (5093 1+2 -y ii 5) 

ra^ic 5093 1+2 -y ii g, 11, 4 13 

rapayr) 5095 1 4- 17 

re 5093 1+2 -y iv 7 

Tedpwnoc 5095 1 -y II 

TeKVOKTOvla 5093 14 2 -y iv 9 

reAeri) 5093 1+2 —y iii 3 

reAeuTi) 5093 1+2 -y iv 32 

reXoc 5093 1+2 —y iv 31 

T€p.€voc 5093 1+2 i 13 

T€(f>pa 5093 1+2 1 15 

t€xvV (5093 1+2 —y ii 14) 

Trjpevc 5093 1+2 —y iv 16 

nc 5093 1+2 -y ii 4, iv [4] 

rlc 5093 ,+2 ->ivi4, 15 5095 1 

-y 18 

tolvvv 5093 1+2 —y iv 15 

Tore 5093 1+2 -y ivio 

Tpaycp&ia (5093 1+2 —y iv 26), (3 

8),'4 17 

rplroc 5095 1 —y [10] 

rponoc 5095 2+3 4- 4 

uioc 5093 1+2 —► iv 21 

viral [5095 2+3 -► 12] 

V7T€p 5093 1+2 i 13 

V7T€p7TadrjC 5093 1+2 -l 2 

V7TO [5093 3 5] 

V7T0pL€V€LV 5095 1 i [10-11] 

V7TTLOC [5095 2+3 ; 7] 

'YpTCLKLSrjC 5095 1 —► 15 

(f>a vai 5093 1+2 4-1, 3 8, (419) 

5094 1 5 5095 2+3 -y 10 

cf>avepoc 5093 1+2 —y iv 10 

4>ac8aL [(5093 1+2 -y iii 26)] 

<f>epew 5094 1 6 

<j>€vy(o> 5093 1+2 —y iv 5 

rfadavav [5095 1 4- 10] 

<t>iXa.heX<t>oc (5093 1+2 4- 12) 
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cf>opa 5093 1+2 —► iv 23 

<j>v\acceiv 5095 2+3 4- [5-6] 

0v\ovopri 5094 4 2 

(f>UClKOC (5093 1+2 -► ii 1) 

Cj)VCLC 5093 1+2 —> iv 22, 1+2 i 16 

(f)VTOV 5093 1+2 -► ii 13 

(fctOTLCfjLOC 5093 -► 1+2 ii 12-13 

xelp 5093 1+2 -> iv 5 

Xpr/croc 5093 1+2 —> iv 27 

Xpieiv 5093 1+2 —► iii [7] 

<ln 5093 1+2 -> iv 16 

<Lv 5093 1+2 -► iv 3 

<Lc 5093 1+2 -► iv 8, 4 5, 8 5095 

II. RULERS AND CONSULS 

Nero 

Nepwvoc KXav8iov Kaicapoc Cefiacrov TeppaviKov AvTOxparopoc 5097 16—19 (year 8) 

'Advp 5099 5 

III. MONTHS 

0apevwd 5097 20 riaxojv 5100 ig 

IV. DATES 

5097 20 i8Mayc.i36 5100 19 27 February 62 

Aioyevyc, f. of Sarapion 5097 1 3 

Atovvcioc 5100 1 

'Hpac 5099 1 

ojv 5099 1 

Oecuv, strategus of the Prosopite 

nome 5100 1 

&a>va.c 5099 3 

V. PERSONAL NAMES 

Kalcap see Index II s.v. Nero 

KepScov 5100 10 

KXav8toc see Index II s.v. Nero 

Acvkioc IovXloc Ovr/creivoc, pre¬ 

fect of Egypt 5097 1 1-2 

Nepcov see Index II s.v. Nero 

VI. GEOGRAPHICAL 

’Ovv(inj>peic 5097 2 IO 

Capanicov, s. of Diogenes 5097 
i 3, 2 10 

CapGLTTOVC 5099 2 

Tifiepioc see Index II s.v. Nero 

'Yp.eva.ioc 5100 i 

’O^upvyxetTwv (prjTpoiroXLC) 5097 4-5 ripoaxnnToc (vopoc) 5100 7-8 

VII. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS AND TITLES 

CTpaT-pyoc (5100 7) 

VIII. PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS 

yep8i.oc 5097 1 7 
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IX. 

aSeX^rj 5099 2, 6 
aScX^oc 5099 1 

aScadcroc 5096 3 

aAAa 5098 4 5099 10 

aAAoc 5098 11 

av (= eav) 5097 2 12 5099 II 

avayKaioc 5100 12 

avdpCOTTOC 5098 9 

0.770 5097 1 3 

acdfveu' 5099 7, 8 

acvp^aroc 5097 2 4 

auroc 5097 2 15 5098 8 5099 7, 

9 5100 3,13, 17 

ISaciXevc 5096 8 

fSorjdeia 5098 2 

yepSioc see Index VIII 
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8i 5096 3 5097 212 5098 3 
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Sia 5100 5 
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67761 5100 II 

6771 5096 B 
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epyccdcu 5099 6 
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ec7repa 5100 5 

en 5096 5 

(roc (5096 1, 5) (5097 2 16) 

evdetoc 5100 17 

(vpicKew 5099 6 

evx€c®aL 5100 15 

r, 5096 8 

17/iefc 5097 2 5 5100 11 

deXcLv 5099 3 5099 8-9 

iSioc 5096 3 

Ka\<l)c 5100 9 

Kara 5097 2 15 

KaranXciv 5099 10 

KTqpvcceiv 5097 1 9 

KOLVCOVOC 5097 2 3-4 

KoXactc 5097 2 14-15 

KOCpOC 5098 I 

Aeyeiv 5097 1 2 

Aoyeta 5097'8 

Aoyoc 5096 3 

p.elc 5099 5 

piXXeiv 5100 13 

pcv 5096 2 

pepoc 5096 6 
pera 5096 I, 5 

p(XPc 5099 7—8 

pyScic 5098 3 

pr/TponoXic 5097 1 3 

vopoc 5098 [10] 

0 5100 3 

ovopa^civ 5097 2 7—8 
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oStoc 5098 12 5099 8 

770/30 5100 11 

■napayi{y)vccOai 5099 4 

wapaKovav 5097 2 13 

7TO.C 5096 [4], 7 

ne^cveiv 5100 14 

TTeidecdcu 5098 10 

rrXrjdoc 509717-8 

1TOLCLV 5097 1 8-9 5100 9 

ttoXlc 5099 4 

TTpaypLa 5096 8 

TTpOCTjKCiV 5097 2 14 

pojvvvcdai 5100 14-15, (19) 

ckvXXclv 5099 9 

ctocicoSt/c 5097 8 

crparijyoc see Index VII 

cv 5099 3 5100 4, 6, 15 

cvvcpyoc 5097 2 9 

racceiv 5096 8 

tcXcvtolv 5096 1 

TLp,LOC 5100 2, 16 

TIC 5096 8 5097 2 13 

rtc 5098 11 

vtrapyeiv 5096 4, 6, 7 

1777 0 5096 [8] 5097 2 5 
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yaipeu' 5099 2 (5100 2) 

XpT)cdai 5097 2 15-16 

Xpovoc [5096 2], 5 

COCT6 5100 6 
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